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Aid to tlic Reader 

I. KEY TO PRONUNCIATION 

I. Vowel.s 

-a ... asainall 

· ii ... a in father ( fffther) 

i ... i in fill 

i ... i in police (police) ,,. • c, 
u ... u in bush 

ii . . . u in rude ( rude ) 
r ... ree in free (fr) 
e ... e-in prey 
ai ... ai in aisle 

o ... o in go 

au ... au in Haus (German) 

II. Consonants 

k · .. ·. as k in kill 

kh ... kh in inkhom 
g ... gin gun 
gh ... gh in loghut 
n ... n in sink (sink) 

c ... c11 in cheque 

ch . . . c11h in Churchill 

j ... j in jet 

jh ... dgeh in hedgehog 
(hejhog) 

ii ... n in singe ( sinj) 

t ... t in true (true) 
th ... th in anthill ( anthill) 
c;l ... d in clrum ( ~lrum) 

<;lh . . . dh in redhaired 

( re<;lhaired) 

r.i •.• n in none (noQe) 

t ... t in tout (French) 

th ... th in nathook ( more 
dental) 

d ... d in dice ( more like th 
· in this) 

clh . . . dh in adhere ( but 
more dental ) 

n ... n in not 

p ... pin put 
ph ... ph in uphill 

b ... b in bear 

bh ... bh in abhor 

m ... min map 

y ... yin yet 
r ... r in red 
I ... l in lull 

v ... v in ivy (but more like 

w after consonants) 

s ... s in sure (sure) 

~ ... sh in shun ( ~un) 
s ... s in saint 

h ... h in hear 
:rh Anusviira, semi-nasal 

sound 

}:t Visarga, final h aspirate 
sound 
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Tms book is intended to be a popular inh·oduction to the tradi
tional systems of Indian philosophy. Accordingly, I have tried to 
work here with the awareness of certain limitations and obliga
tions, about which I wish to be quite clear. 

First, it is meant only to be a popular introduction. That 
implies obvious limitations to the form as well as distinc:t 
obligations with regard to the content. Secondly, it is meant to 
introduce only the traditional systems of Indian philosophy. [ts 
scope, therefore, is much narrower than that of a full survey of 
Indian thought. 

Being merely a popular introduction, it does not presuppose 
any previous acquaintance of the render with the subject. Cer
tain preliminary discussions, particularly about the characteristic 
peculiarity of the Indian philosophical development, could not 
thus be avoided. Even in the course of these discussions, the 
names of the Indian philosophers, philosophical systems and 
texts inevitably occur. Readers for whom this may be the first 
book of Indian philosophy may find some difficulty with these 
names. It has thus been considered worthwhile to prepare an 
alphabetical list of all these, with short notes on each, which 
the reader may find useful for the purpose of readv referenc~. 
The Indian pronunciations of the names, as also of the techni
cal words occasionally used, may be ascertained with the 'Key 
to Pronunciation' separately given. 

Obviously enough, a popular book should, as far as possible, 
he brief, easy-reading and non-technical. These conditions can 
he .fullillecl only at the cost of subtleties and textual details. 
The conser1uent risk is that one is likely to atTive at a mere 
skeleton-sketch of Indian philosophy. I have to confess that I 
could not attempt anythin)?; more than that. The notes an'l 
referenct~s-which, incidentally, to avoid a rather pedantic look 
are given at the end-will perhaps he considered b~, the more 
generous reader as some kind of compen~ation for the deficien
cies of my own discussions. For in tlwse, I had after all the 
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opportunity to mention at least some of the outstanding works 
on Indian philosophy. But I am afraid that my anxiety to quote 
from and refer to mainly such books as may he readily available 
to the general reader has prevented me from mentioning all 
such works. I specially regret my failure to refer to the really 
monumental books on Indian philosophy written by our tradi
tional scholars in the Indian languages. My own mother 
tongue being Bengali, I could only mention such veritable 
giants as Mahii.mahopii.dhyaya Candrakanta Tarkalamkara and 
Phai:iibhu~ai:ia Tarkavagisa and could only refer in a desultory 
manner to the Hindi writings of Shuklaji Sanghavi and Rahula 
Sankrityayana. I am of course aware that a great many import
ant works exist also in the other Indian languages and I may 
express the hope here that with the growing realisation of the 
prestige of our national languages we are going to care more for 
these than we have hitherto done. 

However, this emphasis on the importance of our traditional 
scholars must not be misunderstood. It does not necessarily 
mean a defence of the traditional values usually entertained by 
them. The teacher-student tradition having been by far the 
most important mode of the transmission of our philosophical 
ideas for centuries, our traditional scholars are generally the 
best custodians of our traditional ideas. They are, in other 
words, our best guides for underst:mdin~ what our ancient and 
medieval philosophers actually thought. Nevertheless, it is 
necessary for us today to develop also a critical attitude to 
these th.oughts themselves. But our traditional scholars are 
generally ;pposed to a critical attih1<le which is not confined 
to the broader structure of certain traditional values. They are, 
in short, also the custodians of a veneration for these values. It 
is necessary for us today to outgrow such a veneration, how. 
ever much that may offend the prevalent sentiments. 

This ]cads me to explain more fully how I have understood 
the word popular above. For me it means something more than 
merely a handy presentation and non-technical treatment of the 
rnhject. A popular inh·oduction to philosophy has also to care 
for the philosophical needs of the people. From this point of 
view, the task is indeed less easy than to make it merely easy-
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reading. In a book that intends to be really popular ~~;s ::1 
enough to explain what our ancestors actually thou:, 

Preached· it has the further obligation of discriminating betwdeen 
' ' l F tl e nee to what is living and what is dead. in all _t 1ese. . or, ~ 

retain what is valuable in our philosoplucal heritage 1~ as pr~ss
1
-

. l · Tl · tl1at the nluloso1Jlnca ing as to reiect w rnt 1s not. 1e reason is ' i.-

ideas of the past are not just curios for us. These may help or 
. A ti stock of our ancestral hmder our present progress. mong 1e . 

ideas therefore, those that go against the reqmrements of our 
' . d f b · g critically surrendered present progress are m nee o em ' . . 

while those that still retain significance for the bmldmg up of 

our desired future are in need of special emphasis. 
It may he worthwhile to remember here that from this point 

of view some significant change has taken place in the country 
from the situation we had during the periocf of our national 
struggle for freedom. Even a certain blind veneration for the 
past did then become an effective part of our patriotism. An 
aggressive defence of our traditional philosophy whicl1 we come 
across in the writings of Tilak, e.g., gave us indeed 'a certain 
morale' and this irrespective of the intrinsic worth of the philo
sophy itself. The imperialists were then trying to batter our 
sense of self-respect and argued that being intrinsically inferior 
both physically and intellectually we Indians were not fit to 
govern ourselves. As against this, the militant rationalisation of 
our own philosophy, which was not infrequently expressed in 
such efforts as the claim that our Sarhkara was greater than the 
greatest philosopher of the \Vest, made us at least better 
fighters for freedom, however much upsetting that might hav,~ 
been for the philosophical perspective proper. After all, as it 
is well-known, a patriot could then walk to the gallows with 
61111 feet only with a copy of the Gitc7 in his hand. 

But the situation today is quite changed. \Vith the consolida
tion of our national freedom we arc no longer in need of any 
'compensatory delusion' to boost up our morale. \\'e have, on 
the contrary, sufficient confidence in oursch-es to work for •1 

planned economic development of the cmmtrv. Thus. we ncctl 
no longer have any anxiety to prove, e.g., that· our conception of 
mokfia or 'liberation from the earthly honclage· happens to he 
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the highest ideal ever reached in philosophy. It is contrary to 
our purpose today to delude ourselves with the idea that our 
NiigLi.rjuna and our Smnkara are the greatest of all philosophers 
because they warned us against imagining the world to be real 
and against relying on reason and experience for the purpose 
of acquiring true knowledge. For we have urgent tasks ahead 
of us, tasks that presuppose a better mastery of nature and 
therefore also a clearer insight into it and its laws. Among our 
tr:-iditional ide:-is, therefore, it is necessary to nourish those that 
arc helpful for the cultivation of scicncei it is ec1ually necessary 
to scrap those that prove inimical to science. 

Here is a rather obvious example. ,vc cannot e:-.1Ject our 
peasants to be genuinely enthusiastic about the land refom1~ 
and the advanced agricultural technology offered to them" with
out at the rnme time weeding out from their heads the law of 
karma which for aenerations tatJCTht them that their miserable 

' b b 

Jot was the result of their misdeeds in the previous births 
rather than because of a backward technology and an equally 
badnvard social setup .which we call feudalism. President 
Radhnkrishnan, in his recent Independence Day Message, gave 
the inspiring call for the complete liquidation of feudalism in 
the countrv. But feudalism exists also in our consciousness in 
the form ~f feudal ideas, inclusive of course of some age-old 
philosophical ideas. We cannot hope to retain any softness for 
these and yet work for the complete liquidation of feudalism. 
It is not denied, of course, that the most important precondition 
for the lir1uidation of the feudal ideas is the liquidation of the 
material conditions that gave birth to these. But since such 
ideas also react back nn their material c-onditions and try to 
entrench these, an effective struggle against thc-se material con
ditions presupposes also a con;cious struggle against their 
ideological counterpart. 

,ve are ourselves brought up in an atmosphere in which our 

* For an interesting field-work a~ to how the traditional 'value 
system' is actually causing in our peasantry a resistance to the ad
vanced technology o!Terecl to them, see s. p, Bose. 'PeasaRt Values 
and Innovations in India', The American Journal of Psychology, 
Vol. lxvii, No. 5, March 1962. 
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teachers took . special pride in telling us that the concepts of 
mok$a and avidyii, of karma and yoga, are evidences of the out
standing importance of Indian philosophy. As snch, we have 
no illusion as to how deep had been the veneration for these 
ideas. To try to be critical of these entails the risk of incurring 
great displeasure and even of beincr suspected of anti-national 

. b 
sentiments. But truth is not necessarily what we have become 
accustomed to imagine as true for centuries and something being 
time-honoured is no sufficient reason for its acceptance. "'ere 
not the institutions of snti, of the prohibition of widow-remarri
age and of untouehability equally time-honoured in the coun
try? Yet the very circumstance of waging a relentless war 
against these made Rammohan, Vidyasagar and Gandhi the 
greatest among our social reformers. 

\Ve shall perhaps have to wait for a thought-reformer of an 
equal eminence. In the meanwhile, J1owever, we may take upon 
ourselves a humbler responsibility for the execution of which 
opportunities are created by a happy situation in_ our philoso
phical heritage itself. For, among our traditional philosophers 
there were also those who did strongly challenge the very trends 
of thought which, for the sake of science and our progress, we 
propose to oppose today. Here are only a few examples. The 
idealistic outlook, as associated particularly \\'1th the Upani~ads 
and the Advaita Vedrmta, enjoyed very high prestige amon~ our 
traditional philosophers; nevertheless, there were others among 
them to have strongly condemned it. Again, while the idealists 
were pleading for irrationalism and a surrender of Jogic, there 
were also others to defend logic and refute irrationalism. If 
the law of karma w'as placidly accepted by a great many of our 
philosophers, it is worthwhile to remember that already in the 
6th century B.c. there were philosophers like Payasi enthusiasti
cally working on an e"'Perimental rejection of it. Similarly, in 
spite of the widespread prestige of the !, 1ga-experience in Indian 
philosophy, there were stalwards, too, like Kumarila, to have 
laughed at it and called it at best a kind of su hjectivc fancv. J 

11 

:hort, ~f ideal.ism along with all its co-respondents were strong 
m Imhan plulosophy, trends opposed to all these were not 
necessarily weak. The emphasis so far on the idealistic trend, 
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to say the least, has been lopsided. The acceptance of the 
Advaita Vedanta, e.g., is even looked upon as a mark of philo
sophical respectability. Such an atmosphere is not conducive 
to science and progress. One way of changing it is of course to 
cultivate an objective attitude to the idealistic outlook along 
with all the sundry superstitions that grew under its shelter. For 
this purpose, we have to ask ourselves: wherefrom did it come 
and whither does it propose to lead us to? For a satisfactory 
answer to this question, it is obviously difficult to remain con
fined to the Indian philosophical materials alone. But there is 
perhaps another way for the Indian reader to get rid of the 
inflated idea of the importance of idealism in our philosophy. 
It is the way of being aware that in our traditional philosophy 
itself there were also vigorous attempts to outgrow idealism. In 
other words, as against the prevalent emphasis on the im
portance of our idealistic trend, a counter-emphasis on the trends 
opposed to it may-though only to a certain extent-serve the 
purpose of our real philosophical needs. 

I should like to be a little clearer about this point. It is hy no 
menns claimed that by piecing together the healthier elements 
of our different anti-idealistic trends one can reach a scientifi
cally satisfactory and integrated outlook. To begin with., such 
a conception of piecing together is itself arbitrary. Our ideal
ists, in spite of all the sectarian differences among themselves, 
did in fact contribute to one homogeneous philosophical tradi
tion; but the opposition to them arose in different quarters and 
hernse of fundamentally incompatible considerations. As such, 
little coherence can be achieved hy the effort to piece all these 
together. Secondly, these anti-idealistic trends, like the ideal
istic one, were themselves historically determined, i.e., had their 
roots in the socio-economic conditions of ancient and medieval 
In<lia. These had, therefore, their inevitable and characteristic 
limitations. Science and tech no logy did not make sufficient 
progress in the country to warrant C•~ scientifically satisfactory 
philosophy. Nevertheless, a reYiew of and a re-emphasis on 
these anti-idealistic trends cannot he without its value. It helps 
one to be disillusioned about the false prestige of the idealistic 
heritage, and such a disillusionment is an important precondition 
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for moving forward to a scientifically satisfactory philosophy. 
Moreover, notwithstanding all their objective limitations, it 
will be an error to overlook the positive significance which these 
often had, just as it is an error to ignore the positive significance 
of Heraclitus in Greek philosophy -because of his scientific 
limitations. 

I would like to add here a few more words about the other 
limitation of the present book. I have attempted to survey here 
only the traditional systems of our philosophy. These systems 
do constitute the basis and the bulk of what is technically called 
Indian philosophy. Yet, even during the medieval period
though outside the scholastic circle and often in fact in the 
form of open revolts against it-extremely significant events took 
place in the Indian battle of ideas. Under the given historical 
conditions, these had to assume the form of religious reforms, 
though in actual contents-being essentially revolts against feu
dalism-these contributed vitally to the heritage of our demo
cratic thought. Thus the great popular movements associated 
with the names of Caitanva, Kabir, and Nanak-to mention onlv 
a few-when analysed ir{ their historical setting, are found to 
contain important elements of a 'revolutionary opposition to 
feudalism', much as the German movement associated with 
the name of Thomas Miinzer did. Here is how Engels shows 
why in medieval Europe 'the opposition to feudalism appeared 
only as opposition to religious feudalism' : 

Even the so-called religious wars of the sixteenth centu1v 
involved positive material class interests; those wars were 
class wars, too, just as the later internal collisions in England 
and France. Although the class struggles of that dav were 
cloth_ed in religious shihboleths, and though the interests, 
reqmrements, and demands of the various classes were con
cealed behi~d a ~eligious. screen, this changed nothing in the 
matter, and 1s easily explamed by the conditions of the time ... 
In the hand~ of the clergy politics and jurisprudence, much like 
all other sciences, remame~ ~ere branches of theologv. and 
were tre,1.ted along the prmc1ples prevailincr in the Litter. 
Church dogmas were also political axioms, ;-;;a fiihle CJUota
tions had the validity of law in any court. . . . And this supre
macy of theology in the entire realm of intellectual activitv 
was at the same time an inevitahle consequence of the place 
held by the church as all-embradng synthesis and most gene-
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ral sanction of the existing feudal domination. It is clear that 
under the circumstances, all the generally voiced attacks 
against feudalism, above all the attacks against the church and 
all revolutionary social and political doctrines, had mostly ancl 
simultaneously to be theological heresies. The existing social 
conditions had to be stripped of their halo of sanctity before 
thcv coulcl be attacked. The revolutionary opposition to feu
dali~m was alive all down the :Middle Ages. It took the shape 
of mysticism, open heresy, or armed insurrection, all depend
ing on the conditions of the time. As for mysticism, it is well 
known how much sixteenth-century reformers depr:-ndcd on it. 
Munzer himself was largely indebted to it. ( The Peasant War 
in Germany, Moscow, 1956, pp. 54-5). 

In India there was of course no exact counterpart of the orga
nised church of medieval Europe. Yet 'the supremacy of 
theology on the entire realm of intellectual activity' was there 
and, as we shall see, even the exponents of at least some of our 
traditional systems-particularly the idealistic systems-were 
even open advocates of it. It was in this sense that the popular 
movements of medieval India were revolts, though in the inevit
able religious garb. As a matter of fact, the religious garb re
mained in much use even for the modem reformers like Ram
mohan, Vidyasagar, Vivekananda, Tagore and Gandhi, who, to 
say the least, infused a new vitality to the somewhat petrified 
pattern of Indian philosopl1ising, as became particularly evident 
after the great vogue of astute scholasticism known as Neo
Nyf1ya. A survey of Indian philosophy remains obviously in
complete if it docs not take note of these great movements of 
medieval and modern India which took place outside what is 
strictly called the traditional systems of Indian philosophy. In 
spite of being keenly aware of this, I have not attempted to 
cover all tl1ese in the present study, my simple excuse being that 
to do so properly one has also to cover a great deal of contro
versial grounds concerning the socio-economic history of medi
eval and modern India and that is probably better done in a 
separate study altogether. 

it 

'While working on this book and revising the manuscript I 
have been so vitally helped by my friend Sri Krishna Kumar 
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Dixit that il is impossible for me to thank him enough. Of 
course, my views are my own and so are my errors. But for 
his lal~ourious help, however, the expression of these views 
would have been much more clumsy and the errors perhaps too 
many. 

I am dct'ply grateful to Professor \Valtt'r Huben for the some
what detailed criti<:ism he sent me of the first draft of my 
manuscript; on the hasis of it I revised and in fact rewrote the 
whole thing. His kindness by way of offering a generous 
Foreword is indeed too obvious to he ceremoniouslv acknow-
ledged. . 

.-\pril 1964 DEHll'RASAIJ Ctu:rrOPADIIYAY.\ 



Foreword 

1.)i,;nIPI\ASAD CHATI"OPAl>HYAYA is well_ known in international 
circles of historians of Indian philosophy, espeeially as tlw 
author of Lokiiyata: A Study in Ancient Indian Matcrialim1 
(New Delhi, 1959) and as editor of Indian Studies: Past & Pre
sent. His new study, Indian Philosop11y, is an attempt to popu
larise its wealth among his countrymen. As a thought-rrformcr. 
Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya is conscious of his great responsi
bility towards his people living in a period of struggle for 
national awakening and of world-wide fighting of the forces of 
progress, humanism and peace against imperialism and mili
tarism, as he confesses in his contrihution to 'Philosophy Toda~·· 
( Seminar, 25 September 1961). He has thus written this hook 
against the old-fashioned conception that India was and is the 

land of dreamers and mystics. 
:Q,1le Hic[le of the USA, a historian of philosopl1y, has jm'. 

issued his book Tl,e Natrmilistk, Tmclition i11 [ll(lfr111 Tlw·,ght 
( Seattle, .l !:161) which runs against this romanticism; in \'ienna 
the indologist Erich Frauwall~er in his Gescl1ichte cler [11([ischc,1 
Philoso7>hie-es1wc-iallv in the second volume dealin,r with J . M 

Vaise~ika, Jainism and L,ikayata (Salzbur~, 1956)-writes Oil 

similar lines. In the chapkrs dealing with Indian philosopln·. 
P. N. Anikiev of the Sovil't Union in his History of Phi/D.\·oph!,' 
( 1957) and in my own work, Geschichte cler Im/i.sche11 Philoso
phic ( 1854), some attempt to analys•' tlw history of Indian 

philosopli~· from the materi,ilistic angle has lwl'n ma<lt'. In Imli.,. 
following some intl'rl'sting t",periments by \I. '.\. Hoy and 
Bhupt'ndranath Dutta. Dehiprasad Chattt,paclhyaya's hooks han· 
oiwne<l a new period of Indian investigations into Indian philo 
sophy. If \Udhava lwgan his Sarw-darsa11a-sa1i1gralw \\·ith th,· 
LokiiYata as the lowest school and ended with the A<h ai ta \\ 
d[rnt.; as the highest school of Indian philosophy. DdJiprasad. as 
a matPrialist. follows the opposite line. Th• discussions lie quoit', 
from Kumi\rila and others against thP l'\i~ll'm·<· ol Cud. dt· .. 
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haYe been unduly neglected in most of the older representations 

of Indian philosophy. 
As a thought-relormer Debiprasad link~ at the old Indian 

philosophers as sources of inspiration, and as materialist he 
insists on the values of old Indian materialism. This of course· 
is not easily clonl'. Only the clialcetical materialism of \larx 
and Lenin is perfect and sdcntiHc, all older forms of !1ylozoi~ 
or mechanical materialism being imperfl'ct, hcc:ausl' science had 
not yet developed sufficiently and because there \\'as no revolu
tionary dass to fight for it. Therefore, tlw materialistic: clements 
like the atomism of Jainism and Nyiiya-Vaise~ika, the prakrti
paril_u111w-i;iida of Siirilkhya ancl Yoga, the doctrine of sparfo in 
old Buddhism, which ac:knowledges tlw ohjc·ctive existence of 
the material world, and similar conceptions in ~l_imarilsa_as well 
as the doctrine of matter as the sole realitv in the Lokf1yata 
cannot amwer in a-proper-i.e. scientifk--;va~· the question~: 
what is the relation of matter and mind and what are th,· 
objective laws of development of matter and society? Thm 
Vaise~ika atomism rwedecl the doetr1ne of God as creator. 
S.irnkhya the cloetrine of p111·11ra for whose sakr matter mavcs, 
and so on. Lokftyata rejeetPcl sm·h doctrines of supra-naturnl 
Pntitics hut could not build up a positive system of rthics, 
rl'strieting. tlrus, materialism to fighting against religi:Jus c:m
(·(•ptions. Such an inadequac-y of old I nclian philosophy ha~ to 
hi' explained through historical analysis. One has to show whil '.1 
IITl'C' the soda I forces helrincl h~dian idealism-l'specially ilhi
sionism and agnostiC"ism-tlral hindered the cknfopment~ ol 
Indian sciences and worldh adi,ities, a11d \l'hid1 \\Tl"<' tll(' 
forc_es working for scien'tific ancl social progrPss. t,:(mlern 
lmlians 11111st, thus, lweome aware "f tlw two opposite• tn·ncl; 
in Indian 1;hilosoph~- tl:ro111!11 the ages in orcl(•r to lmilcl th,· 
fiitme of India on th!' l)('sl l'llltural traditions. 

To quote a recent pape·r by \I. \'. Srini,·as. 1-Ic-acl of th•• 
eepartment of Soc:iolo!c!L Dellri l'nin'rsitY, in Tlw :\larcl, oi 
J,ulia of Decemlwr H)fii: 'C:m(• indeed ;ll'C' th .. clan wlw,, 
Indian intdlectuals cpu·stirn:ecl tlll' riglrtness "f adiYit,· in tlw 
world. . . . In fact, 11 itl1 lhl' sprl'ad of \\ ·l'sll'rn sdt•nce ancl 
rational forms of thought. atlH'ism ancl agnostil'ism ma\' increase 
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in India'. . . The need to act was propagated in the B1wgarx,c/. 

gift"i and YogarxW~(lw, in ]ifrmc.foari and Gitara1wsya, in Bankim 
Chatterjee's J,.1w11<fo11w(lw and by Vivekananda and others up 
lo Gandhi :ind Radhakrishnan, hut always from within tlw 
framework of the Vedanta religion. According to M. N. Srinivas. 
the time has come to c.:onsider the necessity of founding activit~· 
on science which is opposed to religion. Therefore, the modl'rn 
Indian philosopher has to look hack to scientific, matl'rialistk 
clements in li!dian philosophic-al tradition. and that is \\·hat 
Dehiprasad Chatt:ipadhyaya does. 

· 1 regard it a great honour to have this opportunity to say 
something to the Indian reader. Being a citizc11 of the Sociali~t 
German state, the German Democratic Republic, and being an 
Indologist it is my duty to explain to my Germ.an people what 
India-especially Indian philosophy-is and was. For sonw 
decades my method has !wen to interpret li:dia and her civiliza
tion-unknown to my people-by comparing and c:mtrasting them 
with Europe and European civilization ,vhich an• fair\y we\\ 
kno\\11 to us. Thm. one conws to a world_-hist:iry of phil1;s:)phY. 
1 beliew that it is essential to he well acquainted with tlw gen.t•
ral history of philosophy in order to darify the problems of th,, 
development of Indian philosorhy and that, on the other hand. 
the matl•rial and thr \·iewpoints of the history of Indian philo 
sophy enrich tht' gL•nernl history of philosophy enornH>11sly. Hotl1 
points of vit•w. both wavs of rest•,uc.-h. are interc.-onnec.-frcl. 

This comparin~ and c;mtrasting must inc.-ludt• t_he _9hi'.u-s,·_tracl_i 
tion of philosophv as well, and it has to bP done m a ~tnd h1ston; 
-cal way. It is not correct to compare and contrast pllilosoplwrs fJ! 

t hcse tlm•t' regions if tlll'y tlo not lwlonµ: to an analogous sta~.
of socio-l1istoncal tll'n'lupmt'nt. . .\ml thl' result 1Jf sm·h a t·o1n 
parison cannot lw to jutlgl' tl:P ri![lttness or wr01_1gnes~. of ,1 

rhilosnphical ich a or ~ystc•m. as s1,me rt'prt'Sl'ntattu•s ol_ ·com 
Farative i:hilosophy' 

0

ha\·e clcllh'. T would ll'('Oll1mPnd thl' t.illo\l 

ing proc('clme. 
\\'hat \\'<• lll'<'tl. firs! of all. in tlH' actual situation as clia1w.· 

terist·d ll\ lilt' a]Hi,·c-111,·ntionccl \\'orks of Dl'hiprasad C:hatlt1 
padhvay,;_ I'll .. is llll' p'rioclizing th1· histm'\' of Indian phi!,· 
~oph;·, .Th{' h,·~inning of philu~opli~· in Tudi,t is. I tl1i11l.. clnr 
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with the hylozoism of Uddalaka AruIJi in the Chlindogya 
l 'pan4ad vi; his materialism, still very primitive, being the first 
svstematisation of what Debiprasad in his Lokiiyata described 
;s the prehistorical this-worldliness, which I.ad been charac
teristic of the tribal times. l1d<lalaka lived at about 600 JJ.c. in 
the beginning of the Indian states of the Iron Age. Against his 
materialism, Yi"ijnavalkya immediately formulated the most 
ancient Indian idealism, along with the doctrines of karma, 
\111i1siira and mol0a. Thus started the struggle hetwePn these 
two major ~chools ot philosophy. 

In the period following, from the time of the Buddha, abou• 
5CO li.C"., up to the time of the Namlas who founded the first 
great all-north-Indian state about 3.'30 B.c., the fight for and 
against the kanw.1 doctrine took the shape of viiclas, i.e. of 
doctrine\, not yet of systems. The Buddha taught the ani,.:ca
and ar,'.l/l~i-uida, especially the chain of the twelve 11idi11!.IS. Th,, 

materialists taught the t1ccl1eda-viida, the bhiita-, yadrccl1ii- and 
~wU1iit:1!-r;:tda; Agnostics an a;nana-vc7cla, Fatalists taught 
hc1la- or niyati-uada,. espl'cially '.\fakkhali Gos.'l.la. Dig1wni
kdya (ii) tells us of ~ix philosophers of this time, five of them 
finciing ,.xcust's For Ajiitasatrn's policy of applying clesputical 
lorce, only the Jaina avoiding this topic and praising the asceti~ 
frct'dom from all honcls. In the Jaina Siiyag11da, in an analogo11s 
passage·. not this topic hut the general oppression nf man
src•cially of slaves-is defcndl'cl by suc:h philosophers, hut ot 
1·m1rs1' 11<Jt by the Jaina author. In Dig1w11ikr1ya ( i), a Buddlii,t 
l1as tried to systematise all ri1fo1· of that time into sixtytwo way, 
of philosophy. In Sr;e(("ifratara Upr111isad ( i, :2 ), a short enunw
ration of such rc7cb.1· is prcsnved. But, besides, Aupani~ad>t, 
la111.d1t Sllllll' kind of very Parly Ve<lfmta of which we still do 
11ot know till' cont,,11ts. Tl,e same holds true for old Jainism. 
Si"ui1khrn. Yoga and !'vlirni"nns[i. Dehiprasad Chattopmlhyaya has 
alreach- shown in the Loka,,a/a that mw root of Sii.ri1khya is 
lril:al m~ thology of God .incl Cudd<'ss. Yoga has its roots in 
lribal sh,:mani,m and was u1tn,clucul into Indian philosnphy h~· 
Buddhists in order to pro\'!• t1 1e exi,lcncc of sa1imira ,1s told in 
1he legPncl of the 1,wluilJCJ1lhi of t] 1c Buddha. Jainism has sonw 
n11it in trihal animism. Iscnra-rcl/Ta in some wav is <·mmedc:.l 
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with the old form of Saivism which is testified in the Indm 
civilization. How, where and when these doctrines were for
mulated is not yet clear, but it is important for the historian 
to stress the point that Indian philosophy to a great extent ha~ 
non-Vedic origins, which runs against orthodox teachings, and 
that theh.n played a greater role only in the next period as 
testified hy Pal)ini, Heliodoros, etc. 

This next period saw the systematisation of Indian philos::> 
phies, the oldest Brii.hmai:iical one being Samkhya, which i~ 
represented in the numberless forms of epic Si"1mkhya. The 
sritres of Mimamsa, Vedanta, Vaise~ika, Nyaya and Yoga sho"· 
the sy~tematisation; and elements in Pataii.jali's Mahibhi.J!Jll, 
in the Mahiibluirata and Carab-sa1i1hitii give us some material 
for the reconstruetion of the period before the siitras. Be(~a11se 
isvara-t,iida was relatively late it happened that Hinayana 
Buddhism, Jainism, Mimiirhsii, and Siirhkhya had no place for 
ifoara and later on fought against the doctrine of God which. 
on the otl:er hand, in epic Siimkhya and Yoga, in some Vcdi:intas 

· and later Nyaya-Vaise~ika played an evrr-increasing role a~ 
shown by Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya. 

With the beginning of the feudal age, the bh,J~!JC:-perio<l of 
Indim, philosophy-i.c. the period of scholastics-began, and 
which went on up to the 111odern times hut has to be su1J

divided into several pl'rio<ls. As rrgards details, the \\'cll-knmrn 
difficulty of chronology is c111P of the main hindrances hr estah
lishing a series of periods soon. 

The more these periods are being fixed the more it becomes 
c-lear that the developmrnt of philosophy in India as elsewhere· 
is interconnected with social development. To gi\'e only one-' 
example. In trihal times, smne conception of the world as the 
reality which is eternally moving in contrasts ( day and night 
summer and winter, etc.) takes the form of a mvthologi:·,tl 
\\'orkl-hi~tory, narnrly, the story of fighting lwh,Te11· ![ods an:! 
demons-as among Indo-Ew·opeans, north-Americans. de. Tlw 
conception of rta is the primitive hase for the dodrinl' of 
lJddalaka :\rur.ri that sat is changing ( t·ikfim). In opposition to 

him Yiijiiavalk~-a t.111ght that sat is unmoving Bmh111(111. Th,· 
Buddha taught his mricca- and mwttii-t'(ld't, hl'ing the so-callc-1 
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micldle-path bet\\·een materialism and Upaniirnd-mysticism. Thus 
far t_lll' Hegelian -conceptions of thesis, antithesis, etc. can be 
aprhecl. But this is not enough. One has to show how it hap
pcm·cl that the Buddha taught his doctrine in a special histori
, .,ti surrounding. It was, as Debiprasacl has shown, the timC" 
,i·ht n his tribe and the aristocr,,tic class in his tribe were in 
dangl'r; lwsides, the Mal1apari11iri:!71_wsiitra describes how tlw 
Buddha himself witne~sed that the Licchavis were in a similar 
danger. He fl'lt the miseries of the suppn•ssed ancl exploite•I 
people> living under slave-holding despotism which was tlwn 
just lwginnin~; he interpreted the suffering as becoming an:1 
dl'cayin!J: anti revi\"l'd the old trihal magico-mythologic.:a] c.:onc.:ep
lion of l't(•rnal move ( rta) in his philosophieal type of thought. 

1f we now look at Greece anc! Chiua we observe that in nearlv 
the same period when Iron Age began Greek philosophy bega;1 
with tht> hvlozoistic n1<1terialism of Thales and other Ionians ana
logous to that of LTddalaka .3..ruqi, followed bv some doctrines 
which denied becoming in the school of Eleati~s. An<l when the 
old socil'I\· of trihal aristocracy dec:ayed, Herac:litus in Gree~·t• 
aml I .an Tse in China arrived at very similar doctrines of eter
nal hcc.-oming, of primitive dialel'tical thinking-as did the Bud
dha. l am now working on a paper which will go into th., 
details. It will hec·ome c.:lear that Heraclitus and Lao Tse als:1 
~uffned with their then dcl'aying old aristocracies and lookc,l 
hal"k 110,talgically at lrihal societies with remnants of free, de
mocratic lif~. In ancient Greece there were at first no systt'm~ 
of philosophy just a~ they Wt'H' not in India; only much later 
Epic.-nrc-•ans, Stoics, Peripatetics, etc., lwgan. who are tlie Eurn
pca,~ analogies to Lokayata-darsana, etc., living in philosophical 
lrndition up lo the b,•ginning ol capitalism in Europe and in 
India. Thus the astonishing similarity between pa&"irtfws in 
Yaisesika and categories in Aristotle. hetween Ny,1ya's 011111wimh 

and Aristotk,-s syllogisms can he explained hy analogous cle,·1•. 
lopnwnt and it is not necessary to accept the theory of Greek 
inllu<·nc!' on lnclian philosopby. espcdall~- as th,, pcul•1rt!w~ can 
'.:1.· d,,rin•d lrom drarya. g11rw. krit/Cl. etc .. in the intrllllnc.:tion ti, 
Patanjali"s ,1af1r1hfu1)·1/a and tl1e i-atc>gories of Nvf1v,\ from thl' 
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art of cliscnssion in anricnt l nclia. The analogy of lnclian and 
European scholastics has already been hinted at above. 

India today has to develop her philosophy from her tradition, 
and as long as classes continue and class struggle goes on in 
India, the two main lines of philosophy-materialism and ideal
ism-will continue to fight each other. Idealists will satisfy 
themselves by re-interpreting Vedfmta, mat('rialists will go on 
in the line of Dchiprasad Chattopadhyaya and hnild up tlw 
Indian dialectical materialism, which is indispensahle for win
ning the class struggle. I as a socialist German Indologist can 
only help to reconstruct the history of Indian philosoph~· but 
that also to a very limited extent. \\'hat I would propose is 
some organised cooperation of Indian and non-lndian historians 
of Indian and non-Indian philosophy to come to a fairly correct 
ancl detailed general hist01y of philosophy as soon as ·possihle. 

12 Marcil 1962 WALTrn Hums 



1. Development of Indian Philosophy 

A SURVEY of Indian philosophy, in the way in which European 
philosophy is usually surveyed by its historians, is difficult if 
possible at all. This is largely because of the characteristic 
peculiarity of its development. In Europe, thinkers succeeded 
one another, often evolving a philosophy from a radically 
new standpoint, criticising and rejecting their predecessors 
energetically. In India, however, the basis for a number of 
alternative philosophical views lrnd their origin in a considerable 
antiquity and the subsequent philosophical activities had been -
at least in intention - only the development of these original 
perspectives. Philosophers came one after another but, gene
rally speaking, not to offer any basically new philosophy. Each 
stood instead for an ancient system and wanted to defend 
and rationalise it over again, strengthening the arguments of his 
predecessors rather than trying to find fault with them. There 
was, in short, the simultaneous development of a number of 
alternative philosophies, or, as it is aptly said, 'the types 
remained the same'.1 

This, it is sometimes claimed? gave a progressive coherence 
to the philosophical views and, as such, what Indian philosophy 
might have lost in variety was compensated by the intensity it 
gained. Notwithstanding what is true in this, the fact remains 
that the sihiation as a whole is also indicative of some kind of 
ideological stagnation. The old thoughts often carried for the 
new thinkers an inviolable authority, 'the new exponents always 
bound themselves to the explanations of the older teachers and • 
never contradicted them.':! Changes in thought, even when 
allowed to occur - as, in fact. they frequently did - were sought 
to he explained as taking place within a hroacler structure of 
unchangeability, the clue to which is to he sought in the general 
unchang~ableness of tlw socio-economic: conditions of the coun
try. 'Hmvever changing'. observes l\farx, 'the political aspect of 
India's past must appear, its social condition has remained 

!PI 1 
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unaltered since its remotest antiquity, until the first decennium 
of the 19th century'.~ 'The structure of the economical elements 
of society remains untouched by the stormcloudes of the 
political sky.'; 

Such conditions, naturally enough, did not favour fresh 
adventures of ideas or inspire the thinkers to explore new possi
bilities of understanding the universe and man's place in it. For, 
as a matter of fact, the general pattern of living remained the 
same and the lot of man unchanged: the varl)iisrama dlwrma 
or the rules of caste division defined the former for each and 
the law of karma urged that the latter was not to be grudged, 
for what one enjoyed or suffered was but the result of one's own 
<loing. 'There is a most intimate connexion and almost an 
identity between the ways of human power and human know
ledge'/; said Bacon, adding, 'Whence it follows that the improve
ment of man's mind and the improvement of his Jot are one and 
the iiaml;l·thing.'1 In India, however, there was for centuries no 
spectacular innovation in the technique of production, opening 
before inan any fundamentally new possibility of mastering -
and: thereby understanding - the world he lived in. Even a 
cursory acquaintance with our philosophical literature gives one 
the impression of how the potter's tools and the weaver's loom-'
and their ghata and the pata - defined in an important sense 
the mental horizons of our philosophers. These were the techni
<]Ues 11iJoQ which they were persistently drawing and they would 
not g-0· ~eyondJ these even for illustrating their acutest arguments. 

Under these, circumstances, the philosophical activities proper 
were activities within certain predetermined thought-structures 
which the 1ater philosophers did not deliberately disoard. Not 
that there was no individual pllilosopher of outstanding abilities, 

• or that there was nothing in the nature of genuine innovation. 
But none would daim conscious inclividualitv for himself, nor 
would the philosophical tradition admit it t;> any. And ('VPn 

when, by way of ·explaining an old standpoint ·over again, a 
philosopher did in fact introduce some palpable innovation, lie 
.always argued that this was hut an explication of what had lw<"n 
already potential in Lhc ancient wisdom he stood for. 



~- The Philosophical Literature 

"THE source-books of these philosophical systems arc usually 
-eertain satra-works, i.e. collections of mnemonic sentenees or 
lmlf-sentences, sometimes even isolated words in lieu of a 
sentence. The mode of the later philosophical writings had 
mostly been in the nature of eommentaries on these, called the 
blu1.~yas, or of commentaries upon the commentaries called the 
tikiis, etc. There were also, though comparatively fewer, verse
treatises on the systems called the kcirikiis, long and occasionally 
,somewhat critical dissertations called the vcl11tikas, and, in 
.comparatively later times, quite a consiclcrable number of inde
·pendent works, hath in prose and verse. But the siltras 
remained for these systems the ultimate stock of wisdom, as it 

·were. Of course, the Buddhists ancl the Jainas did not have 
-such typical siitras; but they had their own way of following 
practically the same pattern of philosophical writing. 

Tradition attributes the siitras of the different systems to 
,certain authors who are, however, nothing more than mere names 
for us. For though we have legends and palpable fables about 
them, there is nothing that can he called strictly historical. The 
siltra-work of the Vaise~ika system, e.g., is attrib~ted to a certain 
Kai:iada, also called Kai:iabhak~a or Kai:iabhuj, literally 'the atom
-eater'. The traditional explanation of the name, meant evic.lentlv 
to prove his great austerity, is that the sage who propoundL•~l 
this system usec.l to live on grains collected from fields after the 
peasants carried off their harvests. But modern scholars! arc 
inclined to sec in it a t{'rm of mockery hcstmwd on the philo
sopher because of his theory of the atoms. The name coukl 
thus he only indicati,·e of some original hostility to this svstcm, 
entertained presumably in the orthodox circlP. ·I\.'o less i,;tercst
ing was the alternative name of the same philosopher, which 
might han' been his real name. It was l'lt1ka, 'tlie cmT. Tradi
tion has a simple exph111ation fnr this. too: thc•re was in ancient 
tim1·s a certain sage \\·hn. by his great penances, earned till' 

grace of goJ ~i\"a and. as a resnlt of this, the e:od. in the g11is,· 
,of an o,, I, instrudecl him in the philosophy ci tlw atoms!~ But 
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why had god to choose this extraordinary guise for the purpose 
of imparting philosophical wisdom? No explanation, of course, is: 
offered! Besides, as eminent modern scholars like Kuppuswami 
SastrP and Garbe·1 rightly point out, Kai:iada himself, in all pro
bability, was an atheist; for in spite of the introduction of Goel 
into his system by its later exponents, the siitra-work itself is: 
conspicuously indifferent to any mention of Him. \Vhat, then,. 
could this peculiar name imply? Rahula Sankrityayana5 is 
inclined to view it as evidei;ice of Greek influence on the Vai
se~ika atomism - the owl of Athena left its impress on the phi
losophy of the country from which it came. Thus it was that 
it came to be known as Ault1kya-darsana, 'the philosophy of the
owl'. But this appears to be farfetched. In the light of compa
rative anthropology, however, it may be possible to see in this 
l'h:ika the name of an ancient totemic clan to which the philo
sopher traced his descent, as is still done in the gotra-system 
surviving in this country.11 Incidentally, this is just one instance· 
of the persistence of the past - of the ancient beliefs and insti
tutions - in Indian culture, throughout its protracted period of 
development. 

So this is about a11 that we know of Kai~ada or Ult1ka, the
supposed founder of the Vaise~ika system. As for the founders 
of the other systems our knowledge is in no way better. In this 
ocean of uncertainties the only historical fact that we have is 
that the Buddha, who died at about the age of 80 in 483 B.c., 

was the actual founder of Buddhism, though it remains for us 
to see how big was the gap between the simple teachings which 
were possibly the Buddha's own and the sophisticated philoso- · 
phical views that were later called the Buddhist philosophies. 

The actual date of the Vaise~ika-siitra, like the other sfitra

works, is still largely a matter for conjecture, in trying to deter
mine which tliie modern scholars have widely differed among 
themselves. \Vithout entering into the technicalities of this 
question, we may note here a few points of hroad interest. First 
as Stcherbatsky observes, 'Some of the sfttras display a remark~ 
ahle knowledge of each other. To judge from the whole tone 
and drift of the philosophical siitras, they must he the produc
tions of one and the same literary epoch.'7 \Vhat we now 
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possess as the siitras of the Sarilkhya system is of course an 
exception; because it is largely spurious and admittedly of very 
late origin. Secondly, 'the literary epoch' of which these works 
were the products could not be later than A.D. 300 or 400; this 
is a point on which most of the modern scholars would agree, 
though some ,voulcl be inclined to push back\vard the earlier 
possible limit of this age. Thirdly, whatever might have been 
the date of the actual reduction of these philosophical views in 
their present siitra-fonn, the prevalence of a majority of them 
in their pre-systematised stage is to be traced to a much earlier 
period, for the form of the mnemonical aphorisms generally 
presupposes a long history of discussion and transmission of 
ideas of which the sfrtras are the condensed literary outcome. 
In any case, we have positive evidence of the fact that already at, 

a very early period, which roughly corresponds to the philoso
phical activities in ancient Greece and China,8 a surprising 
number of conflicting philosophical views did crop up in India, 
or as Stcherbatsky puts it. 'In VI-V ccnhny B.c., at the time 
immediately preceding the rise of Buddhism, India was seething 
with philosophic speculation. A great variety of views and 
:Systems were springing up and actively propagated among the 
-different classes of its population'.° Most of these were of course 
,only rudimentary and had no great future. But a considerable 
number of them were not quite so and they eventually d'c\·e-
1oped into major systems of Indian philosophy. 

3. Hangover of Ancient Beliefs 

,vE may be yet far from kno,,·ing \\'ith ccrtaintv what led to the 
t!rth of so many diH•rgent dews at such an e,;rlv period of our 
lnst0ry. But what is noted ahon~ is of material· imporhnu:e for 
q.•.ndcrstanclin~ a charnc-teristie pcc-11liarily of Indian philosoph~·: 
:Sill(.'(' till' I, · I t f I 1· I ·1 l · t l'\l' opmen o m 1an p 11 osop 1y meant alio,·c all the 
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development of certain well-defined systems and since the origin· 
of these systems is to be traced to a considerable antiquity, it was 
inevitable for this philosophy to have developed strong moorings 
in the past and to retain the relics of the antique - even, 
primeval - ideas and beliefs. This explains the incomplete 
emancipation of our philosophical thought from all kinds of 
religious credulities, mythological imagination and even the 
belief in ritual practices. All these, surprisingly enough, have 
peacefully coexisted with the most remarkable logical subtleti_es 
and dialectical abilities, a peculiarity really difficult to under
stand for one acquainted only with the European tradition. For 
the emancipation from ancient myths, as it is commonly said, 
marked the beginning of Emopcan philosophy, "·ith Thaies, the 
first philosopher of ancient Greece. In the old Babylonean 
cosmology, the world was created from water by the fiat of gocl 
~Iarcluk. 

"'hat Thales dicl was to leave ~far<luk out. He, too, saicl 
that everything was once water. But he thought that earth ;md 
<:verything else had been formed out of water by a natural 
process, like the silting up of the delta of the Nile . ... It is an 
admirable beginning, the whole point of which is that it 
gathers together into a coherent picture a number of ohsen·ec.l 
facts 1citlw11t letti11g Marduk i11. 1 

But nothing as sharp as this took place in Indian philosophy. 
Our philosophers, generally speaking, were not so keen on 
shaking off their ~Ianluks, their \\·oriel of traditional beliefs and 
fancies. The Lokf1yatas or materialists were hy far the only 
excPption to this: insistin<1 as the\· did on the llrimacy of sense-

to • • 

perception as the source of valid knowledge, and rPjecting the 
validity of any scriptural authority, they alone could laugh at 
and ,·igorously ridicule the superstitions of others. Howe,·er,. 
the overwhelming majority of Indian philosophers were far from 
eager to disturb the world of their ancestral beliefs. This does 
not smelv mean that thev remained at the same level of intellec
tual de,-~lopment as, sa;-, that of the Bahylo1wan cosmohgists. 
The \fanluks were all that the Bahdoneans had, whereas our 
philosophers. even while attaining 1:eal philosophical lwights. 
somelmw or other allowed a tolerant corner in their minds tc~ 
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the traditional ]ores ancl superstitions." Here, in other words, 
was a peculiar coexistence of advanced philosophy with primi
tive beliefs. And such coexistence was in fact inevitable. For 
the later philosophers, however much philosophical sophistica
tion they might have acquired, were, on the whole, reluctant to 
transgress the limits of what they considered to be the ancient 
wisdom and had thus to eulogise-even rationalise - the primitive 
elements that were embedded in these ancient thoughts. 

Herc arc a few examples in briefest outlines. In the literature 
of what is called the Yoga system - particularly in its description 
of the supernatural powers that arc supposed to result . from 
some hoary practices - the line of demarcation between the 
fabulous and the plausible is indeed very thin. The Jaina 
system, in its theory of karma, e.g., introduces us to some kind 
of imposing mythology ,vhich can, at any rate, hold no interest 
for what we understand by philosophy. The. almost endless 
discussi~ns concerning the details of the primitive rituals which 
we come across in the Mim~unsa system is sure to make one 
wonder as to how this could at all pass for a serious philosophy. 
In the literature of the Vedanta system, again, we come across 
the most extraordinary practice of quoting the Purfu:ias or the 
mythological literature to justify or reject philosophical positions. 
These are bound to appear all the more amazing when we 
remember that, excepting a few, practicallv all the ablest of our 
advanced thinkers fully believed in the ~ame Yoga practices; 
that the same Jaina system was defended by such great logicians 
as Akalanka, Vidyananda and Hemacandra, without in the least 
disturbing its fabulous theory of karma; the same Mimams;t 
system, with its wearisome discussions of the ritual details had 

as its staunch champions outstanding philosophers like Kuru'ariht; 
the same Vedanta, ,vith all its veneration for the Puriil)a, had 
as its exponents thinkers like Viicaspati Misra and Sriharsa 
_ certainly great names in the history of philosophy. · • 

Of course, Yoga, as we shall see, was not essentially a philo
sophy. The primary concern of ~limii.msa, again, was the Vedic 
ritual. Similarly, Jainism and Vedanta are still living creeds in 
the country. The blend of the philosophical with the ;,onphiloso-

- phical may not, therefore, appear to he so very sh'ange in those 
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systems. But let us take the Nyaya and the Vaise~ika systems -
or better, in view of their eventual amalgamation, the Nyaya-Vai
se~ika system-which was above all meant to be an essentially 
empirical epistemology and ontology; it even foreshadowed such 
scientific ideas as practice being the criterion of truth. Here 
are some examples of how ancient beliefs found for themselves 
comfortable shelter in the philosophical literature of this system. 
Uddyotakara, one of its ablest representatives and certainly an 
outstanding thinker, in the course of his refutation of epistemo
logical idealism, took with utmost seriousness the possibility of 
ghosts having visions in their dreams of rivers of blood or of pus! 2 

Another outstanding representative of the same system, Jayanta 
BhaUa, whose philosophical polemic is said to be 'sweeping 
everything before its tremendous rush',a argued with great gusto 
that his own grandfather performed the Vedic ritual called 
Sarngrahai:ii and gained thereby a village as his property•: this 
was claimed to be conclusive evidence that the Vedic rituals 
could produce results during the lifetime of their performers. 
Again, Annam Bhatta, a still later philosopher, explaining the 
atomistic hypothesis, summed up the traditional position of the 
school and spoke in the same strain of bodies like ours made of 
the earth-atoms and as existing in this earth, bodies made of 
water-atoms as existing in the realm of the water-god Varui:ia, 
hodies made of fire-atoms as existing in the realm of the fire-god 
Aditya and bodies made of air-atoms as existing in the realm of 
the air-god Vayu." But who were these extra-mundane creatures 
made of the atoms of ,vater, fire and air and where are the 
realms of Varui:ia, Aditya, and Vfryu? Obviously nowhere out
side the primitive imagination. But the philosophers did not 
hothcr. For the heritage of the primitive imagination was taken 
for granted. Comments Kuppuswami Sastri: 'The belief that 
these three varieties of bodies are ultramundanc existences and 
are found in the worlds of Vann)a, A<litya and Vayu is based 
on Puriiriic cosmology and does not require any discnssion herc.'0 

But how can a discussion he thus avoided'? After all, the Nyiiya
Vaisesika was not just a Puriiriic or mythological view of the 
world; it was surely one of the most serious of our philosophical 
svstems and has something to contribute to the philosophical 
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needs of our times. The peculiar tolerance for the Purfu:iic 
-cosmology even by its advanced representatives cannot, there
fore, be just overlooked. 

Many more examples may easily be cited. But it is already 
-obvious that our philosophers did not show any special entlm· 
siasm to give up their superstitions or hoary beliefs. At the 
present stage of historical researches, it is perhaps prematu~e to 
venture any satisfactory explanation of this peculiarity. Besides, 
any explanation that claims to embrace the whole course of 
Indian philosophical development as taking place in such a vast 
-country with its highly complex ethnological composition is 
1Jound to face the obvious risk of over-simplification. Newrthe
]ess, since it would be unrealistic to ignore the problem al
together and since moreover historical parallels have often very 
significant light to throw on the as yet obscure corners of our 
understanding, it may be worth while to recall here the situation 
of ancient Greece where the philosophers, as already noted, 
began by shaking off the superstitious cosmology and where, 
moreover, as we shall see, they needed it back at a later stage. 
For understanding, though negatively, the general philosophical 
situation of India, it may therefore be worthwhile to ask ~ht' 
question: How was it that the first philosophers of Greece felt no 
need for the ancient myths which their predecessors - the 
Egyptians and the Bahyloneans - with all their achievements in 
astronomy, geometry, measurements and medicine, failed to out· 
grow? \Ve may listen to Farrington who has answered the 
<]Uestion clearly. In Egypt ancl Babylon, the central governments 
.controlling large areas with absolute authority were in as much 
need of astronomy, geometry, etc., as of supe;stitions - the latter 
for the purpose of enforcing their authority. 'A sophisticated 
Greek of the fourth cenh1ry B.c., cast a glance at the official reli
gion of Egypt and detected its social utility. The EgnJtian law
giver, he remarks, had C'stahlished so many contemptible super
stitions, first, "because he thought it proper to accustom thP 
masses to obeying any command that ,vas giV('n to them by their 
superiors", and, second, 'because he judged that he could rely on 
those who displa)'l'd their piety to be equally hrn·-ahiding in 
every other particular." ( Isocratcs, B11siris). This is not the type 
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of society in which men with a rational outlook on the world 
and human life are encouraged to come to the fore.'7 Such a 
necessity to rule with superstitions, however, did not exist in the 
commercial towns of ancient Greece that witnessed the begin
nings of European philosophy. 

In Ionia ~as Far~ington cont!n_ues]. on the _Aegean fringe of 
the Aa!1atohan ma1~l_and, conditions _m the sixth century were 
very different. Political power was m the hands of a mercan- · 
tile aristocracy and this mercantile aristotTacy was actively 
engaged in promoting the rapid development of techniques, 
on which their prosperity depended. The institution of 
slavery had not yet developed to a point at which the ruling 
class regarded techniques with contempt. . . ~lileh1s, where 
Natural Philosophy was ~orn, wa~ the most go-ahead t~wn in 
the Greek ,vorld .... The mformation we possess makes 1t clear 
that the first philosophers were the active type of man .... 
the novelty of whose philosophy consistecl in the fact that, 
when they turned their minds to ,,,onclering how things work
ed, they did so in the light of everyday experience without 
regard to anc:ient myths. Their freedom from dependence on 
mythological explanations was due to the fact that the com· 
p,iratively simple political structure of their rising towns did 
not impose upon them the necessity of governing by super
stitions, as in the older empire.' 

But no less significant is the circumstance that this emanci
pation of philosophical thinking from the obligation to conform 
to myths, which made the first philosophers of Greece also the 
pioneers of the real sdentifie tradition, was after all only a short
lived one. \\'ith the further progress of the institution of slavery, 
when the industrial tedmic1ues passed into the hands of the 
slaves, arose new 'political exigencies - the problem of control
ling the moh and the problem of eontrolling the shive.'0 Accord
ingly, the lt•aders of Greek thought had to revert back to 
myth-making. 

-.\\'hen Plato came to the end of his knowledge in any direction 
he had recourse to a mvth. Aristotle, in the same passage in· 
his Metapl,ysics in whic\1 he claims that true science never ha<l 
mW connection with production, tells us that myth-making is a 
soit of science." 1° Comments Farrington. 'It ,voulcl, in faet, he fair 
to describe the Platonic: myths, like thdr predecessors in Egypt 
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and Babylon, as opinions about nature which have a value for 
the control of men.'11 This may he doubted by the modem
admirers of Plato. But Plato himself, at any rate, was fully 
conscious of the necessity of enforcing myths with all sorts of 
propaganda technique on the minds of the people for purposes 
of legislation. This is clearly illustrated by Thomson1~ with 
Plato's writings. Here is an extract from Plato's maturest work, 
the Laws: 

- And even if this were not true, as our argument has 
proved it to be, could a legislator, who was any good at all 
and prepared to tell the young a beneficial falsehood, have 
invented a falsehood more profitable than this, more likely to 
persuade them of their own free will to do always what was 
right? · 

- The truth is a fine thing and lasting; yet it is not easy to· 
make people believe it. 

- "'ell, was it hard to make people believe the myth of 
Kadmos, and hundreds of others equally incredible? · 

- Which do you mean? 

- The sowing of the dragon's teeth and the appearance of 
the warriors. \Vhat an instructive example that is to the 
legislator of his power to win the hearts of the voung ! It 
shows that all he needs to do is to find out what belief is most 
beneficial to the state and then use all the resources at his 
command to ensure that thrm!ghout their lives, in spePch. 
story and song, the people all smg to the same tune. 

In an earlier work, the Republic, Plato searched for a solution 
of the problem: 'How can ,ve contrive one of those l'xpedient 
folschoocls we were speaking of just now, one noble falsehood 
,,·hich ,,·c may persuade the whok community, indncling tht'. 
rulers themselves, if possible, to aecept?' 1:: In the Laws, he turned 
bal'k admiringly at the petrified culture of the Egyptians and 
said that tlw problem was already soln·d hy them: 

_ \\"hat arc tlw legal provisions for sueh matters in Egq1t? 

_ Most rcma!·kahle. Tlwy recoh'1lised long ago the principle 
we arc cliscussmg. that the young m11st lw hahituatl'd to tlH' 
use of beautiful designs aml melodics. They !tan' l'~tablisbcd 
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th . d d1"splaycd them in the temples, and no artist 
err norms an t ke a · · · 

is permitted in any of the arts fotml at . d~tir mnlovahon yor mtr?l·l 
d f s in place o 1e ra I ona ones ou w1 

uce any new orm d d ti t d · d 
find that the works of art pro uce iere 0 - ay are ma e in 
the same style neither better nor ~vorse, as those which were 

' d r10 - without any exacrge at· t made ten thousan years a,,, . ·, n r, ion, en 
thousand years ago. . . The Egyptians say that the ancient 
chants which they have prescrv~d for so Ion~ were composed 
for them by Isis. Hence, I say, if onlr the ngl~t ?Ielodies can 
be discovered, there is no lhfficulty 1';1 CStabhshmg them by 
law, because the craving after novelty _rs not strong enou_gh to 
corrupt the officially consecrated music. At any rate, 1t has 
not been corrupted in Egypt.14 

Superstitions, thus, are not only the products of backwardness 
but also the instruments to enforce stagnation and backwardness 
by resisting social progress. Now let us return to consider the 
Indian philosophical situation. As already observed, with the 
solitary exception of our materialists or the Lokayatas, none in 
Indian philosophy dared reject superstitions in favour of a fully 
rational approach to the philosophical questions. The Greek 
situation, as reviewed, indicates that a philosopher is not en
<:otuaged to develop a fully rational attitude under circumstances 
that need to perpetrate myths and superstitions for the purpose 
d what Farrington calls 'controlling men'. Whether such a 
situation actually persisted in our country throughout the period 
-of our philosophical activities, which, roughly speaking, extencl
<'d to the later half of the 17th century, and if so, how, within 
its general structure, the need of 'controlling men' assumed 
different forms in different ages is of course a matter for detailed 
l1istorical research. Meanwhile, it needs to be remembered 
that 011r law-givers, at any rate, were clearly anxious to 
enforce measures to prevent the possibility of the philosophers 
<leveloping any dangerously rationalistic attitude. This is 
evident from the apprehension with which they viewed those who 
insisted on logical thinking without regard for the scriptures 
and who, incidentally, were freeh- associated by our law-giver.~ 
with the heretics and the materialists. Herc is just one example. 
:\Janu, the greatest of the Indian Jaw-givers, said, The Vedas 
.are called sruti and the Dharmasastras (law-codes) the smr!i; 
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the two are beyond the purview of mi1m11i1stI ( application of 
reason) in every respect. .. The dvija ( literally, the twice-born, 
i.e., the person. belonging to the higher caste) who disobeys 
these two on the strength of logic ( hetusiistra) should be driven 
out of good society, because one who vilifies the Veda is a here
tic.'1:; Kulluka, commenting upon this, made the point even 
clearer: the authority of the scripture (sruti, i.e., Veda) and 
the law-codes ( smrti, i.e. as interpreted by Kulluka, 111anviidi
s<1stram, the law-codes of Mann and others) must not be judged 
by adverse argumentation ( pratikiilatarka); and if one tries to 
do it, he must be ostracised. But, added Kulluka, this does not 
mean that reasoning in any form is to be abandoned; that is why 
the law-giver had prohibited only that type of reasoning which 
is adverse to the scriptures and the law-codes, viz. advanced by 
the materialists, the vilifiers of the Veda. l\fanu himself, in his 
)aw-code, returned to the same point and repeated that one 
should not even speak with the heretics ( pa~a,_ll_lin), the trans
gressors of the caste-discipline ( vikarmast1w), the hypocrites 
( vaic_hilavratika) and the logicians (1wituka). rn But why this 
feeling of apprehension for the logicians? The commentator 
Medhatithi explained that the logicians are those that deny tlw 
next world and the efficacy of gifts and sacrifices. Kulluka 
added that the Jwitukas or logicians meant vedavirodhi-tarka
vyavaluirif}a/:i, that is those who employed arguments against the 
scriptural authority. 

The evidences are clear and decisive. At least our law-givers, 
exercising as they <lid a stupendous authority on our philoso
phers, felt that it was quite unsafe for purposes of legislation -
i.e. for 'controlling men' - to allow the development of an un
impaired rational attitude. Veneration for the scriptures and the 
]aw-codes, which embodied a mythological explanation of the 
major phenomena of nature and of the van_liisrama or caste 
inequities, was evidently needed to keep the masses law-abiding 
and this veneration was under the direct threat of a rational 
view of things. Under these circumstances, some of the philo
sophers - like those belonging to the Ved:mta system - frankly 
surrendered themsch-cs to the law-givers and even tried to 
evoh·e some kind of rational justification for their accpiiesccncc. 
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Thus, they argued,17 no finality could be reached by reasoning 
.alone, because what was proved by one logician was contro
vertecl by another; his thesis, again, was disproved by still 
.another, and so on. Final truth, therefore, can be reached only 
by surrendering to the scriptures. Sarhkara,18 in explaining this 
position, appealed directly to the authority of Manu himself. 

Of course, the basic virtue claimed by the Vedanta system is 
that it is based directly upon the scriptures or the Vedas. But 
.even the followers of the other systems, whose main theses had 
nothing to do with the scriptures, expressed, at least formally, . 
that the scriptures possessed the highest authority. Thus the 
.author of the Vai.se~ika-siitra, in spite of being primarily inte
rested in discussing the philosophical categories like substance, 
universal, etc., declared that the Vedas were of the highest 
.authority.10 Again, though the Nyii.ya system was above all 
interested in discussing the problems of logic, the Nyiiya-sf,tra 

.argued that the Vedas could not contain any of the defects as 
falsity, self-contradiction and repetition, - one of the special 
points of this argument being that there was nothing wrong in 
the ritual injunctions of the Vedas.~0 Of course, the ~uddhists 
and the Jainas did not accept the authority of the Vedas; but 
they had their own scriptures and claimed strict fidelity ·to 
these. Only the Lokii.yatas or the materialists remained to 
challenge all these. Condemned practically by all the other 
philoso1)hers, they declared: 

I knee it is only as a means of li\'elihoocl that 
Brahmins have cstahlislwcl here 

All these ceremonies for the dead, - there is no other 
fruit anywhere. 

The three authors of the Vedas were huffoons. knaves 
and thic\'es.~ 1 



4. Nece5sity of an Objective Approach 

As we have already observed, it is premature at the pr~scnt 
.stage of our historical researches to attempt any full exp ana-

, . f I d" 1 ·1 lw n-1mel)' that even tion of this peculianty o n um p u osop , , ' 
in its advanced phase it failed to fully emancipate itself from 
IJrimitive beliefs and myths. But meanwhile what deserves 
to be noted from the philosophical point of view is the 
danger following from an attitude of complaisance towards the 
hangover of the past in our philosophy. For these may con
taminate the contemporary judgment and lure it to come to wrong 
ratiom1lisations. Thus, for ex~mple, one result of the continued 
.attachment of Indian philosophy to the past is the incomplete 
separation of religion from philosoph)'· This is readily admit
ted by our modern scholars for it is impossible to overlook 
the circumstance that such important philosophical systems as 
the Vedanta or Jainism are still living creeds in the country. 
In the ancient and medieval days this must have been all the 
more so. Haribhadra, a Jaina writer of about the 8th century 
A.D., in his compendium of Indian philosophies, proposed a 
classification of these according to their doctrines of god and 
nis commentator Gm:iaratna went -a step further and dE'scribed 
the sectarian marks, rituals, etc., distinctive of the diffE'rent 
systems. According to him, the Nyiiya philosophers, after their 
morning oblations, thrice smeared their bodies with ashes: they 
were generally married, but the better among them ,Ycre wit];. 
out a wife.1 There might have been some exaggeration in all these 
descriptions, but it is impossible to reject the who1e thing as 
imaginary. Thus it needs to be admitted that the ach-,mc<'d 
thinking of these philosophers did not necessarily liberate them 
from a backward living. It is, therdore, necessary for us tod.t:\' 
to he critical of this backwardness and separate' it from their 
-genuine philosophical contrih11tions. Rut that is not ah,-ays 
1.lone. \\'e rather frl'q11entl~- find s11htlc•. often ingenious. l'fforts 
to rationalise and glorify this hackwarchwss itself or its products. 
1 kre is a typical example. Iliri~•anna wrill's: 

I 1 I I I · 11s 11~,-r>ncl lo,cr1·c·. Tl1"1s 1wculiaril\' of nc ian p Ii osnp 1y au . , ,., 
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the viewpoint is to_ be _asc!ibed to the fact_ tl~at phi_losophy in 
India did not take its nse m wonder or cunos1ty as 1t seems to 
have done in the \Vest; rather it originated under the pres
sure of a practical need arising from the presence of moral 
and physical evil in life. It is the problem of how to remove 
this evil that troubled the ancient Indian most and moksa 
(liberation) in all the systems represents a state in which 
it is, in one sense or another, taken to have been overcome.~ 

\Ve shall presently see that there is some exaggeration in thus 
indiscriminately attributing the ideal of 1110k$a to all the Indian 
philosophers. For, in fact, the Lokayatas laughed at it, the early 
Mimamsakas were indifferent to it and it was grafted on the
Nyaya-Vaise~ika not, at any rate, to enhance its philosophical 
consistency. Nevertheless, some of the important philosophical 
systems did advance this as the highest human ideal. For the 
present, we need only note that this importance given to mo1C$a 
in Indian philosophy, far from being any recognition of its real 
greatness, was perhaps the result of a backward and stagnant 
economy: the prospect of a greater real mastery of the world 
being denied, a large number of our philosophers sought refuge 
in the ideal of escaping it. However, from the point of view of 
our philosophical needs of today, it is necessary to emphasise 
that whatever is important in the philosophical heritage of India 
is so not because of the ideal of mok$a but rather in spite of it. 

5. Some Interesting Developments 

IT needs at the same time to be pointed out that this peculiar 
course of development of philosophy in India led to certain 
interesting results which have no parallel in the \Vest. An out
standing example of this is the Purva-:Mimamsa system, usually 
referred to simply as the Mimi"1msa. 

The Mimamsakas did reach strikingly radical conclusions, some 
of which are peculiarly near our own. They argued elaborately 
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for the rejection of God, in fact of any spiritual agent inter
fering with the mechanical operation of the results of human 
action. They made delightful fun of the idea of the creati~n 
antl destruction of the world and of Prajiipati to whom the twm 
functions arc ascribed. They viewed the world instead 'as a 
constant process of becoming and passing away.' 1 Even the 
mighty deities of the Vedas were c;onsidered to be nothing more 
than mere names, the worship of whom was therefore meaning· 
less and foolish. They were indifferent to the mok$a-ideal and 
praised instead the attractiveness of heaven. But the way in 
which they defined heaven was quite interesting: heaven was 
sheer pleasure, antl not necessarily other-worldly. They also 
waged a relentless war against philosophical idealism and gave 
us arguments in the refutation of idealism which, philosophically 
speaking, remain astonishingly relevant even today. As a matter 
of fact, this reaction against philosophical idealism led the 
l\tlimarhsakas to subscribe to a system of epistemology ancl onto
logy which, as we shall see, is not of little significance for thC' 
scientific trend in our philosophical hcritagl'. They saw, more
over, that the idealistic outlook in our philosophy derived strong 
support from the so-called mystic trance or yoga experience, 
they mocked at it and saic( that it was at best some kind of 
subjective fancy. In a sense, this was ftuite revolutionary in 
Indian philosophy; for, apart from the much malig11Pd materia
lists, none else dared to question the validity of yoga. 

Because of his own rather welJ-kown philosophical affiliation. 
Radhakrishnan natura.lly feels repelled hy this philosophy. 
'It is unnecessary', he says, 'to say much about the unsatisfactorv 
char,lctcr of the Pt1rva-~limaii1s;l as a system of philosoph/~ 
But it all depends on the philosophical attitude one assume~ 
for om•self. The \'er:· features of an ancit•nt philosophy 
tl,at repd an idealist today may attract a materialist. But this 
does not at all mean that the !\1im;11i1s:1 as a "·hole can he 
regarded as a satisfactory philosophy 11~• the modern materialist. 
For all these radical icle,ts that fornwcl the philosophical essence 
of tlw svstcm flourished in a pricst-ridtlen societ\· and among 
those fo.r whom there was notliin~ more important !lian the 
priest-craft itself. From this point of ,·ic\\·, the same l\limf11ns:i 

IPI 2 
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is also appallingly orthodox and conservative of all our philoso
phical systems. Its alternative name is Yajii.avidya, 'the know
ledge of yajiia or the Vedic ritual'. The Vedic yafiia had in 
fact been the be-all and end-all for the }.fonamsakas. Thus in 
the same system, we come across elaborate defence of the eternity 
and absolute validity of the Veda, a wearisome analysis of the 
methodology of the rituals and all sorts of linguistic assumptions 
conjured up in their defence. This aspect of the ~limarilsa, far 
from having any interest for us today, appears to he the most 
grotesque futility that human intelligence could e,·er devise. 

Taken as a whole, thus, the philosophy is more like a puzzle. 
It has put forth radical ideas but this from an absurdly primitive 
standpoint. But it is precisely this point that invests its study 
with an interest of its own. The primitivism, in fact, gives us 
the clue to its radicalism. The crucial question is: What was 
meant by the yajiia, an elaborate defence of which the whole of 
the Mimf1rilsa had been? The best answer to this is suggested 
by Gordon Childe3 and others who observe that ya;na was origi· 
nally the sympathetic magic of the early Vedic people. Now, 
magic is not religion and, as we shall see, its basic assumption 
is pre-spiritualistic and pre-idealistic; in this sense, magic is 
opposed to both spiritualism and idealism. Presumably because 
of our stunted technological development, the tradition of the 
primitive magical ritual snrvived in the country and the pricst
dass, to maintain its authority, tried its best to strengthen the 
tradition. But in course of time, the inheritors of the tradition 
found themselves confronted with a serious philosophical situa· 
tion. On the one hand there emerged a strong theistic tendency, 
greatly popularised by the Gita and philosophically defended 
hv some of the sects of the Vedanta svstem and the later follow
<';·s of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika in partic~1lar. On the other hand, 
there developed the most extravagant idealism which, though 
it has its sources in the Upani~ads, ,ms first philosophically 
formulated by a later offshoot of Buddhism, generally known as 
the Mahayana, and greatly popularised among the orthodox 
opponents of Buddhism hy the Advaita sect of the Veclfmta. As 
philosophers, the comparatively later Mimii.rhsakas could dearly 
see that both these, viz. theism and idealism, strongly went 
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f · ·t· g·c Thcv .against the fundamental assumption o prnm 1vc ma 1 : . , 
•were thus led to refute both and formulate a counter pl11loso1~h) 
· defence of the pre-spiritualistic and pre-idealistic magical 
u1 d" . t ·1! 

tl k The belief in magic has of course to 1e its na m, 
·OU 00 . · · l 
-death. Nevertheless, there survive for us today the stnkm_g Y 
radical philosophical ideas embodying the ideological pot~nt'.als 
.of what I have elsewhere hesitantly called the proto-matenahsm 

.of the primitive society.4 

6. Variety Despite Rigidity 

11n:sE facts, however, must not give one the impression that the 
JJhilosophical development in India, rigid though it was, de
prived Indian philosophy of a real richness of Yariety or that 
the philosophical systems, because of their moorings in the past, 
have nothing to contribute to the philosophical needs of our 
.time. For there are other considerations, too, to be taken note of. 

First, as already obsel'\'ed, in a very early period a surprisingly 
large number of conflicting philosophical views did arise in the 
country and those of which that eventually grew into major 
-philosophical systems, taken as a whole, did actually cm·cr a 
fairly wide range of possible philosophical perspectives. 

Secondly, though it is the material mode of e:-.istcnce that 
,chiefly determines the ideological superstructure, it does not pre· 
dude the possibility of philosophy, once having emerged, acquir
ing a relatively independent mode of development in accordance 
with its own laws.1 In other words, within the general thought. 
structure determined by the material mode of existence. there 
-c>xists the distinct possibility of ideas developing according 
to their own peculiar qualities. This process of change ma\· 
culminate in a final qualitati\·e transformation of the original 
ideas. This explains how thP subsequent philosophical adiYi· 
ities in India, though formally confined within the anci<'nt 
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thought-structures, did in fact often transgress them. Our tradi
tional scholars try to explain such transgressions as but the dis
coYcries of new potentialities in the olcl thoughts. But s11ch 
'new potentialities' had often been so radical that they led to the 
splitting up of some of the old systems into a number of new 
s11b-systems with real and radical differences among themselves. 
Thus the Vcdi:-tnta, in the course of time, gave rise to a number 
of different philosophies strenuously refuting and rejecting each
~1ther. The Buddhist tradition, again, mentions no less than 
eighteen different schools of philosophy into which Buddhism 
was eventually split and at least four of these had vital signi
ficance for the development of Indian philosophy. To show how 
these four differed among themselves·: the Vaibhf1~ikas and the 
Sautr;rntikas believe~! 'that there is a self-existent universe actual 
in space and time, where the mind holds a place in equal terms 
\vith other finite things', the Yogacilras were subjective idealists 
contending that 'thought is self-creating and all-producing' ancl 
the ~Hi.dhyamikas clcnied the world altogether, refusing to cha
racterise reality either in terms of thought and matter or even. 
in terms of the existent and the non-existent. 

7. Development Through Contradictions 

THus, in spite of a certain rigidity caused by the adherence to 
the past, there was in fact the grmvth of a multifarious philoso
phical pattern, though such a thing was always formally denied. 
And when a number of alternati,·c philosophical stamlpoints 
<:'merge, the ideas underlying them dcvPlop acccmling to the 
basic law of dialectics, i.e., development through interconnec
tion and opposition, through clash ancl conAict, in short, through 
contradictinn. None of our philosnpl1ical systems enjoyed an 
isolation, as it were. Rather, in spite of the circumstance that 
throughout the medieval period there had been a persistent 
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tendency to smother out the fundamental differences betwcc1~ _ a 
number of them - a circumstance that creates consiclerable d1ffi, 
-cultics in reconstructing the original spirit of some of these-the 
fact remains that from a remote past the different philosophical. 
views came into sharp conflict with each other and the necessity 
arose for each to reinforce its original stock of ideas. Already 
the siitms wt"re fighting and r<'jccting each other and the task 
of not only defending their systems against attacks of their rh·als 
but also of actively attacking the rirnls in order to ensme their 
.supremacy fell on the later philosophers. 

The very manner of· our philosophical writing is to expound 
-one·s own views by way of a critical rejection of the ideas 
opposed to it. The philosopher first <'xplains a rival point of 
view as a possible objection to his own. This is called the 
piiruapakJa. And only after claborntely showing its hollowness. 
J1e proceeds to explain his own conclusion, called the sicldhii11fa. 
In order to make this siddhc111fa really sc(·un•, he often proposes 
to give full cn•<lit to the piirrapak,w first; this is tlnne ln- raising 
a numher of possible ohjel'tions against it and anS\\-~rin!.!; all 
these from the point of view of the prirr:apak.Ja; only after 'such 
an aJaborate procedure he opens his attack on the piiri;apak$a 
and proceeds to explain the siddlu111fa. This makes our philosn
phical writings not always easy to follow and it is sonwtinws 
]10pelessly difficult for a modem studrnt, uninitiatrd bv a tradi
tional teacher, to move through the maze of the argm~ents and 
counter-arguments and disentangle all the view-noints contained 
therein. However, what the traditional teacher l;imself ,viii hesi
tate to admit is that this very mode of philosophical writing 
indicates how strong was the force of the clash of ideas for 
their development. 

But tlw clash of ideas \\'as not confiiwd to philosophieal 
writings alone. It frequently found Pxpression in open or p11hlic 
cl(•hates. 'Snch disputations \\·err an outstanding fratme of 
public life in ancient India. TllC'y oftpn were ,;IT,llll.!;t'cl ,,·ith 
!!reat pomp, in th(• presence of the king. of his court an~l a great 
attenclance of monks and la~·ml'n. Tlw existt'llL'l' and prospt"rit,· 
-of the monasterv WCI'<' at stake. Tlw authorised wimH'r n'ct'i,·cd 
the support of ·thl' king aml nf his gn,·t'rnnwnt for l1is co111111L1-
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nity, converts were made and new monasteries were founded'. 1 

Stcherbatsky thinks that the earliest treatise on Indian Logic, 
the Nyaya-s11tra, emerged from this technique of puhlic debate, 
for it was mainly 'occupied by describing the different methods 
of carrying on a puhlic debate.'~ He also draws our attention 
to how a clash of ideas, again, led to the refinement of this 
methodology of debate into a system of logic proper. 'It is 
only in the reformed new Brahmanical logic, the logic which 
emerged from the struggle with Buddhism, that this part is 
dropped altogether and the theory of syllogism begins to play 
the central part.'3 

This leads us to see the greatest phase of the dc\'elopment of 
our philosophical ideas through conHict and interconnections. It 
came with the spread of Buddhism, an imporlant feature of 
which was the establishment of the numerous dl1iiras or monas
teries, which were also the unh-crsities of the age. Among the
subjects taught there philosophy hacl its eminence.-1 Some of 
the greatest names in Indian-philosophy are those of the cicciryas 
or teachers of these universities and, great difficulties of com
munication notwithstanding, these used to draw students from 
the remotest corners of the country, even from abroad. "·hen 
the full story of these universities is reconstructed, \\·e shall pPr
haps knO\v better how these created conditions for the inter• 
communication of thoughts an<l thl'rehy ,videned the mental 
horizons of both the teachers and the students there. It remain~ 
to seP, of course, the other side of the picture, namely, how, 
inspite of all the advantages of these monastery-universities, 
the total withdrawal of the philosophers tlwrein from active 
participation in social labour cventuallv created for them 
an atmosplic-w favourahlP for the maligna~t growth of a world
dnrl.'ing ickalislic outlook and, under its shelter, the belief in 
all S()rts of fantastic superstitions. But more of this later, parti 
cularly in comwction with the philosophers representing the 
so-callc-cl !\lahayiina Buddhism. 

The philosophers of the Buclclhist uni,-nsiti<'s retained, ahon, 
all. at least a formal allegiance to the teachings of tlw Buddha, 
wliich \\'PH' considered to he sharp!:,· opposed to the different 
forms of the orthodox CTl'ecls. Therefor<', th<' philosophers ,imt-
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side the Buddhist circle, because of their religious zeal, found 
it peculiarly obligatory to oppose the Buddhists; the Buddhists, 
too, in their turn did the same in respect of the others. 'By the 
champions of all established religions in India, the Buddhists 
were generally regarded as arrogant nihilists, and they, in their 
turn, called their opponents outsiders ( biilrya) and pagans 
( tirthika) .'0 Behind this clash of religious sentiments, however, 
the real battle fought was often frankly philosophical. For the 
varieties of ~ntological and epistemological views developed 
particularly by the later Buddhist philosophers had little or nu 
relevance for Buddhism as a religion, nor were those of the 
others the necessary corollaries of their creeds. Thus, for 
instance, the Nyiiya philosophers are traditionally considered to 
be Saivas, i.e. the worshippers of Siva, though it is impossible to 
see what bearing this has upon the essentially empirical episte
mology, their main concern. In any case, there can be no con
ceivable connection between Saivism or Buddhism as creeds 
and the question, e.g., of the number of the constituent proposi
tions of a syllogistic argument. Yet the controversy on this ques
tion between the Nyaya philosophers and the later Buddhists
like the controversies over many other questions of overtly epistc · 
mological and logical interest - was a long and sharp one. As 
a matter of fact such controversies and conflicts were of major 
consequence for the development of Indian logic and it ga\"c 
us some of the most ad\"anced texts that we have. Dignaga 
wrote his Pramii1.w-sa11111ccaya in direct refutation of the Ny:1ya 
position as expounded by Vatsyayana in his commentmy on the 
Nyiiya-siifra. Uddyotakara wrote the Nytiya-r;iirttika to defrnd 
Nyiiya against Dignftga's attack. In continuation of Digniiga's 
argument, Dharmakirti \\'rote his celebrated 'sen'n treatises', of 
which the most important was the Pramii1.1a-i:iirffika. On the 
other hand, Uddyotakara's line of argunwnt ,nt~ carried for\\"ard 
by Viicaspati Misra in his Ny(1ya-viirttika-tiitparya-fik(i, comment
ed upon hy Udayana in his T(7tparya-parifoclcll1i. This is how. 
through what is calll'd the procf'ss of '1wgatinn of 1wgation·. 
Indian logic movf'd on to higher lcn'ls. Hut thesl' arc onh· a 
few of the remarkable numhl'r of philosophit'al tc'xts that ,,·pn• 
the direct offshoots of tlic clash hl'tWl'l'll l\"vi\,·a a11cl H11clclliisnL 
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and to these are to be added such stupendous works as the 
Sloka-viirttika, written by Kumarila, largely in refutation of 
Buddhism, though from the :Mimarhsa point of view. 

Kumarila, however, refuted the theism of the later Nyaya
Vaise~ikas as sharply as the idealism of the :Mahayana Buddhists, 
and therefore also, by implication, of the Advaita Vediintists. 
This is just an instance of how contradictions existed not merely 
lJetween the Buddhists and the non-Buddhists hut also amon~ 
the non-Buddhists themselves. And the latter, too, were of no 
small conser1uencc for our philosophical development. There 
were the materialists or the Lokayatas who dclmnkc<l every
thing that formed part of the orthodox outlook, and were in 
turn the target of constant attack from all sections of orthodoxy. 
There were the Jainas, again, fighting on both the Buddhist and 
the non-Buddhist fronts. No less vital were the contradictions 
lJetween the orthodox systems themselves.· \Ve shall presl'ntly 
see that two of our philosophical systems, Yiz., the ~limf1ri1s:1 
and the Vedanta, were strictly orthodox in the technical sense, 
though tenacious efforts were made to brand as orthodox four 
other major systems as well, or better, in view of their philoso
phical affiliations, the two pairs of them, ,iz., the :\'vii.ya• 
Vaisc~ika and the Sarnkhya-Yoga. Now, not to speak o{ the 
fundamental opposition between these two pairs, or between 
any one of them and each of the technically orthodox svstems, 
the orthodox systems themselves were radically opposed to each 
other: while many of the Vedanta sects were deeply theistic and 
som(~ of the most famous scc:ts also ovl'rtly idealistic, the 
Mimarhs;-t stoo<l for stark atheism and a thorough rejection of 
philosophical idealism. Even the genuinely philosophical contro
versies among the different sects of the Vedfmta itself an' not 
to be overlooked. Here is just an example: an advanced philoso
phical text called the Advaita-siddhi had to he writtl•n by 
Madhusiidana Sarasvati with the exclusive purpose of demc;. 
lishing the philosophical tenets of one school of the Vedi"mta in 
favour of another. 

To sum up, we can say that contrnclictions constituted the 
1miving force of clevelopmcnt in the field of Indian philosophy. 
Kevertheless, it is necessary today to place special emphasis 
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-on this, because it is being persistently clcnicd. What is popular
ised instead is the so-called 'interpretation of synthesis' or 
.mma11r;aya-r:yiikhyii. According to this, far from there being any 
real contradictions among our different philosophical systems, 
they were in fact complementary to each other, inasmuch as 
they were like the successive steps that ultimately led to the 
final philosophical wisdom, as found of course in the philoso
phy of the Advaita sect of the Vediinta system, i.e. the philo
sophy according to which the ultimate reality - called Brahman 
or the Self - is of the nature of pure consciousness and as such 
the phenomenal world we experience is unreal. As ~Im. Jogen
.cJranath, one of the most eminent of our traditional seholars, 
puts it, 'The different philosophical streams got mingled in a 
perfect homogeneity after reaching the great ocean of the one 
non-dual Brahman.'0 Tarkalamkara, too, c:laims that 'there is 
no reason to imagine that the philosophical tenets of Nyiiya, 
etc., are really opposed to those of Vcdiinta; rather, we mav sav 
that the Vedanta-view is what they really int('nded to i1~ply.;7 

The obvious doubt would be that if ,,·hat the other philosophers 
really intended \\'as the Vedanta-view, why did they not clirectlr 
say so? The scholar answers, "They clelibcrately kept it sup
}Jrcssed, because the students with onlinarv intellect cannot all 
of a sudden understand such a subtle do;trine.'8 He explains 
this with the analogy of ascending the steps of a ladder: the 
ultimate spiritual wisdom needs to he gradually realised and 
so our ancient sages led their students from the gross ,·ie\\"s of 
1he mate1ialists to the subtler and ever suhtlcr \'i<'\l'S of tl1c 
different systems so that the)'· could finally rPach tllP suhtll'~t 
of all, i.e. as expounded in the Aclvaita Ved;mta; if the sulitlest 
Yicw is told to the student at the very lwginning. he is lih·ly 
to he ruined with a baffied understamling. 0 

It may he too much to expect of the modPrn mind all the 
creclulity needPd to take such an argument seriously. Besides, 
there are sound reasons to suspect that this so-c:allccl interpreta
tion of s:-,TJthesis ,ms only an ingenious devis0 to proclaim the 
supremacy of the Advaita Vccliinta. For, among om nwclic,·al 
philosophers those \\"ho O\'citly suhscrilwcl to this .~,-stem - like 
Sar\'ajli.itma :\l11ni in his Sa1i1k(iqm-.fririraka. :\ladli11.~·11-d.1na in 
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liis Prastlu111a-bheda and Sadananda Yati in his Acfoaita-bralmw
siddhi -were among the foremost champions of this interpre
tation. It is, however, to be noted that a good many of our 
modern scholars, with their pronounced sympathy for the 
Advaita Vedanta, still implicitly rely on this same tendency, 
inasmuch as they generally encl their treatment of Indian philo
sophy with a discussion of the Advaita Vedanta, as if it contains 
the culmination of Indian philosophical wisdom. 

Hmvever, what is decisive against this interpretation of syn
thesis is already stated by no less a traditional scholar than Mm. 
Phanibhusana10

• As he points out, some other exponents of rival 
philosophical systems tried the same trick with the purpose, of 
course, of proclaiming the supremacy of their own systems. 
Thus, for instance, Vijiiiina Bhik~u. a late exponent of th~ 
Samkhya system, in the preface to his Sciri1khya-pracacana
b11iif!Ja, argued that the doctrines of the other systems were hut 
the stepping stones to reach the final philosophical conclusions 
of the Samkhya. Again, Uclayana, a famous exponent of the 
Nyaya-Vaise~ika, in a passage of his Atma-tattca-vfoeka, 'at
tempts to show that in its gradual ascent along the path of molcya 
(liberation) the soul is confronted with views which broaden out 
more and more. The different schools of philosophy representing 
the varied views thus obtained in passing are conceived to form 
a graduated series, arranged according to an ascending scale of 
spiritual realisation, and in such a scheme the 10\ver is always 
suj)pose<l to he a stepping stone to the higlH'r and is to be 
superseded hy it.'11 Of course, the Vediintists try to interpn·t 
this passage to prove that though Vdayana was formally a 
writer of the Nyftya-Vaise!;iika treatises, he wa~ at heart a 
Vedfmtist. But ~Im. Phanihhusana shows the futilitv of s11cli an 
effort. For, in thQ same work Udayana argued that ·if the Vedas 
did really contain the doctrine of the unreality of the world -
,vhich, we should remember, is the basic claim of the A<lvaita 
Vcd[mt,1-then the charge of containing error ( anrta-clo~ii) could 
in fact he brought against the Vedas: hut the Vedas were really 
frpe from such a fa11lt. Nevertheless, the fact is that like Vijii.ii.na 
Bhiksu and some of the well-known champions of the Advaita 
Ved[mta, l'dayana, in this early work of his, did attempt some 
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kind of interpretation of synthesis, though presumably ~rom the 
point of view of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika. But, as Mm. Phambhusana 
argues, such an interpretation can possibly be put forward by 
any of the philosophical systems an<l it cannot be seriously sub
sc;ibed to by any other. The reasons are quite simple. Exponents 
of each system considered the views of their own system as 
truth rather than a means of arriving at some other truth as 
expounded in some other system. Besides, when the great 
masters of Indian philosophy refuted their rival systems, they 
1efuted these as philosophically false rather than as half-tmths 
conducive to the realisation of what thev themselves stood for. 
Therefore, notwithstanding all the twist~ of textual interpreta· 
tion displayed by the champions of this interpretation of 
synthesis, it is impossible to conceal the real clash of ideas in 
Indian philosophy or to deny the fact that contradictions con
stituted the moving force behind the Indian philosophical 
development. 

8. What 1s Darsana ? 

JT follows from the above that no system of Indian philosophy 
allows any purely isolated treatment. 1J1e development of each 
being largely conditioned by its inter-connections and contradic· 
tions with the others, it can he properly understood only by 
constanly referring to the others. This crPatl's sonw ob,·ious 
difficulty in introducing any philosophical system. But there arc 
certain other difficulties with which we are confronted at thc
ver~' hcginnirig. For, before taking up any of the philosophical 
systems, it is necessary to he dear about h,·o basic cp1esti0ns. 
First. how did our philosophers themwh-c•s ,,·ant to underst,1ncl 
the concPpt of philosophy:' SecmHll~-- how m,lll\" an• thC" basic 
philosophical svstems and in wl1at orclC"r is it d<•sirahlc tn discus, 
thC'sC''? . 
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The commonly acceptecl Indian word for philosophy is 
ilarsana. But then we are not quite certain when this word came 
to be usecl and what exactly it means. 'The word darsana', says 
Dasgupta, 'in the sense of true philosophic knowledge has its 
-earliest use in the Vaise~ika-siilm of_ KaiJada which I consider as 
pre-Buddhistic'.1 Others would look at it as attributing too high 
an antiquity to the text; moreover it is highly doubtful whether 
.the word darsana there ~1t all meant philosophy. As Tarkalam
kara~ points out, the actual propoundcrs of the systems never 
used the word to mean their philosophy; only such compara
tively later exponents of tlw systems like Sa1i1kara and l1dayana 
used it to mean philosophy. ~Ioreo\'er, Jacobi'! shows that the 

· genuinely older treatises like the Artlw-siislra were quite un
a\\·are of the word, the word for philosophy therdn being 
{inviksiki, which later came to stand for logic. In any case, then\ 
were philosophies in the country before the word darsa,w came 
to stand for them. 

There arc also uncertainties as to the actual meaning of the 
word itself. Derived from the root clrs, 'to see', it literally means 
ihe act of perception. But our modern scholars are generally 
reluctant to see in it any implication of physical perception, or 
anything like observa!ion either in the ancient Taoist sense or in 
the sense of the modern European logic. And if this perception 
is not physical it must he intuitional. Rut the intuition of what? 
Of the iii man or the self, i.e. the pure ego, conceived hy the 
Advaita Vccl;mta as the ultimate reality. '\\'hat is tl1e truth', 
asks .\Iisra, 'which a dar.fona helps u~ to realise? The only 
truth - the final aim of Indian thought - is the perception - the 
-direct realisation - of the iit111a1i. All the cl.arsanas aim at the 
trne knowledge of the iitman according to their o .. ..-n an~le~ of 
vision.'' This intuition of the cit111a11, it is further claimed, lll<':lns 

mok.~a or liberation. Tims darsmw or philosophy, as conceived 
l-,v the Indians, means simply the discipline that is con<lucin· to 
liberation, i.e., the mok$a-siislra, in Indian terminology. Th:m~h 
the other disciplines, argues Tarkalamkara/ are conducive to 
lrnowledge in general, darsa,w alone is the discipline that gives 
the special kind of knowkdgc which brings liberation. \\'e arP 

-even told that tl1is is t\ip clistinc.:tivc Jl('C11liarity of Indian philo-
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sorhy. 'In the words of ?-.fax-Miillcr', says Hiriyanna,'; 'philo
sophy was recommended in India "not for the sake of lo10w
lecJgc, hut for the highest purpose that man can strive in this 
life",' this highest purpose being to discover and follow the 
'way to the other shore across the troubled ocean of sn,i1.w1ra', 

i.e., the earthlv existence as evil. 
All this sec~s to be sliding down too far along the inc:lined 

plane of a preconceivc<l interpretation of the word darfona 
under the strong attraction for one particular system of Indian 
philosophy, viz., the Advaita Vcdi"mta, according to which 
<71 man or the Self is the only reality and the realisation of its 
true nature mc-ans freedom from earthly bondage. As for a pro
nmmcecl bias for this philosophy, our modt•m scholars arc of 
course quite outspoken. However, without entering into till' 
technicalities of interpreting the word clar.§a11a, it may P"rhaps 
he observed here that the Advaita Vecliinta is in fact onlv one of 
the philosophies that we had and so, if the word does in fact 
carry all these implications, its use should better lw strictlv 
rcslrictecl. To define clarsana as mok~a~fosl m and tlwn to clai1;1 
that since all our philosophies were called darsa,ws, Indian 
philosophy is essentially a striving after mok~a, is not logicall~· 
permissible and it is not historically correct. Tl1c• Loki"wata 
system, for instance, was certainlv called a darsa11a, as cert.;inlv 
as it mocked at the idPal of mok~~- The indifference to this idc,~l 
of 1110k'fa, again, on the part of at least the early :\lirn:11i1sakas 
could not prevent their system !win~ calk•d a d11r.fo1w. Lastlv. 
as we have already obsen·ecl, thne were philosophiPs in tl;e 
country long before their exponents chose to call them the 
dmfonas. 

• 



9. The Orthodox Classification 

BuT what are these philosophical systems? The answers sug
gested by the ancient and medieval writers <lo not unfortunately 
agree. Kautilya, in his Artha-siisfl'll, mentioned only three systems 
and ·called these the Samkhya, Yoga and Lokayata. The Jaina 
writers· like Haribhadra -Suri, J1naclatta -·stii-T-~1rnl ·Rajasekhara 
Suri agreed with Malliniitha, Jayanta Bhatta and the compiler 
of the Sarva-111ata-sa1ilgraha as to the number of the philosophi
cal systems being six, but they gave widely different lists of 
· these six systems. In the most popular compendium of Indian 
philosophy called the Sarva-darsana-smi1gralw, the philosophical 
systems discussed are sixteen in all. But all these did not have 
the same significance and the differences between some of these 
are not philosophically so vital. It has, on the other hand, be
come an accepted practice these days to treat nine systems as of 
basic importance, though, as we shall see, many a variety of 
Junclamentally different philosophical views actually devtlopcd 
in the name of only these nine systems. 

The conventional classification of the nine systems is under 
two broad Jteads, the orthodox ( astika) and the heterodox 
( niistika). Though the great grammarian Pih:iini1 defined 
1u"lstika as one who did not believe in the other world - and 
lience an orthodox or iistika was for him one who believed in 
the other world - 'a post-Bml<lhistic, hut pre-Christian, tradi
tion fixed the meaning of the word astika as one who believes in 
the infallibility and supreme authority of the Veda.'1 Perhaps 
the strongest impetus hehind this came from the lawgi\·er 
!vlan~1 who declared that the rv"lstika is simply a vilifier of the 
Veda ( nastika~i i;eda-11i11daka~1) .3 In any case, the tradition 
hecame firmly fixed and in Indian philosophy the criterion for 
-0rthodoxy is usually considered to he the acceptance of the 
absolute validity of the Veda. The bias hehind all these for the 
Vedic orthodoxy is obvious. The Buddhists and the Jainas had 
tlwir own scriptures and as such from their point of view the 
followers of the Vf:'da were themselves to he treatPd as hut 
w7stikas. Besides, though some of the systems are usually treat-
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ed as orthodox in this Vedic sense, they have, from the point of 
view of their basic philosophical doctrines at least, really no· 
thing or little to do with the Veda either in spirit or in conten~. 
In spite of these obvious limitations of the conventional claSSl· 
fication, however, there is one advantage in beginning with it; 
for, at any rate, it indicates how great had been the role actually 
played by the attitude to the Vedic authority in Indian philo

sophy. 
From the standpoint of Vedic orthodoxy, three systems are 

declared to be heterodox and there can be no doubt of their 
decisively anti-Vedic attitude. These are: ( 1) the materialistic 
philosophy called Loki"1yata, Carvaka or the Barhaspatya; ( 2.) 
many a variety of philosophical views that claimed at least a 
formal allegiance to the teachings of the Buddha, and hence 
b·oadly referred to as Buddhist; and (3) another creecl-cum
philosophy- perhaps older than Buddhism - called Jainism, 
the name being derived from jiM, 'the victor', i.e., one suppos
ed to have achieved complete mastery over oneself by subduing 
the passions. 

Six systems, again, are declared to be Vedic and these are: 
( 1) the Purva-Mi:mi"unsa; ( 2) the Vedanta, literally 'the Veda
<:>nd', also referred to as the Uttara-Mi:ma1ilsa; ( 3) the Sa111khya, 
the real meaning of the name like the actual origin of the system 
being uncertain; ( 4) the Yoga, though, as we shall see, it pri
marily stood for a body of practical disciplines rather than any 
philosophical theory proper; ( 5) the Nyiiya, a system originally 
interested mainly in the methodology of debate and questions 
concerning logic; and (6) the Vaise~ika, a s~·stem primarily 
interested in the basic categories of the real, like substance, 
(Juality, universal, etc. 

Of these six systems, the authority of the Veda is act11ally 
decisive for only the first two, viz., for the l\firnarhsi"1 and the 
Vedfmta. But it remains for us to consider the allegPd \'ctlic 
orthodoxy of the other four. However, the first question is: \\ hat 
is meant bv the Veda, an attitude to \\·hosC' authorih· \\".I~ cnn· 
,·entionall/ considcre<l to he so important in Indian l;hilosoph~-? 



10: The Veda 

VEDA liternliy means knowledge. To the orthodox, it means 
knowledge par excellence, the sacred or revealed knowledge. 
Concretely, however, the word stands for a vast body of literary 
compositions the whole of which must have taken nothing less 
than two millennia to come into existence. Naturally enough, 
these arc not cx1Jcctccl to be homogeneous, either in style or jn 

content. 
The earliest of these arc orally composed songs and eulogies 

hy a pre-literate pastoral people - those who called themselves 
the iiryas (Aryans) and were at some stage of barbarism - and 
transmitted to the later generations by a mc-thod of sheer 
retentive memory, and hence also called .fruti, 'that which is 

heard'. These immensely old oral compositions are tradi
tionally called the mantra, one great division of the Veda, the 
other being the br<1l111101~a, which is in prose and is much later_ 

The Mantras come down to us in the fonn of four mmpila
tio11s or Saii1hitf1s, called the ]'J.gvcda-Smi1liiM, Sc1mavecla
Sa,i1hifii, Atharwvcda-Smi1liit<I and the Ya;11rvcda-Smi1T1itii, often 
referred to simply as the ]J.gceda, Siimaceda, etc. Of these the 
"f}.gr;cda is the oldest and considered by the Vedic literature it
seif to lw its foundation. There were once many reccnsions of 
these Saii1hitiis, only a few of which survive f~r us today. In 
the onlv recension in which \\'e now possess the R"L'edn it con
tains 1~028 songs or liymns ( siiktas ), each hymn. ~ontai~ing 10 
stanzas ( rk) on an average-actually 10,.552 stanzas in all. In 
total hulk it is calculated to be equal to the surviving poems of 
Jlomer.t 

Tradition attributes these hymns to cli£fercnt poets (kad), 
described as the 'seers' ( dra.~tii). Ho\\'e\'er, these being of the 
nature of the primitiw· folk-songs. it will be wroncr for us to 
trC'at these as tlw compositions of individual auth~:s. In anv 
case, it must have taken a ,·ast period of timP for the ancie~t 
songs compiled in the "E}.gveda alone to come into existence. 
Any ahsolulC' clatin); of the F}.gerd(I as a whole is. therefore. 
bound to be fallacious. Even the clatings attempted by the 
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modern scholars of its earliest and latest strata widely vary, 
Winternitz2 wants to 'guard against the extremes of a stupen
dously ancient period or a ludicrously modern epoch' and pro
poses to place the beginning of the ]3.gveda at about !!.000 or 
2500 n.c. This may be taken as a convenient device for forming 
an idea of the antiquity of the }J.goeda rather than an exact 
chronology. The archaeologists3 today, are increasingly inclined 
to the view that those who composed the ]J.goeda, after enter· 
ing India, destroyed and devastated the cities and citadels of 
the ancient Indus Valley Civilization: on the one hand, the 
]J.gveda abounds in eulogising its war-hero Indra as destroying 
cities and citadels in the same area in which the Indus ruins 
are excavated while, on the other hand, these ruins themselves 
indicate marks of being destroyed by barbarian atlack. If, there
fore, this hypothesis is .finally established and the dating of the 
destruction of the Indus cities accura~ely determined, we shall 
have surer clues to the Vedic chronology. 

But let us confine ourselves to the actual contents of the 
'/Jgvecw. Of course the orthodox claim is that the Veda is the 
repository of absolute wisdom. But an actual reading of the 
]Jgveda - restrictions to which, incidentally, were legally en
forced in the country for the low-castes and also for women• -
gives one the inescapable impression that like the songs. and 
chants of the surviving pastoral peoples, these hymns, too, were 
hut the simple expressions of the everyday desires - the desiro 
for cattle, food, rain, safety, victory, health and progeny5

• Except 
for some of the admittedly late hymns -which at best give the 
impression of cosmological speculations and in wlrich the 
modern scholars are sometimes inclined to discover the germs 
of the Vedic philosophy-Fhilosophical thinking is by no means 
a fcahire of the ]Jgoecla. As such, the later philosophers had 
hardly anything to draw upon it objectively. Nevertheless, 
because of a peculiar reverence for the Veda which was some
how or other firmly rooted among our philosophers, efforts were 
persistently made to interpret some flimsy fragmenls from the 
1J.f!.1!Pda to prove Vedic authoritv for all sorts of later philoso
phical views. One typical example may be sufficient. 

Udayana, while defending the atomism of the Nyaya-

JPI 3 
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Vaise~ika, argued that since the word patatra - derived from 
the root 'to go', and therefore implying movement - occurred 
in a particular passage of the IJ.gveda and since the atoms, too, 
were conceived as moving, the atomic hypothesis was supported 
by the Vedic authority.0 But the actual passage of the [J.gveda 
cited, as belonging to the latest stratum of the c:impilation,
foreshadowed at best som~ kind of ru<limentary theism: the word 
71atatra, though it ·usually means 'the bird', was interpreted here 
by Sayai:ia, the best-known commentator of the ]J.gveda, as 
meaning 'moving feet'. Here is the passage as a who1c in a 
rough English translation: 

That unique deity whose eyes pervade all the directions, 
whose face pervades all the directions, whose arms and feet 
pervade all the directions-he, after generating the heaven 
and the earth, directs these with his two arms an<l moving 
feet.7 

This is just an instance• of how obviously fanciful it is to seek 
support for the advanced philosophical views of the later times 
in those early songs. It is moreover questionahlc how far even 
an advanced religious consciousness or any spiritual att:tude in 
a modern sense, is objectively to be found in at le.1st the 
genuinely older portions of the IJ.gveda. There is no doubt that 
the hymns and songs are full of extravagant praises for all sorts 
of deities or clews. But they are often crassly human heroes, 
loafing food and cattle for the trihesmen and sharing these out 
among themselves; sitting with them in their assemblies and 
addressed hy them in endearing terms like 'friends' or the 'best 
of friends',-often simply natural phenomena and inanimate 
ohjects even like the hill (parvata), the herb (o~adl1t), the tree 
( vmwspali), the forests ( ara,:,yani), the weapons ( iiyud]w) like 
the liow and arrows. Sometimes, again, the deities are jmt the 
embodiments of purely this-worldly desires, like 'the protection 
against abortion', 'the protection against consumptive diseases', 
'the protection against the nightmare'. A fascinating deity of 
this kind is Pitn, i.e., food. The barbarian poets with their 
healthy appetite praised him for being savoury and delicious 
and hecause he 'makes the bodv fat'. In the general context 
uf all sorts of traditional and ~odem claims attributing the 
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highest spiritual wisdom to the ]Jgvcda, this hymn lo Pitu may 
be 11uotcd here for its obvious interest: 

]J.g. I. lSi. Deity Pitu. Poet Agastya 

I glorify Pitu, the Great, the Upholder, the Strong, by wl1ose 
invigorating )JO\ver Trta ( the famous) tortured the deformed 
Vrtra. Savomy Pitu, honeyed Pitu, we welcome thee; become 
our protector. Come to us, beneficial Pitu; we welcome thee; 
become our protector. Come to us, beneficial Pitu; a source 
of delight, a friend well-respected, and having no envy. Your 
flavours, Pitu, are dilFused through the regions, as the dust 
arc spread through the regions, as the winds are spread 
through the sky. These (men), Pitu, who are your distribu
tors, most sweet Pitu,-they who are the eaters of you and 
your juices, increase like you with elongating necks. The 
minds of the mighty gods are fixed, Pitu, upon you; by your 
active assistance (Indra) slew Ahi. 0 Pitu, the wealth which 
is associated with th_e mountains ~ent to you; hear you, O 
sweet one, he accessible to our eatmg. And since we enjoy 
the abundance of the ,~aters and the plants; - therefore, O 
body, ma)'. thm'. grO\~ fat. ~nd since we enjoy, Soma, thy 
mixture with boiled milk or boiled barley; - therefore, O body, 
may thou grow fat .... 

The refrain deserves special notice: ·o, body, may thou grow 
fat'-vapiite 111V<1~1 it bhava. This may give us an indication of 
how far even the Vedanta-a philosophy which claimed to he 
based upon the Veda-was in fact removed from the true ~p:rit 
of the JJgveda itself. For this philosophy is altrrnatively eal'ed 
the Sariraka-mimfunsa and the name SfLr1raka is derived from 
the word .forira, 'the body', hy adding to it the suffix kan to 
imply a <lero~atory sense. The nanw, in short, tells its 0 ,..,n 
story: it means that it is the philosophy of the spiritual self or 
iitman, which dwells in the defiled hody.8 Prcsumablv, to the 
virile pastoral pmple who composed and sang the eariy ]1ymns 
an<l who cared ahove all for a hcartv meal and a hcadv drink. 
such an idea would have no meaning at all. ' 

Pil11, of course, is not a major Ve-die deity. Thr more out
standin).l; of thPm are l'Vlih·a, Varuna, Indra and othl'rs. But 
tlwy have interest primarily for the students of comparative 
mythology and perhaps also of ancient Indian history. From 
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the philosophical point of view, however, the more significant 
paint seems to be that among the Vedic deities there were those 
I!amed after 'food', the prevention of 'abortion,' 'consumption' 
and ·the nightmare.' And these indicate that the early Vedic 
thought was yet to attain a level of high abstraction, and as such, 
could not in fact contain any philosophical theory in the modern 
sense. 

We have, moreover, here a peculiarly anomalous situation. 
Though the later philosophers were never tired of claiming 
Vedic support for their philosophies, according to the strictly 
Vedic tradition itself, philosophy-or, for that matter, abstract 
thinking-was far from being the real purpose of the early com
pilations or Sarhhitas. Ratl1er than tllat, the four Sari1-
hitas were considered to be tile special Vedas of the 
four classes of priests engaged in the performance of tho 
yatna or the Vedic ritual: tile "/J.gveda belonged to the Hotr 
priest, Sc1maoecla to Udgatr, Yajurvecla to Adhvaryu and the 
At1wrvavecla to the Brahman priest. There being no ground to 
reject this tradition outright, the question arises: what was meant 
by the yajiia in which the hymns as preserved in these ancient 
compilations were supposed to be emp'.oyed? 'The hymns', says 
Gordon Childe, 'themselves are rea11y also charms sung to en
hance the efficacy of sacrifices that were at the same time 
sympathetic magic rites to secure rain, wealth and victory.'9 But 
if the hymns were also charms, these could not have been propi
tiations in the later religious sense. The coro11ary is that we 
have to look for the magical rather than the religious outlook 
as forming tile sllbsoil of the Vedic belief. This becomes all 
the more evident as we pass on to consider the other Sarhhitas 
and, more particularly, the Brahma:i:ias. But before doing so it 
may be convenient to recapih11ate the points of fundamental 
difference bet,vecn magic and religion. 



11. Magic and Religion 

GEORGE THOMSON observed: 

A religion may be defined as a system of practices and be
liefs resting on the assumption that the world is subject to the 
control of a supernatural force or agency, which can be influ
enced by prayer and sacrifice anc.l is apprehended by faith as 
opposed to knowledge .... The lowest savages 1.-nown to us 
have no gods and Imow nothing of prayer or ·sacrifice. Simi
larly, whenever we can penetrate the prehistory of civilised 
pepples, we reach a level at which again there are no gods, 
no prayer or sacrifice. \Vhat we find at this level is magic. 
Magic rests on the principle that by creating the illusion that 
you control reality you can actually control it. In its initial 
stai:;es it is simply mimetic. You wan~ rain, so you perfonn 
a dance in which you mimic the gathenng _clouds, the thundP.r
clap, and the falJing sho,~er. Y?u enact m fantasy the fulfil
ment of the desired reality. In its later stages the mimetic 
act may be accompanied by a command, an imperative 'Rain I' 
But it is a command, not a request. 1 

\Vhenever [observes Frazer] sympathetic magic occurs in 
its pure unadulterated form, i_t assum~s th_at in nature one 
event follows another· necessanly and mvanably without the 
intervention of any spiritual or personal age~cy .... The magi
cian does not doubt that the same causes will always produce 
the same effects, that the perform~nce of the proper cere
mony, accompanied by the appropnate spell, will inevitably 
be attended bv the desired result• • • • He supplicates no 
higher power: "he sues the favour of no fi<:kle and wayward 
bJing: he abases hims~U before _no awful deity. Yet l1is power, 
great as he believes _it t~ be, 1s by no means _arbitrary and 
unlimited. He can wield 1t only so long as he stnctly conforms 
to the rules of his art, or to what may be called the laws of 
nature as conceived by him.: . . But if religion involves, first, 
a belief in super-human ben~gs who ~-ule the world, and, 
second, an attempt to wi~ their favour, it clearly assumes that 
the course of the nature IS to some extent elastic aml variable 
and that we can persuade or induce the mighty iicings ,vh~ 
control it to deflect, for our benefit, the curr!'nt of events from 
the channel in which they wou)d . otherwise flow. . . . The 
distinction between the two confhctmg views of the universe 
turns on th.eir answer to the crucial question: Are the forces 
•which govern the world conscious and personal, or unconsci-
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ous and impersonal? Religion, as a conciliation of the super
human powers, assu_mes _the former member of the alternative. 
For all conciliation 1mphes that the being conciliated is a con
scious or personal a~ent • • • · Thus in_ so far as religion assumes 
the world to be chrectccl by conscious agents who may be 
turned from their purpose hy persuasion, it stands in funda
mental antagonism to magic as well as to science, both of 
which take for granted that ~he course of nature is determined 
not by the passions or capnce o~ personal h~ings, but by the 
operation of immutable laws actmg mccharncally.~ 

Thus, if the theoretical assumption of primith·c magic is at 
all allowed to he formulated in later philosophical tcrmino~o;.;ies, 

. it may not he wrong to characterise it as not only pre-spiritua
listic and pre-idealistic hut also as posit;vely lwslile to both, for 
both spiritualism and idealism rest on the assertion of the pri
macy of the spirit-an assertion which, when expressed theolo
gically, assumes the form of the idea of God as the creator and 
governor of the world, while, when expressed philos:iphical1y, 
amounts to the claim that the material world given to sensation 
and perception is after all only an appearance, being dependent 
on, or the expression of, the ultimate reality which is of the 
nature of spirit, mind or consciousness. Such an idea of the 
primacy of the spirit was yet to emerge in the consciousness of 
the primitive magician. But more of it later. 

12. Magic and the Vedic Literature 

T11E element of magie bccom<'s quite conspicuous as we consider 
the comparatively later parts of tlic Vedic lit<'rature. ahout wl1ose 
ritual use our evidences arc more dircet. Tln1s, the Siimavccla 
is an anthology of those 'portions of the [Jgrcda that were 
specially intcnclecl to be sung hy the Vtlgatr priest during the 
performance of the ya;na. Its essential element is ·mcloc!y. Hut 
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these melodics of the Siimai:cd(I. came down from a remote 
antic1uity and were supposed to possess a dear magical potency. 
As \Vintcrnitz puts it, 

The priests and theologians certainly did not invent all these 
melodies themselves. The oldest of them were presumably 
popular melodics, to which in very early times semi-religious 
songs were sung at solstice calehrations and other nat10nal 
festivals, and yet others may date back as far as that noisy 
music with which pre-Brahmanical wizarcl-priests-u,it unlike 
the magicians, shamans and medicine-men of the primitive 
peoples-accompanied their wild songs and rites. . . The 
melodics of the S<imavcda were looked upon as possessing 
magic power even as lat; as in Brahmanical times. There is 
a ritual book belonging to the Siimaveda, called the Siima
viclluI,w-Briihnwry.a, the second part of which is a n~gular 
handbook of magic, in which the employment of various 
siimans (melodies) for magic purposes is taught. 1 

Again, the Atfwrvar;eda is mainly a compilation of the primi
tive magical ·charms designed to secure the fulfilment of a 
variety of desires ranging from the cure for fever to the win
ning of the lover's heart. 

Indeed [ says \\'internitz] many of the magic songs, like the 
magic rites pertaining to them, belong to a sphere of con
ceptions which, spread over the whole earth, ever recur with 
the most surprising similarity in the most varying peoples of 
all countries. Among the Indians of North America, among 
the Negro races of Africa, among the Malayas and Mongols, 
among the ancient Greeks and the Homans, and frequently 
still among the peasantry of present-day Europe, we find 
again exactly the same views, exactly the same sh·,mgc leaps 
of thought in tlw magic songs and magic rites, as have come 
down to us in the Atl,arraccda of the ancil'nt lndians2 • 

The Ya;!ln:cda marked in a sensl' the transition from the 
ancient ~fantras to the latter elass of \'cdic literature called the 
Briihmm:ias. This Sari1hita sur\°i\"C's for us in two forms, eallctl 
the \ \.hitc-Yui1cri:cda ( s11kla-Ya;,11Tcda) and thl' Blaek-Yai11r
vecut ( Kr,J1.w-Ya;11nH'cla), the clifferenc:l' hl'tweeu the two being 
that ,vhile the former contains only spells and formulas used in 
the rituals, the latter includes dedarations of opinions and dis-
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cussions on the rituals over and above. Such discussions became 
the special theme of the Brahmal)as. The spells of the Ya;urveda 
are partly in verse and partly in prose sentences, usually called 
'formulas'. It is to the latter that we are to seek for tl1e charac
teristic element of the Yajurveda: tl1ese were called the yajus, 
from which the Samhiti.i. took its name. For us, however, tl1ese 
prose formulas hardly make any sense, or even if they do, tl1e 
sense is grotesque, absurd or even a mere jumble of ideas. These 
were indeed not intended to have any sense at all; rather, con
ceived as spells, these were supposed to possess magical 
potency. Yet the significance of the Yajurveda must not be over 
looked. It enables us to see how tl1e :::ncient Vedic peoples look
ed at their own rituals. The rituals, as assumed by the text, were 
frankly magical. The Yajurveda mentions many deities no doubt, 
but the purpose is not to please them but to coerce them magi• 
cally to serve some dellnite purpose. 'The majority of the sacri
ficial ceremonies, as also the yajm formulm do not aim at 
worshipping the gods, but at influencing them, at compelling 
them to fulfil the wishes of the sacri.ficer'.3 

13. The Bralmzanas and the Upanisads 

THE theoretical discussions of the Black-Yafurveda foreshadowed 
the Brahmm:ias. These are in prose and the products of a much 
later period. Excepting for occasional legends and some striking 
thoughts, everything ahout the Briihmai:ias hinge on the ynfiia 
or the ritual, usually-though not quite accurately-rendered as 
'sacrifice' by the modern scholars. How <lo these texts look at 
yajiia? As magic, or essentially magical. 'In the theosophy of the 
Briihmar:ias', ob;;erves Keith, 'it is an accepted fact that the 
sacrifice has a magic power of its own, and that it brings about 
the effects at which it aims with absolute independence.'1 No 
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wonder that some of the modern scholars, with their pronounced 
bias for spiritualism, feel utterly scandalised by the 'brut:tl 
materialism' of the Briihmanas: 'Morals have found no place JO 

this system; the sacrifice ~vhich regulates the relationship of 
man with the gods is a mechanical operation which acts by its 
innermost energy; hidden in the bosom of nature, it only emerges 
under the magic action of the priest.' 'It is indeed difficult to 
conceive of anything more brutal or more material than the 
theology of the Briihmal).as; the notions, which custom has 
slowly refined and clothed with a moral aspect, surprise us by 
their savage realism.'2 

The BriihmUI).as, though much later than the Sa1nhitiis, were 
added to these and to the BriihmUI).as were appended another 
class of still later literature called the A.rUI).)'akas or Forest 
Texts. The concluding portions of the Arm_1yak:?s were a still 
distinct class of literature called the Upaniimcls. These Upani~ads 
were the latest class of the Vedic literature proper. This gave 
the texts the name Vedi"inta or Veda-end. Since some of the lat2r 
philosophers saw in these also the culmination of the Vedic 
wisdom, their philosophy, too, came to acquire the same name, 
i.e. Vedanta. 

The word Upani~ad is generally taken to mean 'secret know
ledge.' Its synonym ralwsynm means mystery and its derivation 
being upa-ni-sacl, 'to sit down near someone', indicates some kind 
of confidential communication. Legends of the Upani~ads them
selves indicate how difficult it had been in those days to earn 
the confidence of the whe who alone possessed these mysteries: 
students were undergoing prolonged period of appre~ticcship 
and the kings spending fortunes for the purpose. Here is one 
such legend: 3 

Janasruti was a pious dispenser, a liberal cloner, who built 
rest-houses everywhere with the thought, 'Everywhere people 
will he eating my food.' Now, one night some swans flew past. 
One swan spoke to another, 'Hey, Ho, short-sight, short-sight
the glow of Janasruti has spread like the sky. Do not touch it, 
lest it burns you up.' To this the other swan rcplktl, 'Come, 
who is that man of whom you speak as if he were Haikva, the 
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man with the cart?' The first swan said, 'Pray, how is it with 
Raikva, the man with the cart?' The other swan replied, 'As the 
lower throws of dice all go to the highest throw, to the winner, 
so whatever good thing cre:aturcs do, all goes to him. I say the 
same thing of whoever knows what he knows.' Now, Janasruti 
overheard this. Then in the morning he asked his attendant to 
find out this Raikva, the man with the cart. Aft~r searching 
quite a lot, the attendant eventually approached a man-wha 
was scratching his itches sitting underneath a cart-1m<l asked 
him, 'Pray, sir, are you Haikva, the man with the cart°( 'Oh, I am 
indeed', he acknowledged. Then Janasruti took six hundred cows 
and a gold necklace and a chariot drawn by a she mule, went to 
Haikva, offered these to him and said, ';\ow, Sir teach me the 
divinity-the divinity which you reverence.' Raikva indignantly 
refused the gifts. And then, again, Janasmti took a thousand 
cows, a golden recklace, a chariot drawn by a she-mule and his 
own daughter, too, and offered all these to Raikva along with the 
village in which Raikva lived and prayed to be instructed in his 
secret knowledge. Raikva, holding the chin of the daughter up, 
said, not by all these gifts but simply by the attraction of the
sweet face that he was going to impart the knowledge. 

The picture of a man scratching his itches under a cart and 
melting down before the attractiveness of the face of a young 
girl may not exactly answer the popular idea of an Upani~adic 
sage; but the point is that a nobleman of the age-who could 
have hccn a petty king of his region-did not hesitate to offer 
even his own daughter to receive instructions in the wisdom 
which Raikva possessed. This gives us some idea of the tremend
ous importance attached to what passed as the secret wisdom 
or 11pani-~acl in tl1ose days. In the course of time, the name 
l'pani~ad came to acquire fabulous authority and all sorts of 
texts irnitatPd the✓title to share it. \\'e haVl:: no less than 200 late 
texts of this kind which havP, really speaking, nothing to do \vith 
the genuinely old Vedic tradition. There is even one called the 
A.l!ii!t Upani,~ad, expounding the Islamic view and written at 
the time of Akbar. Such later literary productions apart, 13 texts 
survive for us which are genuinely old and which belong to the 
Vc•dic literature proper. Here is a list of these, indicating their 
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relation to the principal Arm:iyakas, Br~1hmm:ias antl the 
Sarhhitii.s: 

TABLE 1 : VEDIC: Lrn.,1.-\TURE 

Sa1i1hWi Brdhnw,_w I Ara1.111ab I L'17a11i.~acl I 
----·-· - -

l).gvecfo 1. Aitareya l. Aita1c!1n l. 4.itarcy,1 
2. Kau.~itaki 2. Km1$itaki 2. Kau~itaki 

-------··-

.Scimar.:eda 1. Tw_u_/yamalui\ 1. Jaimi11iya- l. Cluindogya 
nr Upa11i$<ul- 2. Ke,1'1 

Pmicavi1i1sa . Brfilim.•11.w 
2. $a(lvi1i1.fo ' 

I 3. ]1:ininiya 
---- -

White· 1. Satapntlw I. Brliadtiran-
Yajurveda yak,1 

2. Hr, 
-- --------- ---------

Black- I. 'foifliriya I. T ,ritfiriya 1. Taiffiriya 

Yajurveda 2. Katl1a 
3. Maifri 
4. Svetii.foatara 

- ------
Atlwrvaveda I. Gopatlw l. Prasna 

2. Mu,:i(laka 
3. Mii,:ic,liikya. 

Note: Of the ahove principal Upani~ads, Ha actually c,,mes to 
us as the last chapter of the White-Yajurvcda. Again, though 
Ail arc ya, Kaw;ilaki, Clliindogya, Kena, Brlwdiira11!1aka and 
Tail/iri11a come do\\'n to us as forming part of a Brii.hmai:ia or 
an Arai:iyaka, the others are not so, though these could ha\'C 
been 1~arts of some Briihmai_ia or Aral)yaka now lost. Only 
Mai/ri and Md1_1<_lakya are late additions to the list of the 
principal Upani~a<ls. 

It is cJilRcult, if not impossible, to assign any definite date 
citl,er to the 13r~1hmmJas or to the ,\ral)yakas and Upani~ads. In 
spite of this, hmvc\·er, modern scholms are generally inc:linl'll to 
view these principal Upani~ads as, on the whole. prc-Bucklha, 
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i.e. earlier than the sixth century n.c. Only the Maitri and the 
Ma1011kya could be post-Buddha, but even then these could not 
be much later. 

Cf these principal Upanii;ads, the Brhailii,·ai_1yaka, Chiindogya, 
Taittiriya, Aitareya and Ka~taki are in prose, and, along with 
the Kena, only half of which is in prose, are generally considered 
to be the oldest. The Maitri, Prasna and l-.·liiry<_liiktJa, though in 
prose, are the latest. The Katha, Isii, Si;etiisvatara, along with 
about half of Kena, are assigned an intermediate period. The 
lengths of the texts, too, greatly vary. In Hume's English transla- -
tion, the Brlwdi.ira1.1yaka covers 104 printed pages, Chiindogya 
·98, while the Miiry<_ll1kya only 3, Kena 6 and Aitareya 8. It is, 
moreover, to he remembered that the major Upani~ads are 
presumably in the nature of compilations. 'All the principal 
Upani~ads contain earlier and later elements side by side, and 
therefore the age of each separate piece must be ,determined by 
itself as far as this is possible from the degree of development 
of the thoughts which find expression in it.'~ 

14. Emancipation of Thought 

TI-IE line of demarcation between a Briihma1:rn and an Ara-r:iyaka, 
an Arai:iyaka and an Upani~ad-or even between a Br;ihmal).a 
and an Upani~ad-is not always clear. Nevertheless, what is dis
tinctive of the Upani~ads is a new spirit altogether. \Ve see in 
these the first emancipation of speculative consciousness from 
an all-absorbing interest in the magical rituals. Questio11s of a 
<listinctly philosophical nature could at last be raised and the 
answers earnestly sought for: 

\Vhat is the cause? Brahman? \Vhence are we born? 
\Vhereby do we live? And on what are we established? ... 1 

There is something strikingly refreshing about this after the 
weary maze of the liturgical Brahmai:ias. Of course, the questions 
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as raised in the Upani!;,ads have often an obvious naivete about 
them and the answers suggested are generally childlike in their 
simplicity. What is still immensely important is the fact that 
with these texts we at last reach an age in which at least some 
of our thinkers could tum away from such obvious futilities as 
the almost endless discussions concerning the sacrificial imple
ments, spells and of course the fees. The traditional way of 
acknowledging this shift of emphasis in the Upani~ads is to call 
these the Jfiiina-kiil)c;la or knowledge branch of the Veda, and 
this as contrasted with the Brahmal)as, its Kmma-kfu:i~la or the 
ritual branch. Of course, as we shall sec, this first emancipation 
of thought from the dead weight of primitive rituals led it-at 
least in one of its important aspects-to evolve a world-denying 
idealistic outlook. Historically, however, that is perhaps the fate 
of pure reason in its flrst effort to comprehend reality unaided by 
the verdict of practice or concrete living. 

But all these should not mean, as the over-enthusiastic writings 
of some of the modern scholars may incline us to imagine. that 
there was in the Upani~ads an abrupt break with the past or an 
open revolt against ritualism. There was, in fact, nothing of that 
nature. We still find the rich patrons of the philosophers-even 
the great Upani~adic philosophers like King Janaka himself
employing priests to perform the yafiia and the priests Vying 
with each other with profounder knowledge of the ritual details 
and the consequent demand for a greater sacrificial fee. Even 
the Brhadiira1_iyaka and the Chiindogya, considered philosophi
cally to be most important, are not free from the reverential 
speculation on the ancient rituals, some of which must originally 
have been only the fertility magic of the primitive times.~ The 
earlier part of the Chiindogya, which is said to be of the nature 
of an Arm:iyaka, is full of the magical efficacy of the ancient 
chants: the Vedic songs and melodies are persistently claimed 
to possess an inherent efficacy in fulfilling the desire for rain, 
cattle and offspring. Among the metaphysico-psychologic-al r1is
cussions of the Kau~itald, again, are scattered also the 'des
criptions of sacrificial rites, by which one can attain some good 
or other, or effect a love-cham1, ceremonies for the prevention 
of the death of cl1ildren, and even ... magic for the annihilation 
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of the enemies.'a All these make the texts quite desultory, both 
in style and in content. 'The abrupt changes of subject, the 
absence of any logical method .or arrangement, the universal 
employment of metaphor are constant stumbling-blocks in the 
way of classification or orderly analysis.'~ 

There is, therefore, some obvious risk in subscribing to 
Dcusscn's claim that 'all the Upani~ads treat of the same sub
ject, the doctrine of brahmcm and iitmc111.'" Not that the 
Upani~ads do not mention these or that the doctrine does not 
hold a predomi11ating importance for those texts. However, the 
·circumstance of the philosophical and proto-philosophical dis
cussions existing side by side with all sorts of archaic elements 
clearly shows that the Upani~ads are far from being philosophi
cal treatises of the later sense. Further, however much may be 
the orthodox claim to the contrary, it will be wrong to expect 
any monolithic philosophical view consistently worked out in· 
the Upani~ads. Observed Bhandarkar: 'That the Upani~acls 
teach not one hut various systems must follow from the fact 
that they are compilations, just as the '/3.g1Jecla-Sa1ilhitii is.'6 'If 
anything is evident', says Thibaut, 'even on a cursory review of 
the Upani~ads-and the impression so created is only strengthen
ed by a more careful investigation-it is that they do not consti
tute a single whole ... Not only arn the doctrines expounded in 
the different Upani~acls ascribed to different teachers, but even 
the separate sections of one and the same Upani~ad are assigned 
to different authorities.'7 Therefore, in spite of all that is written 
as the philosopl1y of the Upani~ads, it is worthwhile to remember 
that 'their inner structure reveals that they are heterogeneous 
in their material and compound in their composition,'8 that in 
these 'the various strands of thought are almost inextricably 
interwoven, and the teaching presented is with difficulty reduced 
to self-consistency.'9 

Therefore, instead of seeking for any single philosophy in the 
Vpanisacls, Barua10 rigl1tly tries to reconstruct the different 
philosophical views that we actually come across in the 
Ara1~yakas and the U panisacls. He looks at these as the views of 
the different individual philosophers mentioned in the texts. \Ve 
are thus told of the philosophies of Mahid!'isa Aitareya, Gargya-
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yai:rn, Pratardana, Udd[1laka, Iliilaki, Ajfltasatru an<l Yajii.avall-ya, 
not to speak of those of comparatively lesser eminence as 
Suravira-sakalya, Miil)9ukeya-Kaur:itharavya, Haikva, Badhva, 
Si"ii:ti:lilya, Satyakama Jiibala and J aivali. Of these, according to 
J3arna, l'vlahida_s_a Aitai:_1:ya was 'the falher of Indian philosophy', 
ao<l with Y[tjii.avalkya of the Brlwdiira1.1yaka Upm1iJacl not only 
the 'thought of the post-Vedic period came to a close' but ,vas 
also largely anticipated the fuhire course of the development of 
Indian philosophy. 

As against the orthodox claim of there being only one philo
sophy in the U pani~ads, Ilarua' s emphasis on the cliHcrent 
Upanii:mdic philosophies has its obvious importance. There may 
be some exaggeration but there is also an important truth often 
ignored or overlooked in his assertion that during the time of 
Yajnavalkya 'the whole of northern India was resounding with 
the clash of philosophical battle.' However, the value of all 
these is considerably damaged by the scholar's strange zeal to 
discover all manner of Greek equivalents in the Upani:;;a<lic 
philosophies: :Mahidiisa was the incipient Aristotle of India, 
Gargayar:ia the incipient Plato, Uddalaka was both Anaxagor:1s 
and Pythagoras. Again, according to him, Varui:ia not only 
resembled Diogenes Apollonius hut also attempted 'to accommo
date to the Eleatic principle a non-Eleatic thesis', and Yajii.a
valkya's 'is the practical mind of Socrates proceeding to the 
abstract thinking of Plato, or it may well he that his is a Platonic 
mind leaning to be Socratic.' And so on. Random comparisons 
like these speak for themselves and they take us away from a 
sober understanding of both the Greek and Indian philosophies. 
This does not of course mean that there had been no parallel 
development of philosophical vie,vs in ancient Greece and 
India. As we shall see, the idealistic view attributed to Y~ijii.a
valkya in the Brhadiira,_1yaka Upanifacl had a real resemblance 
to that of Parmanides and Plato or, at anv rate had a similar 
role to play in the history of our ideological development. There 
has, moreover, been lots of serious discussionsll concerning the 
possible influence of Indian thought upon the development of 
Greek philosophy, as there might also have hecn some Greek 
influence on Indian thought. But this is not the same thing as 
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finding Greek parallels for every major phase in the develop-

ment of Indian philosophy. 
1 1 

. . . 
Further, to what extent rea ustonc1ty can be attached to the 

individual thinkers mentioned in the Upani~ads is still contro
versial. Thus, for instance, we are as yet far from understanding 
the true significance of the varhsa or line of teachers which is 
found to occur, with major variations, in the Vedic literature
in the Satapatlza BriilzmatJ,a, the Brhadiira,;iyaka Upan~ad and 
the so-called V ariisa Briihma,:ia attached to the Siimaveda. 
Keith12 considers that it is credulous to think that such impC1r
tant Upani~adic philosophers as Yajii.avalkya and Sanatknmara 
were historical persons. Moreover, practically the same philo
sophical view is often attributed by the Upani~ads to different 
tc,~chers. At the present stage of our historical lmowledge, there
fore, it is perhaps safer to accept Thibaut's suggestion that in 

the age of the Upani~ads certain broad speculative ideas were 
in circulation; these were presumably not 'the creation of any 
individual mind, but the general outcome of speculations carried 
on by generations'. 'In the Upaniimds themselves, at any rate, 
they appear as floating mental possessim;is which may be seized 
and moulded into new forms by any one who feels within him
self the required inspiration.'13 

\Ve shall see later the importance of this observation. For, 
even at a much later age, some philosophers strictly outside tho 
circle of Vedic orthodoxy-notably a school of the Buddhist 
philosophers calJed the Siinyavadins-did in fact seize and 
mould in their own way some such mental possessions of the 
Upani::;adic age, viz., the one that contained the potentials for 
the most extravagant form of philosophical idealism, which was 
seized and moulded in a somewhat similar way by the Advaita 
Vediintists-also called the Mayavad~s-who championed strict 
Vedic orthodoxy. Thus was the remarkable similarity between 
the idealistic outlook of the Siinyavadins and the Mayii.v!l.dins, 
notwithstanding all their sectarian animosity for each other. As 
.Madhva,14 representing a realistic school of the Vedanta, aptly 
said, 'The .fri11ya of the Siinyavadins is the same as the brahman 
of the Mayf1viidins'. But more of this later. 
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Two of our philosophical systems arose in strict c:ontinuity with 
the Vedic tradition, looked upon the Veda as the most in
fallible authority and claimed to evolve systematic philosophic., 
on the basis of the Veda. These two, though sometimes called 
the Pf1rva-M1mf1rhsa and the Uttara-M1mari1sa, are usually 
referred to as the :M1marhsa and the Vedanta. But the actual 
affiliation of these two systems to the Vedic literature is in 
need of some clarification. 

First, none of these was in fact based upon an actual compre· 
hensive smvcy of the entire Vedic literature. The Vedanta took 
its stand on the Upani~ads and claimed to systematise the philo
sophy contained therein. Not that it expressed any doubt as to 
~he authority 9f the Sari1hitas and the Brahmai:ias; but it simply 
ignored them. The attitude of the i\fimarhsa to the Vedic litera
ture was still more strange. It fabricated elaborate arguments to 
prove that the entire Veda is infallible and eternal, i.e. not to 
speak of any human authorship, the Veda could not even ha,·e 
been revealed by God. It quoted the ancient mantras 
profusely, but the purpose was far from evolving any systematic 
philosophy from what these actually meant. More curious was 
its attitude to the Upanii;ads. As parts of the Veda. these too 
were considered eternal and infallible. But the philosophical or 
proto-philosophical views of the Upani~ads, far from ~n~r'.~ut!ng 
anything positive to the general outlook of the ~lim.imsakas, 
presented them with peculiar difficulties. For . these blunt!~ 
went against the philosophical views they suhsc~·1bcd to. The1~ 
philosophical views followed from their exclusive concern for 
the ya1·na a d tl .- b . g e\·erdhincr for them thev ,nmted t , n 1e ya1na em . . ~ . . -, .. 
t~o prove that the entire Veda c.:ontaincd nothmg but ntu,11 111Jt111~-di;~ and prohibitions. This was, ho"·ever, a pa~1~ab~e- ~hsm
Br"1! For, thou uh the Ya7·11rrcda and more pa1 t1cul.11 I:, the 

' 
1TTtana "' · ] 1· I · '· of the R.. • s Were full of ritual injunctions, t 1C itera mcamnp 

strned. · 1~cda and the lfpani~ads eoultl not obviously he so con
Mim" · . kow, then. could all these heloncr to the Veda? The ,unsa ·1s c, • . 

' c:aine out with an ingenious answer: notl11ng 10 
!PI 4 
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the Veda which was not prima facie an injunction was to be 
understood in its literal sense. In their terminology, these were 
but artliai:iidas, i.e. indirect or roundabout praise of some ritual 
injunction. Here is a typical example. The Ya;uri:cda 
said, 'Vayu verily is the swiftest deity'. There is nothing 
in the literal meaning of this which can he called injunc
tive. So the 1Iimamsakas argued that its plain meaning was not 
its real meaning. Hather, it needed to he understood in the gene-

. ral context of another Vedic passage that prescribed a ritu:il with 
Vf1yu as the deity. \Vhen so understood, the passage under 
consideration meant an indirect glorification of the ritual injunc
tion: as Vavu is a swift-moving deity, so the ritual with V:ivu 
ensures swift-coming results. ' 

\\11ether each passage of the entire Veda can actually he con
strued to yield such indirect meanings is of course a different 
question. But the Mimamsakas were satisfied with their general 
theoretical position and said that such indirect glorifications. of 
the ritual injunctions were necessary, inasmuch as the rih1als 
,vere after all strenuous undertakings and as such were in need 
of some kind of psychological impetus for being actually per
formed and the indirect glorifications provided this. The shrewd 
priests, subsisting on the sacrificial fees, could not ha,.-e perhaps 
argued better. Nevertheless, there developed a peculiar ironical 
5ihtation in Indian philosophy as a result of these later pric·sts 
tr:,ing tenaciously to stick to the ritualistic standpoint. For 
though the rituals, as explained in the Br:1hmanas and the exten
si,·e :\limarilsa literature were invested with distincti\·e class
interest of the later times - these were imaginC:'d to procme all 
sorts of gains for the rich patrons and WC:'re at any rate made to 
yield real material benefits to the priests in the form of their fees 
- the understanding of the essential nature of the rituals re
mained basically primitive, i.e. as magical acts rather than reli
gious propitiations, and the theoretical defence of this standpoint 
d primitin' magic led the }.Jim[11i1sakas to dc\'C·lop a philosri
phical Yiew that strongly went against the spiritualistic and id,•a
:istic outlooks, and as such appears to he striukingly radical C'l"Cn 

u:-daY. 
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THE )Ji111ii1i1sii-siitra, the source-book of this system, is a compi
lation of 2500 aphorisms attributed to a certain Jaimini. Tho;1gh 
beJip,·ed to be oldest among the siitra-works, it is impossible tu 

·he exact about its date, which could be bet\n•en 200 B.c. and 
A.D. :200. But the actual origin of the philosophy must have been 
older. Jaimini himself quoted a considerable number of his 
predecessors and the theoretical discussions concerning the 
rituals. the special theme of the ~foni:-Ui1sa, were already dgo
rously undertaken in the Bralm1m)a literature, of which the 
!\fimilrhsil was the direct outcome. 

The name Jaimini is very old but nothing historical is known 
of him. One of the recensions of the Scimaveda, as well as a 
Briihm::u:ia appended to it, bore his name. Peculiarly enough, 

· the .,n111ii1ilsii-siifra itself mentioned thl' name Taimini, and at 
]<.>ast once, as a distinct opponent. Presumablv, there were other 
older \Iimari1sakas hearing the same name' hut differing in 
mattPrs of ritual details. It is thPrefore argued that Jaimini, was 
an ancient gotra or clan-name.1 

The earliest extant commentary on the ?lli111d1i1sil-siitra was hv 
Sahara, and hence called the Siibara-blu7~ya. l\'othing hitorical, 
again, is known of him. Jha~ thinks that his dale could not he 
·1ater than A.D. 400. But there were comnwntators older than 
!,ahara, whose views and writings he quoted. The most notahle 
of them \\·as referred to as a certain Vrttikara. Such older com
lll('!llaries arc, h<m·e,-er, lost and the SC/lJarn-lJlu]~·ya remaiiw(l 
the basis for all sulisequent discussions of the s~·stem. 

The greatest :\Iima1i1sakas after Sahara \\'ere Prnhh:.ikarn and 
Kum:uila. Both comml·ntecl upon the Sc7bara-hlta.Jya. Apart 
from his major \\·ork called the l]rlwti. Prahh:tkara \\'rote a 
~mailer "ork C'allccl th<' J,aghi-i. Kum:trila"s \\'ork consisted of 
lhl'l' parts. called the s/oka-u7rttika, Ta11fra-uhllika ancl the 
{11/Jlik<i. of \\'hicl1 tl,e first is philosophically nwst signifiL·ant. 

Tl!(' diff1-r1·nc1·s lwl\H'!'ll K11m:-1rila Bhatia a 11 d l'rabl1,:ik,1ra 

·,HT,' ~lrnng. somdimes e\·cn f11mla11wntal. -~rl1is resulf<od in the 
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splitting up of the Mimfuhsft into two schools, called the Bha~~a 
and the Prabhakara schools, after the names of these two expo
nents. The usual story is that Prabh:ikara was a student of 
Kumfirila, though because of his severe criticism of the master 
he was sarcastically called guru or preceptnr bv Kum:trib him
self. But.Jha'1 considers this to be baseless. Prabhakara, accord
ing to him, was a senior contemporary of Kumarila and Kumii
rila may have lived in A.D. 700. The story of Kumf1rila being 
defeated by the great Advaita Vedantist Sarilkara is rejected hv 
Keith~ as a palpable fable, because Kumarila must have been 
earlier than Samkara. 

The most notable exponent of the Prahhakara view was Sali
kanatha, who lived possibly in the 9th century A.D. His Pra
kara,_w-paiicikii is taken to be the standard exposition of the 
school. He wrote besides the IJ.;11vimalc1 and the Dipnsi1cl1ii, 
commenting upon Prnbhakara's Brhati and Laglivi respectively. 
Works expounding the Bhatta view are really numerous, the most 
notable of the authors being Mai:ic)ana Misra, who was a little 
later than Kumarila, and Parthasarathi tlisra, who could have 
lwlonged to the 16th century A.D. 

The .\limfuhsa forms the stock-example of how an orthoJox 
syskm of Indian philosophy is under no necessary obligation 
to admit the existence of God. Feeble and quite fanciful efforts 
are sometimes made by the modem scholars" to prove that this 
cirthoclox philosophy par excellence could not possibly bP atheis
tic. As ag:.1inst all the!.C' ,n• may quote Khal).~ladeva, himself a 
reputed Mimarhsaka of the 17th century, to show hmv, in the 
later atmosphere strongly influenced by theism, he looked hack 
at the original atheism of the system and felt utterly scandalised 
- even horror-struck - hy it. 'Tims', he said, 'are explained the 
dews of Jaimini. In saying all these, my words are pollutetl. 
There is hope only in a surrender to God.' u 

Others among the modern scholars consitkr the denial of Goel 
11s the greatest weakness of the Mimfoi1sa system. Heferring to 
the absence of Goel in the system, Rallhakrislrnan7 ob.,cn-es, 
'This lacuna of the Pun,a-Mimarhsf1 was so unsatisfactory that 
later writers slowly smuggled in Goel.' It is true, of course, that 
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writers like Vedanta Desika and Apadcva did try to 'smuggle in 
Cod' into the Mimfunsa. But Vedanta Desika himself was no 
real representative of the Mimiirhsii, his own philosophical affi
liation being to the Visi~tiidvaita school of Vcdiinla. Besides, as 
it is aptly observed, the very title of his work, namely, Sefoara-
1111111ii1i1sii or 'Mimiirhsa with God', clearly indicates how the con
-cept of God was really alien to the original spirit of the 
l\fimiirhsii. Again, Apadeva's God was supposed to have retained 
the Veda <luring the time of universal dissolution or 
pralaya. But this could be said only in complete disregard of 
the authentic standpoint of the older l\fonamsakas, for, in spite 
of all their differences, both Kumarila and Prabhiikara elabora
tely argued why the conception of pralaya. like that of sr~(i or 
the creation of the world, was at best a fiction. 8 In anv case, 
the real propounders of the system, f,ll' from being b~thcrcd 
by any imaginary lacuna in it caused hy the absence of Goel, 
were ciuite anxious to explain why the admission of God went 
against the fundament:~ls they sto~d for. But before taking up 
the re.ii reasons for tlw1r dmial of God it will perhaps he hcttcr 
to consider how they actually argued their case. 

Sahara's9 argument for the rejection of God is simpl~- that 
•there is no evidence of His existence. Sense-perception does not 
reveal Cod and the other sources of knowled):?;e are afkr all 
hasecl upon the sense-perception. But the later Nvi'iva-Vai

:sc~ikas in particular claimed to offer proofs for the exist~n(·C' of 
Cod and as such hoth Prahhiikara and Kumiirila had to araue 
elaborately against them. "' 

Everythin~ which _is ma~,e ~f pa~ts, ac~ording to tlie major 
argument of the Nyaya-Va1se~1kas, 1.e. which is neither atomic 

nc;r infinite in rnagnitu?e, i~ o_f t_he natnre of the 0 !Icct. jllst as 
a pot is; and, as an effect, it 1s m need of a cause in the form 
of an intelligent agent, like the potter in the case of the pot. 
Everything in this world-or, the world as a whole-is •naclc of 
parts; therefore it is of the nature of an effect ancl as such must 
he in need of a cause in t!1e form of an intelligent agl•nt. Con
sidering the magnitude of the task this intPlligPnt agent is 
supposed to perform, He must he (·onc·eiw•d as nmni.:cient, 
omnipotent, etc., i.P. Goel. He creates the worhl from th!' at;ims. 
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the eternal material cause of the world, and periodically also, 
destroys it. 

Both10 Kumii.rila and Prabhakara came out sharply against thi,;; 
argnment. According to both, the individual things of the world 
have their beginnings and ends; but this does not mean that the 
world as a wh.ole is ever created or destroyed. Therefore, reject
ing the idea of the periodic creation and dissolution cf the 
,rnrld, both argued that there is only 'the "t!onstant process of 
becoming and passing away'. As for the cause of the individual 
things of the world, nothing more need to be assumed than wha~ 
is actually observed. Thus, for instance, the mundane parents 
rather than any extra-mundane Cod are ohserved to he the· 

. causes of the offsprings; why then assume anything more to 
explain their coming into being? 

Kumii.rila, as \\·as characteristic of him, turned the Nyii.ya
Vaise~ika argument against itself. The whole argument rests 
on tl,c instance ( dr~tcinta or tuliilwra,_w) of the potter causing 
the pot. Now, if the potter be the real cause of the pot then 
Cod is not obviously its cause, and as such it is useless to think 
that Cod causes everything in the world. If, on the other hand, 
God is actually conceh·ed to be the cause of everything in this 
world, then the potter cannot be the real cause of the pot.· In 
other words, the Ny:1ya-Vaise~ikas ha,·e to renounce either their 
eondusion or the instance on which it is based, for the instance 
dearly goes against the conclusion. 

Another stock argument of the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas for the 
nistPncc of Goel is usually rPfc-rred to as the moral argument. 
It is broadly as follows. Because of the la,v of kamw, ever:' 
individual must reap the fruits of his own actions, good or bad, 
right or wrong. The good actions produce a certain merit ancl 
the had ones a certain demerit, which persist evt•n after the 
actions arc over. The accumulated stoek of merits and demerits 
is called aclr-J/a. which is supposed to produce its proper con
scqiwnces. Peculiarly enough, in the Ny;1ya-Vaise~ib ,·iew. 
(l(lr-*' itself is something unconscious and unintelligent, and 
their further assumption is that something unconscious cannot 
~uicll' itself. So it is necessa1"\" to admit the existcnce of an intel
ligPnt agent ,vim alone can g~1idc aclr-r/a and the intelligent agcnt 
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that e1uides the adrsta of all the individual souls must be eternal. 0 •.• 

omnipotent and omniscient. But, argued Prabhftkara, the whole 
conception of God supervising the adr${a of men is idle. First, 
God cannot have any I...,1owledge of adrffa; because aclf${a being 
imperceptible such a knowledge cannot be perceptual, and any 
other form of knowledge presupposes the operation of mind 
associated with b9dy (while God is supposed to have no body). 
Secondly, even if God had this knowledge, the supervision of 
adt$(a on his part would have been impossible. For the super
vision would require some connection between God and adr~fa. 
TI'iis connection can be either contact ( sariiyoga) or inherence 
( samar:aya). Contact is possible only between two substances 
while the adr•*' is a quality rather than a substance, even if God 
is a substance. Again, a quality can enter into the relation of 
inherence only with the substance of which it is a quality; there
fore oclrJfa, which is a quality of human souls, cannot hav~ a 
relation of inhercnce with God. 

Kumarila, moreover, made· delightful fun of the internal 
inconsistencies involved in the theistic position. A disembodied 
soul cannot create anything. To create, therefore. the creator 
or Prajapati needs to have a body. But as none can create his 
own body, another creator will be necessary to create the body 
of the creator, and so on acl infinitum. Again, even a fool does 
not do anything without a purpose. But what can be thl' pur
pose of an omnipotent and all-merciful God creating sui:-h a 
world full of pain and misery? It needs to be rememhere<l here 
that Kumiirila extended his argumc-nts Pvc-n against the concPp
tion of creation as advanced by the Vedanta. According to this, 
bm11man or pure consciousness is the ultimate reality ;ml crea
tion is dne to the indescribable ignorance called ;nc1,,a But 
miiyii. argued Kumarila, was concei,·cd to be as um:eal as a 
dream and as such could not create anything. Besides, w]nt 

coukl he the cause of the creati\"C' acth·ity of mciyii itself? It 
could not he eternal, for in that case creation itself would be sri; 
nor could the activity of the miiyii he lTl'ah:•cl lw the 1mt1wum 
"vhieh \Vas conceived to he en•r-purc and dl'tach~•ll. And on the 
Vcdfmta view there was obviously no third altl'rnati\"C'. 

B11t ,vliv were thP ~limfui1sakas so kePn on rC'J·ectincr tliP c•..,ist-. :-, 
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cnce of God? The real clue to their atheism is to be found in 
their way of looking at the Veda and the Vedic deities. As 
already observed, the whole of the Veda was viewed by them 
as nothing but a body of ritual injunctions. At the same time, 
the Vedic texts mentioned all sorts of deities in connection with 
the performance of the ritual. How then was the relation 
between the rituals and the deities to he conceived? \Vere the 
rituals mere acts of worship meant to please the deities so that 
they would grant the desired results? Sabara11 went into great 
details of the question and answered it with an emphatic 'No'. 
The deities had no substantive forms and as such could neither 

. cat the oblations nor get pleased by them. Moreover, there wa~ 
no question of their granting the desirecl results because they 
had no real lorclship over the wordly things that were desired 
and hacl no way of connecting the things desired with the per
former of the rituals. What then were the Vedic deities? Sahara 
in fact went to the extent of arguing that for a Mimihnsaka 
there was no objection to viewing tl1em as but mere names or 
sounds necessary for the ritual spells, leaving the modern 
scholar1 ~ to comment, 'Is the sound Indra, then, all that is left of 
the gr~at Vedic hero or god? It may he so. Mimfuhsa is not c::m
cemed with that, in effect it does not know'-or perhaps, to be 
more accurate, the Mimari1sa did not bother. 

In short, as Sahara categorically asserted, the rituals were not 
acts of worship or propitiation. · Sahara's elaborate discmsion 
<if the whole subject makes it quite dear that he was trying to 
draw a sharp distinction between the rituals as understood by 
the ~lima1i1sakas and what is usually understood as the essecsc 
of religion. And, since he argued that the rituals by themselves, 
i.e. mechanically or qy their own inherent potency and accon1ing 
to their intrinsic laws produced their results, it is q11itc evident 
that what he meant hy the rituals was the magical acts as we 
know them today. 

This is confirmed hy the way in which the theists criticised 
tlw ~l'imari1sakas. Ramanuja1:i said that according lo Jaimini the 
1·ituals by tliemsefoes produced the desired results. just as in 
ordinary life actions such as ploughing and the like hrought 
about their own rewards, directly or indirectly. As against tliis, 
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Riimi"umja maintained the view of 'awarding of _rewilfds by _the 
Supreme Person, since the scriptural texts refernng to the dtffc. 
rent yuiiias declare that the deities only - Agni,_ Vayu and . s•J 
on - who are propitiated by the sacrifices - winch are nothing 
-else but means to propitiate the deities - are the cause of the 
rewards attached to the sacrifices.' These two were, therefore, 
the alternative ways of looking at the Vedas and the Vedic 
deities and between the two there was all the difference between 

magic and religion. 
It was of course quite natural for the lvlimii.ri1sakas to take a 

magical view of the Vedic rituals. For they were after all the 
·inheritors of the Brahmai:ia tradition and, as we have already 
seen, the Brahmai:ias, in spite of grafting upon the primitive 
rituals the later class-interest of the priests, persisted in viewing 
the ya;na as essentially magic. However, for the primitive magi
c:ian, there was no question of defending logically the efficacy 
of the magical acts. For the late1· philosophers defending the 
same theoretical understanding of the rituals. it must have been 
quite different. As against the inherent efficacy of the magical 
acts, an important objection was raised in the later times. These 
rituals were generally imagined to produce results in the future, 
i.e. some time after the act was over. But how could something 
·which had ceased to exist produce any result at all? In amwer 
to this, the Mimfiri1sakas developed their theory of the apiima, 
i.e. of an unseen force produced hy the ritual aets which con
tinued to operate even after the act itself was o,·er and up to 
the time of the accomplishment of the actual result. And ,vith 
this theory of apiirva, the Mimamsakas started on a falmlo11s 
elaboration of its imaginary details. 

The clue to everything about the \lima1i1s~t, thereforP, is to 
he sought in tlw assumption underlyin~ the primitive magic. The 
task of defending this primitive assumption in the atmospl1erc 
of the advanced philosophical v1ews came on later sophisticated 
thinkers like Sahara, Kumii.rila and Prabhakara. This n'sultc-d iH 
llw strange ideological affiliations nf tlw l\lfmf11im1kas. The 
defoncl' of the theistic position ,vas offc,recl hy the later ~yiiya

Vaisc~ikas, against whom the Mimiirhsakas, as cliampions of tl1c 
-pre-spiritualistic assumption unclc>rlying primilin' m,1•2lc. ha,l to 
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come out sharply. At the same time, they had to evolve some kiilcl 
of united front with these Nyaya-Vaise~ikas thenJsclves. Hefer
ring to the Mimii.1nsa, Hiriyanna wonders, 'Some of its minor 
tenets may be allied to what is found in the philosophical por
tions of the Veda; but, strange as it may seem, the larger part 
of them and the more important among them have ... been bor
rowed from the Nyaya-Vaise~ika.'14 But this was quit•~ inevit
able. Among the tenefs of the philosophical portions of the 
Vf'da, i.e. of the Upani~ads, that which eventually became 
quite powerful was a predominantly idealistic one. The 
Mimi"unsakas, far from drawing upon this, found it peculiarly 

· obligatory to resist and reject it, because, as we have seen, the 
fundamental assumption of primitive magic is not only opposed 
to spiritualism but also to philosophical idealism. In resisting this 
idealistic outlook the l\foniirhsakas found their natural allies in 
the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas who, in spite of their theism, were deter
mined opponents of philosophical idealism. 

Before taking up the refutation of iclealism hy the l\limiim
sakas, it may he useful to have some preliminary idea about the 
idealistic outlook in Indian philosophy. Idealism is the view 
that attributes primacy to the spirit, consciousness or mind, i.e. 
considers it as the fundaml'ntal reality ancl as such makes the 
material world given to us in our sensations, etc. dependent on 
it. Historically, as wc shall see, such a view was first clearly 
foreshadowed in the Upani~ads, i.e. roughly in the 6th century 
n.c. Hut the Upani~ads were not philosophical treatises proper 
and the idealistic outlook was proclaimed in these mainly in the 
form of some mystical or intuitive realisation. The work of 
evolving a philosophical defence proper of this idealism was first 
takPn np hy certain philosophers outside the Vedic orthodoxy, 
namely those who are generally called the Mahayana Buddhists. 
tho11gh subsequent!~- it was carried forward hy the Advaita 
Vedi"rntists with their rigid adherence to the Vedic orthodoxy. Of 
the two important philosophical schools of the !\1ahi"1yi"ma Hucl
dhists onl' was called the Yogacara. the greatPst n•pn·sentatives 
of which hPlongecl to c .. 5th centurv A.D. Its gl'nl'!"al philoso 
phical co11d11sion was practically th(: same as that of Berkeley 
in E11ropean philosopl,y. one of its main argunwnts, too, hl'ing 
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that since you cannot jump out of your own ideas and know 
an object apart from the knowing mind, the ideas alone are 
real and therefore the material world docs not exist. However, 
there was an important difference between the Yogaciira Bucl
dhists and Berkeley and that introduces us to the characteristic 
peculiarity of Indian idealism. Although Berkeley denied the 
external material world a~d viewed everything as but mere ideas 
of the mind, he was clearly anxious to differentiate facts from 
fictions, i.e. to avoid a chimerical scheme of things. Tl1is he 
~ought to do by taking recourse to Goel. Evl'rything was mere 
idea of course, hut the ideas imprinted on the senses were not 
mere ideas of our own, like our fancies or imaginations, hut ':he 
ideas of God, of ?vlind, Spirit or Author. But the Buddhists 
were atheists and therefore there was no question of the Yoii
ciira philosophers following such a line of argumPnt. Hather thPy 
thought that since ideas alone were real, the world of experi
ence, because it was not experienced as something mental or 
ideal, was frankly fictitious. As Vasuhantllm, the grc,1tcst rc
prcsentati,·e of the Yogacara school, opened his treatise: 

:-\II this world-show is nothing hut a manifestatic;n of C"on
sc1ousness and has no reality apart and aloof from conscious
ness, pure and simple. The things that appear as contents of 
consciousness are abs_olu!ely unreal. That is to say these plw
~omena have no ob1echve status and are nwrdy suhjec-tin• 
ideas. The whole world of appearance ha:; no better ~tatus 
~han the_ ha~lucinations of a man of diseased ,·ision, who sees 
.l tuft of hair or double moon and so on and so forth.1.-, 

Tliis will perhaps be called illusionism rather than i,.k•alism 
a, nrdinarilv t111llcrstol1cl '''l1etl1"1· s11c.·l1 · ·t· ·1 
. . ' . • ~ ' <I pnsi l(lJi lKCP~~·an V 

lollo\\'s from ti)(' the idealistic outlook is of 1.•o111·~c ;1 ,lilfer•,·~t 
?11 c~t'.on .. llerkeley, as \H' han• seen, hacl to appeal lo Coe! t 11 

save idealism from slipping into it. But the Intli,11• icb1list~ r1id 
not bother: if tl . 11 f . , .· , . l l . . . . 1c \\Or c o expn1tncc 1ac no mtnns1c n·al1lv, 
wfhalt after all could be its status other than that of tl,p ol1jec.ts 
o. l reams or the c t' t f l . · on ens o e,·cryc ,l\' illusions? ln fact. tlwv 
counted much on the e\'i l , , '. f. I . l . 
t . , t l ntt s O tie c rl'ams arnl sc•nsc•-ilh1sion, 0 

prO\_t tlw geiwral possibilit~· of sonwthin« inlrinsicalh· 111t·11tal 
appeannf.!; as ohjec·tin• re·1lit,··-' l\i • ..... , · · ,,.1·11

1 '- ' · ~ 01eo,·c-r. ll'!.!;llllllll,~ ti: .. · 
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Upanii,mds, our idealists showed a marked tendency to establish 
the primacy of the spirit by proving the unreality or the illusory 
,character of the material world. This tendency was carried 
to its extreme by the 1vladhyamika school, the other philosophi
cal offshoot of Mah:tyana Buddhism, and the Advaita Vcdfmta; 
both argued vehemently that the phenomenal world was utterly 
unreal. l\foreover, argued our idealists, since the world was 
unreal and since the so-called sources of our valid knowledge 
pretended to present it as something real, these were to be con
sidered as invalid and false. Vle have here the clue to the 
d.octrine of the intrinsic falsity of knowledge, which, th8ugh 
generally attributed to the Buddhists, was, as we shall sec, logi
cally the position of all the Indian idealists inclusive of the 
Advaita Ved:mtists. 

,ve may now proceed to consider the refutation o[ idealism 
by the l\li"mfnhsakas. Kumiirila rn explained the necessity for it 
from the \limfui1si"1 point of view. If everything was unreal, 
then neither the ritual acts nor the fruits thereof - in short. 
nothing with which the Mimamsa was basically concerned
could have any meaning; or, if the world was likt a dream then 
instead of the strenuous undertakings in the form of the ritual 
performances, people would prefer to fall asleep and enjo~· 
pleasures in their dreams. Thus the incentive to refute idealism 
did not come from what we call a scientific urge. But the incen
tive being once there, it carried the Mimfuilsakas to develop 
strong pl1ilosophical considerations against the idealistic out
look.17 

Already the Vrttikiira, quoted by Sahara, proceeded to refute 
idealism. According to idealism, there was nothing that could 
lJe called extra-mental. The ohject of knowledge was only a 
piece of knowledge itself, i.e. an idea. The different forms 
perceived were only forms of knowledge and not of any hypo
thetical extra-mental object. To prove this, the Indian idealists 
repeatedly cited the instances of the dreams and the sense
illusions: the dephant dreamt of, like the snake wrongly per
ceived in the rope, was after all only mental; and there hcing 
no sure criterion to distinguish hetween the dreaming anti the 
waking c>xperiences, the ohjects pPrceivcd in the normal waking 
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experiences too were to be unclerstoocl in the same way. The 
corollary ,:as tl;at all knowledge, because of their pretentious 
claim to reveal the extra-mental, were to he treated as false. 
But, argued the Vrttikara, what was perceived could not be a 
mere idea, nor the form perceived coulcl be a foi-m of knowledge 
itself, because there was an objective coercion about the acts of 
perception. In the presence of the cloth one was hound to 
perceive the cloth and had no option to perceive the pot. PN
ceptions, thus, revealed the extra-mental objects and not thought 
itself. Besides, it was useless to argue that all perceptions were 
like the dream-experiences or tl1e sense-illusions, because the 
dreams were eventually negated by the waking experiences and 
the illusions by lhe correct perct>ptions thal followPd. \Vhen so 
m'gatrd they were found to arise from defective c:anses: drrams 
fr~m sl;epiness, illusions from the want of proper illumination. 
elc. But the normal waking perceptions were not so negated 
and were not found to arise from the defective causes. On the 
ctlvlr hand, argued the Vrttik~\ra, the normal waking 11erccptions 
were characterised hy dearness and distinctness ( s11pari-
11iscaya), i.e., as contrasted with the dreams and the sense
illusions, carried their own certainties. 

Both Prahhakara and Kumarila continued the Vrttikara·s line 
of argument against the idealists. \V<' may howevc~ concentrat,, 
particularly K c ·1, · · · · • • ' · . on um,\n a, m view of lns outstandm<T importance 
to l~dian philosophy. Idealism, lie said, was based ~n a twofold 
cons1dcn,tion one ·•p· t l · l ( - , · . • ( 1s emo og1ca pmmaniisnta), the othPr 
ontolocr,cal ( a11haJJa -ks - ' ·t ) I . · 

ti· rr . aryosn a . n Indian philosophv the 
latter meant 11rimarilv a c ·t· · f 1 · · ' ' .. • n 1c1sm o t \C atom1shc hvpotlwsis, 
pcrhar1s becaus<" most of tl1 , f · · · . · · e opponents o 1dcahsm shared the 
atmmstic hYpotlw -·, · tl ·. - . l· • . . 

. . • sis 111 1c11 Pxp ,tnahon of the ohjectt,·e reality. 
Bi,t :\trim1sm lwing prc-cminentlv the thcorv of the ~v:n·a
\'aisc~ikas. it \\'ill lw appropriate for us to eon~iclcr the iclc;;li~tic 
d:jcctions against it "hill' discussing that system. Kumi'irila tw,. 
conc<•ntratc'tl chieH~, on tlw <'pistemologic·:11 argunwnts of th<' 
idealists. oll\'iously hecause it ,vas hy far their ·strongest point. 
Tl,is epistemological arg1tment, again, was twofold: Kum,,rib 
calleLl tltc first inferential ( a1111miiniisrila) and cliarnderisccl 11ll' 
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second as being based on an examination of the faculty of pe:r
ception ( pratya"lcya-sakli-parik$at_1iisrita). 

The inferential argument of the idealists was summed up by 
Kumiirila as follows: 'The perception of the pillar, etc. is false, 
because it is a perception; and whatever is perception is found 
to be false, just as the dream-perceptions, etc. are.' This was 
the standard form of the Indian syllogism, in connection with 
which it needs to be remembered that a 'typical example' 
( ll(h1lwra1_w or dr$(ii11ta) on the strength of which the universal 
relation ( vyiipti) between the middle term ( hctu) and the 
major tenn ( siidhya) plays what is called a 'pirntal role'. In 
examining the above syllogism Kumarila, therefore, concentrated 
specially on the typical instance upon which it hinged. That 
the dream-perceptions were false was of course readily admitted 
hy everyone. But what was the real ground for tl1is admission? 
Evidently the following: on waking up one realised that it was 
so. This meant that the falsity of the dream-perception was 
ascertained on the strength of the waking perception. But lww 
could the waking perception, without itself heing tme, thus 
pronounce falsity upon the ch-cam-perception? In other \\·ords, 
to rt>ject the dream-perception as false it ,ms necessary to 
accept the waking-perception as true, and thus the instance of 
the idealists went against the conclusion they sought to C':;ta
hlish. Kumarila, therefore, offered a counter-syllogism against 
the idealistic one: 'All knO\vlcclge of the external ohjeets is true, 
lwl'ause there is no othn knowlrdgP negating it, just as tllC' 
waking c•xpC'ri<'nPc that nq~·.1tes thP dr<'am-cxprriPnec is trn:'.' 

As again~t this, thl' ~nly pnssihle ddC'ncC' of the idPalistic 
position coukl he that even the waking experience that 1ll'gated 
tlw dn:,am-expPricnce was itsC'lf ultimately negated. As a matter 
of fact, as \\·e shall sPe, lwginning from the l'panisads tl1Pre 
ckn·loped a lcmlenc·y among the idealists to claim that e,·pn 
the so-callC'cl normal waking <'XJ)('riences \\'Pre 11ltimatPh- 1w!!atecl 
hv thP s11pn-norrnal <'XJ)('riPllC-e of the m,·stic or 111,ia tr-i11:·P. 
1:um~trila could ckarh· SC'P how the itlealisiiC' outlook wantC'cl t:i 

dC'ri,·c for itsplf s11pport from such a daim. So lw arg11erl :1t':1in,t 
ilw possil1ilit~1 of the m~·stic or yoga PxperiPlll'<' its<'lf. Tli:-rP 
\\",ts no possibility. ,1t a11v rate in this life. of anvone attaining 
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such an experience. Besides, if one system of philosophy c::mkl 
daim support to its conc!usions on the strength of the 
experiences of the mystics belonging to that system, ethers 
.eoulcl as well produce their own yogis and draw support 
to their conclusions from the mystic experience gained by them. 
In short, the so-called yogri experience was to Kum,-U"ila nothing 
more than shc~r fancy. 1 ' 

Incidentallv, such a summary rejection of the yoga experience 
was itself q~1ite revolutionary for the times. For, apart from 
the materialists, none else in Indian philosophy could dare <1ucs
tion the validity of yoga. \Ve quote Stcherbatsky. 

The psychology of trance is in<lecd a eharncteristic featurn 
of many Indian systems, not Buddhism alone. It a/Jpears 
almost inevitably in that part of every Indian system ,,. !il'h is 
called 'the path' ( miirga) in which the means of a tran.<,ilion 
out of the phenomenal world into the Absolute are considered. 
\Vith the exception of the orthodox ~Hmii1i1sak.1s and the 
materialists, every system in this part, but not in others, con
tain a certain amount of mvstieism .... Howe,·er just as !he 
European mind is not altogether and alwa~·s free' from mysti
cism, so is the Indian mind not at all necessarily subject to it. 
Not to speak about numerous matcrialisti.:: dot'h·i1ws. the 
orthodox Mimiiri1sakas them~elves held about yoga an opinion 
which probably rcrresents 1ust what all of us, so h1r \\'e arc 
not mystics, think about it, viz. that yoga is slwer ima~ination, 
just as any other ordinary fanaticism. 1" • 

But to return to Kumarila's refutation of idealism. Along "·ith 
the Nyiiya-Vaise~ikas, he wanfecl to go clrepPr into tlw q11l'stinn 
of the falsity of the clrcam-cxperienet•s. B11t \\'hat exacth- \Lls 

meant hy the phrase 'falsity of dream-ex1wril·nce·~· l~o l lie 
jJcalist it meant that there \\'l're no real or l'Xtra-ml•nL\] ohic·lls 

.corresponding to those that \\'ere dreamt of, i.l'., this f.tb:tv 
meant ohjcdlcssness, 11irdla111l]{f11ati;a. But, argued 1':11mC1riia 
and the :\'viin1-Vaise~ikas, this was just absurd. The dn·,•m
,{'-.;peril'nce · w·as false onl_v as an e.,p<'riencc; 111.•,·1Ttlwh-s~ thl" 
-ohjcets drc,unt of ,,·c1T rcal entities ,ictu,dl:-, 1·\isti11g in tlw 
.("d1·n1al \\'l)J"]cl, t!1ot1!.!;h. from the• poi11t or \"il'\\' of Llic cln•·tll]('I'. ill 

~• clilkn·nl space-time conte,t. Bnt ho\\' co1ilcl Iii!' d,:<'.lllHT ~•11r

·<·\pl'rif·11ce obj<•ds that hdonged to :1 cliffon·nt pl,ll'L' a11d ,1 

difkn·nt tinw/ h11111C1ri1.t·~ ans,n'r was q11itc si111plc. Dr<·:un-
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experience, rather than being a form of perception, was only a. 
form of memory; in memory one recalled real objects that were 
perceived anywhere and any time. But, as we shall see, the 
Nyaya-Vaisesikas were not satisfied with such a simple answer. 

The idealistic argument based on the analysis of perception 
was substantialli the same as offered hy Berkeley: whenever you 
knew an object, that of which you had the real immediate evid
ence was something mental-a perception or an idea. Therefore,. 
there was nothing extra-mental. In Indian terminology, this 
was called the salwpala111blw-niya111a, the rule that everywhere 
the experience of the object meant the experience of knov:ledge 
itself. But there was no proof, argued Kumarila, that the know
ing mind and the object known was identical. The activity of 
knowh1g and the passivity of being known could not belong to 
the same thing. At the time of perception one inevitably 
realised that one perceived the object rather than one's own 
mental state. Thus, while perceiving different colours one did 
not realise that these colours belonged to his mental state; the 
realisation, on the contrary, was that these were colours of dif
ferent objects. Further, if the knower and the known were 
really identical then there could be no point in separately refer
ring to the two; if, on the other hand, there was any real mean
ing in separately referring to the two then there could be no 
sense in saying that the two were identical. Besides, on the 
idealistic assumption of the identity of the knower and the 
known, tlw diversity of our perceptions could not he Pxplained. 
One had the perception sometimes of cloth, sometimes of pot, 
or of some other thing. Such diversity could not have come 
al,out, from the idealistic point of view, because of the diversity 
r.f the objects. So they had to invent some other reason to 
explain it. The Buddhist idealists claimed that because of an 
eternal series of smi1skiiras, i.e., traces of past experiences, there 
arose an infinite number of mental states, which played the dual 
rnk of the knowPr and the known. Bnt a smi1skiira, argued 
Kumi'n-ila, was meaningless without some previous perception, 
whil'h pPrceplion, again, was meaningless without the object. 

"'c have already seen how Indian idealists depended vitallv 
on the evidences of illusory perceptions. These were instance;, 
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according to them, which showed that even waking perceptions 
were not necessarily perceptions of the objectively real. As a 
consequence, the problem of illusion acquired considerable 
importance in Indian philosophy and different theories 
were put forward by the representatives of different 
systems, both idealistic and anti-idealistic. "'e had thm 
five major theories of illusion, three of which came from 
the idealists and two from their opponents. The three 
idealistic theories have come to be called Asat-khyati, 
A.tma-khy~1ti and Anirvacaniya-khyati-associatcd respectively 
with _the Madhyamika Buddhists, the Yogacara Buddhists and 
the Advaita Vedantists. According to the first, illusion was the 
apprehension of the non-being as the being; according to the 
second, illusion was the apprehension of the subjective as the 
objective, while the third viewed iJlusion as the apprehension 
of an indescribable unreality somehow or other temporarily 
created. \Ve shall later see the differences of details among 
these three theories. For the present what interests us is how 
all these three theories were meant to justify the idealistic posi
tion. For that which bothered the idealists most was the felt 
reality of the material world. Therefore, the idealists wanted 
to explain it away by showing that the same felt reality was also 
there in the case of illusory perceptions in spite of the fact that 
these perceptions were not the apprehensions of the objectively 
real. If the rope perceived in the snake was non-existent though 
appearing as the existent, or an idea appearing as an object, or 
indescribably unreal while appearing to be eidstent-there was 
the clear possibility that what appeared to be real in the case 
of other perceptions was not so; as a matter of fact, claimed the 
idealists, this took place in all case~ of normal waking e:ll.-pcri
ences. Therefore, apart from insisting on the essential difference 
hetween the illusory perceptions and the valid ones, the oppo
nents of idealism had to prove that even in the illusory percep
tions there was no question of the non-existent or the barely 
mental or the indescribably unreal appearing as the real. This 
led them to develop their alternative explanations of illusions. 

As an extreme reaction against the idealistic tendency to count 
on the evidences of illusion for the purpose of c>xplaining away 

IPI 5 
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the evidences of the normal or valid perceptions, the Prabhakara 
Mimfuqsakas wanted to deny the facthood of illusion as such. 
This was the essence of their theory called A-khyati or non
apprehension. According to this th~ory, what the others con
sidered to be cases of illusions were nothing but cases of the 
want of apprehension of the true distinction between two imper-

. feet cognitions. One of these was usually of the nature of per
ception, the other of recollection. Thus, for example, in the 
typical case of the so-called snake-rope illusion, what actually 
took place were two imperfect pieces of knowledge. First, the 
perception of the rope, though not in the form of a full-Hedged 
perception of the rope, but in the form of an imperfect p·ercep
tion of it in a general way as something barely 'this' ( idam), 
i.e., without the distinctive features of the rope. Secondly, the 
recollection of a snake previously perceived, though again not 
in the form of a full-fledged recollection, i.e., a recollection with 
the association of the time and place where it was previously 
perceived. In the Prabhii.kara terminology, such a recollection 
was called the pram~fa-tattiika-srnarary.a, 'recollection c,f an 
object robbed of its tha·t-ness'. The error, in this view, consisted 
simply in the failure to have the apprehension of the pro:_::n 
distinction between these two separate pieces of imperfect cog
nitions. It was thus non-apprehension rather than any real ap
prehension. Nevertheless, argued the Prabhf1karas, these two 
pieces of cognitions, though incomplete, were cognitions of real 
objects rather than of the absolute nothingness or of the barely 
mental or of the indescribably unreal. Insisting thus on the 
real or the objective content of both the pieces of cognitions, 
the Prabhakaras felt ensured against epistemological idealism. 

The BhaHa Mimarhsakas offered another theory of the illu
sory perception which, though differing fundamentally from the 
A-khyii.ti of the Prabhii.karas, was meant equally to reject ideal
ism. It was substantially the same as the theory of the Nyaya
Vaisesikas, and is generally called the theory of Anyatha-khyati. 
Rather than denving the positive fact of the illusory perceptions 
anrl explaining them simply as missing the distinction between 
hvo separate pieces of cognitions, this theory accepted that an 
illusory perception was a fact and a single-though composite-
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experience. It was illusory only insofar as it was the apprehen
sion ( khyiiti) of one real thing in another ( anyathii), i.e., it was 
simply a case of mis-apprehension. Thus, in spite of the illmion 
being a single experience, there were two distinct objects for 
it, e.g., in the typical snake-rope illusion, the two separate 
objects being the rope and the snake. Of course the rcpc was 
perceived not as a full-fledged rope but as something barely. 
'this'. Though incomplete, there was nothing illusory about the 
perception so far, because the character of 'this-ness' did actually 
belong to the rope presented before the perceiver. \Vhen the 
illusory perception was eventually corrected by the knowledge, 
'This is not a snake but a rope', what was really negated was 
only that part of the previous experience which was concerned 
with the snake, while the other part of the e,._perience that was 
connected with the 'this-ness' remained unaffected. 

Thus the illusory perception was in fact partially a valid 
perception of the objectively real. It was illusory only insofar as 
this objectively real was perceived as something which it wa~ 
not, e.g. the snake. But even this did not support the idealistic 
thesis, because though the perception itself was wrong, the 
object of this perception, too, was a perfectly real entity existing 
in the objective world. The snake, though wrongly perceived in 
the rope, was nevertheless real, existing at a different place, at 
a different time, the illusory perception of which could not 
change its ontological status. Therefore, illusion was the 
apprehension of one real thing in another real thing. 

As for the Mimii.rhsii. system, another topic of considerable 
epistemological signifi~ance remains to he discussed by us. It is 
the apparently peculiar theory of the intrinsic validitv of 
knowledge ( suata~i-priimii~ya-viicla). But the real signifi~ance 
of this theory-or at least one of its main significances-can best 
be understood in the general background of the conclusion of 
our idealistic philosophers which amounted to the assertion of 
the intrinsic invalidity of knowledge. Moreover, since the Nvava
Vaisc~ika philosophers, too, joined in the controvcrsv and. c~n
trihuted signiflcantly to the clarification of the 

1
;rohlem of 

validity and of the criterion of truth, it will he convenient to 
take this up in connection with the Ny~ya-Vaisesikas. 



17. The Vedanta 

THE OTI-IDl major system of philosophy that arose in direct 
continuity with the Veda is called the Vedanta. As we have 
already ;een, the name literally means the 'Veda-end' or the 
.Upani~ads, the last portions of the Vedic literature. Vedanta, 
therefore, meant above all the philosophy of the Upani~ads. 
All the Vedantists claimed to have expounded the fundamental 
teachings of the Upani~ads. But the Upani~ads are not 
systematic treatises and the philosophical or proto-philosophical 
views discussed in these texts do not form a unity. The 
later philosophers claiming to explain the U pani~aclic views, 
therefore, had inevitably to face the task of evolving .a single 
consistent philosophy out of the Ppani~a<ls. This was first fully 
attempted in a work called the Vechinta-siitra or the Brahma
siitra, the Upani~adic term for the ultimate reality being 
Bra11man. The work is attributed to a certain Badarayal)a. 
Nothing historical is known of him and the date of the redaction 
of the philosophical view in this siitra-form is uncertain. 
Dasgupta believes that it could have been the second century 
B.c. though in Jacobi's view it was sometimes between A.D. 200 
and 500. 

All the later Vedantists accepted this Brahma~iitra as the 
basic work of the Vedanta philosophy. But the sfitras themselves 
are too cryptic to yield any clear philosophical view and thus 
left scope for a wide range of possible interpretations. In course 
of time a considerable number of philosophical views were 
actually sought to be justified on the basis of different inter
pretations of the Bra11ma-siitra. As such, all these claimed the 
title of the Vedanta philosophy. 

\Ve need not enter here into the textual question as to which 
of these interpretations was in fact truest to the Brahma-siitra, 
and therefore ultimately to the Upani~ads. What is more 
important is tn concentrate on that interpretation which, as a 
philosophical view, became the most powerful one. This is 
knO\vn as the Advaita Vedanta or }.fayavftda. According to this, 
Brah11wn or the ultimate reality is identical wilh the Self as pure 
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consciousness and as such the material world is ultimat~ly 
unreal, being the product of ignorance, i.e. ar;idyii or mayii. 
Although particularly associated with Sari1kara, the philosophy is 
in fact older. Among the pre-Saiilkara · exponents of it, the most 
important was Gau~lapiida, said to be the teacher's teacher of 
Samkara. Peculiarly enough, instead of commenting upon the 
Bralmw-siitra, he wrote a verse-treatise called the Mii1_1(lftkya
kiirikii. Though the name meant a commentary on the Mt11.u,liikya 
Upani$ad, it was in fact largely an independent philosophical 
work. Samkara was a voluminous writer. Apart from a commen
tary on the Brahma-siitra, called the r;iil'iraka-bliiiJ!JO, he wrote 
commentaries on all the major Upani;mds and the Gitt'i. Many 

· other works, too, are attributed to him. Sari1kara's own writings 
are marked more by a remarkably lucid literary style than a real 
logical acumen. Among the most important commentators of 
~arnkara were V,1caspati Misra, Padmapiida and Suresvara. They 
explained mainly what Samkara's position positively implied. 
But the philosophy, as we shall seP, is rea1lv more dcstructivr,· 
than positive and the negative implications of the doctrine were 
left to be fully worked out by the later dialecticians like 
Srihar~a and Citsukha. There are besides a really large number 
of other texts expounding the Aclvaita philosophy. 

Advaita literally means the non-dual. It is the philosophy of 
absolute non-dualism because, besides 13ra1111w11 or pure con
sciousness, it recognises nothing as real. But such a philosophy 
can hardly leave any real scope for the theistic sentiment 
proper. The Self alone being real, its true knowledge-Le. some 
kind of mystic apprehension of its true nature-is thought to be 
the highest encl; such an illumination is imagined to bring 
liberation. From the point of ,·iew of this philosophy, even God 
is conceived to ha,·e reality only from the empirical point of 
view, devotion or prayer to \\"hom having nothing more than a 
mere pragmatic signific-ancc. Thus the theistic sentiment is 
grallted at hcst some kind of concession, hut this \\·ithin th<' 
general structure of a philosophy that is designed basically to 
overcome it. But there conlinucd to flourish in Llil' cou11Lry a 

C'Onsic.Icrable number of theistic Sf'cls, among which those ihat 
shan·ll the m:-thologv of Sim \\TH' c·alkd Sai,·a "Iii le others 
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which looked upon Cod as the mythological Vi~Qu were called 
the vai~i,ava. 

'With the growing prestige of the Brahma-siitra and Samkara's 
commentary on it there arose the necessity for these sects to 
reject the Advaita view and justify their own in terms of the 
Brahnui-siitra. Thus began the emergence of a number of alter
native interpretations of the Brahma-siitra on theistic lines. The 
main question which all of them sought to answer was the 
relation of the individual Self ( ;ir:a) to Brahman. For all these 
sects, however, Brahman simply meant Cod, the Vai~i,avites 
like Riimiinuja and Nimbiirka conceived this God as but Vi~Qu 
while the Saivite like Srikai,tha thought that He was none but _ 
Siva. 

The earliest of such theistic intPrpretations of the Brahma
siitra was offered by Bhaskara. His view is known as the 
bhediibhecln-viida, the doctrine of difference-cum-non-difference. 
The individual Self ( jiva) in this view is both different and non
different from Cod ( Bralmwn). The characteristic analogy ,vith 
which this was sought to be illustrated was that of the waves 
and the sea: the waves were different from the sea and yet not 
different from it. 

Tllis was follower! by a series of interpretations of tho 
Brahma-sfltra from the Vai~i,ava point of view, differing from 
each other in various shades of details. Of these, the most out
standing was the interpretation given by Ramanuja. His theory 
is known as the visif(iidvaita,.viida, the doctrine of qualified non
dualism. Trained in his early life in the Advaita philosophy 
under a teacher who was a staunch advocate of it, Ramiinuja 
eventually came under the influence of the Vai~i,ava movement 
of the Alviirs which was current in the Tamil country and sought 
to 'develop in a complete system, in opposition to the un
compromising Advaitism of Samkara, a philosophical basis for 
the doctrine of devotion to Cod which was presented in poetical 
form in the hymns ( prahancUias) of the Alviirs-a task for which 
his training under a teacher of Advaitism renclerecl him specially 
fit.' 1 In his commentary on the Brahma-siitra, called the 
Sri-bhiifya, he taught a monistic ( advaita) doctrine, no doubt, 
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for all was conceived as the Brahman or God; but it was a qua~i
fied monism ( visi.ytiiclvaita) inasmuch as there was also room m 
it for the reality of the individual souls and the exte~al or 
material world. 'The highest reality is God, endowed with all 
desirable qualities, not consisting of lmowledge alone, ~ut 
having knowledge as an attribute, all-po~verfol,_ a~l-pervadmg, 
and all-merciful. \Vhatever exists is contamed ,vithin God, and 
therefore the system admits no second independ~nt ele_men~. 
But within the unity are distinct elements of plurality, which, if 
effects or modes ( prakiira) of Goel arc yet absolutely real, and nut 
figments of illusion. These are souls, of varying classes and degrees 
(cit), and matter in all its forms ( a cit), which together are re• 
represented as constituting the body of God, standing beside Him 
in the same dependent relation as is occupied by the matter 
forming an animal or vegetable body towards the soul or spirit. 
Both matter and souls exist etemal1y in God, and have had 'no 
absolute end.'2 In this theistic view, devotion to God or bhakt~ 
as a means to salvation, plays an extremely important part. 
While for Samkara pure knowledge or jnana itself brings the 
freedom from ignorance, and therefore liberation, in Ramfmnja's 
view, liberation being ultimately dependent upon the grace of 
God, can only be attained through an uninterrupted devotion to 
Him, this uninterruptedness being characteristically illustrated 
by that of the flow of oil which is without any break. 

Of the other Vai~Qava teachers the most outstanding were 
Nimbarka, Madhva, Vallabha and Caitanya, all of whom
excepting of course Caitanya, who presumably wrote nothing
commented on the Brahm,z-sfitra. Nimbarka's theory is !mown 
as duaitadvaita-vada, the doctrine of dualism-cum-non-dualism. 
In this dew, too, the relation of God to the individual soul is 
one of dualism as well as non-dualism: this is illustrated by the 
characteristic- analogy of the air assuming different forms or 
behaving differently undc-r different conditions. 'His teacl1ing 
was based upon that of Ramanuja, from whom he was not fai: 
n:moved in time, which he extended and developed in the 
direction of assigning a quasi-independent position to the indivi• 
dual soul ( jiva) and to the inanimate universe. This qualified 
individualism, however, is not to be understood as though these 
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two can or do maintain an existence distinct or separate from 
Brahman. They arc essentially and permanently one with that 
which is all and in all. TI1e system of Nimbarka, therefore, 
secures in form at least the monistic position. ]iva and the world 
are distinct from Brahman only in the sense that they are deve
loped or evolved from his qualities, force, or sakti, so as to con
stitute the universe of animate and inanimate forms. They exist 
in him in a subtle ( s11~111a) guise, which in the world of 
phenomena takes on a gross ( sthiila) body, vet· remainin~ 
essentially united to him, with no detached being or life.'3 As 
in Ramanuja's view, here also a great emphasis is laid on bliakti 
or devotion to God though the followers of Nimbarka direct 
their worship to the mythological Kr~i:ia and his spouse Hadha. 

Madhva's theory is called dvaita-vada, the doctrine of plain 
dualism. According to this, God is only the efficient cause of 
creation. This God is conceived mythologically as Vi~i:iu who, 
whenever he becomes incarnate, has Vf1yu, the air-god, as hi, 
son. Madhva himself is said to be an incarnation of Viiyu, 'who 
came to the earth to destroy the followers of Samkara and all 
their teaching'.~ This is mythology, of course, but the extreme 
reaction against the abstract monism of Samkara is quite evident 
in it. Sari1kara's 11uiyci-viida is described by this sect as but 
Buddhism in disguise. Madhva himself refused any compromise 
with monism even in the manner of the other Vai~1,ava teachers, 
like Riimfmuja and Nimbarka. 'The basis of the whole philoso
phical system is clwita, or dualism. By this is not meant the 
dualism of spirit and matter, or that of good and evil, but the 
distinction bPtwcen the independent Supreme Being ( 11!!!~ 
!7liif n!a11) and the dependant principle of life ( i!i:,iJ!_!1_u;m). There 
are fiv<' real an<l eternal distinctions ( pcriica-1,heda), viz. (a) 
hetween God and the individual soul, ( b) hehn·en God and 
matter, ( c) lwtwccn the soul and matter, ( d) behn•en one soul 
and another. and (PL between one particle of matter and 
anolli('r.' .-, Like llic other Vaisnava tcaclins i\ladhva. too, laid 
great emphasis on devotion ( hiwkti) as the path to salvation. 
However, in the heap of the theological anti mythological detail~ 
lo be found in the literature of this sect. what seems to be of 
pern1anent philosophical value is the merciless criticism of 
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11uiyii-vacla and the insistence on the independent reality ~f- mat
ter, the arguments for which evidently enriched the m1ti-1deal
istie tradition of Indian philosophy. 

Vallabha's view is known as sudhadvaita-viida, the doctrine of 
pure non-dualism. It explains the relation of God and the souls 
on the analogy of gold and the golden ornaments. Or, the in_d!
vidual souls are viewed as the sparks from the Supreme Spmt 
or God and, though separate', are considered to be identical_ in 
essence with God. Like the other Vai~Qavas, Vallabha, too, lays 
great emphasis on devotion or bhakti and the theory of divine 
incarnations or avatiiras. However, one distinct peculiarity of 
his sect seems to be a vigorous rej•.'cticn of asccticism

1 
which 

has led some of the modern scholars to characterise its followers 
as the Epicureans of India.0 Vallabha 'maintained that God was 
not to be worshipped by fasting and self-mortification, that the 
individual soul was entitled to reverence as a portion of the 
Supreme Soul, and that the body which cnshrim•d it should be 
fostered and not subjected to the austerities enjoined in ascetic 
systems'.• 

Caitanya, in all presumption, did not write any philosophical 
work. His philosophical view, as explained by his learned fol
lowers, is known as acintya-bhediibhccla-vcida, the theory- of tho 
indescribable difference-cum-non-difference. It is difficult to 
believe, however, that the theological subtleties evolved in cle
frnce of this theory could have had any great mass-appeal. On 
the other hand, the fact r~mains that under the leadership of 
Caitanya, there took place what was hy far the biggest mas.; 
upheaval in late medieval India, embracing even the lowest 
strata of the society. C1itanya himself addressed the people in 
the only language they could then comprehend: the cc1uality ci 
all men in the eves of God and devotional son<rs . ~-

Among the non-Vaiimava interpretors of the Hral1111~-s11/ra 
SrikaiJtha conceived the Bral111w11 or God as the m,·thologic-,tl 
Siva aml eonsickred Him as the material as well as tiie <'ffi~·ient 
c-ause of tlw world. Vijn,·ma Bhik~u, again. intl'rprd1•1l thl' 
Brahnw-siitra in anotlH'r thPistic line, whieh tlw 11 gh he liked t,i 
call the Sa111kbya, was in fact far from being true to the original 
spirit of this philosophy. 
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Vai~r,iavism, particularly as the cult of blwkti or divine love, 
meant in medieval India an important form of social and reli
gious reform, the real historical significance of which needs to 
be fully understood in the light of further research. Philosophi
cally, however, what interests us most is that behind the theo
logical discussions and even the flights into mythological fantasy 
there developed a strong protest against the extreme idealism of 
the Advaita Vedanta and the fight against it in real philosophical 
terms, as is evident in the writings of such outstanding thinkers 
as Ramiinuja and others. On the other hand, the Advaita 
Vedanta still exercises considerable influence in our philosophi
cal circles. It is, therefore, desirable for us to concentrate parti
cularly on this version of the Vedi"mta philosophy. However, 
since, as a matter of fact, the Advaita philosophy did draw upon 
a particular trend of the Upani~adic thought, a brief sketch of 
the latter will be useful for our understanding of the Advait:t 
Vedanta. 

18. Upanisadic Idealism 

We have already had some hint of the philosophical outlook 
which, though certainly not the only one propounded in the 
Upani~ads, was nevertheless a prominent one and it was at any 
rate to play the most important role in the subsequent philo
sophical history of the country. In Deussen's presentation of it, 
the doctrine stands as the simple equation of Brahman with 
iitman. \Vhatever might have been the prehistory of the con
cept of Brahman, in the Upani~ads it came generally to mean 
the 'ultimate reality'. The atman meant the Self. Thus th~ 
doctrine amounted to the assertion that the Self is the ultimate 
reality. This was briefly expressed by the 'great sayings' ( mahii• 
wky(ls) of the Upani~ads, like 'That Thou Art' (tat iV(lm asi), 
'I am Brahman' ( alwm Brahma asmi), cte. However, the Self 
or at111an did not mean the same thing throughout all the Upani-
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sadic texts, the concept having its own history of development. 
in some of the advanced speculations of the Upani~ads, it came 
to mean the pure knower or the pure consciousness. Tims, ac
cording to the idealistic outlook that finally emerged in the 
Upani~ads, the ultimate reality is pure consciousness. The 
corollary is that the material world normally experienced ~as 
no intrinsic reality of its own. This has in fact been the starting 
point of all the idealistic philosophies that followed, be they 
Vedic or Buddhistic. 

\Vith obvious reservation for the exaggerated claim that this 
was the fundamental thought -:)f the entire docl:line of the Upa
niimd,1 we may briefly note here how this view was arrived at 
in the 1!,panii.adic texts. Of all the Upani~ads, the Brlwdiirar:iyaka 
and the Chiinclogya are not only claimed to be most authorita
tive but are in fact philosophically most significant. Those por
tions of the former, again, where a certain Yajfiavalkya is re
corded to have discussed philosophical and proto-philosophical 
questions are usually looked upon as most significant. So we 
begin with these. 

Declared Yajfiavalkya: 'Lo, verily, it is the Self ( ~tman) that 
should be seen, that should be hearkened to, that should be 
thought of, that should be pondered on ... Lo, verily, with the 
seeing of, with the hearkening to, with the thinking of, with the 
understanding of the Self, this world-all is known.' 2 In the 
Chiinclogya., again, no less a figure than Prajapati, the mythical 
creator of the world, was chosen to make a similar declaration: 
'The Self ( iitman) which is free from evil. ageless, deathless, 
sonowless, hungerless, thirstless, whose desire is the Real, whose 
concl"ption is the Real - He should be searched out, Him one 
should desire -to understand. He obtains all worlds and all 
desires who has found out and who understands that Self.'3 But 
why was the knowledge of the Self to be considered thus supre
mely important? Prajiipati did not answer. In the BrhacltI
rat_1yaka, however, Y~jnavalkya offered an interesting agrument 
for this total withdrawal of interest from everything external t<> 
the purely internal, from everything in the world to the Self 
alone: 'Lo, verily, not for love of the husband is a hushan<l dear, 
but for love of the Self is the husband dear. Lo, verily, not for 
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love of the wife is a wife clear, but for love of the Self is a wile 
dear. Lo, verily, not for love of the sons are sons clear, but for 
love of the Self are sons clear. Lo, verily, not for love of the 
wealth is wealth dear, but for love of the Self wealth is dear.'4 

And so on. Even Bral111umhood, K~hatrahood, the worlds, the 
gods and the beings ( bl1 iita) are dear not for the love of these 
but for the love of the Self. In short, as Yiijnavalkya summed 
up, 'Lo, verily, not for love of all is all dear, but for love of the 
Self all is dear.' 

To us, this may sound some kind of psychology or ethics. 
"'hat Yii.jii.avalkya intended to discuss, however, was metaphysics. 
lt followed, · therefore, that the Self was the ultimate reality 
behind everything and as such a real understanding of anything 
was essentially an understanding of the Self; he who knew the 
Self knew everything, he who knew anything as apart from the 
Sdf had only ignorance instead. 'Everything has deserted him 
who knows everything in aught else than the Self. This 
Brahmanhood, this ~lwtrahood, these worlds, these gods, 
these beings, everything here is what this Self is'.r. With 
a series of somewhat clumsy metaphors, he proceeded to ex
plain how the Self being the reality about everything, nothing 
could be grasped without grasping the Self, or, by grasping the 
Self alone, everything else could be grasped: 'It is - as, when 
n drum is being beaten, one would not be able to grasp the ex
ternal so11nd, but by grasping the drum or the beater of the 
drum, the sound is grasped.' And so also about the sound of a 
conch-shell and of a lute. Presumably, everything in the world 
was viewed as some kind of emanation of the Self, just as the 
sounds of the musical instruments emanated from the latter. But 
what was the nature of this Self hy grasping which one could 
~lms ~rasp e,·erything in this world? Yftjii.avalkya described i~ 
as the great heing ( /Jli11ta) and just a mass of knowledge or 
consciousness ( ci;-nc11w~lw1w): 'this great heing. infinite, limit
less, is just a mass of consciouness.· ,; 

This mass of knowledge or consciousness, raised to the statu~ 
of the ultimate reality, meant first of all a condemnation of 
knowledge in tltc ordinary sense. Thus, in the Cluindogya,7 

J\iira<la approached the philosopher Sanatkumara and confessed, 
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'Sir, I know. the ~gveda, the Ya;urveda, the Siimaveda, the
Atlwrvavecla as the fourth, Legend and Ancient Lore ( itil1iisa
p111•ii1Ja) as the fifth, the Veda of the Vedas (i.e., grammar), 
Propitiation of the J\fanes, J\lathematics, Augury, Chronology. 
Logic, Polity, the Science of the Cuds, the Science of Sacred 
Knowledge, Demonology, the Science of Rulership, Astrology, 
the Science of Snake-Charming and the Fine Arts. This I know, 
Sir.' This exhaustive list covers all the branches of knowledge 
then cared for and the names occurring here are found also· 
in other passages of the Upani~ads.s \Vhat deserves to be parti
cularly noted, however, is that Narada felt clissatisfied in spite 
of knowing all these and therefore approached Sanatkumill'a for 
true wisdom. Naturally enough, the first thing that Sanatkumara 
declared was that all these branches of knowledge were but 
'mere names' ( niima eva). 'Is there, sir, more than name?' 
asked Narada. There was, and Sanatkumara led him flnally to 
the realisation that the Infinite ( bl1ii111<"i), by which was meant 
the Self, was the ultimate reality: 

Herc on earth people call cows and horses, elephants and 
gold, slaves and wives, fields and abodes 'greatness'. · l 
do not speak thus; I do not speak thus. . . That (infinite), 
indeed is below. It is above. It is to the west. It is to the east. 
It is to the south. It is to the north. It, indeed, is this whole
world ... I, indeed, am below. I am above. I am to the west. 
I am to the east. I am to the so11th. I am to the north. 
I, indeed, am this whole world ... The Self, indeed, is below. 
The Self is ahove. The Self is to the west. The Self is to the 
east. The Self is to the south. The Self is to the north. The 
Self, indeed, is this whole world.O 

\~e ~o nat find in this much effor~ at conscious reasoning. The 
thesis 1s rather presented in some form the illealists would call 
myst~cal intuition. But we have here the potentials of a philo
sophical outlook that had within it the power to condemn and 
reject not only all the branches of human knowledge and all the 
faculties of normal apprehension, hut also the reality of tho 
world and life itself. It conkl thus become a decisive imiJediment 
to science and prouress. In the name of highest knowlcd<Te it 

0 ~ 

could-and as we shall see it did in fact-develop into a philo-
sophy which, by reducing r.ature into a phantom of imagination 
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.and by pronouncing that the sources of knowledge like reasoning 
and e.xperience are intrinsically invalid, had to go against all 
.efforts at mastering-and thereby knowing-the secrets of nature. 
In short the claim to highest illumination passed into its 
,opposite. 

It is interesting to note here how Deussen, himself a pro
nounced idealist, was plainly thrilled by this foreshadowing of 
a world-denying philosophy in the U pani~ads. 

Very soon, however, it came to be realised that this know
ledge of Bralmum was essentially of a different nature from 
that which we call 'knowledge' in ordinary life. For it would be 
possible, like Narada in the Chiindogya to be familiar with 
all conceivable branches of knowledge and empirical scienc<', 
and yet to find oneself in a condition of ignorance ( ai.;idyi,i) 
as regards the Brahman. This thought, originally purely 
negative, became in course of time more and more positive 
in its character. It was negative in so far as no experimental 
knowledge led to a knowledge of Brahman; and it was posi
tive in so far as the consciousness was aroused that the know
ledge oE empirical reality was an actual hindrance to the 
knowledge oE Brahman. The conception of aviclyii was deve
loped from the negative idea of mere ignorance to the posi
tive idea of false knowledge. The experimental knowled,e;e 
which reveals lo us a world of plurality, where in reality only 
Brahman exists, and a body where in reality there is only the 
soul, must be a mistaken knowledge, a delusion, a miiyii. This 
is a very noteworthy step in aclvance. It is the same which 
Parmenides and Plato took when they affinnecl that the know
ledge of the world of sense was mere d~ception, which Kant 
took, when he showed that the entire reality of experience is 
only apparition and not reality. It is of the greatest interest 
to follow up the earliest foreshadowings of this thought in 
India, and to trace how the term avid11ii passed from th0 
negative idea of ignorance to the positive idea of a false 
knowledge. 10 

\Ve shall try to follow this up when we return later to discuss 
the idealistic philosophy of the Advaita Ve<lantists and the 
Mahiiyana Buddhists. For the present let us confine ourselves to 
the Upani~acls. 

One result of this rejection of the senses and even of the 
understanding was that the doctrine recoiled back on itself and 
amounted to the rejection of knowing Brahman, i.e. of the very 
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knowledge in defence of which the non11aL human ~owl:d~e. 
was thus condemned. To know anything is to know 1t as this 
or 'that'. But the Self alone being real it cannot be understood 
in terms of anything else; rather, any attempt to know it as 
'this' or 'that' is sinking down into the depths of ignorance and 
darkness. Hence the famous declaration of Yajii.vall-ya that 
the only approach to it could be a purely negative one: 'Tl1~t 
Self is not this, it is not that ( 11cti neti). It is unseizable, for it 
is not seized. It is indestructible, for it is not destroyed. It is 
unattached, for it docs not attach itself. It is unbounded. It doe~ 
not tremble. It is not injured.11 But, then, could such a purely 
negative approach really lE,ad to a positive knowledge of the 
Self or Brahman? Yajii.:walkya answered in the negative, the 
reason being that knowledge presupposed a duality while the 
Self, as the pure knower, meant •a negation of all duality: 

For where there is a duality, as it were, there one sees 
another; there one hears another; there one speaks to another; 
there one thinks of another; there one understands another. 
\Vhere, verily, everything has become just one's own Self, 
then wherebv and whom would one smell? Then whereby and 
whom would one see? Then whereby and whom would one 
hear? Then whereby and to whom would one speak? Then 
whereby and on whom would one think? Then whereby and 
whom would one understand? \~'hereby would one under
stand him by whom one understands this all? Lo, whereby 
would one understand the understander?12 

Interestingly enough, from the same idealistic standpoint it 
was declared that though the Self or Brahman was thus by 
-definition beyond the range of possible knowledge, every 
creature enjoyed frequent access lo it, though without being 
.conscious of this. 'So, just as those who do not know the spot 
might go over a hid treasure of gold again and again, but <lo 
not find it, even so all creatures here go day by day to that 
Bral1ma-world ( Brahma-loka), but do not find it; for truly they 
are carried astray by what is falsc'. 13 The metapi1or of the 
buried treasure is of course clear enough; hut how can the 
creatures, without knowing it, have such frequent access to the 
Bralmwn? Samkara, in his commentary on the Upa11i~ad. 
answered the r1uestion with one word: sw111ptihile, i.e. in the~ 
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state of the deep dreamless sleep, which we, ordinarily at any 
rate, understand as a state of complete inhibition of cerebra
tion. This answer may seem rather peculiar; yet it wa5 
quite in keeping with Yajfiavalk1'a's standpoint. It also leads us 
to see how the idealist philosopher, rejecting the standpoint of 
the normal waking consciousness, was driven to seek refuge in 
that of dream, dreamless sleep and finally even death. 

\Vith his profound contempt for the normal waking e,_-peri
ences, Yajfiavalkya turned to sleep: 'Upon becoming asleep he 
transcends this world and the forms of death.'1·1 But how can 
this be? 

Verily, this person, by being born and obtaining a body, is 
joined with evils. When he departs, on dying, he leaves evils. 
behind. Verily, there are ji._;t two conditions of this person; 
the condition of being in this world and the condition of being 
in the other world. There is an intermediate third condition, 
namely, that of being in sleep. By standing in this intermedia~e 
condition one sees both these conditions, namely being in this. 
world and being in the other world. Now whatever the 
approach is to the condition of being in the other world, by 
making that approach one sees the evils ( of this world) and 
the joys ( of the yonder world). \II/hen one goes to sleep, he 
takes along the material of this all-containing world, himself 
tears it apart, himself builds it up, and dreams by his own 
brightness, by his own light. Then this person becomes sdf
illuminated. There are no chariots there, no spans, no roads. 
But he projects from himself chariots, spans, roads. There are 
no blisses there, no pleasures, no delights. But he projects from 
himself blisses, pleasures, delights. There arc no tanks there, 
no lotus-pools, no streams. But he projects from himself tanks, 
lotus-pools, streams. For he is a creator.rn 

To illustrate this, Yajfiavalkya quoted some ancient verses: 

In the state ot sleep going alo~ and alow, 
A god, he makes many forms for liimself
Now, as it were, en;oying pleasure with women, 
Nou:, as it were, laughing, and even beholding fearful 

sights. 

He anticipated and mmvered a possible objection to this view: 
'Now some people say, "That is just his waking state, for what
ever things he sees when awake, those too he sees when asleep.'' 
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(This is not so, for) there ( i.e., in sleep) the person is self
illuminated.'10 

Two points were sought to be established here. First, in dream 
the Self was somewhat free from the material inhibitions of the 
waking state and had a comparatively clearer realisation of 
itself, because it was self-illuminated. Secondly, the objects 
experienced in dream had no extra-subjective existence, because 
these were created by the Self itself, were 'projected' by it. It 
was but one step further to h1rn the second suggestion into a 
secure foundation for epistemological idealism. For, if dreams 
were evidences for the capacity of the Self to create or project 
the objects dreamt of, then it had to be admitted that the Self 
could manufach1re the objects of experience and therefore there 
was nothing to prevent the supposition that the Self was doing 
the same thing even during the waking state. We have already 

·seen how the later idealists elaborated substantially this line of 
argument and how, therefore, the Mimarilsakas and the Nyaya
Vaise~ikas, in their refutation of idealism, wanted strenuously 
to prove that the dream-objects, far from being the projections 
of the dreaming Self, had real extra-mental existence. Of course. 
for the later idealists the dreams were illusory or false, and not 
a comparative approximation to truth, as indicated by Yajfia
valkya. But we cannot possibly attach too great a significance 
to this difference. For even the later idealists would be forced 
logically to admit that dreams, by enabling one to realise how 
the objects of experience were but products of the experiencer 
himself, helped one to arrive at a proper understanding of the 
general fahity of the waking experiences and thus opened befor~ 
one the path of a hi~hcr realisation, for whi~h otherwise there 
wPre only the sense-illusions to base oneself upon. 

If dreams meant comparative freedom from the earthiv 
bondage for the Upani~adic idealists, the freedom was stiil 
greater as one sank down into the state of the deep dreamless 
sleep. In spite of arguing that the objects of dream were but 
creations or projections of the Self, Yii.jiiavalkva had to admit, 
perhaps grudgingly, that in dreams one ~vas nevertheless 
bothered hy the fears of the waking state. 'Now when people 
seem to he killing him, "·hen the~· secm to he overpowering 

IPI 6 
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him, when an elephant seems to be tearing him to pieces, when 
he seems to be fallincr into a hole-in these circumstances he is 

0 

imagining through ignorance the very fear which he sees when 
awake.'1i This partial limitation of the dreaming 5tate, namely 
being sometimes bothered by the fears of the waking state, wa3 
removed as one sank into the state of the deep dreamless sleep. 
'As a falcon, or an eagle, having flown around here in space, 
becomes weary, folds its wings, and is borne clown to its nest, 
just so this person hastens to that state where, asleep, he desires 
no desires and sees no dream.'18 And this state of the dreamless 
sleep or su~upti was a state of the realisation of the Pure Self 
or Braliman because here the Intelligent Soul knew nothing 
within or without. 

This, verily, is that form of his which is beyond desires, free 
from evil. without fear. As a man, when in the embrace of n 
beloved wife, knows nothing within or without, so this person, 
when in the embrace of the Intelligent Soul, knows nothing 
within or without. Verily that is his (true) form in 
which his desire is satisfied, in which the Soul is his desire, 
in which he is without desire and without sorrow. There a 
father becomes not a father; a mother, not a mother; th,? 
world, not the worlds; the gods, not the gods; the Vedas, not 
the Vedas; a thief, not a thief. There the destroyer of an 
embryo becomes not the destroyer of an embryo; a Cii1J~lii.la 
is not a C:u)~liila; a Paulkasa is not a Paulkasa; a mendicant 
is not a mendicant; an ascetic is not an ascetic. He is not 
followed hy good, he is not followed hy evil, for then he has 

passed beyond all sorrows of the heart. 10 

Again: 

Verily, where there seems to be another, there the one 
might sec the other; the one might smell the other; the one 
might taste the other; the one might speak to the other; the 
one might hear tl1e other; the one might think of the other: 
the one might touch the other; the one might know the other·. 
An ocean, a seer alone without duality, becomes he whose 
world is Bral111ui11 . .. This is man's highest path. This is his 
highest achievement. This is his highest world. This is hi~ 
highest blis~. On a part of just this bliss other creatures have 
their living.~0 

However, the trouble was that even after this state of the 
deep dreamless sleep one had to return hack to the waking state. 
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The realisation of the absolutely non-dual Self in su~upti was 
thus only temporary. How could then a permanent realisation 
be achieved? Judging from lhe discussion that immediately 
follows in the Upani~ad we have the impression that Yiijnavalky~ 
had only one answer to offer. It was 'death'-not the death or 
course of one who was unreleased, i.e. one with desire or attac!1-
ment, because such a one was destined to be reborn again, but 
of one who ~vas without desire: being ve1y Brahman the 
released soul goes to the Bralmwn. Here is Yajnavalkya's 
description of haw a dying person casts off all false sense of 
duality: 

'He is becoming one', they say, 11e does not see', 'He is be
coming one', they say, 'he does not smell'. 'He is becoming 
one', they say, 'he does not taste'. 'He is becoming one', they 
say, 'he does not speak'. 'He is becoming one', they say, "he 
docs not hear'. 'He is becoming one', they say, 'he does not 
think'. 'He is becoming one', they say, 'he does not touch'. 'Hr:: 
is becoming one', they say, 'he does not know.' The point of 
his heart becomes lighted up. By that light the Self departs, 
either by the eye, or by the head, or by other bodily parts. 
After him, as he ~oes out, the life goes out. After the life, a~ 
it goes out, all the breaths go out. He becomes one with 
Intelligence. \Vhat has Intelligence departs with him. His 
knowledge and his works and his former intelligence lay hold 
of him. Now as a caterpillar, when it has come to the end of a 
blade of _gr~ss, in tak~ng the !1cxt s_tep drnws itself together 
towards it, Just so tins soul m takmg the next step strikes 
down this body, dispels its ignorance, and drmvs itself together 
( for making the transition). . . According as one acts, 
according as one conducts himself, so docs he become. 
The doer of good becomes good. The doer of evil 
bPcomcs c\il. One becomes virtuous hy virtuous action, had 
hv bad action ... Now the man who docs not desire-He wh,J 
is without dPsire, who is freed from desire, whose desire i~ 
satisfied, whose desire is the soul-his breaths do not depart. 
Bcin,g very Brahman, he goes to -Brahman.21 
Thus in the idealistic philosophy death ( of a special type) 

symbolised the final philosophical wisdom. Other philosophers, 
subscribing to the same idealistic outlook, perhaps hesitated to 
take such an extreme stand. Instead of death, therefore. they 
spoke of a hypotllC'tical state of mystic trance-presumably that 
of the so-called yoga-and called it the turiya or the fourth state 
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and this was supposed to yield the highest realisation of the 
True Self. We shall see later how this conception of the yoga~ 
with its roots in primitive practices, usually called shamanism, 
played such havoc in the field of Indian philosophy. Yoga was 
supposed to be a state of mind con~ucive to the total withdrawal 
of consciousness into .itself, i.e. from everything external; it was. 
looked upon by the philosophers representing va_rious systems 
as a form of discipline for achieving the highest philosophic-al 
wisdom. However, along with the modern scientist, the modern 
materialist would be inclined to look upon such a state of total 
withdrawal of consciousness from the world as some kind of 
catalepsy, may be deliberately in<luced. In any case, even if 
. such a state could be thus deliberately induced, as a condition 
for achieving positive insight into nature, which science after 
all aims at, this suggestion of the turiya or the yoga trance was 
not much of an improvement upon that of Yajfiavalkya, namely 
that in death alone could one attain the highest illumination. 
In short, the idealistic outlook of the Upani~ads became in fact 
the greatest hindrance to the positive ·sciences, regardless of th~ 
circumstance whether it took its final stand in death or in the· 
turiya. 

According to the legend of the Brhadiira1_1yaka · Upa114ad, 
King Janaka, a person of fabulous wealth, was so much thrilled' 
by this exposition of the idealistic outlook that he was led to· 
make succcssi,·e gifts of thousand cows to the philosopher 
Yajfiavalkya. And Yajii.avalkya did not show of course any great 
idealistic indifference to such material gifts. In this way, after 
the free Rights in the realm of pure consciousness, the legend 
brought us back to the earth. However, when we thus come 
hack to the earth, there perhaps remains a simple and sober 
question: what really is meant by consciousness in the name of 
which tl1c idealist philosophers proposed to CQnstruct such a 
world-denying speculative superstructure? From the point of 
view of the positive sciences there is but one answer to it. It is 
nothing hut a function of the body, particularly of the brain. 
ln India, however, the Carvakas or the Lokayatas were the only 
philosophers to have boldly asserted this, although we do not c;f 
c,ourse expect tlwm to Jiayc a positive or scientific knowledge of 
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the nervous system and particularly of the brain. The ~dealis~s, 
on the other hand, had to condemn positive science 1tself-m 
fact, all the branches of positive lmowledge that they could then 
conceive of-in order to make this consciousness the creator o_t 
the universe, inclusive of the body whose function it was. lrom
cally, however, in order to make this fully con~nc~g, it was 
also necessary to deaden consciousness itse~. Re1ectmg, ~here
fore the verdict of the normal waking consciousness, the ideal
ists 'irnd to take refuge in dream, dreamless sleep and final~y. as 
in the case of Yii.jii.avaikya, in death itself. This is how the ideal
istic outlook in Indian philosophy stood self-condemned from 
the time of its very birth. 

19. The Sources o{ Idealism 

THE TRADITIOXAL claim is that the Upani~ads are parts of the 
Veda. It is, however, necessary to note that in the Vedic tradi
tion itself the idealistic outlooi< of the Upani~ads meant a 
decisive brc,ak with the ancestral convictions. This was virtually 
admitted in some of the passages of the Upani~ads wherein 
Niirada, e.g., is found seeking the knowledge of the Self in spit•J 
of possessing the knowledge of the Vedas. The flrst thing he was 
told by Sanatkumiira was that, among other branches of know
ledge, the l:{gvcda, the Yajurveda, the Siimaveda and the 
A.tlu1rvaveda as the fourth were 'mere names'. Evidently, it was 
felt that something new-something other than what was con
tained in the early compilations-was needed. Evidently, again, 
the need was felt because of a new situation. 

,vhat then, was it that accounts for such a new turn of 
thought in the Vedic tradition? Pending further researches into 
the socio-economic history of the period, only the bare outlines 
of an ans,ver can be suggested here. The philosophical view 
which thus arose to condemn and reject life could only h:n·e 
been the result of the philosophical pursuit turning away fr,1m 
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life itself. As with the development of slavery in ancient Greece, 
so also in the Upaniimdic India, the lofty . contempt for the 
material world with its ever-shifting phenomena was the result 
of philosophical enquiry taking free flight into realm of 'pwe 
reason' or 'pure knowledge', i.e., knowledge divorced 
from action. This in turn could have been possible only 
when a section of the community, living on the surplus pro
duced by another, withdrew itself from the responsibility of 
direct manual labour, and, therefore, also from the obligation of 
acknowledging the reality of the material world, for the process 
of labour alone can exercise a sense of objective coercion on 
consciousness. Tlwory, in other words, was divorced from 
practice and became 'pure theory', the things thought of became 

· mere ideas and thus the k11ower, the subject, sought to emanci
pate itself from the inhibitions of the known or the object, and to 
look at the latter as but products of ignorance or aoidy(/. 

\Vhat was decisive about the Upani~adic age was a fully 
established caste-divided society with the K~atriyas, or kings an,l 
nobles, as the ruling class and the Brahmins, living under their 
direct patronage. 

Verily [said the Brhadiira1_1yaka Upani~acl] in the beginning 
this world was Brahman, one only. Being one, he was not 
developed. He created still further a superior form, thr. 
K~atrahood, even those who are K~atras among the gods: 
Indra, Varm:ia, Soma, Rudra, Parjanya, Yama, Mrtyu lsfma. 
111erefore, there is nothing higher than K~atra. Therefore, at 
the Rf1jast:iya ceremony the Brahmin sits below the K~atriya. 
Upon K~atrahood, alone, does he confer that honour. 111is 
same thing, namely Brahminhood is the source of K~atrahood. 
Therefore, even if the king attains supremacy, he rests finallv 
upon Brahminhood as his own source. So whoever injures him 
( i.e. a Brahmin) attacks his own source. He fores worse in 
proportion as he injures one who is better.1 

So this was how a compromise was struck hehveen the claim., 
to superiority of the l\\'o higher castes. Ry contrast, in the 
Clu111clogya U p'llli~·ad the Can~lfila, i.e., the lowest caste, ,vas 
freely bracketed with dogs and swine.~ 

Now if y,-1jiiavaikya, the philosopher of the Rrlwdiirm.1y!1ku 
Upani.yad, gave us an idea of what the new philosophical out-
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look of· the age ,vas, Yajiiavalkya, the ·lawgiver, told u~ in so 
manv words that this new philosophy was the prerogative only 
of tl1e dvijas; literally the twice-born, i.e., only the tw~ higher 
castes called the Brahmins and K~hah·iyas. Thus, for mstance. 
in the Yiijiiavalkya-smrtP the passage of the Brliadiira,:iyaka 
which declared that the ·self was to be seen, hearkened to, pon
dered over, etc. was c1uoted word for word; but at the end was 
characteristically added dvijiitibhi~1, i.e. only by those that were 
twice-born. Of course, the lawgiver came to the scene later 
than the philosopher; yet he was evidently rationalising what 
became an accomplished fact from a remote past. 

How were these castes then related to the labour of produc
tion? Our law-codes arc quite clear about the answer. Acco~cl
ing to Baudhi'iyana,4 Vedas and agriculture were destructive of 
each other. Manu"' said that even when compelled to follow the 
profession of a Vaisya (the third caste), the Brahmin and the 
K~batriya must avoid agriculture, because it is slavish ( parii-
1/liina) and involves injury. Seven, he acldcd,G were the ap
proved ways of getting wealth: ( 1) legacy, ( 2) gain, ( 3) pur
chase, ( 4) conquest, ( 5) agriculture, ( 6) trade and ( 7) the 
acceptance of gifts; the commentator Medhatithi added that the 
first of these three were permissible for all the castes, but the 
fourth exclusively for the ~atriyas as the last for the Brahmins. 
Again, while enumerating another list of professions to be fol
lowed at the time of distress, Manu7 said that the Brahmins and 
the K~atriyas must not engage themselves in vrd~lhi, i.e. the 
activities of production. More examples arc not necessary. The 
feeling of disdain of the higher castes towards the labour of 
production is thus clear. It is also significant that 'Numerous 
names of [low] castes arise from the professions they follow, e.g. 
the A!1askt1ra ( the blacksmith), K111111Jlwkdra (potter), Camw
hira ( leatlwr-worker), Tak$an (mason), Tailika (oil-worker), 
Nata (<lancer), Ratlwkiira (cart-maker), Vena (worker on reeds) 
etc.'8 

The gcnuinc'.y earlier strata of the ~gocd(l, by contrast. knew 
neither ca,le distinctions nor eonternnt for manual labour. 
Indeed, p,1ssagcs ennobling the collccth·~, work of the trihesmc11 
tl!'e innumeral1lc in this l1ugc bulk of prin~ili,·c and scmi·i_,, imi• 
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tive poetry. A persistent theme here is the desire to increase 
food and material wealth and even the gods were frequently 
described as participating with human beings in raising cattle 
and increasing food and wealth. The arts and crafts, far from 
being looked down with contempt, as in the later caste-divided 
~ociety, were originally considered so important that, in the 
mythological imagination of the early poets, Tva~t;:r. the crafts
man, was raised to the status of a Vedic deity. 'He is a skilful 
workman, producing various objects showing the skill of an arti
ficer. He is in fact the most skilful of workmen versed in crafty 
conversation.'0 

These were not, therefore, the circumstances under which 
knowledge or wisdom could become divorced from and opposed 
to action. Signiflc,mtly, for the early Vedic poets the words for 
wisdom were also the words for action. Thus, for example, 
according to the Nigha1.1tu, 10 prajiia or wisdom had a synonym, 
dhi; the word cllii, again, was one of the words meaning action 
or karma. Another synonym for kari11a was kratu, which also 
meant pra;na or wisdom. Similarly, .foci meant both karma and 
prajiiii. The implications are clear: there was no wisdom that 
was not also action or the only wisdom then known was the 
wisdom of practical activity. Interestingly enough, even the word 
miyii, which in the later idealistic philosophy came to stand for 
the dark unspeakable principle of cosmic illusion, being mention
ed in the Nighm_1/tt as a synonym for pra;na, presumably had in 
the origin this significance of the ancient ,visdom-action complex. 

All this is reminiscent of ancient Greece before the birth 
tl1ere of the idealistic outlook. 'Prior to the fifth century not the 
contrast hut the unity of thought and deed is uppermost. In 
the epic and lyric knowledge is practical; to know is to know 
how; wisdom is skill in action and therefore power to act. 
Heraclitus, the first of the pltilosophers to turn to this theme, 
assumes as a matter of course that logos and sophie carry the 
dou hie rderence of true word ( and th~ught) and right deed.' 11 

However, with the growth of slavery and the conse<1uent degra
dation of manual labour, wisdom tended to free itself from its 
old bond with action, and therefore also from the world with 
\\"hich, through action, one maintains intercourse. 
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For Plato wisdom meant a knowledge not of nature, but 
of super-nat'ure constituted by the ideas. . . As for art - that 
power to control nature, the slow acquisiti~m of w~1ich b)'. ~an 
Democritus regarded as identical with his self-differen?ation 
from the animals - it was relegated by Plato to a kind of 
limbo. It belonged to the sphere of opinio~, the ba~~ard 
knowledge of the slave, not the truth of the plulosopher. -

In his Laws Plato organises society on the b~sis ~f slavery, 
and, having done so, puts a momentous questio~:. vVe have 
now made excellent arrangements to free our c1bzens from 
the necessity of manual work; the business of the arts and 
crafts has been passed on to others; agriculture has been 
handed over to slaves on condition of their granting us a suffi
cient return to live in a fit and seemly fashion; how now shall 
we organise our lives?' A still more pertinent question would 
have been: 'How will our new way of life reorganise our 
thoughts?' For the new way of life did bring a new way of 
thinking, and one that proved inimical to science. It was 
henceforth difficult to hold to the view that true knowledge 
could be arrived at by interrogating nature, for all the imple
ments and processes by which nature is made to obey man's 
will had become, if not in fact yet in the political philosophy 
of Plato and Aristotle, the province of the slave.1:? 

In Upani~adic India, too, agriculture, the arts and crafts 
having become the call of the lower castes, the leisured class, 
viz. the K~atriyas, the mlers, and the Brahmins, the priests who 
subsisted on the direct patronage of rulers, reorganised their 
thoughts broadly on the same lines as was done by Plato. Thi; 
deliberate divorce of thought from action gave rise to the 
emergence of a world-denying philosophy. 

This circumstance is somewhat obscured by the anxiety of the 
modem scholars1·1 to prove the K~atriya-origin of the Upani~adic 
philosophy. The internal evidences of the Upani~ads make it 
impossible to douhl that kings and nobles of the age often took 
leading part in ernlving the strikingly new philosophical outlook 
rncorded in the l 1pani~ads. ln a legend occurring both in th•] 
J:l.rluularai.1yaka 1~· and the Ka11~itaki, 10 a certain Gargya under
took to explain the nature of the Braitman to king Ajatasatru of 
Kasi. He offered a series of theories - twelve in the first text 
and sixteen in the sC'ctmd - all of which were rejected hy the 
king as unsatisfactory. So G;1rgya said, 'Let me conw to you 
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as a pupil'. 'Verily'; answered Ajatasatru, 'it is contrary to the 
course of things that a Brahmin should come to a K~atriya. 
thinking, "He will tell me Bral1man." However, I shall cause 
you to know him clearly.' And the king told him how by a. 
progressive deadening of the normal consciousness - sinking 
into the state of dreaming and then further into dreamless sleep 
_ the real nature of the Bralwum or <ilman could be realised: 
'As a spider might come out with his thread, as small sparks 
come forth from the fire, even so from this soul come forth all 
vital energies ( pn7,~a), all worlds, all gods, all beings.' In the 
Brhacv.Ira1_1yaka the king called this soul 'the truth of truths' 
(satyasya satyam) and in the Kat~itaki he e:q)lained how it was 
related to the bodily self: 

\Vheu one awakens - as from a blazing fire sparks· would 
disperse in all directions, even so from this self the vital 
breath disperse to thdr stations; from the vital breath, the 
sense-powers; from the sense-powers, the worlds. This self
same breathing spirit, even the intelligent self, has entered 
this bodilv self up to the hair and finger-nail tips. Just as '.l 
razor might he hidden in a razor-case, or fire in a fire-recep
tacle, even thus the intelligential self has· entered this bodily 
self up to the hair and fin_ger-nail tips. Upon that self these 
selves depend, a~ upon a chief his own (men). Just as a chief 
enjoys his own (men), or as his own men are of service to a 
chief, even thus this intelligential self enjoys these selves, evm 
thus these selves are of service to that self. 

Significantly, the metaphor was drawn from the ruling class 
privilege of the age m.d it easily reminds us of the situation that 
developed in Greece with the advance of the slave system. 'This 
master-am1-slave relation became fundamental for Plato's 
thought in every sphere.' 17 Aristotle 'justified the subordination 
of slave to freeman by appealing to the subordination of woman 
to man and of body to soul; but the suburdination of woman 
was a phenomenon of the same nature as slavery, and the sub
erdinatinn of body to soul, or of matter to form, ·was a projection 
on the plane of ide:as of the de:n·age that confronted him in 
society.'" For the Upani~adic king, too, the metaphor was not a 
mere matter of slri<:t philosopliy, for he claimed at the same time 
that this new philosnpliy of the self containPcl the clue to the 
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political power of his class .• 'Verily', said he, 'as long as Indra 
understood not this self, so long the Asuras (demons) overcame 
him. ,vhen he understood, then, striking down and conquering 
the Asuras, he compassed the supremacy ( .frai#lz ya), independ
ent sovereignty ( sviiriijya) and overlordship ( iidhipatya) of all 
gods and of all bcings.'IU 

The chtim is repeated, perhaps more sharply, in a legend~0 of 
the Cluimlogya which occurs, though with some variations, in 
the Bthadiira1.1yaka and the Kaufitaki as well. A certain Brahmin 
called G,mtama went to the King of the Paficalas begging phi
losophical wisdom. In the Chiinclogya version, the king says: 
'As to what you have told me, 0 Gautama, this knowledge has 
never yet come to Brahmins before you; and therefore in all the 
worlds the rule belonged to the K~atriyas only.' Evidently, an 
important historical truth was contained in such a claim, for the 
royal power and the new philosophical outlook were not after all 
entirely unconnected. However, as reflected in the ruling-class 
consciousness, the relation between the two appeared inverted: 
the royal power gave the kings their leisured-class existence, 
which in its turn, led them to fabricate the -leisured-class philo
sophy. Cut off from the processes of labour which was the busi
ness of the toiling classes, the ruling class could evolve only a 
philosophy of withdrawal from the material world. They be
lievc<l they could acquire the purest insight into reality by 
falling asleep and enjoying the bliss of the dreamless sleep. 

But let us return to the theory of the royal origin of the Upani
~adic plulosophy, in favour of which many other evidences from 
the Upani~ads arc cited by its upholders. But Keith raises a 
vigorous objection to this theory: 

The true solution of the prohlcm is suggestC'd hv the obvious 
difficulties of the position of the maintainers of the theory: w~ 
must adopt a solution ,,·hich explains why the whole Up,ini~ad 
tradition is Brahmanical, and vet ,vhy the texts record action-; 
of importance as regards the doctrine by the princes of earth. 
It i~ absurd to imae;me that thc•se references would liave h<en 
left to stand h,ul the Brahmins foun<l them derocratory to their 
cli<111itv." 1 ,--, 

Ti'~1t ~':-.actly 1:; the crucial point: kgr,ncls attributing the 
Upani~adic philosophy to princes and kings would nol h,ffc 
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been there in the Brahmanical tradition had the Brahrnins found 
them derogatory to their dignity. But since they are still a part 
of the tradition, it stands to reason that the Brahmins did not 
find them derogatory to their dignity. Furthermore, it also 
stands to reason that the Brahmins could not have regarded them 
as derogatory to their dignity so long as they subsisted primarily 
on the royal donors. It is true that the Brahma1_1a-literature gives 
us vague indications of some kind of tussle for power between 
these two castes; but in the Upani~ads a distinct compromise is 
already effected between them. Being neither direct producers 
like the low-castes nor direct plunderers like the royal caste, the 
Brahmins, as it appears from various Upani~adic legends, 
agreed to be satisfied with that portion of the surplus which 
came to them as gifts from the kings. \Ve have already seen 
how the law-codes rationalised this accomplished situation by 
declaring that receiving gifts was the source of wealth par 
excellence for the Brahmins, just as plunder was of the K~atriyas. 
In any case, the idealistic philosophy suited the temperament of 
both the castes, because both were equally aloof from the labour 
of production, or vrdclhi as Manu put it. \Ve thus find the same 
philosophy being preached in the Upani~ads by the king 
AFitasatru and the priest Yiijfiavalkya. In the Brhadarm.1yaka we 
find King Janaka thrilled by Yiijfiavalkya's flight into the idealistic 
fantasy in direct proportion to the amount of the material wealth 
offc_•recl to the latter. Thus, in short, the upholders as well as 
the opponents of the theory of the K~atriya origin of the Upani
~adic idealism were wrong in posing the question as one of 
'K~atriyas versus Brahmins', overlooking the circumstance that 
the two together formed the leisured class and as such none of 
the two could have any special anxiety to admit the primacy of 
nature to spirit; rather, a philosophy of the primacy of the spirit 
suited the temperament of both. 



20. Advaita Vedanta 

Tttus the historical cause lhat gave birth to the idealistic outlook 
had basically been a separation of theory from practice. In 
developing it Samkara attempted to evolve a frank philosophical 
defence of this divorce of theory from practice. Jiiii11a or know
ledge and karma or action, he argued, were diametrically oppo
sed, and as such the latter, far from having anything to do with 
the former, was a decisive impediment to it. The controversy 
was of course posed largely in theological terminology of the age 
when karma primarily meant the ritual or tl1e yafnii. The 
reason for Samkara's apprehension of karma in this sense was 
obvious; he knew well the philosophical consequences of the 
ritualistic standpoint as had been made evident by the Mimaril
sakas which left no room for the idealistic outlook. All through 
his commentary on the Brahma-sutra Samkara was primarily 
anxious to refute two philosophical positions: that of (1) the 
:Mimarilsakas and ( 2) of the Samkhya, accorcling to which thd 
world was a real transformation of primeval matter. At tl1e 
same time, his condemnation of karma was also in its broad or 
general sense. And such a condemnation was necessary for his 
philosophy. According to this, Brahman or the ultimate reality 
was nothing but the self in the sense of pure consciousness. 
Nothing else being real, any sense of duality was bound to be 
false. But karma presupposed duality in many ways - the 
hody, the world and what not. To be engaged in kamw, there
fore, meant serious involvement in this duality and that went 
against the realisation of the exclusive reality of the pure ego. 
Therefore, rejecting karma in all forms, Sarilkara had to take 
his stand on pure knO\vlcdge of fniina alone. That knowledge 
led to liberation might ham been formally accepted by some 
other philosophers, too; but none was as serious about it as 
Samkara for whom knowledge was identical with liberation. For 
others, knowledge merely enabled one to act in a manner that 
was conducive to liberation. 

But how was this jiiiin~ itself conceived? To begin with, it 
was not a logical or rational one. '\Ve see arguments', said 
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Samkara,1 'which some clever men had excogitated with great 
pains, are shown, by people still more ingenious, tu be fallcious, 
and how the arguments of the latter again are refuted in their 
turn by other men; so that, on account of the diversity of men's 
opinions, it is impossible to accept mere reasoning as having .1 

.!.Ure foundation'. In this context he did not reject outright the 
validity of reasoning as such; subservient to the Veda or sruti it 
was said to have its use. But there was some obvious danger 
in such a stand, for the same ground for rejecting the independ
ent validity of reasoning could easily recoil back on the validity 
of the sruti itself. Did not different philosophers belonging to 
the different Vedantic schools evolve different philosophies from 
the same sruti and <lid they not reject and refute one another 
somewhat in the manner in which the logicians were described 
to have done it? Besides, the sruti itself had its own karma
kiir:i(ia or the ritual branch enjoining action. Above all, any 
real allowance to the normal sources of knowledge carried the 
danger of imputing reality to the body and the external world. 
Therefore, to fortify his own position Samkara had to deny the 
validity of all possible sources of knowledge - the senses, 
reason and even the Veda. And this he actually did in his 
introduction to the commentary on the Bralmw-sutm: 

The mutual superimposition of the self and the not-self 
,vhich is termed ignorance ( avidyii), is the presupposition u~ 
which there base all the practical distinctions-those made in 
ordinary life as well as those laid clown by the Veda-between 
means of knowledge, objects of knowledge, and all the scrip
tural texts, whether they are concerned with injunctions and 
prohibitions, or with final release. - But how can the mean,; 
of right knowledge such as perception, inference, etc. and 
scriptural texts have for their object that which is dependent 
on ignorance? - Because, we reply, the means of right know
ledge cannot operate unless there he a knowing personality, 
and hecause the existence of the latter depends upon the 
crroneom notion that the body, the senses, and so on, are 
identical with. or belong to, the self or the knowing person. 
For without the Pmployment of the senses, perception and 
other means of riglit knowlcclge cannot operate. And without 
a basis ( i.e., in the bodv) the i:enses cannot act. Nor dm·s 
anyhady act hv means of a body on which Ilic nature of the 
self is not superimposed. Nor can, in the absence of all that, 
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the self which, in its own nature is free from all contact, be
come a knowing agent. And if there is no knowing agent, 
the means of right knowledge cannot operate. Hence percep
tion and other means of right knowledge, and the Vedic texts 
ha\'e for their object that which is dependent on ignorance 
(avidyii). 2 

Thus the knowledge in favour of which action was condemned 
meant also a condemnation of knowledge itself, or, at any rate, 
of all that we are accustomed to call knowledge. From the 
point of view of the positive sciences, this was indeed a very 
reckless-even disastrous-step to take, but the idealistic stand
point ultimately demanded it. It was left for the later followers 
of Sarhkara like Sriharlia and Citsukha to develop and defend 
this position in terms of advanced Indian logic, implying thereby 
that the doctrine of the iatrinsic invalidity of all knowledge 
could alone be the real position of the Advaita Vedanta. 

True to the spirit of the idealist philosophers of the Upanil>ads, 
the Advaita Vediintists, after denying all possible sources of nor
mal knowledge, had only dreams and sense-illusions to fall back 
upon. This was done mainly in two ways. First, both Gau~la
pada and Samkara elaborately reiterated the old Upanil>adic 
view that by a progressive deadening of the normal conscious
ness in dream-and still fmther in deep dreamless sleep-a 
clearer an<l still clearer realisation of the true self was achieved. 
,vith Yajfi.avalkya, Ajiitasatru and Sanatkumiira of the Upani$ads, 
this was on the whole a mere declaration. In his commentary 
on the Upani$ads, Samkara tried to evolve a comparatively ad
vanced philosophical justification for it. But the doctrine re
mained essentially unchanged. Secondly, taking clue from 
the Upani~acls again, that the dreaming subject was the creator 
of all that \vas dreamt of, Gau~lapada converted this into a 
secure epistemological foundation for idealism. ,vhat one 
dreamt of was only mental or the internal and there was no sure 
distinction between the _dreamin~ and the waking experiene0. 
In other words, the wal7 ng experiences, too, were to be ,_

111
dcr

s~oncl in terms of Llte dreams and since the objects of dreams 
were hut the procluc~s of imagi~ation, so were also the ohjcds 
of the waking expcnences. This argument was sought to be 
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further strengthened by GaU<;lapada with the instances of tht, 
patent sense-illusions, which went to show that even during the 
waking state there were experiences of objects which could not 
have been there. Precisely the same line of arguments, as we 
shall see later, had already been advanced by the Mahayana 
Buddhists to defend practically the same philosophical position 
and Gau<;lapada's exposition of these resembled theirs so closely 
that Dasgupta and others3 are somewhat inclined to call him a 
Buddhist. Even Saihkara, in spite of what Stcherbatsky aptly 
characterises his 'sectarian animosity' for all schools of Buddhist 
philosophy, did in fact depend on the same or similar arguments 
for substantiating the same philosophical denial of the material 
world. 

Cau<;lapii.da's formulation of the Advaita Vedanta was called 
a;ata-viida, literally the doctrine of no-birth, meaning that the 
world never came into existence. The pure ego being the only 
real, the experienced world could never be there; as such it was 
useless to think that the Brahman had ever caused the world. 
In defence of this position, CaU<;lapada tried to reject the con
cept of causality and wanted to show the consequent impossi
bility of change being real. It was practically the same view 
that Parmenides and Zeno had advocated in ancient Greece and 
it held the same dangers for the positive sciences. For esta
blishing this view, however, Cau<;lapada simply posed two 
opposing vic\vs of causation against each other and took it for 
granted that hy negating each other, the two views themselves 
established his a;lita-viida. 

Some disputants wish to say that the existent ( bhuta) is 
born; others that the non-existent ( abhtita) is born. Thus 
thPv quarrel with each other. Really speaking, neither the 
rxistent is born nor the non-existent is born. Thus the quar
rel of these ... proves that nothing is horn. Therefore, we 
arree to accept the doctrine of ai<Jti (no-birth), as thus esta
blished by the disputants theinselves.4 

Compared to the fnr-reac·hing corollaries sought to be drawn 
from this, the argument itself was hardly convincing. But 
Sarnkara, too, followed the same pattern of argument, though of 
course he presentPd it in a more advanced form. His conclu-
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sion, calJed vivarta-vada rather than ajiita-viicu1, was essenbally 
meant to be the same denial of change and causality. Two c0n
testing theories of causality were there in the field. One was 
called iiramblia-viida ( or asat-kiirya-vada) and was associated 
with the Nyii.ya-Vaise~ika system. According to this, the effect 
was something genuinely new and not a mere manifestation of 
what was already contained in the cause. The curd, e.g., was 
not in the milk; it was something distinctly new. The other 
view was called pari1.1iima-viida ( or sat-kiirya-uiida) and was 
associated with the Sii.rnkhya system. According to this, the 
effect could not be anything other than what was already con
tained in the cause: that which was only potential in the cawe 
became actual in the effect. Samkara argued against both these 
theories, freely utilising the arguments of one against the other. 
He would thus want us to think that on the one hand, the effect 
was something new, while, on the other, it could not be any
thing new. In other words, the concept of causation was infect
ed with an internal contradiction, and as such it was only an 
illusion. This was the essence of Samkara's viuarta-t>iicla or the 
doctrine of the illusory modillcation of the cause. The cause 
alone was real and what appeared as the effect was only an 
illusion. The necessity of such a view of causation was obvious 
for the Advaita philosophy. Admitting that Bralmuzn or the 
self was the only realily, it had to be argued that its modification 
in the form cf the world was only illusory. 

This leads us to see why the other names of this philosophy 
was miiyii-viida. For, philosophical1y speaking, the most serious 
problem that Samkara and his foJlowers had to face concerned 
the felt reality of this unreal world. This was sought to be 
solved mainly on the analogy of the sense-illusions. It was onJ,, 
hecause of ignorance that one saw a snake where there wa's 
just a piece of rope. The Advaita term for ignorance was 
avidy<I or miiyii. TI1is was conceived to function in two ways. 
First, it co\·ered up the real nature of the object, e.g. of the 
rope. Secondly, it projected something imaginary npon the 
object, e.g., the unreal snake. Rut what was the nature of the 
imaginary object itself? It could not obviously be sat or some
thing really existing; because when the illusion was dispelJed 

JPI 7 
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the snake was no longer there. Neither could it be purely asat 
or non-existent, like the 'son of a barren woman', because such 
a purely non-existent could never be the object of an actual 
perception. Being thus neither sat nor asat, it could only be 
characterisecl as the anirvacaniya or the unspeakable. Hence it 
was that the Aclvaita cloctrine of sense-illusion was called 
anirvacaniyatii-khyiiti. It was in terms of this analysis of the 
sense-illusion that the felt reality of the material world was 
sought to be explained, i.e., explained away. Just as, because 
of ~vidyii or mdyii, one perceived the snake in the rope, so did 
one perceive the world in the Bralmwn. This ignorance, on the 
one hand, co:r:cealed the real nature of the Bralinwn, while on 
the other, projected the false world on it. This world - the 
creation of 11u1yii - was, like the snake perceived in the rope, 
unspeakably unreal. ·with the knowledge or the realisation of 
the true nature of Brahman was attained liberation, i.e., the 
freedom from the earthly illusion. 

But, it will be asked, was not there a difference between the, 
perception of the snake in the rope and the perception of the 
rope in the rope, which by neg:1ting the first, proved it to be 
false? Thus, only by accepting the second to be_true could one 
reject the first as false. And if the second was to be accept
ed as tme then the very conclusion of the idealist, viz. the 
unreality of the felt world, had to be surrendered. As we have 
already seen, this was, as a matter of fact, one of the major 
arguments of the Mimfnnsakas and Nyaya-Vaise~ikas in their 
refutation of the idealistic position. The Advaita Vc<lantists, at 
any rate, felt the difficulties created by such a consideration and 
tried to wriggle out of these with the help of the hypothesis of 
the degrees of unreality and even of ignorance itself. The snake 
perc:eived in the rope and the world perceived in the Braliman 
were both unre[!l, of course. Nevertheless, there was some dis
tinction between the two, the first being more unreal than the 
second, because the illusion of the snake was short-lived and 
dispelled even <luring the state of bondage, while the latter was 
not dispelled till the final illumination or liberation. In the 
terminology of the Advaita Vedanta, the snake perceived in tl1e 
rope had only the priitibhiisika-sattii or illusory existence whi1c 
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the rope perceived in the rope had vyiivahiirika-sattii or exist
ence from the point of view of practical life. Tne former, nut 
to speak of having any ultimate reality, could not serve even 
the purposes of practical life while the latter, though equally 
bereft of ultimate reality, could and did serve these 
purposes. From the point of view of the ultimate 
reality or the piiramarthika,.sattii both were of course utterly 
false, and as such, it would be wrong to imagine that the rope 
perceived in the rope had any more reality about it. In other 
words, there were degrees of untruth and unreality, though 
these were not to be confused with degrees of truth and reality. 
For there was nothing real excepting the Brahman and the 
whole structure of practical existence was false and unreal. A 
corresponding distinction was drawn later in the Advaita philo
sophy between the grades of ignorance: the ignorance causing 
the illusion of the snake in the rope was called the tiilii avidyii 
.as contrasted with the miilii avidya that caused the illusion of 
the world in the Brahman. The latter was the basic or funda
mental ignorance while the f01mer was ignorance within the 
general framework of this basic ignorance. 

Once this standpoint of the VIJiivaluirika-satlii, or practical 
existence, was admitted, the extreme idealists could easily ex
plain away the glaring absurdities involved in their philoso
phical stand. For every grain of positive knowledge, common 
sense and even popular belief that were rejected as false conld 
now he accepted back and given some kind of shelter under this 
category. However, this admission of the practical point of 
view_ a_s distinct from the ultimate one meant a surreptitious 
~dmiss10n of the real weakness of the idealistic philosophy, th~i 
philosophy of pure theory or theory divorced from practice. For 
t~1e verdict of our practical existence is an outspoken condemna
tion of everything that idealism stands for. Samkara, as we 
liave seen, found it necessary to reject karma in order to evolve 
~iis idealistic philosophy of pure fiiii1w. But, even the greatest 
'.dealist is after all a human being and he has got to live even 
1f only to p · J I · 1·f I · rr I ·1 h . . 1eac 1 11s 1 e-c enymb P 11 osop y. 111is is acceptance 
111 practice the world theoretically rejected. In European philo-
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sophy, too, the idealists betrayed the same wealmess. As Lenin11-
sums up the question: 

'This is the fundamental defect of idealism: it asks and 
ans~ers the qu~stion of objectivity and subjectivity, of thl~ 
reahty or unreality of the world, only from the standpoint of 
theory.' Feucrbach makes the sum-total of human practice 
the basis of the theory of knowledge. He says that idealists 
of course also recognise the reality of the I and the Tliou in 
practical life. For the idealists 'this point of view is valid 
only for practical life and not for speculation. But a specu
lation which contradicts life, which makes the standpoint of 
death, of a soul separated from the body, the standpoint of 
truth, is a dead and false speculation.' Before we perceive, 
we breathe; we cannot exist without air, food and drink. 

Incidentally, the Buddhist idealists too had to face the same 
difficulty and had come out with the same solution as offered 
hy their Advaita counterparts. Only their terminologies were 
different. Instead of the vyiivalu'irika sattii. they spoke of sariivrti 
satya, which meant the same thing, viz. truth from the practical 
point of view, which was of course ultimately false. And what 
is decisive against such a makeshift effort at accommodating 
the verdict of tl;ie normal everyday experience within the genera) 
framework of the idealistic outlook was already stated by 
Kumarila0 in Indian philosophy. All this, he said, was plain 
humbug. For that which was true was true and which was not 
true was not so. But instead of this frank admission the idealists 
only fabricated the cumbrous terminologies and said that there 
were two kinds of truth, one real and the other false. If what 
was true from the practical point of view was really not true, 
what else but simple deception could be the motive behind 
calling it as some kind of truth, though not really true? 

But that is precisely the difficulty of the idealist. It is im
possihle to reject summarily the world of practical life. It i:: 
equally impossible for him to accept it with franlmess. 



21. Idealism Versus Materialism 

ENGELS SAID: 1 

The great basic question of all philosophy. . . is that con
cerning the relation of thinking and being. From the very early 
times when men, still completely ignorant of the structure of 
their own bodies, under the stimulus of dream apparition~ 
came to believe that their thinking and sensation were not 
activities of their bodies, but of a distinct soul which inhabits 
the body and leaves it at death-from this time men have been 
driven to reflect about the relation between this soul and the 
outside world. . . . The answers which the philosophers gave 
to this question split them into two great camps. Those who 
asserted the primacy of spirit to nature ... comprised the 
camp of idealism. The others, who regarded nature as primary, 
belong to the various schools of materialism. 

In European philosophy the first philosopl1er who fully assert
ed the primacy of the spirit to nature was Plato. He 'worked out 
his theory of Ideas in conscious opposition to materialism. In the 
Sophist he wrote, "Why, this dispute about reality is a sort of 
Battle of Gods and Giants". . . The Giants are the materialists. 
Tiie Gods are, of course, the idealists, including Plato'.2 Our 
own early idealists eiqJressed the same view. TI1ey, too, worked 
out their philosophy in opposition to materialism. Their idealism, 
moreover, was for them the philosophy of the gods or the devas 
while materialism was the upanfyad or the 'secret lmowledge' of 
the devils or the asuras. 

The clearest eiq>ression of this is to be found in a legend of 
the Chiindogya Upani~ad.3 Indra and Virocana, the representa 
tives of the devas and the asuras respectively, approached 
Praj_apati for the knowledge of the tme Self. Prajapati asked 
them to look at their own images on a pan of water and they 
saw their own bodies 'corresponding exactly to the hair and 
finger nail'. This knowledge of the Self being but the body 
proved sufficient for Virocana. It was therefore called tl1e 
upan¼acl of the as11ms. But Indra felt dissatisfied and came 
hwk to Prajapali to be insh·ucted in the idealistic pl1ilosophy, 
which therefore bec,,me the philosopliy of the dews. The 
Satapatha Briihma,ia;' too, deelarecl that Prajapati gave dark-
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ness and ignorance to the asuras and in the Maitri Upani~ad5 it 
was said that Brhaspati, the teacher of the devas, became 
Sukra, the teacher of the asuras, in order to delude them 
deliberately with a false philosophy. 

All these were surely myths but what is significent is that 
they were to be found in use in much later times-e.g. in the 
V4',:iu Purii,:ia0 - for purposes of scaring people away from 
the materialistic philosophy called the Carvi_"lka or Lokayata. 
Could it be that this materialism was as old as the Upanisads? 
In any ca~e, we have in the Upani~a<ls glimpses of a very 
old materialistic outlook vigorously rejected by the idealists 
of the age. Katlw Upan4ad,7 e.g., referred to a materialistic 
view according to which there was no other-world; the S1;etiisr:a
tara8 mentioned one according to which the material elements 
were the ultimate cause. Putting these stray evidences together, 
we may argue the existence of an ancient materialistic philosophy 
which was later to be called the Lokayata. 

Another feature of the same materialistic philosophy was a 
view of causality. According to this, as mentioned by tho 
Svetiisvatara,0 nature or svabhiiva was the cause of everything. 
Samkara explained svabhiiva as the natural power inherent in 
different things. Some popular verses were evidently once in 
circulation explaining this view. Asvagho~a10 quoted one: 

\Vho made the thorn sharp? 
And the beasts and birds so varied? 
The sugarcane sweet and the nim bitter? 
All these are produced by their very nature. 

Maclhavaciirya11 quoted another: 

The fire is hot, the water cold, refreshing cool the breeze 
of mom, 

By whom came their variety? From their own nahire was it 
born. 

On the basis of all these and also of a considerable number of 
references to it in the Malu1bhiirata, Hiriyanna gives us a clear 
exposition of this doctrine of srnblu"iva, by contrasting it with 
the doctrine of y(J{lrccha or accidentalism: 

\Vhile the one ( i.e. accidcntalism) maintains that the world 
is a chaos and ascribes whatever order is seen in it to mere 
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chance, the other ( i.e. the doctrine of svabluiva) recognises 
that 'things are as their nature makes them'. \Vhile the former 
denies causation altogether, the latter acknowledges its 
universality, hut only traces all changes to the thing itself to 
which they belong ... Hence according to srnbluiva-viida, it 
is not a lawless world in which we live; only there is no 
external principle governing it. . . What needs to he noticed 
about it first is its positivistic character which is implied by 
the coritrast that is sometimes drawn between it and adrsta
vada or 'belief in the supernatural'. . . Another point · -□f 
imporlance regarding it is its denial of a transmigrating soul 
... In this respect the doctrine may he contrasted with what 
is described as adhyiitnw-viida, which took for granted an 
immortal soul. One of the jJafuibhiirata sections, on whic!1 
our present account is based, states, 'Death is the end of 
beings.' In fact the repudiation of such transcendental entities 
is the very aim of this doctrine. As a necessary corollary to 
the rejection of a permanent soul, the t.vabluiua-viida, it 
seems, did not believe in the law of ka,-ma as commonly 
understood.'12 

If the doctrine of srabhiiva, as rejected by the Svetiifoatara, 
did have all these implications, it could not have been substan
tially different from the Lokiiyata philosophy. Hiriyanna13 even 
thinks that this 'mundane metaphysics' of stx1bhiiva-1.,-,iida 
·seems to have been the original significance of the term Loka
yata ( "restricted to the ex1Jerienced world").' At any rate, tl1c 
Advaita Vedii.ntists like :Madhavacarya14 and ~fadhrn,Cidana 
SarasvatiI" attributed Lhc scablllir.;a-viicfo to the Lokii.yata stand
point. ThC're are therefore strong grounds to presume that if this 
materialism, in conscious opposition to which the idealistic out
look was worked out in the Upanisads, was not the same as was 
known in later times by the name Loki"1yata, it containcll at lea~t 
the potentials thereof. 

This will perhaps not he seriously objected to. However, little 
attention is usually paid to another aspect of this struggle 
between materialism ancl idealism in the Upani~adic age, some 
points of broad interest about which may he briefly noted hen·. 

Long before l'vl.idhavii.carya and Madh11sC1dana Sarasvali 
aftributed the doctrine of stxtbhiir.;a to the Lokiivata, Samkarn 
l1ad attributed it to the Siimkhya. According tn · the Si"unkhya, 
the world evolved through successive stages called malwt, etc., 
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as a result of the transformation of the primeval matter called 
prad1ui11a or prakrti. How did this transformation take place? 
Samkara16 ·represented the Samkhya point of view thus: 

Just as grass, herbs, water, etc., independently of any other 
instrumental cause transform themselves, by their own nature 
( suabluiviit eva), into milk; so, we assume, the primeval 
matter ( pradhiina) also transforms itself into mahat ar.~ so 
on. And, if you ask how we know that grass transforms itself 
independently of any inst1;umen~al caus_e; we r~ply, 'Because 
no such cause is observed. For 1£ we did perceive some such 
cause, we certainly should apply it_ to grass, etc. according tn 
our liking, and thereby produce milk. But as a matter of fact 
we do no such thing. Hence the transformation of grass and 
the like must be considered to be due to its own nature 
merely; and we may infer therefrom that the transformations 
of the primeval matter is of the same kind. 

Sarnkara sought to refute the view by the following argument: 

The transformation of the primeval matter might be ascrib
ed to its own nature merely if we• really could admit that 
grass modifies itself in the manner stated by you; hut we arc 
unable to admit that, since another instrumental cause is 
observed. . . For grass becomes milk only when it is eaten 
by a cow or some other female animal, not if it is left either 
uneaten or is eaten by a bull. If the transformation has no 
special cause, grass would become milk even on other condi
tions than that of entering a cow's body. Nor would the cir
cumstance of men not being able to produce milk according 
to their liking prove that there is no instrumental cause; for 
while some effects can be produced by men, others result from 
divine action only. The fact, however, is that men also aro 
able, by applying a means in their power, to produce milk 
from grass and herbs; for when they wish to produce a morn 
abundant supply of milk they feed the cow more plentifully 
and thus obtain more milk from her-for these reasons the 
spontaneous modification of primeval matter cannot be 
proved from the instance of grass and the like. 

The 11nsatisfactorv nalurc of such a refutation of svabliiiv~ 
V<Ida is obvious. The real question is: \Vas it necessary to 
postulate any cause over and above what was inherent in the 
natural things':' The evidence of the female physiological 
::ipparatus did not preve any such cause. From the point of view 
of the doctrine of svalJluiva, the cause of milk was not the grass 
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as such but the entire natural complex of grass-as-eaten-by
lhe-cow. That men could get a more abundant supply of milk 
by feeding the cow more plentifully did not prove any extra
natural cause but simply that men could conquer nature only 
by recognising the laws inherent in nature or, in modern termi
nology, that freedom is the recognition of necessity: '\Ve by no 
means', said Engels,17 ex-plaining the materialistic standpoint, 
'mle over nature like a conqueror over a foreign people, like 
someone standing outside nature-but that we, with flesh, blood, 
and brain, belong to nature and exist in its midst, and that all 
our mastery of it consists in the fact that we have the advantage 
over all other creatures of being able to know and correctly apply 
its laws.' Thus the materialistic implications of scablu1va-viida 
could be satisfactorily refuted only by demonstrating that somG 
further supernatural or spiritual factor was necessary for the 
production of, say, milk. As a matter of fact, Vacaspati Misra, 
while commenting upon Sruhkara, saw the point. 'It might he 
held', he said, 'that for the transformation of the grass into milk 
no other cause is required than the digestive heat of the cow's 
body; but even in this case an intelligent cause is required and 
that can only be the omniscient God. As it is said, "A part of the 
task is performed by the Divine"•. 

But let us return to the Siimkhya. Before Samkara argued all 
these, Gau9apada18 said in so many words that 'according to the 
Samkhya philosophers there is a certain kind of cause called 
svabhiiva': siimkhyiinii.m svablufoa nama kascit klirarµl1n asti. 
But why were the Vediintists thus attributing the doctrine of 
svabluiva to the Sarilkhya? Because, they found the fundamental 
position of the Sarilkhya otherwise nnunderstandable. The 
philosohy, as it came down to m in much later times, wa, 
dualistic; over and ahove the primeval matter, it recognised n 
multiplicity of p1m1Jas, commonly rendered as souls. 'nut the 
~osition of these p11ntsas was quite peculiar. The typical cl<:'scrip
hon of them was that they were seconclarv and indifferent, 
~,praclhiilut an_d 11dc1si11a. 1:hey had, therefore, ;10 real part to play 
m the evolution of the wmld. In other words, the world could 
Pmerge from the primeval matter only hecause of its mni 

inherent svabhiiva. Hence Gau~lapada and Sariikara thougl 1t that 
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the doctrine of soobhiiva was necessarily demanclecl by the 
Sari1khya standpoint . 

. Hiriyanna, we have just seen, made the materialistic implica
tions of svabhiioo-r>iirhi quite clear. Therefore, if Gau9apftda an::l 
Sarhkara were right, are we to view the Siirnkhya, too, as som•~ 
kind of a materialistic philosophy? 

22. The Samkhya System 

THE Sfunkhya philosophy seems to present us with any number 
of problems. The meaning of the term is uncertain and the origin 
of the philosophy only conjectural. Tradition attributed it to a 
certain Kapila but made the case quite confounding by als(} 
attributing to him a wide range of conflicting myths. The other 
ancient Sii.mkhya teachers like ;\suri, Paii.casikha, Voc;lhu. 
Sanaka, and Sananda, too, are nothing more than mere names 
for us. However, two things appear to be certain. The Samkhy.: 
ideas were very old and their influence quite extensive. The 
epic Mahiibhiirata, the medical treatise Caraka-smizhitii, the law
book Manusmrti and the mythological Purai:ias, in so far as they 
touched upon philosophical topics at all, were as Garbe says, 
'saturated with the doctrines of the Siimkhya'. Strangely, how
ever, there are uncertainties as to what this philosophy originally 
was. A certain ancient treatise on the system called the Sasti
tantra is belived to have once existed. But it is lost to us. Apart 
from the medieval and late medieval commentaries. what wc 
arc concretelv left with arc onlv two treatisf's claiming to 
expound the Sii.mkhya viP,,·s. The;e are the Sii1i1kl1ya-kiirika and 
the Siiliikhya,.sfttra. The former contains only 72 couplets and 
was attributed to a certain Isvaralq~rya. who, Garbe thinks, 
could have beloDgc<l to A.D. 500. The latter was quite spuriously 
attributed to Kapila himself, because the actual elate of this 
work is considered to be somewhat near A.D. 1400. Yet the 
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Sari1khya, as we have just said, must have been very old. It wa~ 
declared by the M alulbliiirata1 itself to be eternal ( saniitana). 
Garbe and H. P. Sastri argue that it must have been pre
Buddha.~ Even the Upani~ads, as we are going to sec, pre
supposed it. But it is doubtful how far the philosophy was pre
served in its original form in the Sii1i1khya-sfitra and even in the 
Sii1i1khya-kiil'ikii. In the Sii1i1khya-siitra, as Garbe rightly point,; 
out, 'the Sari1khva doctrine no longer appeared in its original 
unadulterated f~nn; for they ( i.e. the siitras) seek to explain 
away the discrepancy between themselves on the one hand and 
the teachings of Upani~ads and the Vedfmta on the other.':i 

As regards the Klirikii version of the Sfunkhya, Dasgupta says: 

The fact that Caraka ( A.D. 78) does not refer to the 
Samkhya as described by Isvaralq-~i:ia and referred to in other 
parts of Mahiibhiirata is a definite proof that IsvaraJ..-r~i:ia's 
Siiri1khya is a later modification. . . \Vassilief says quoting 
Tibetan sources that Vindhyavasin altered the Siimkhya 
according to his own views. Takakusu th.inks that V.indhya
vasin was a title of Isvaralq~i:ia:1 

It was therefore with obvious justification that Vijniina 
Bhi~u introduced his commentary on the Sii1iikl1ya-s1llra by 
saying that Time had devoured the Sii1i1khya leaving only a 
fragment behind; he was going to 611 it up with his own words. 
However, instead of trying to reconstruct the lost Samkhya what 
he actually did was to twist it into a theistic philosophy based 
on his own umkrstanding of the Up::miimds and the Brahma~ 
siitra. 'In order', says Garhe, 'to bridge over the chasm between 
the Siimkhya system and his own theism ( which he is pleaseu 
to style Vecllmtic), Vijni"lna Bhik~u resorts to the strangest means 
to do away with one of the fundamental doctrines of the genuine 
Siimkhya, which is the <lPnial of God.':; So it is quite unsafe for 
us to rely upon his commentary for an understanding of the 
philosophy. The same danger exists, more or lt)ss, with regard 
to the other commentators too. For Siiri1khya had the singular 
misfortune of having had no commentator who strictly suh
scrihecl to the philosophy. 111e hest-known commentators on th•.i 
Sii1i1khya-k<irik,} were GauQapada and Viicaspati Mi.o;ra. \Ve 
have already seen the real philosophical affiliation of the former 
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and the latter could not have been free from a bias for the 
Vedanta-inasmuch as he was the famous founder of one of the 
post-Samkara schools of Advaita Vedanta called the Bhamati 
school, named after his famous exposition of Samkara's commen
tary on the Brahnw-siitra. As for the commentators on the 
Siiri1khya-siitra, the best-known names were Aniruddha, along 
with his Vcdiintic commentator J\[ahaclcva, and Vijiiii.na Bhik:,u, 
whose own philosophy we have already mentioned. Besides, 
elements of the Sarhkhya philosophy were being continuously 
i!ssimilated by various Vediintic writers in various ways so that 
the Sfuilkhya gradually faded out, as it were, into the Vedantd. 
After the great philosophical hirmoil in the country caused by 
the emergence of the later Buddhist logicians, real stalwarts in 
philosophy came forward to defend the old standpoints of the 
Mimarhsa, Vedanta, Nyaya and Vaise.5ika. But there were none 
to defend the Srrrhkhya. For, by this time, the Sfuhkhya, as a dis
tinct philosophy, was practically non-existent. As Stcherbatsky 
puts it, 'The Sfuilkhyas, after a reform which brought them in 
the pale of Vedfmta, ceased to exist as a separate school.'6 Some 
of its old concepts survived no doubt. But these became either 
-empty husks that were filled up with all kinds of Vediintic 
notions or just dismantled parts that were used in various kinds 
of alien philosophical constructions. That, in short, was the his
tory of the Samkhya. Its origin is unknown, its passing away 
almost unnoticed. 
· ,ve may, however, begin with some idea of the philosophy as 
presented by the comparatively later sources like the Sa,iikhya
kiirikii. As in the Upani~ads, distinct effort was made in the 
·Sfnhkhya to arrive at the first cause of the world. But the view 
arrived at, like the approach itself, was fundamentally different. 
It 'not only rejected the Bra1mwn, the All-Soul, but emphatically 
-denied the existence of God.'• Again, instead of any flight into 
mystic imagination or sinking down into the state of the deep 
dreamless skep, the method of approach was quite rationalistic. 
As the K<7rild 8 said, the cause of the world was to he inferred 
from the nature of the effect Accorc.lin<TlV, an effort was made 
.to understand the nature of ~ausality a~<l make it the starting 
point of the philosophy. This view of causality was called the 
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satkiirya-viida or pari1.1iim~viida, i.e. the doctrine that the effect 
was only a modification of the cause. What was found in the 
effect was contained in the cause. Such a view of causality was 
argued evidently on the basis of everyday observations: If the 
effect was something entirely new and not what was already 
contained in the cause, then anything could be produced from 
anything-the .Mli-crop, e.g., could be produced from the vrihi
seeds and the vrihi-crop from the siili-seeds. But since the sali, 
seeds could produce only the siili-crops it had to be admitted 
that these were already contained in the sali-seeds. Besides, if 
the effect was really non-existent before being produced, then 
it could never have arisen at all, for how could the non-existen~ 
ever come to being? Of course,· as pre-existing in the cause, the 
effect was only potential; nevertheless the two were essentially 
the same in the sense of being the implicit and explicit states of 
the same thing. 

It followed therefore that the essential character of the effect 
contained the clue to the essential character of the cause. \Vhat, 
then, was the essential character of the world, whose cause was 
sought to be established? Since, argued the Sa1nkhya philo
sophers, the world was essentially material. its cause, too, must 
have been so. The cause thus inferred was called ,-,rak1ti or 
praclhana, the primeval matter. It was not matter in its gross or 
explicit fonn, i.e., the f01m in which the world was perceived. 
But it was matter in its subtle and potential form which, because 
of its subtlety, could not be directly perceived, hut the essential 
materiality of which was clearly inferred. TilC S.iri1khya termi
nology for this primeval matter in its original state, i.e., in the 
state prior to its being evolved into the visible material world, 
was acyakta or the unmanifcst, conceived as formless and un
differentiated, limitless and ubiquitous. 

How was the composition of this primeval matter to be under
stood? The Samkhya answer was that it was to be understood 
exactly in the manner in ,vhich its existence had been inferred. 
In the Samkhya Yiew, e,·erything in the material world was an 
unstable composition of three kinds of substances or reals, 
technically called the g111_ws, though in the composition of the
clifferent objects of the world, one or other of the g,11.ws pre> 
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.dominated. These three were called ( 1) saliva, exhibiting 
qualities of lightness, illumination and joy, ( 2) rajas, exhibiting 
qualities of movement, excitation and pain and ( 3) tamas 
exhibiting qualities of heaviness, obstruction and sloth. The 
primeval matter, too, was accordingly conceived as composed of 
these three constituents. This conception of the gw_ws may not 
.definitely answer to our modem ideas. This much is certain, 
however, that as eonst-ituents of the primeval matter these were 
essentially material. Sattva was that aspect of the primeval 
matter which contained the potential for intelligence, ra;as for 
-energy and tamas for mass or intertia. In the avyakta state of the 
prakrti, these formed a stable equilibrium. A loss of this equili
brium was somehow conceived as the starting point of the evolu
·tion of the world from the avyal,,ia, but it is not quite clear how 
exactly the cause of this loss of equilibrium was conceived. 'As 
a result of disturbance which is not more definitely described, 
of this condition of equilibrium, the material universe i.; 

evolved.' \Ve had, at any rate, in the Sarhkhya a systematic 
-effort to understand this process of evolution. 'This system', says 
B. N. Seal, 'possesses a unique interest in the history of thought 
as embodying the earliest clear and comprehensive account of 
the process of cosmic evolution.'0 

In the Samkhya terminology, the process of evolution was as 
follmvs: From the dish1Tbed ef)tiilibrium of the avr1al,,-ta first 
arose the malzat or buddhi. Malwt meant the great, buddhi the 
intelligence. From the malwt arose ahmhkira, the sense of the 
ego. From ahmiikiim arose ( 1) the manas or mind, ( 2) the five 
i'fulnendriyas or sense-organs, ( 3) the five karme1ulriyas o. 
·motor-organs and ( 4) the five tamruit-ras or subtle elements 
which, in the Siimkhva view, were conceived as ultimately giving 
rise to the five well-known gross element~ or maluibliiitas, 
namely earth, water, fire, air and iikii.fo or the empty space. 

It may not he easy for the modem mind to grasp clearly all 
the points that the Sfoi1khya philosophers were trying to explain 
lw conceiving the successive stacres of the evolution of the 
,\;orld in such an apparently pecul:u manner. It appears to be 
particularly odd why alwriik.Ira, ordinarily understood as the 
-ego-consciousness, should be given such a position in this scheme. 
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One naturally feels like asking, dicl it actually mean the same 
thing in the original Sii.mkhya as it does toe.lay? Some of the 
moclcm scholars give us the impression of quietly accepting the 
entire scheme without raising any question about the details; 
others discover in the details outstanding contributions to 
scientific thought. B. N. Seal1° even proposes to interpret the 
whole thing in terms of 19th century European science. There 
is the obvious risk in such efforts to read more ideas in the 
ancient philosophical systems than actually belonged to lhese. 
It needs to be remembered that the Sii.ri1khya concepts c:ame 
down from a hoary antiquity and there was something inevi
tably archaic about these, the exact significance of which is lost 
to us. However, 'if there is danger of exaggerating the import 
of these ancient philosophies, there is also danger of 
denuding them of significance'.11 The broad significance of 
the Siimkhya view of evolution, therefore, must not be over
look.eel or underestimated because of our cJifficultv of under
standing certain details of it. And what was of decisive import
ance about it was the conception of matter in eternal motion. 
As Stchcrbatsky puts it, 'the idea of an eternal Matter which is 
never at rest, always evolving from one form into another, is a 
very strong point of the system, and it docs credit to the philo
sophers of that school, that they at so early a date in the l1istory 
of human thought so clearly formulated the idea of an eternal 
Matter which is never at rcst'. 1~ Further, it needs particularly 
to be noted that this primeval matter itself was conceived by 
the Sfunkhya to have had all the potential for motion or ra;as 
and even of intdligencci or saliva. Like lhe five gross clements 
or mal1abhiitas, the b11cldlii, alw,i!kiira, 11wnas - in short every
thing that was conceived as psychical-were conceived to haYe 
evolved ultimately from nothing hut the primeval matter itself. 
'This matter', says Stcherbatsl")', 'embraces not only the human 
bodv, hut all our mental states as well, they are given a mate
rialistic origin and cssencc'. 13 Understood from this point of 
view, the Sii.mkhya contained sPrious potentials for a materialistic 
philosophy. It was no wonder therefore that Samkara per
sistently characterised it as but acetanakiira~a-viida, 'the doc-
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trine of an unconscious first cause' and looked upon it as his 
main philosophical rival, the pradhana-malla. 

At the same time, the most serious difficulty of this philo
sophy, particularly as presented in the later times, must not be 
lost sight of. At least from the Sii1iikhya-kiirikii onwards, the 
philosophy admitted, over and above the prakrti, a multiplicity 
of what were called the 1mrn~as, generally understood as the 
souls and thus became vulnerable to easy criticism. Garbe,14 

however, tries to find some logical justification for this admission 
of the puru~,;as. ,1/hat place, however, in a system which main
tains such views is to be found for the soul? Strangely enough, 
formC'r scholars who made exhaustive investigations into the 
Samkhya system did not succeed in answering this question. 
They regarded the soul in this system as entirely superfluous, 
and hold that its founder would have shown himself more logical 
if he had altogether eliminated it'. Garbe thinks that the most 
important function of the soul was 'the illumination of the pro
cesses going on in the inner organ. All these processes must 
indeed remain purely mechanical and unconscious unless the 
soul, "by virtue of its nearness", illuminates them, i.e. brings 
them to consciousness.' The basic assumption of such an asser
tion obviously is that consciousness must be essentially alien to 
the merely material and as such the merely material can never 
contain the potential for it. It is, in other words, the assump
tion of the intrinsic impossibility of the materialistic position. 
There is no doubt that the later exponents of the Siimkhya, per
haps because of their obvious bias for the Vedanta, felt precisely 
the same difficulty that Garbe echoes. Confronted with a phi
losophy that made sattva or the intelligence-potential as one of 
the constituents of the prak-rti and conceived lmdclhi, mana,; 
and the alwri1Ta1ra as the products of this primeval matter, they 
found relief in its theory of the p1trt1$a which, standing eternally 
aloof from matter, somehow or other reserved the exclusive right 
to consciousness. The element of consciousness in everything 
psychical, being the reflection of the conciousness of the pmu~a, 
became after all a borrowed element, and as such, the danger 
of making matter primary and spirit secondary was somehow or 
other evaded. There is, therefore, nothing to wonder at the 
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commentators of the Siimkhya, with their anti-materialistic bias, 
emphasising the role of the p11r1J$a in the system. Nevertheles~, 
it is worthwhile to raise a few simple questions. \Ve have 
already seen why some of the modern scholars rightly doubted 
if the Sii1hkhya-kiirikii version of the philosophy was the same a; 
tl1e original Sarilkhya. "'hat, then, was the place of the purw;a 
in the original Sii1i1khya? \Vas it understood in the sense of the 
pure consciousness from which alone the psychic evolutes of 
the prakrti could borrow consciousness by reflection? If thi~ 
was not so, the next question would inevitably he: Did the 
Kiirikii-version of the Siimkhyn, by incorporating into it this con
ception of the pum~a or by investin~ the puru~a with tllis new 
significance, effect any logical improvement upon the system, or 
make it really incongruous and easily rejectablc? 

As Dasgupta points out, we have at least one definite cvidenc,: 
of the pre-KiiriktI version of the Samkhya. It wns in tlic medic.11 
treatise called tlie Caraka-sa1hl1itii. From this \'crsion it is quite 
evident that there were many confusions and conflicting views 
about the pum.ya even in the time of Carnka. As a matter of 
fact, the entire section of the Caraka-samliitii1~ that discussed 
the Siirilkhya philosophy was introduced with the purpose of 
dispelling tl1e doubts about the pttru~a. Five alternative Yimvs 
of the pur1J$a were mentioned by Caraka. These were: ( 1) 
puru~a meant tl1e five elements ( dhiitus) like iikiisa (space), 
along ,vith the element of consciousness ( cefanii-dl1Litu); ( 2) it 
was simply the element of consciousness; ( 3) it was the heap of 
twentyfour dhiitus, viz., man as (mind), ten indriyas ( i.e., five 
sense-organs and five motor-organs), five artlws or objects of 
knowledge like sound (sabda), etc., and prakrti composed of 
€ight dhatus, viz., the avyakta, btulcl11i, al101i1kt1ra and five 
ma1uibT111tas or gross elements; ( 4) pum~a was twofolcl, viz. 
the eternal and the non-eternal ( a11iidi and siidi); the former 
was the same as the avyakta, the latter as vyakta, and (5) ther~ 
was no such thing as the pw·u~a. This last view was for Carab 
evidently a piirvapak.~a. 'What_ needs to be noted, however, is 
that the second of the above views, according to ,vl1ich 7nirusa 
meant. the element of consciousness alone, i.e., presumably a 
view that was nearest to the Kiirikii-version of the purn~a, was 

IPI 8 
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not the view that Caraka himself subscribed to. This, too, was 
evidently of the nature of a pilrvapa~a for Caraka. How pre
cisely he himself proposed . to understand the nature of the 
puru.~a is, of course, not qmte clear. He attached the greatest 
importance to the third and possibly also some importance to tl:e 
fourth of the above views. From the circumstance that all the 
twentyfour dluitus enumerated in the third view were con
ceived even in the later Siirhkhya as being basically material, it 
may reasonably be argued that Caraka himself did not share the 
later spiritualistic understanding of the principle of the pu~a. 
At any rate, eminent modern scholars like Sukhlalji and Dasgupta 
interpret Caraka's position in this manner. Sukhlalji thinks that 

according to Caraka, soul was only a product of prak!ti and not 
something co-eternal with prakrti, as in the later Siirhkhya.10 

'Caraka', says Dasgupta, 'identifies the ar;yakta part of prakrti 
with pu~a as forming one category'.17 If so, we have a glimpse 
in the Caraka-sa1i111itii of an ancient version of the Siirhkhya 
which was yet to be clearly differentiated from materialism. For, 
in this philosophy there was only the concept of the pu~a. 
understood as the ever-detached soul, that could go against 
materialism, and if Caraka's understanding of the puru~a itself 
was materialistic, how else could we characterise his Siimkhya? 

There is moreover no doubt that the earliest of our idealists 
viewed the Samkhya as being the strongest of their philosophical 
rivals and they did this clearly because they were apprehensive 
of its materialistic implications. The first systematic expression of 
this was made in the Br!lhma..siitra. No less than sixty aphorisms 
in it were clearly designed to refute the Sfuhkhya, whereas forty
three in all were directed against the other rival philosophie.". 
After elaborately refuting the Siirhkhya doctrine, the autho!' 
claimed that thereby all other rival theories were virtually 
refuted.18 Sa1i1kara c:,.-plained it thus: 'that by the conquest of 
the most dangerous adversary ( pra<lhtina-mnlla, literally, the 
chief ,vrestler) the conquest of the minor enemies is already 
vi1tually accomplished.' But why di<l the Bra1mw-s{ifra look 
11 pon the S~1nkhya as the most important challenge to the 
Vedanta? The answer is clear. It understood the Sa1hkJ1ya as 
pmdhiiTUJ~viida or as pradhii,w-karal)a-v{lda, i.e. the doctrine of 
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the primeval matter being the first cause, while the Vedanta was 
bralmw-riicla or brahma-kiirarya-vada, i.e. the doctrine of 
Brahman, as something essentially conscious, being the first 
cause. It was, thus, above all a controversy between acetana
kararya-viicla and cetana-kiiraTJ,a-viicla, i.e., between the doctrine 
of the first cause being unconscious matter and the doctrine of 
the first cause being spirit or consciousness. That was why, 
after explaining in the first four siitras certaili fundamental 
points about the nature of the Brahman and that of the Vedanta 
texts, the author of the Brahmn-siitra immediately hastened to 
explain in course of the next seven siitras that this Brahman was 
a principle of consciousness or an interngent principle and as 
such was to be clearly distinguished from the pradhiina of the 
Siirilkhya, which; being unconscious or material, could not be 
the cause of the world. 

Because of the unfortunate zeal of some of the modem scholars 
to discover the germs of the Samkhya philosophy in the Upani
~ads it needs to be emphasised here that, by maldng Samkhya 
the strongest philosophical opponent of the Vedanta, the 
Bralmw-siitra was consistently following the spirit of the Upani
~ads, because the philosophers of the Upani;mds had done the 
same thing, though in their own way. As a matter of fact, the 
very passages that are usually cited to show the seeds of the 
Samkhya thought in the U panii.ads, understood clearly and 
objectively, are found to be nothing but efforts to disprove and 
reject the Siimkhya ideas. The typical way of doing this was 
to extol the pun~a over the prakrti and invest the former with 
patent Vedantic notions. 'Higher than the avyakta is the purusa 
and higher than the puru?a is nothing at all', said the Ka#ia 
Upanfyacl.19 'Higher than the avyakta, however', repeated the 
text, 'is the pttru?a, ... knowing which a man is liberatecl'.20 

'Now', s:iid the Svetcisvatara Upa11i1ad, 'one should know tfolt 
prakrti is illusion ( rruiy(i) and that the Mighty Lord is the 
illusion-maker ( nuiyin). 111is ,vhole world is pervaded with 
beings that are parts of Him'.21 And so on. Clearly mough, 
these were meant to be rejections of the Siirhkhva view, the use 
of the typical Samkhya terminologies notwithst~nding. 

Was it because of the growing prestige of the Upani~adic 
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thought that the conception of the pu~a as pure consciousness, 
and therefore alien to and eternally aloof from matter, was 
eventually introduced into the Sarhkhya, of which we have 
records from the Sii1i1kl1ya-kt1rika onwards? A full and final 
answer to the question may be wanting. This much is certain, 
however, that by introducing such a conception into the system, 
the Sii.rilkhya became only a bundle of inconsistencies. The 
author of the •sa1ilkhya..kiirika himself gave us the impression 
that after accepting the purtt~a in this sense he did not know 
what exactly to do with it or how to fit it with the fundamentals 
of the system. As the ever-detached consciousness, the puru~a 
could not have anything real to do with the process of the mate
rial evolution; nevertheless, admitting it to have been there it 
had at any rate something to do with it. TI'ie Kiirika wanted 
to make the pum,~a responsible for the superintendence of the 
modification of the prakrti; but a direct or active superinten
dence was inconceivable. So the conception of a passive super
intendence was invented on the basis of the well-known analogy 
of the halt and the blind. But it was easy for Samkara to show 
that the analogy did not apply, because the superintendence of 
the halt over the blind was not purely passive. Besides, as lie 
argued, 'this, your new position involves an abandonment of 
your old position, according to which the pradluina is moving 
of itself and the ( indifferent and inactive) soul possesses no 
moving power'.22 Similar were the difficulties felt by the 
Kiirikii in inventing any real purpose that could be served for 
the ever-aloof soul by the evolution of matter. It declared that 
this evolution was for the purpose of the enjoyment of the 
pu~a but it had also to say that the real purpose was the 
liberation of the puru~. The two purposes thus conceived con
tradicted each other. This conception of liberation, too, was 
evidently borrowed from the Upani~ads and it cost Sarhkhya 
the elementary self-consistency. If the pradhana was real and 
its modification a real process ( pari,:iiima, as contrasted with 
viuarta or illusory modification of the Advaita Vedfmta) and if, 
further, this was the cause of bondage for the puru.~a, then the 
bondage, too, had to he conceived as essentially real and as such 
could not be removed by mere knowledge, though the Kiirika 
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uncritically echoed the Vedantic view ancl claimed that know
ledge caused liberation. In defence of this view of liberation, 
therefore, the only consistent alternative could be that pra"/crti 
and its modifications were after all the products of ignorance 
and therefore unreal, which meant a surrender of the funda
mentals of the Samkhya in favour of the Vedanta. But the 
Kiirika did not clo this and thus became a bundle of 
inconsistencies. 

Was it because of this that <luring the later period of mature 
philosophical activities no one cared to move forward to defend 
such an internally inconsistent system? Perhaps the admission 
of the pur~a in the Vedantic or near-Vedantic sense in the 
later version of this philosophy meant such a logical :;etback 
for it that its original spirit had ultimately to wither away, 
leaving the general outlines of its ancient evolutionary theory 
to be utilised by the Advaita Vediintists in their account of the 
i1lusory evolution of the world out of the Brahman and by the 
non-Aclvaita Vedantists in their account of the real evolution of 
the world out of Goel. 

23. The Yoga 

THE Yoga-sutra was attributed to a certain Patafijali. A 
grammarian of the second century n.c., the author of the Great 
Commentary ( Mahabhi4ya) on Piir:iini, bore the same name. 
Assuming that the two could not have been the same person, 
Jacobi thinks that the Yoga-st"itra was composed after A.D. 450. 
Others, like Dasgupta, fail to see why the two Patafijalis coulcl 
not be the same person; in their view the date of the text wa·, 
much earlier. However, two things are quite clear. First, Yoga 
was not, strictly speaking, a philosophical view at all. It meant 
certain practices that had come down from a hoary antiquity 
and were imagined lo he conducive to certain supernatural 
powers. Secondly, though the Yoga-sutra did elaborately dis-
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cuss these practices and also a specific philosophical view, there 
was no inherent connection between the two. 

Excepting for the admission of the existence of God, this 
philosophical view was practically the same as the later Sarhkhya. 
Patafijali's philosophy was thus called 'Sfuiikhya with God.' But 
this admission of God was not of great philosophical signi.fiance. 

The object of the Yoga system [says Garbe] in inserting 
the conception of a personal God into the Sfunkhya is merely 
to satisfy the theists, and to facilitate the propagation of the 
theory of the universe expounded in the Samkhya. The idea 
of God, far from being organically interwoven in the Yoga 
system, is only loosely jnserted. In the Yoga-sllfras the pass
ages that treat of God stand disconnected, and are, indeed, 
in direct contradiction to the contents and aim of the system. 
God neither creates the universe, nor does he rule it. He 
does not reward or punish the actions of men, and the latt~r 
do not regard union with Him as the supreme object of their 
endeavour. God is only a 'particular soul', not essentiallv 
different from the other individual souls which are co-eternal 
with Him. . . . It is evident that this is no God in our sense 
of the term, and that we have to do with perplexing specula
tions the aim of which is to conceal the originally atheistic 
character of the system, and to bring the assumption of God 
into bare accord with its fundamental teaching. Assuredly, 
these speculations prove, were there any need at all for proof, 
that in the real Sari1khya-Yoga there is no room for a personr..I 
God.1 

Just as this God was to the Samkhya quite arbitrary and 
extrinsic, so was the Sf1mkhya philosophy itself to the Yoga 
practices. The practices were in fact immensely old. Concrete 
material relics of the Indus civilization like stone-statues and 
pictures depicted on the 'seals' unmistakably indicate that the 
same practices were prevalent in the country as early as the 
third millennium B.c.2 In course of time these became the float
ing possessions, as it were, of all sorts of religious sect~ and 
even philosophical systems, of which the Sarhkhya was but one. 
Dasgupta observes that 

the 11oga practices had undergone diverse changes in diverse 
schools, but none of these show any nredilection for the 
Sfuiikhya. Thus the yoga practices rrew in accortlance wi~h 
the doctiines of the Saivas and Saktas; . . . they grew m 
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another direction as the Hathayoga which was supposed_ to 
produce mystical and magical feats through constant pra~tice5 
of elaborate nervous exercises, which were also a~sociate_~ 
with healing and other supernatural powers .... The mfluence_ 
of these practices in the development of Tan!;_a _and othe, 
modes of worship was also very great .... Patan1ah was pro
bably the most notable person ''for he not only collecte? the 
different forms of yoga practices, ~nd gle'.rned the ~1versc 
ideas which were or could be associated with the yo,..,a, but 
grafted them all on the Samkhya metaphysics, and gave ~her.1 
the form in which they have been han_decl dm~'ll to u~. Vacas
pati and Vijii.ana Bhi~u ... agree with us m hol~mf\ that 
Pataiijali was not the founder of the yoga, hut an editor. 
That the Sfui1khya metaphysics was quite extrinsic to yoga 

and that the yoga was in fact the floating possession of various 
systems ar_e also evident from many other facts. Sukhlulji4 has 
summed these up as follows: Mahavira, the great prophet of 
Jainism, devoted himself for twelve long years chiefly to the 
yogic practices and the canonical works of Jainism attached 
great importance to the well-known components of these 
(yogiiiigas). The Buddha, too, before attaining enlightenment, 
was said to have practised yoga for six continuous years and the 
canonical works of Buddhism, too, did not attach any lesser 
importance to these ancient practices. Even the Nyaya system, 
though concerned mainly with the epistemological problems, dis
cussed these practices. The Nyiiya-sfitra repeatedly mentioned 
these in approval and so did the V aise~ikcl--Stitra. The import
ance of yoga in the Vedanta can easily be judged from the cir
cumstance that the third chapter of the Brahma--siitra bore the 
title siidhana and the well-known components of yoga like 
dhyiina, iisana, etc., were discussed there. To all these are to 
be added the internal evidence of the Yoga-sfitra indicating, as 
Sukhlalji points out, that the Samkhya was only one of the many 
philosophies with which yoga was associated. Each chapter of 
this text ended with the words yoga-slistre sli1hkhyapravaca11e, 
etc., and this clearly indicates that even during the time of 
Pata.ii.jali there were in existence yoga systems hised upon doc
trines other than those of the S~uhkhva. 

It is, therefore, logical to look upon' yof!_a as essentially certain 
ancient practices rather than any specific philosophy. "'hat, 
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then, were these practices? The Yoga-siitra defined yoga as 
citta-vrtti--niroclha. This was obviously the result of trying to 
e~lain yoga in terms of modified Sarnkhya. Citta (mind?) was 
supposed to be the product of yrakrti; though essentially un
conscious, it had some kind of affinity with the pum~a because 
of the predominance of the Jattoo in it; ,vith the reflection of 
the consciousness of the pur~a it became apparently conscious. 
\Vhen related to an object, the citta assumed the form of the 
object. This was called the citta-vrtti, i.e. the modification of 
the citta, which may perhaps be roughly calle<l the mental state. 
Because the objects were most varied, the citta-vrttis, too, were 
various, and because of the affinity of the citta with the puru~a 
or the soul, a false identification of the soul with the varied 
modifications of the cilia took place. The aim of yog,1 was but 
the controlled cessation ( nirodlw) of these rnodiRcations, which 
meant the cessation of the possibility of the false identifications 
of the soul with the manifold objects. 

Obviously enough, such an understanding of the yoga could 
be maintained only by accepting the philosophy of the modified 
Samkhya upon which it was based. But we have already seer. 
that it was not essential for yoga to lean upon the Samkhya. 
That such an understanding of the yoga seemed a concoction 
even to Pataiijali is evident from his further discussions of the 
methods of techniques of the yoga-i.e. the real yogic practiee3 
-and more particularly from the results these were supposed 
to yield. As for the methods and means of yoga, the Yoga-sutra 
mentioned eight. These were the following yogangas: ( 1) yama 
(restraint), ( 2) niyama (discipline), ( 3) asaruz ( sitting posture), 
( 4) pra~yama (breath-control), ( 5) pratyiihllra ( withdrawal 
of the senses), ( 6) dliara~ (attention), ( 7) dhyiina ( medita
tion) and ( 8) samiidhi (concentration). Presented thus in 
broad outlines, the whole thing does not of course appear to be 
very archaic. However, as we go into the deh~ils of these pro
cesses-particularly of iisana, priil_uiyiima, etc.-the prehistory of 
the practices appear before our eyes. For these take llS 'back 
to the primitive times, the ecstatic rites of the savage peoples', 
in which all sorts of manreuvres are still found to be undertaken 
with the idea of acquiring the most stupendous powers, but 
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wllich are in fact nothing but the most strenuous methods of 
deliberately inducing morbid mental states. Gough, Keith, 
Valle-Poussin, Garbe and others; have clearly shown the origin 
of the yogic practices in such primitive imaginations and cus
toms. That the primitive ideas were actually present behind 
Patafijali's comparatively sophisticated presentation of the yog,1 
becomes clear from his discussion of the supernatural powers 
called v-ibhiitis which such practices were imagined to yield. 
These supernatural powers were in fact the stock in trade of 
all the yogic texts and just a few examples may tell their own 
story. 

Among them was the ability to become infinitely small or 
invisible; to swell to an immense size, so as to reach even· to 
the most distant objects-e.g., to the moon with the tip of 
the finger-or to be transported anywhere by the simple act 
of will. There is mention also of such an intensification of 
the perceptions that the most remote things, even though 
separated by intervening walls or the like, come under the 
cognizance of the senses, and the processes going on in the 
minds of other men become known in the same way. Other 
faculties obtainable arc the l,.,1owledge of the past and fuh1rc, 
specially of the hour of one's own death; or the ability to 
make the dead appear, .md to hold converse with them.0 

Retaining all these obviously primitive beliefs more or less in-
tact, Patafijali somehow or other tried to extol the hypothetical 
~tate of the cessation of all the mental modifications as the 
highest ideal of the yoga practices. 

For the primitive magician indulging in the weird practices 
and mistaking the hypnotic and cataleptic states thus induced 
to be states in which great supernatural powers were actually 
achieved, there was obviously no c1uestion of offering any theo
retical justification for all this. But in the subsequent period, 
our philosophers representing the different systems wanted to 
mould this primitive inheritance so that these could fit some
l1ow or other with their o\\·n philosophies. The belief in the 
yoga practicl'S yielding various s11pernah1ral powers was per
haps never fully outgrmvn. At the same time distinct efforts 
were also persistently made to view these practices as means or 
methods of preparing oneself both physically and mentally for 
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a correct appreciation of the fundamental philosophical truths. 
So in the course of time there inevitably arose the tendency of 
the philosophers representing the different systems to defend 
their philosophies on the strength of the unique ex-perience re• 
suiting from the yoga practices. Even logicians like Dignaga 
and Dhannakirti, e.g., maintained that there were four types 
of perception, the fourth and highest of which was yogic; com
menting upon this Dharmottara claimed that one possible object 
of yogic perception was the Fourfold Noble Truth propounded 
by the Buddha.7 Similar claims could easily be put forward 
also by the representatives of the other philosophies, there being 
no objective standard by which to judge the validity of such a 
hyopthetical unique experience. Kumiirila, as we have already 
seen, saw the danger created for philosophy by claims like this 
and he bluntly said that the so-called unique experience yielded 
by yoga was after all only some kind of subjective fancy and as 
such was quite useless for determining the validity of any 
philosophical view. 

24. The Buddha and Early Buddhism 

THE Buddha died at about the age of 80 in 483 B.c. He <lid not 
himself write anything and no work of Buddhism was a product 
of his own time. ,ve are nevertheless left with quite an exten
sive and ancient literature of Buddhism. Leaving for the time 
being the question of how these came to be fixed, we may have 
some rough iclea of their nature. Almost the whole of the oldest 
Buddhist literature consists of short collections containing 
speeches, sayings, poems or tales, or rules of conduct, which are 
combined into larger collections, called pi(aka or 'basket'. There 
were three such pitakas, called the Tri-pitakas or the 'three 
baskets.' \Vritten in the Pali language. these ,vere: ( 1) Vinaya
pitaka or 'the basket of discipline', which supplies the regula
tions for the management of the order ( the smhgha or the 
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community of monks), and for the conduct of the daily life of 
monks and nuns; (2) The Sutta-pitaka, 'our best source for the_ 
dharma or religion of the Buddha and his earliest disciples. 
It consists, in prose and verse, the most important products of 
the Buddhist literature, grouped in five minor collections called 
nikiiyas'; ( 3) The Abhidhamma-pitaka or 'basket of higher reli
gion,' which treated the same subjects as the Sutta-pitaka, though 
in a more scholastic manner. All these were considered to be 
canonical. There were also non-canonical works in Pali like the 
Milinda-paiilw, recording a dialogue supposed to have taken 
place between a Buddhist teacher Nagasena and the Greek King 
Menander ( Milinda) who ruled over north-west India about 
125-95 B.C. 

There were also Sanskrit works of the Buddhists. But thes,} 
were of later origin. There were further certain late biographies 
like the Mahiivastu ( The Book of Great Events') in mixed San
skrit, the Lalitavistara ( 'The Detailed Account of the Play of the 
Buddha') in Sanskrit prose with long metrical pieces in mLxed 
Sanskrit, the Buddlwcarita by Asvagho~a. an epic in pure Sans
krit. The Jataka-11u"ila ('Garland of Birth Stories') by Aryasiu-a 
of the 4th century A.D. was in the style of classical Sanskrit 
literature; but nearly all of the 34 stories in it were taken from 
the Pali ]iitaka, a collection of 550 stories compiled in the Sutta
pitaka and forming an important source of the social and eco
nomic history of Buddhist India. 

None of the early texts of Buddhism was philosophical proper. 
Buddhist philosophies, strictly speaking, came long after th,! 
Buddha and will be taken up by us later. For the present we 
may have a brief survey of the ethico-religious ideals preached 
by the Buddha and the view of the world which these pre
supposed. 

The Buddhist h-adition summed up Buddha's own teachings 
as the Four Noble Truths ( iiry(l..satya ), with ,vhich was linked 
up the doctrine of the dependent origination of things or 
pratitya-samutpdda. A theory of the chain of 12 causes to 
explain earthly miseries ( cli:dda.sa-nida,w) along with the con
ception of nirlXtl)a were, properly speaking, included in the 
former while from the latter fuIIO\vecl the revolutionary views 
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of universal impermanence ( anityatii-ciida) and of the denial of 
a permanent soul-substance ( aniitma-vada). 
· The Four Noble Truths were: ( 1) everything was suffering, 
( 2) suffering had a cause, ( 3) suffering could be extinguished, 
and ( 4) there was a path leading to this extinction. In the 
famous Sermon at Banaras, these were formulated thus: 

This, 0 monks, is the sacred truth of suffering: birth is 
suffering, old age is suffering, sickness is suffering, death is 
suffering; to be united with the unloved is suffering, to be 
separated from the loved is suffering; not to obtain what one 
desires is suffering; in short the five-fold clinging ( to the 
earthly) is suffering. 

This, 0 monks, is the sacred truth of the origin of suffering: 
it is the thirst ( for being), which leads from hirth to birth, 
together with lust and desire, which finds gratification here 
and there: the thirst for pleasures, the thirst for being, the 
thirst for power. ·· 

This, 0 monks, is the sacred truth of the extinction of 
suffering: the extinction of this thirst by complete annihilation 
of desire, letting it go, expelling it, separating oneself from 
it, giving it no room. 

This, 0 monks, is the sacred truth of the path which leads 
to the extinction of suffering. It is this sacred eight-fold path, 
to wit: Right Faith, Right Hesolve, Right Speech, Right 
Action, Right Living, Right Effort, Right Thought, Right 
Self-concentration. 

Everything about these obviously hinged on the first nobfo 
truth and the first question about it is: Why was the Buddha so 
much obsessed with the idea that the world was but an ocean 
of miseries? I have clsewhere1 tried to answer this question in 
terms of the colossal social upheavals of the age. It was the 
acre in which North-East India was first witnessing the rise of 

0 
the ruthless state-powers-those of Magadha and Kosala--0n the 
ruins of the tribal societies. As was characteristic of such an 
age 1)ase greed, brutal sensti::i.lity, sordid avarice, selfish plunder 
of common possessions',2 taxation, usury, extortion and such 
thincrs were creating new and unheard-of miseries in the lives of 
the ~eople in whose memory the liberty, equality and fraternity 
of the tribal life was still somewhat fresh and whose neighbours 
like the Mallas, Vajjis, Sakyas were still in the state of tribal 
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simplicity. The Buddha himself belonged to the Siikya tribe 
and never forgot his tribal pride. But the equality and freedom 
of the tribes were already threatened because the rising states 
could not tolerate continued existence of such examples of de
mocracy. Extermination and subjugation of the tribes formeJ 
the policy-objective of the early states. Vic;liic;labha, the prince 
of Kosala, presumably during the life of the Buddha, unleashed 
the most brutal massacre on the Sakyas, the Buddha's own 
people, and even the children and women of the tribe were 
not spared. Ajatasatru, the King of Magadha and one eulogised 
as the great philosopher in the Upani~ads, declared, 'I will root 
out the Vajjians, I will destroy the Vajjians, I will bring these 
Vajjians to utter ruin'. He even sent his prime minister to the 
Buddha to seek his blessings for carrying out this sinister deter• 
mination. The Buddha, with his strong nostalgia for the tribal 
life, was naturally alarmed by such naked greed for riches and 
power. 'The king', he said, 'although he might have conquered 
-the kingdoms of the earth, although he may be the ruler of all 
land this side of the sea, up to the ocean's shore, would, still in
satiatc, covet that which is beyond the sea.' He could also see 
how this greed of the kings recoiled back on themselves and 
made their power and riches unstable. Two of his early patrons 
were King Bimbisara of Magadha and King Prasenajit of Kosala. 
The former was starved to death by Ms own son Ajii.tasatru and 
the latter most treacherously betrayed by his son Vic;liic;labha. 
'The princes who rule kingdoms', said the Buddha, 'rich ia 
treasures and wealth, turn their greed against one anothe1·, 
pandering insatiably to theil' desires. If these act thus restlessly, 
swimming in the stream of impermanence, carried along by 
greed and carnal desire, ,vho then can walk on earth in peace?' 
To these were also to be added the hitherto unheard of miserie, 
created in the lives of the people by the new institutions of 
taxation, slavery, extortion, torture, mortgage, interest, usury: 
the voluminous Jiitakns were full of these. 

The Buddha himself saw all these. But what was to he done? 
He was too realistic to believe in any God, prayers and sacrifices 
which could not, he knew, bring any effective remedy to the 
miseries he saw all around. He clid not ask people to pray and 
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sacrifice. In the Buddhacarita, Asvagho~a even gave elaborate 
anti-theistic arguments supposed to have been expounded by 
the Buddha himself. Nor could the Buddha believe in the 
ascetic self-mortification, which he considered to be 'painful, 
umvorthy and unprofitable.' He was, again, far too disturbed 
to take seriously the Upani~adic claim that the metaphysical 
wisdom could bring salvation. He asked his disciples to tum 
away from 'opinions concerning the beginning and hereafter of 
things.' For it was no use behaving like a fool who, with au 
arrow plunged into his flank, wasted time speculating on the 
origin, maker, etc., of the arrow instead of pu1ling it off outright. 
Therefore, when asked metaphysical questions that he considered 
to be unprofitable, he simply remained silent. In short, the 
problem that oppressed him most was essentially a practical 
one. It was the problem of the bewildering mass of sufferings 
he saw around. And he wanted to have an essentially practical 
solution for this. But how, under the condition in which he lived, 

• such a solution could at all be evolved? 
There was no question, of course, of rea1ly removing the real 

miseries from his world. That meant skipping over stages of his
torical development and jumping, as it were, towards socialism 
which alone, on the basis of the stupendous development of the 
human productive power, could assure plenty and equality for 
all. Rather, the further development of the productive puwcr 
which alone could eventually ensure such conditions pre
supposed, during the time of the Buddha, a further intensifica
tion of exploitation and all the miseries that it entailed. There
fore, the only alternative left for the prophet was to invent an 
ideal solution of the real problem and, as a precondition for 
this, to effect such psychological transformation of the persona
lity in which the sense of the felt misery could be overc~mc. 'A 
new doctrine', said the Buddha, 'do I teach for subchnng the 
mental intoxicants that arc generated even in this present life.' 
Elsewhere he said that his purpose was to bring 'a quietude 
of the heart.' And how was this to be achieved? Only hy invent
incr the theory and practice of a religion appropriate for the 
ag~. It was indeed a religion 'without God, for belief in God h 
not a necessary prerequisite of religion. 'Religion', says Marx, 
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'is the sicrh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a he~rtless 
world, jt~t as it is the spirit of a spirilles_s _situation. It_ 1s the 
opium of the people. The abolition of rehg10_n as the ill~1sorr1 
happiness of the people is required for their_ real ha?~mes~: 
The demand to give up the illus_i~ns abo~1t its con~1ho~ !! 
the demand to ait;e up a condition wlnch needs illusion• 
Obviously enough, it ,.,,·as historically impossible for the ~ud~m · 
to raise the demand to give up a condition which needs i~lusi?n. 
The only alternative left was to create the right type_ of illuswn 

of the age. 
'I have gained coolness', declared the Buddha, 'and have 

attained nirva,;ia. To found the Kingdom of Truth, I go to the 
city of the Kasi; I will beat the drum of the immortal in the 
darkness of the world.' But where was this Kingdom of Truth 
to be found? Significantly, the Buddha did not look forward to 
what had already emerged and was emerging fuller and fuller 
everyday-the pomp and grandeur of the rising state-powers. 
Instead, he looked backward to the tribal collectives and wanted 
to revive what Marx called 'the imaginary substance of the 
tribe.'4 Apparently, he was pleading for a moral reform of the 
world. In the fourth noble truth, he spoke of right faith, right 
resolve, etc., values, as we can easily judge from the Jiitakas, 
that were most ruthlessly trampled upon in the society in which 
he lived. The Buddha could clearly see the futility of practising 
all these in the society at large. So he asked the people to take 
the pabba;;a and the 11pasampadii ordinations, i.e. 'to go out' of 
the actual society and 'to arrive at' the life of the samghas or 
the order of the monks. For within the samglias, things were 
different. 1fodellecl consciously on the tribal collectives-with
out private property and with full equality and democracy 
among the brethren-these alone could offer the real scope to 
practise the 'simple moral grandeur of the ancient gentile 
society',r. for which the Buddha was rea11y pleading. Thus the 
.sa1izglws, as classless societies ,dthin the bosom of the class
society, coul<l become the heart of a heartless ,vorl<l, the spirit 
of a spiritless situation. 

The Vi1wya-pitaka went into great details of the organisational 
principles of the sarizgluzs. But it was also necessary for the new 
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religion to have its theoretical basis. This was summed up by 
the Four Noble Truths. Of these the third, viz. the one concern
ed with the extinction of suffering, contained the famous con
ception of nirvii,:ia. It was conceived as the state in which the 
suffering was completely overcome, the mental intoxicants com
pletely subsided. However, the grand supersrructure of this 

. philosophy of sorrow had its obvious foundation in the second 
noble truth, namely that sorrow had its cause. The Buddha had, 
therefore, to go into sufficient details of this and in doing that 
arrived at ·a theoretical formulation that was truly revolutionary. 

In search of the cause of suffering, early Buddhism started 
. ,vith a general theory of natural causation, known as the doc

trine of pratitya-samutpada. It meant, 'that being pre.,ent, this 
becomes; from the arising of that, this arises.' It had therefore 
also the negative implication, 'that being absent, this does not 
become; from the cessation of that, this ceases.' Thus 'a series, 
though begun, admits of being put an end to.' The chief signi
ficance of this doctrine for early Buddhism was of course essen
tially practical. If everything was dependent on certain definite 
conditions, and therefore had to cease with the dissolution of 
these conditions, the basic fact about the world, namely suffer
ing or misery, too, must have been so. In other words, suffering 
had for itself certain definite and ascertainable conditions with 
the dissolution of which it had to come to an end. So the Buddha 
asked with great earnestness the question concerning the condi
tions of suffering and answered il in terms of a chain of hvelve 
causes, known as the dvadasa-nidiina. 

From ignorance ( avidyii) spring impressions and disposi
tioi:i_s_ ~ samskaras), from the dispositions springs consciou~ess 
( m711.ana), from consciousness springs the psycho-phys1cal 
organisation ( niima-riipa), from the psycho-physical organisa
tion spring the six iitJatanas ( viz. the five sense-organs and the 
manas), from the six iiyatanas springs contact ( sparsa), from 
contact springs sensation ( i;edanii), from sensations springs 
thirst ( tmuI, desire), from thirst springs attachment 
( upiidiina), from attachment springs the wil~ to be horn 
( bham), from the will to he born springs huth (jiiti), from 
birth spring old age and death, grief, lamentation, suffering, 
dejection an<l despair. Such is the origination of the whole 
mass of suffering. 
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However, phiiosophical corollaries of real importance were 
nlso drawn in early Buddhism from this doctrine of prafitya
samutpada. These were the doctrines of universal imperma
nence and of the denial of the soul as a substance. The exact 
reason with which these corollaries were drawn from the doctrine 
of pratuya--samutpada is not quite dear: it was perhaps thought 
that since everything was dependent upon the collocation of 
certain conditions, and since it was perhaps also assumed that 
nothing born of the collocation of conditions could be perma
nent, the conclusion was drawn that everything was bound to 
come to an end, just as the Nyaya system took it for granted 
as a philosophical common sense that everything born was 
bound to be impermanent ( ;anyatviit anityam). lo any case, tl1e 
doctrines of universal impermanence and of the denial of the 
permanent soul were somehow or other connected in early 
Buddhism with the doctrine of pratitya--samutpiida and there 
is no doubt that tl1ese doctrines were of real philosophical 
significance. 

Both these doctrines arose as reactions against the Upani~adic 
thought according to which the soul was a pure substance that 
transcended all changes. This soul being the ultimate reality, all 
the concrete mental states were after all unreal. With early 
Buddhism, it was just the reverse. The transient sensations an~l 
thoughts, along with the physical frame with which these were 
associated, were real and the idea of any soul over and above 
these was just a superstition. The personality was thus viewed 
as just an aggregate ( samghiita) of the mental states and thtJ 
body. 

!h? aggregate is. so1!1etimes described as niima..rilpa, 
uhhsmg an old ~pam~ad1c phrase, tl10ugh its meaning is here 
very much modified. By the first term, niima, is meant not 
'name' as in the U pani~ads, but the psychical factors constitu
ting the aggregate; and ~y t~e second, rtipa, the physical body 
so that the compound s1gm6es the psycho-physical organism 
and may be taken as roughly equivalent to 'mind and body.' 
That is, Buddha took as the r~ality ... the very things that 
were explained away as n?t ultimate in the Upani;mds and 
denied the substratum which alone according to them is b,ily 
real. 0 

IPI 9 
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A more detailed description of the personality in early 
Buddhism was that it consisted of five skandlws or factors, viz. 
rupa, vijiiiina, i;edanii, sariijiiii and samskiiras, of which the riipa
skandha meant the physical body, the other skandlws being 
psychical. 

Material things, too, like the self, were considered as just 
aggregates of the qualities perceived and, according to early 
Buddhism, none of the aggregates could persist even for two 
successive moments. 

So the self and the material world are each a flux 
( samuinn). Two symbols are generally used to illustrate this 
conception-the stream of water and 'the self-producing and 
the self-consuming' Bame. . . It will be seen thus that every 
one of our so-ca!Jed things is only a series ( vithi )-a succession 
of similar things or happenings, and the notions of fixity which · 
we have of them is wholly fictitious.7 

Philosophically speaking, this conception of everything having 
its being only in an eternal flux was by far the most significant 
contribution of early Buddhism and it is not a little surprising 
to note that precisely the same view, along with the same illustra
tion of the fire, was proclaimed about a couple of generations 
later by Heraclitus in ancient Greece and, further, is being 
reinstated, though of course with an incomparably richer content. 
by modem science. 

Thu~ we have [says Engels] once again reh1med to ~he 
mode of contemplation of the great founders of Greek _philo
sophy: that all nature, from the smallest thing to the biggest, 
from grains of sand to suns, from protista' to man, has its 
~xistence in eternal coming into being and going out of beiI?-g. 
m ceaseless flux, in unresting motion and change. Only with 
the essential difference that what for the Greeks was a bril
liant intuition is in our case the result of strict scientific 
research in accordance with experience, and hence appears 
in much more definite and clearer form. 8 

What Heraclitus did for early Greek philosophy was also done 
by the Buddhists for early Indian philosophy. It ,vas all the 
more significant that this conception of change or becoming 
was presumably arri,ed at by synthesising the conceptions of 
being and non-being. 'This world', sai<l the Buddha, 'generally 
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proceeds on a duality, of the "it is" and the "it is not." But who
-ever perceives in truth a~d wisdom how things originate in the 
world, in his eyes there is no "it is not" in this world. Whoever, 
perceives in truth and wisdom how things pass away in this 
world, in his eyes there is no "it is" in this world.'0 

We had here perhaps the first instance of dialectical thinking 
in Indian philosophy, though it neecls at the same time to be 
remembered that \Vith the Buddhist~ this emerged not as the 
result of a scientific approach but rather as a religious reaction 
.against the Upani~ads. 

25. Jainism 

JAL"IIS~1, still a living creed in the country, had its origin much 
.earlier than the Buddha. Its church came to be divided into two 
rival camps, called the Sveti"tmbaras or the white-robed and the 
Digambaras or the sky-clad, because the ideal of the former 
was to wear white clothes while that of the latter to go about 
stark naked. Both the sects had fabulous mythological accounts 
.of their origin but the real history of the split is not known. The 
two differed mainly in matters of ritual observances rather than 
in dogmas or doctrines and as such the difference has hardly 
any interest for us. The greatest prophet of the religion was 
Mahavira, a senior contemporary of the Buddha. But according 
to the Jaina tradition he was not the founder of the creed. He 
was supposed to be the last in the long line of successive pro
phets called the Tirtharhbras. The immediate predecessor of 
Mahavira was Parsva, wh0, Jacobi thinks, could have been a 
real person and lived about 250 years before Mahav:ira. Accord
ing to the Jainas, Parsva's predecessor was Ari~tanemi, who 
died 8!,000 years before fvlahavira's death. Aristanemi was pre
ceded by Nami who, it was stated, died 500,000 years before 
Ari.~t,mcmi. Ancl so on. The time-gap between the teachers 
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swelled in this way to such fantastic qimensions that ultimately 
arithmetic failed the Jainas and they had to be satisfied with the 
claim that their religion was eternal. However, the list of the 
Trrtharilkaras has this interest for us that all of them bore some 
clear totemic emblem: the bull, the elephant, the horse, the ape, 
etc., etc. This gives us some idea of the currents of primitive 
beliefs from which Jainism drew. As we shall see, primitive ele
ments formed the subsoil of Jainism throughout the long history 
of its survival in the country. 

Al> for their canonical literature, the Jainas claim that there 
were originally 14 Piirvas and 11 An.gas, of which the former 
were all lost. The Digambaras think that the 11 Angas, too, 
were lost; what survive today as the 11 An.gas and accepted by 
the Svetamb(\ras as genuine are, according to the Digambaras, 
spurious texts. In any case, these are the oldest Jaina literature 
that we have today. For a long period these were handed down 
to the successive generations through oral tradition until A.D. 454, 
"".hen the final redaction of the canon took place. But the prin
cipal source of a systematic exposition of the Jaina philosophy 
was Tattviirtluidhigama-stitra by Umasvati, claimed to be their 
own by both the Digambaras and the Svetf1mbaras. All sub
se~uent expositions of the Jaina philosophy were based upon 
this. In the Jong history of its existence, Jainism had ultimately 
a galaxy of logicians to defend the ancient position. The most 
prominent of them was Akalamka, accepted by both the camps. 
But he was preceded by Siddhasena ( a Svetambara), Samanta
bhadra ( a Digambara), and succeeded by Vidyiinanda, Prabha
candra, Haribhadra, Hemacandra and Yafovijaya, the first two 
being Digambaras and the last three Svetambaras. Hemacandrn 
was by far the most encyclopredic and prolific of the Jaina 
writers; he was a poet, a grammarian and a logician and quite 
outstanding as all these. 

The special peculiarity of the Jaina standpoint was it,; 
Anekanta-vada, with which were Jinked up the logical doctrines 
called Syad-vada and Sapta-bhanginaya. · Anekanta-vada is 
sometimes rendered as the doctrine of non-absolutism, though 
perhaps non-extremism would give us a l1etter idea of it. It wa~ 
an effort to steer a middle course between the Upani~adic doc-
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trine of the ultimate reality being absolutely permanent, i.e., 
without beginning, change and end, and the Buddhistic doctrine 
of the eternal flux. Instead of subscribing to any of these alter
natives, which were considered to be extremes, the Jainas wanted 
to effect a compromise and acknowledge partial truth in both. 
Permanence was true and so was change. Accordingly, reality 
was viewed as not of a permanent and unalterable nature; it 
underwent the processes of production, continuation and des
truction. Thus the doctrine amounted to the somewhat common
place assertion that 'existing things are permanent only as rega1ds 
their substance, but their accidents or qualities originate and 
perish. To explain: any material being continues forever to exist 
as matter; this matter, however, may assume any shape anci 
quality. Thus, clay as substance may be regarded as permanent, 
but the form of a jar of clay or its colour may come into exist
ence ::md perish.' 

In defence of such an attitude of philosopl1ical compromise, 
the Jainas invented a peculiar dialectical devise known as 
Syad-viida. Syiit meant 'may be' and is ex-plained as kat1wiicit, 
which in this connection may he translated as 'somehow.' It 
was thus the doctrine of the 'may be' or 'somehow.' The claim, 
in other words, was that any assertion, like any other-and in
clusive of its opposite-was somehow true, i.e., none was wholly 
true but each was a part truth. Thus, e.g., the assertion, 'the jar 
ex:ists', was only somehow true, i.e. true in the sense 'it exists 
as a jar.' At the same time, the assertion 'the jar exists not' was 
somehow tme, because the jar did not exist in any other form, 
say that of the doth. Therefore, both these assertions, viz., 'it 
exists' and 'it exists not' were to be quali.6.ed by the word stJiit, 
'may be' or 'somehow'. 

Supplementary to this was the doctrine of the seven rwyas. 
The nayas meant the 'ways of eiq)ressing the nature of things', 
i.e. judgments. The Jainas thought that there were in all seven 
possible ways of passing a judgment upon anything. These were 
(I) It exists ( asti), ( 2) It exists not ( niisti), ( 3) It exists as 
well as exists not ( asti ca 11iisti en), ( 4) It is indescribable 
( avaktavyam), ( 5) It ex.ists and is indescrihahle ( asti ca 
acaktacyam ca), ( 6) It exists not and is indescriha hie ( 11iisti ca 
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avaktavyam ca), (7) It exists and exists not and is indescribable 
( asti ca niist i ca avaktavyam ca). But since all these judgments 
were only somehow true, each was to be qualified by the word 
S!Jiit. This gave the scheme of a seven-fold conditional judgments, 
namely: ( 1) S!Jiit asti, ( 2) SIJiit niisti, ( 3) StJiit asti ca nasti, 
ca, ( 4) syiit avaki:avyam, etc. 

As applied to the ordinary things of the world, all these were 
only evolving a cumbrous scheme out of sheer truisms. To say 
that the jar exists as a jar and therefore it does not exist as a 
cloth-and therefore, further, the jar somehow exists and some
how exists not-is simply to add a little bit of dialectical flavour 
to what is just banal. Jacobi thinks that the doctrine was origi
nally evolved by the J ainas to silence the agnosticism of a con
temporary of the Buddha and Mah~vira called Safiyajai 
Belatµputta. 

Would any philosopher [says he] have enunciated such 
truisms, unless they served to silence some dangerous 
opponents? The subtle discussions ef the Agnostics had pro
bably bewildered and misled many of their contemporaries. 
Consequently the Syat-vada must have appeared to them a 
happy way leading out of the maze of the Ajfiiina-vada 
(Agnosticism). It was the weapon with which the Agnostic5 
assailed the enemy turned against themselves. 'Who knows 
how many of their followers went over to Maii.iivira's creed 
convinced of the truth of Sapta-bhangi-naya.1 

If this was true, then, philosophically speaking it could hardly 
have meant any improvement, for this was simply substituting 
agnosticism by eclecticism. 

One result of the above doctrine was to look upon the rival 
philosophical standpoints as possible part-truths. Rather than 
accepting any philosophy as wholly true or wholly false, the 
Jainas wanted to find-formally at least-some truth in any philo
sophy that might have been proposed and thus accept it as 
somehow true. Obviously, it is difficult to maintain such a posi
tion with any real philosophical seriousness. One cannot, e.g., 
seriously claim that idealism is somehow true and so also is 
materialism. The doctrine of the Sapta-bhaJi.gi-naya, it needs 
to be remembered, was not meant to effect any real synthesis 
of conb·adictions; it wanted only to eCFcct some kind of super-
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ficial compromise between all sorts of philosophical positions. 
And, philosophically at least, that is just impossible. A philo
sopher has necessarily to be a partisan in the sense of being a 
positive defender of his own views. Even the sceptic has to 
defend his scepticism. As a matter of fact, tlu:Jaina philosophers 
themselves had to defend their own positive views as against tl1e 
views of their opponents. If asked squarely, whether these 
views, like the views opposed to these, were only somehow true, 
could they answer in tl1e affinnative and yet claim philosophical 

seriousness? 
These positive views of the Jainas appear to us today as a 

curious blend of primitive notions and ethico-religious ideals. 

All things, i.e. all substances, were divided into two broad 
classes, the non-souls ( afiva-kiiya) and the souls ( fiva). The 
former were of five types: ( 1) kiila or time, ( 2) iikiisa or space, 
( 3) and ( 4) two subtle substances called dharma and adlzarma 
and conceived as mediums of motion and rest respectively, 
( 5) pudgala or matter. Excepting time or kiila, all these, i.e. 
the soul as well as the four types of the non-soul, were callell 
astikiiyas, i.e. as occupying different places ( prad ... -,,fos) simulta
neously, though what precisely was meant by this is not clear. 
'Space, dharma and acUwrma are the necessary conditions for 
the subsistence of all other things, viz., souls and matter; space 
affords them room to subsist; dharma makes it possible for them 
to move or to he moved; and acUiarma to rest'. The typical way~ 
of ex-plaining these curious concepts of dharma and adharma 
were to resort to analogies. Dharma was like water to the fish 
which enabled it, without compelling, to move; adluzrma was 
like shadow for the traveller which, without compelling, enabled 
him to rest. Presumably, these ideas represented a stage of 
thought at which sufficient abstraction of the concept of space 
was not achieved; for the function of space, as conceived by us, 
is inclusive of these functions attributed to dharma and adharma. 
The same feature of incomplete abstraction was to he fonnd in 
the Jaina conception of matter, soul and karma. P11clgala or 
matter was conceived in terms of the four well.known elements, 
viz. earth. water, fire and air an<l their ultimate cnnstilucnts 
were said to be atomic. But the conception of the atom had it~ 
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own peculiarity. 'Ibe atoms were conceived as viscous or dry: 
when one was viscous and the other dry, or when two had 
different degrees of viscosity and dryness, a combination of 
them took place and such compounds combined with others. 
Besides, the atoms were conceived as subject to change and 
development ( parir)iima). But more of atomism when we dis
cuss the Nyaya-Vai.se~ikas. 

Over and above this atomistic hypothesis, a distinction wa~ 
somehow or other drawn between two states of matter or 
pudgala, called the subtle and the gross. The things perceived 
consisted of gross matter while the subtle matter was super
sensuous. But this subtle matter hardly meant what we are 
accustomed to call matter. It was that matter which, for instance, 
got transformed into the different kinds of karma. The con
ception of kamw, again, was highly peculiar. Ordinarily it meant 
human action and was usually conceived by the Indian philoso
phers as leading to the good or bad results in this life or in 
another which the performer of the action had to enjoy or 
suffer. In Jainism, however, karma was also conceived as some
thing essentially material which got attached to the soul some
what in the manner in which dirt got attached to a sticky sub
stance. We can perhaps understand this theory better if we take 
the clue from the Jaina conception of the soul, with which this 
theory of karma was so much mixed up. 

Not to speak of the animals and plants, the Jainas thought 
that everything in this world had souls, that everything-even 
the four elements-were only the bodies of the souls. This doc
trine, as Jacobi2 points out, is to be traced to some primitive 
form of animism. The natural qualities of the souls were perfect 
knowledge, intuition or faith, highest bliss, etc.; but these were 
weakened or obscured by the defilement of karma. 

The defilement of the souls takes place in the following way. 
Subtle matter ready to be transformed into karma pours into 
the soul; this is called influx ( iisrava). In the usual state of 
tJ:ings a soul harbours passions ( ka~iitJa) which act like a 
viscous su_bstance and retain the subtle matter coming into 
contact with th~ soul; the subtle matter thus caught by the 
soul enters, as it were, into a chemical combination with it; 
this is called binding ( bandho) of karma-matter. The subtle 



matter 'bound' or amalgamated by the soul is transformed 
into eight kinds of Jkarma, and forms a kind of subtle body 
( kl1rnw1_w-sarira) which clings to the soul in all its migrations 
and future births and determines the individual state and lot 
of that particular soul. . . Now, when a particular karma has 
produced its effect in the way described, it is discharged or 
purged from the soul. This process of 'purging off is called 
niryarii. 'When this process goes on without interruption, all 
karma-matter will, in the end, be discharged from the soul, 
and the latter, now freed from the weight which had kept 
it down before the time of its liberation ( for matter is heavy, 
and karma is material), goes up in a straight line to the top 
of the universe where the liberated souls dwell.3 

For the modem mind these things are indistinguishable from 
mythological imagination. As a matter of fact, the fabulous 
details of the tl1cory of kanna worked out in Jainism did draw a 
great deal from primitive mythology and had hardly anything 
to do with logical thinking. 

The ethics of the Jainas followed directly from their theory 
of karma. The highest goal conceived was to get rid of all old 
karma and to stop the influx of any new karma. 'Therefore, the 
whole apparatus of the monastic conduct is required to prevent 
the formation of new kanna; the same purpose is served by 
... usterities ( tapas) which, moreover, annihilate old karma more 
speedily than would happen in the common course of things'. 
For actually achieving this, the J ainas had practically nothing 
new to suggest. They also spoke of the right faith, right know
ledge, right conduct as conducive to liberation. They also 
attached great importance to the ancient yoga practices and in 
fact developed quite an extensive literature on these. The special 
feature of the Jaina ethics, however, was perhaps its great stress 
on the practices of non-injury or aliiri1sii; the Jainas in fact made 
a veritable creed of it. 



26. Later Schools of $uddhism 

As an ideal solution of a real problem-a religion designed to 
console the people floating in the ocean of impermanence and 
sufferings, or, as the Buddha himself put it, 'to subdue the 
mental intoxicants that are generated even in this life'1 and to 
bring 'a quietude of the heart'2-early Buddhism was a good 
palliative. As such it ·could easily claim the patronage of the 
merchants and the monarchs, which of course, was readily 
extended. The gift of the Jetavana, a pleasure garden near 
Srii.vasti, gives us some idea of the magnitude of this patronage: 

When the Buddha accepted Anii.thapii:i~lika's invitation to 
visit Srii.yasti, the latter, seeking a suitable place for the 
Buddha's residence, discovered this park belonging to Jeta
kumara. \Vhen he asked to be allowed to buy it, Jeta's replv 
was: 'Not even if you could cover the whole place with 
money.' AnathapiI:H;lika said that he would buy it at thn~ 
price. . . Anathapil).~lika had gold brought down in carts and 
covered letavana with pieces laid side by side... Anatha
pil).c)ika built in the grounds dwelling rooms, retiring rooms, 
store rooms and service halls, halls with fireplaces, closets, 
cloisters, halls for exercise, wells, bathrooms, ponds, open and 
roofed sheds, etc. . . . It is said that. .. Anathapii:i~lika himself 
spent fiftyfour crores in connection with the purchase of the 
park and the buildings erected in it.3 

Even granting some exaggeration in all these, we have no 
reason to reject the whole account as fictitious. Fabulous sums 
were really being spent on the monks preaching this new mora
lity and religion. Moreover, as testified by the Rock Edicts of 
Asoka, by the third century n.c. Buddhism became the state 
religion of the greatest Indian empire. 

With the accumulation of such financial and political support 
and of course with the stabilisation of the new social set-up, 
Buddhism as an ideology was destined to undergo definite 
internal modification. It had to drift away from the original 
necessities it was invented unconsciouslv to serve. The subse
quent history of Buddhism in India h;d on the whole been 
a history of gradual shift from the strict observance of the 
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codes of conduct to yoga practices, metaphysical and mysticat 
speculations. In certain circles, there also developed an all
absorbing interest in the problems of pure epistemology 
and logic. 

Notwithstanding all that Indian philosophy positively gained 
from these later Buddhists, it is necessary to note that their 
advance carried on its heels marked signs of relative regression. 
The culmination of the whole movement was an extravagant 
world-denying idealistic outlook that proved inimical to science 
and sympathetic only to sundry superstitions. In the context ~f 
the Buddha's own distaste for metaphysical speculations and lus 
pronounced atheism, this line of the subsequent development of 
the Buddhist philosophy may appear somewhat strange. How
ever, the clue to it - i.e. to both the positive and negative 
aspects of the later phases of Buddhist philosophy - is to be 
found in the withdrawal of the philosopher-monks from the 
labour of production. Subsisting wholly on the gifts of the 
merchants and kings, they were of course relieved of the worries 
of their own material existence. This created conditions for a 
kind of philosophical specialisation - the possibility of being 
exclusively concerned with learning and thinking, with discours~ 
and debate - the conditions, in short, for raising Indian philo
sophy to a new level of development. This explains the positive 
aspect of their contributions to philosophy. They could and 
did evolve not only new and newer philosophical positions for 
themselves but also sharp and ever-sharper objections to the 
philosophies outside their own orthodoxy, providing them thereby 
with the need of a better defence on a higher level. ,ve have~ 
noticed this while discussing the general pattern of Indian phi
losophical development. But it would be wrong to ignore the 
other side of the pichire. Their exclusive concern for theory 
or mental labour - i.e. their aloofness from material or manual 
labour - deprived them of a living contact ,vith the world and 
the spirit of interrogating nature to gain a better insight into 
natural laws. This gradually led to the development of a sPnsc 
of delusional omnipotence of thought itself, so much so, that 
it came to be belicvPd that thought clictatcd terms to realitv 
and as such was the only reality. The physical world, cons(:-
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quently, became only a phantom of imagination, a dream or a 
fabrication of ignorance. In short, the development of idealism 
among the later Buddhists was no more a mystery than the birth 
of idealism outside Buddhism. We have already seen how, 
among the U pani~adic or Vedantic philosophers, basically the 
same process of development took place and how they were led 
to evolve substantially the same idealistic outlook. As such, 
there is little to wonder at the_ free exchange of philosophical 
ideas between the Vedantists and the later Buddhists, notwith. 
standing all their mutual religious animosities. 

Before we take up the later schools of Buddhist philosophy, 
it may therefore be worthwhile to have some idea of the con
ditions under which the monks philosophised, i.e. to see how 
alouf lhey actually were from the labour of production. The 
centre of most of their philosophical activity, particularly in its 
latest phase, was the monastery of Nalanda. Both Yuan Chwang 
and l-tsing, the Chinese travellers to India in the 7th century 
A.D., spent fairly long time at this monastery as students of 
Buddhism and they have left us somewhat detailed descriptions 
of it. According to Yuan Chwang, the monastery site was origi• 
nally purchased by 500 merchants at a cost of ten crores of 
gold pieces and five kings in succession contributed to the con
struction of the enormous halls, etc., which, during Yuan 
Chwang's stay, accommodated 10,000 students and 1,500 
teachers. 'Leaming and discussing', said Yuan Chwang,4 'they 
find the day too short'. But how could they at all afford to live 
such a life of pure contemplation? I-tsing gave us the answer. 
The monks maintained themselves from the revenue from 200 
villages gifted by kings of different generations to the monastery. 
There must therefore have been a few thousand toilers, the sur
plus product of whose labour enabled these philosophers to 
free themselves fully from the labour process and thereby to 
develop their dialectical specialisation. The stories of the other 
1.:iluiras were presumably similar. 

With this background in mind, we may now h1m to the history 
of the later schools of the Buddhist philosophy. It is perhaps 
best introduced with the story of the Buddhist councils. Imme
diately after the death of the Buddha, a c:ouncil of the Buddhist 
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monks was convened at Rajagrha to draw up the canonical text5 
and the creed in its purity. This was the First Council and 
its main achievement was to settle the Dharma and the Vinaya. 
There was as yet no mention of the Abhidharma. This is signi
ficant. For the Abhidharma mainly embodies the metaphysical
mystical speculations of the later Buddhists while the Dhanna 
and particularly the Vinaya were chiefly concerned with the 
codes of conduct. Apparently the monks at the First Council 
were still too near the Master to have drifted far away from his 
original emphasis. 

However, some kind of resistance to the codes of conduct 
was not long to grow among the monks. \Ve hear that after 
about a century a Second Council had to be convened at Vaisali 
specially to consider this question. A large number of monks 
regarded some of the orthodox codes of conduct to be no more 
useful and demanded their relaxation. The Second Council 
decided against any such relaxation, but these monks refused to 
surrender. So they were thrown out or expelled. These monks 
convened a separate council of their own, in which ten thou
sand were said to have congregated. 1ndeed, it was a 
great congregation of monks ( mahii-samgiti), from which they 
were called the Mahasarilghikas, as distinguished from the ortho
dox monks, the Thera-vadins ( Sthavira-vadins )'. 

In the course of a few decades the Mahasarilghikas had grown 
remarkably fast in power and popularity. They modified the 
rules of conduct, re-drafted the canonical literature and intro
duced certain ideological innovations into the Buddhistic stand
point. Two of these innovations deserve special mention. First, 
the Mahasamghikas originated the theory of the Lokottan.L 
Buddha or of the Supernatural Buddha. The Buddha was no 
longer conceived as an ordinary human being who, moved by 
the miseries of his fellow beings, preached the doctrine ol: the 
cessation of sufferings; he was viewed as a supernatural or 
supermundane being, a veritable deity. \\'e shall presently sea 
how this theory was developed further hy the later Mahayana 
Buddhists in whose view the Buddha became virhially the God, 
receiving a highly ceremonial form of worship from the devotees. 
This by itself indicates that the view persistently asserted in 
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the Buddhist tradition, viz. that the Mahasamghikas were the 
forerunners of the Mahayana, could not be entirely baseless. 
·we have moreover faint glimpses of some metaphysical asser
tions of the Mahasamghikas that may be taken as foreshadowing 
the idealistic philosophy of the later Mahayana. Thus, e.g., they 
are said to have upheld the following view: 'The original nature 
of the mind is pure; it becomes contaminated when it is stained 
by upaklesa (passions) and agantukara;as ( adventitious defile
ment) .' 'This view of the Mahasamghikas', comments A. C. 
Banerjee,n 'may be considered the precursor of the idealistic 
philosophy of Yogacara, in which the iilaya-vijiicina is the store
house of pure consciousness which becomes impure only when 
it is polluted by worldly objects.' But more of this later. 

The second great split among the Buddhists was supposed to 
have taken place at the Third Council convened under the 
patronage of King Asoka. Many a metaphysical tendency must 
have in the meanwhile developed among the monks, for we hear 
that at this Third Council no less than eleven schools ( nikiiyas) 
of the Buddhists were expelled from the church by the Theras 
-0r Sthaviras. In this list of the eleven occurs the name of the 
Vf1tsiputriyas who were 8-iarged with admitting what Stcher
batsky calls 'a shadowy semi-real personality', i.e. the soul as 
some sort of substance. 

Most of those who were expelled at the Third Council took 
shelter at the monastery of Nalanda and, as a whole, came to be 
called the Sarvi.istivadins. Towards the end of the Maurya 
period ( 200 B.c.) they shifted to Mathura and finally to Kashmir 
and Gandhara, where, under the patronage of King Kani~ka 
( c. A.D. 100), they became very powerful. The Sarvastivadins 
of Kashmir and Giindhara called themselves the Mf1la - i.e. the 
Original-Sarvastiviidins. Round about A.D. 100, Kani~ka got 
them to convene another council, which is usually referred to as 
the Fourth Council. Literary activity in a really big scale is 
said to have taken place in it. 'The king built a monastery 
for the accommodation of 500 monks who were called upon to 
write commentaries on the Pitakas. The commentary on the 
Sutta-pi(aka was composed i,1 100,000 slokas. The Vinaya
.vibhii?ii, a commentary on the Vinaya, also consisted of 100,000 
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slokas, and the Abhidharma-vibhiifii, which was composed in the 
Council, also ran to the same number.' These commentaries, 
the story goes, were inscribed on copper plates and encased in 
stone boxes for being preserved in a tope made for the purpose. 
But no such copper plate has so far been discovered and some 
of the modem scholars suspect the whole account as highly 
exaggerated. However, it may safely be presumed that some 
process of fabrication of the scriptures to justify the new philo
sophical position of the Sarvastiviidins went on in the Fourth · 
Council. The Pitakas said to have been commented upon could 
not have been the original Pa.Ii Pitakas; tJ1ese were, in all likeli
hood, the compositions of the Sarviistivadins themselves. This 
much at least is certain that the AbhidJuirma-vibhiifii - often 
referred to as the Mahii-vibhii$ii and sometimes simply as tl13 
Vibllii~ii - wllich acquired supreme scriptural authority for the 
Sarviistiviidins, was not at all a commentary on the Abhidharma
pitaka. It was in fact a commentary on the Jiiiinaprasthiina by 
Katyayan1putra, a book manufactured by the Sarvastiviidins 
themselves. Though preserved in Chinese translation, the 
Sanskrit original of the ]iiiinaprasthiina, along with the Vibl1ii$ii., 
is lost to us. Nevertheless, this Vibhiifii was once considered to 
be so important by the Sarviistiviidins that they are also called 
the Vaibha~ikas, i.e. the followers of the Vibha~a. 

From the philosophical point of view, however, their work of 
greatest significance was the Abhidharma-kosa by Vasuvandhu, 
about whom we shall presently see more. This was commented 
upon by Yasomitra in the Spl111f<"irthii-abhidharmakosa-vyiik11yll, 
though the commentator warned against Vasuvandhu's strong 
leanings for another school of Buddhism called the Sautriintika. 
The same criticism of Vasuvandhu, though much more sharply 
posed, was found in another work of the Vaibhasikas called the 
Abhidhamw-sarnaya-pradipa by Sanghabhadra ( ~r probably by 
one of his disciples). 

The common idea that Sarvastivada was so-called because it 
accepted the existence ( asti) of everything ( sarva )-i.e., of both 
the mental and the extra-mental-is because of an unfortunate 
misrepresentation of the philosophy hy Samkara in his commen
tary on the Brahma..st,tra.0 The Buddhist sources explained the 
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name as the doctrine that affinned the existence of things in all 
the three times, i.e., the past, present and the future ( sarva kiile 
asti). Thus the Abhicllwrma-kosa ( v. 24) describes the 
Sarvastivadins as those who maintain the universal existence of 
everything-past, present and the future. It was, really speaking, 
a view on the notion of time, which attracted a great deal of 
interest among the Buddhist philosophers. A discussion of the 
doctrine of impermanence that the Buddha preached demanded 
from the later philosophers an effective handling of the notion 
of time. However, the way in which the Sarvf1stivadins them
selves handled the question appears to be somewhat odd, because 
it palpably went against the doctrine of impermanence itself. 
Nevertheless, the Vaibha~ikas claimed that the strongest 
evidence for their own position was to be found in the utter
ances of the Buddha himself. They also advanced independent 
logical grounds for the existence of things in the past, present 
and future. One had ideas of things in the past, present ancl 
future; but how could these things be the objects of one's ideas 
without actually existing? Besides, in the Buddhist view, past 
actions produced results; but no result could come from th'3 
bare nothing. Therefore, past actions existed throughout th..:i 
interval and for all time to come. 

How the Sarvastivadins themselves tried to bring all these in 
line with the fundamental doctrine of Bux and more particularly 
with the notion of nima1_ia-which presupposed the extinction or 
future non-existence of what they themselves characterised as 
defilement or ftsrava-was of course a different story. Presumably 
they had their own difficulties. For, we hear of no less than four 
alternative ways in which this problem was sought to be solved.' 
But we need not go into the details of all that. What interests 
us more is the ontology of the Vaibha~ikas. 

The basic point of their ontology was the doctrine of the 75 
dharmas. In their philosophy, cllwrma meant the element or the 
real. Of these 7,5 elements, 72 were said to be smhskrta-dharmas, 
while the remaining three were called a-sari1skrta-cl11armas. The 
word sari1skrta ( from samskara) was used in the technical sense 
of 'combined together ( to create the medium of sarhsiira or 
earthly existence).' Here is the list of the 72 sarh.skrta.dharmas: 
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11 riipas, citta, 46 caitasikas and 14 citta-viprayu'J..-tas. By the 11 
riipas were meant the 5 senses (imfriya), 5 objects of senses 
( indriyiirtha) and avii'iiapti, i.e. subtle matter resulting from 
karma-the last obviously reminiscent of Jainism. Citta meant 
the mind and the caitasika, the mental phenomena, conceived 
to be 46 in variety. The citta-viprayul..-tas were 14 types of rela
tions common to the material and psychical spheres. 

All these 72 elements, when acted upon by the combinatory 
force or sa1hskiira, as accompanied by what was called defilement 
or iisrava, resulted in the instrument of attachment to life, which 
was called upadiina-skandha, or siisrava-sariiskrta-dharmn. For 
the monks seeking salvation, therefore, the major problem was: 
how to get rid of this? Vaibha~kas thought that iisrava or 
defilement had to be removed first. That is, the whole thing had 
first of all to be turned into aniisrava-samslqta-dharma-a stale 
of the 72 elements with the combinatory force ( samskiira) 
operating upon them but 'without contamination of defilement' 
( aniisrava). For, in the view of these monks, the combinatorv 
force sustained itself by the defilement. With the removal of th·e 
defilement, therefore, the sari1kiira or the combinatory force was 
conceived to be receding and this process was imagined to lead 
finally to a state where the sarhskiira ceased to operate altogether. 
In this stage, there existed no sariiskrta-elharma and this was the 
state of nirvii1_1a or liberation. 

The 3 asamskrta-dharmas, i.e. elements with no combinatorv 
force operating upon them, were: ( 1) iikii.sa or space, ( 2) 
pratisa1nkhyii-nirodha, or cessation with the help of knowledge 
and ( 3) apratisamkhyii.-nirodha or cessation without knov.-·ledgc. 
The last two were in fact nothing but nirviiT_la, the former repre
senting its curative aspect while the latter the preventive. 

Obviously, the whole of this imposing superstructure of the 
12 sari1skrta-dliarmas hinged on the view of iisrava or defilement, 
the presence of which stimulated the combinatory force and the 
absence of which made it to recede. \:Vhat, then, was the cause 
of this defilement? From the Vaibhal>ika standpoint, there was 
only one answer to this. It was ai;,idya or ignorance. Obviously, 
again, there was only one remedy for ignorance. It ,vas praifu.i 
or knowledge. With the dawn of knowledge, therefore, there 

IP! 10 
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remained all the dharmas or elements, but without the· com
binatory force operating anywhere. Thus was repeated the old 
story: knowledge meant liberation. 

Now, the Vaibha~ikas, as the so-called Hinayanists, believed 
in the nirviirya of the individual rather than of the rollectivo 
whole. Logically, therefore, their position amounted to the 
assertion that when an individual attained 11irvii1.ia, the element,; 
that went to constitute his own organism continued to e:..:ist, 
though in a dismantled form; along with this there existed the 
elements or cUwrmas constituting the un-liberated organisms and 
the material world. These implications enable us to differentiate 

· the Vaibha~ika position from the nihilistic. possibilities resulting 
from the view that ignorance was the root cause of bondage and 
the instrument of bondage, viz., the body- and the material 
world, and that, therefore, knowledge, by dissolving the bondage 
and the instruments of bondage, led to liberation. Such possibi
lities perhaps always existed for the Buddhists because of the 
early doctrine of avidya being the root cause of sufferings. But 
these became fully actual with all their nihilistic consequences 
with the later amalgamation of Buddhism with the fundamental~ 
of the Upani~adic idealism, as it took place in the so-called 
t-.lahayana schools. Before passing on to discuss these schools, 
however, we may try to be clear about two points. . 

First, hPhind all these new terminologies of the Vaibha~ikas, 
their fundamental position was not much different from the 
Ved:mta-taintccl Sari1khya, according to which, too, there was a 
multiplicity of the purn~as somehow or other getting entangled 
in the evolutes of primeval matter and seeking salvation in the 
freedom from this entanglement. The individuals whose nirva,.ia 
formed the ideal of the Vaibha~ikas might not have been con
ceived exactly in the same way as the later quasi-idealistic 
Siiri1khya conceived its }Jllrll$as; there may moreover be plenty 
of tC'rminological objections to any equation of the dlwrmas of 
the Buddhists with the constituents of 71rakrti of the later 
Sii.Ii1khya. Nevertheless, the parallels arc quite clear. As 
Stehcrbatsky8 boldly asserts, for the g111.ws of the Sf1mkhva, the 
Vaibha~ikas had their clharmas or clements. \Ve have ,;!ready 
seen how, by moving towards this quasi-idealistic position, later 
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Sarhkhya became but a bundle of inconsistencies. The material
istic philosophy had eventually to pass into its opposite, i.e. to 
merge away imperceptibly into the fully idealistic philosophy of 
the Advaita Vedanta. A somewhat similar fate awaited tho 
Buddhists. The Vaibhal>ikas themselves did not, of course, 
squarely face the difficulty created by their half-hearted move 
to the idealistic or quasi-idealistic position. They did not bother 
to offer any clear answer to the question: \Vhat happened to the 
dhormas or elements that combined to produce the other-i.c. 
the un-liberated-organisms and the material world with th~ 
dawn of nirviit]a of an individual? The safest solution from the 
idealistic point of view was to deny the problem itself. This 
could be done by proclaiming that, from the point of view of 
the highest metaphysical wisdom, all this talk of. the physical 
,vorld and the physical organism was but empty bubble in which 
only the un-enlightened or the ignorant could indulge. \Ve have 
already seen how the Upanil>adic idealists and the Advaita 
Vedantists actually did it and it remains for us to see how the 
Mahayana Buddhists, too, took the same decisive step towards 
n full-fledged world-denying philosophy. 

Secondly, in spite of this drifting away of the Sarvastivadins 
from the original teachings of the Buddha towards a quasi
idealistic metaphysics, the Sautrantikas-who, really s·peaking. 
represented an early offshoot of Sarvastivada itself-wanted 
vigorously to defend the Buddha's own emphasis on imperma
nence or change, which, as ,ve have already seen, must have 
been seriously endangered by the Sarviistiviida view of the 
existence of evei-ything at all times. As a consequence, they 
argued against Sarviistivadins or the Vaibha~ikas. \Ve are un
fortunately left \\ith no actual writings of the Sautrantikas, 
thongh, from the refutation of some of their te11Pts in the 
Vaihha~ika as well as the Nyaya-Vaise~ika and Mimiimsa worh 
and from the defence of these hv the later Buddhist loaicians . ~ ' 
,we mav have some idea of these. 

The -main theological issue between the Vaihhasikas and thn 
Sautrantikas was the scriptural authoritv 0f the Vaib}u7sii and the 
A.bhirllinrma-texts ,vrittcn by the Sarviistiviidins thcm;eln•s. lik,, 
the Jiu111aprasthiiru1 of Katyiiyaniputra, upon which the Vaibhii.yii 
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was a commentary. The Sautrantikas rejected the authority ol 
these and took their stand upon the siitras, which were supposed 
to embody the direct utterances of the Buddha himself. This 
crave them the name Sautrantikas, meaning the followers of the 
doctrines of the siitras. Behind this theological issue, however, 
was perhaps concealed the attitude of denouncing extravagant 
metaphysical speculations which a stand based on the Abhi
dharmas necessarily entailed. In any case, trying to be true to 
the siitras, the Sa~trantikas tried to understand the Buddha's 
doctrine of impermanence in right earnest. This led them to 
develop two important philosophical positions. First, rejecting 
outright the Sarvastivada thesis that everything existed always, 
they argu~d that everything existed onl:v in the present. 
Proceeding on this line they developed the theory of svala'lcyarJa, 

though the name itself was of comparatively later origin. Modern 
scholars usually call this the 'doc:trine of momentariness.' It was 
defended by the Buddhist logicians as vigorously as it. was 
refuted by the Nyaya, Mimarilsii. and the Jaina logicians. There
fore, it can be reconstructed fully from their writings. Secondly, 
the emphasis of the Sautrantikas on impermanence was so great 
that they refused to believe that even nil'varJa could be a state> 
of permanent bliss. Niroo,:ia was believed instead to be a state 
of mere cessation of transmigration, and hence of sufferings. Of 
course, the Vaibha~ikas rejected such an idea and said that thi'i 
was understanding nirvii1_1a simply as passing into nothingness. 

On the basis of the Nyii.ya and Mimiimsa criticism of the 
theory of momentariness and of the defence of it by the later 
Buddhist logicians0

, \ve may put it as follows. The starting point 
was a view of the existent or the real. A thing was real only in 
so far as it performed some function: arthakriydki:iri sat. Because, 
however, one real could occupy only one spatio-temporal posi
tion, it could perform only its unique function. But ,.,,·hat was 
meant by performing its function? In the Buddhist view, it 
simply meant the production of its effect. Therefore, a real was 
real only in so far as it produced its unique effect. But what, 
then, was the unique effect of the real? Its passing away or 
changing into the next state of its being. Therefore, anything 
real was real only in so far as it passed a\'vay into the next stat•3 
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of its being. In short, it was momentary. 
The obvious objection to this would be that we do not actually. 

perceive a thing as passing away into something else every 
moment. The jar I perceive, e.g., is perceived for a considerable 
period of time before it disintegrates or changes into something 
else. According to the theory of momentariness, however, it was 
a wrong view altogether. For all perceptible changes were pre
ceded by a series of imperceptible changes, the perceptible 
change being only the nodal point at which the quantitative 
accumulation of imperceptible changes resulted in a perceptible 
-and therefore qualitative-change. Such terminologies are of 
course somewhat modem. But these represent exactly the doc
trine as defended by the Buddhists. 

Or, we may put their argument thus: Let us suppose that a 
thing, say A, seems to exist for some time, say 4 moments, after 
which it is perceived to change into B, which, after seeming to 
exist for few more moments, is again perceived to change into 
C, and so on. During these four moments of the seeming 
existence of A, let it be called Al, A2, A3 and A4. After this B 
emerges. The successive moments of this process may, therefore, 
be represented as: Al, A2, A3, A4, B .... Now, A4 produces B. 
But what produces .-\4? Obviously A3. But since A4 and B are 
conspicuously different from each other, logic demands that their 
respective causes, too-viz. A3 and A4-must be different from 
one another and this in spite of their apparent sameness. Likc
,vise, A2 and A.3 must be different from each other just as Al 
and A2 must be different from one another. And so on-in spite 
of the apparent persistence of an object for some moments. 

In the language of the Buddhist logicians, a thing perished 
without requiring a cause of destruction and while perishing it 
was replaced by something different from itself, which some
thing was what it caused. It was when a thing was replaced by 
( i.e. when a thing caused) something conspicuously different 
from itself that people sometimes said that the former thing was 
destroyed hy a particular cause. But really speaking this was 
only a more complex case of 'causation of a positive entity', ancl 
not a case of 'causation of destruction.' As Rahula Sankritya,. 
yana 10 puts the argument: ,vhcn the cause was consiclered to ·be 
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more valuable tlmn the effect, people said that the cause wa:; 

destroyed; when, however, the effect was considered morn_ 
valuable than the cause, people said that the effect was pro
duced. But the two were simply the two ways of describing the 
same situation, just as the burning of the wood could alterna
tively be described as the destruction of the tree or the pro
duction of the charcoal. What actually took place was only the 
series of some reals ceaselessly causing the next in the series. 

Svalaksana stood for the unit of the real, which was at th~ 
same ti~e ·the unit of change. That svalak.~a,_ia was the unit of 
the real was expressed by saying that a svalak.~a,_ia was that 
which was artlwkriyiikiirin, i.e. capable of performing a func
tion. That it was the unit of change was expressed by saying 
that a svala~a,_w was k$a1_1ika or momentary. Literally, however, 
it meant the 'self-defined'; it was so-called because a unit was 
conceived as one in terms of which something else was measured 
but which was itself chosen rather arbitrarily. That a svala
~arµi was only an arbitrary unit was expressed by saying that 
no name was intrinsic to it. Thus the same aggregate or serie.:; 
of svala~arµzs, when viewed as the cloth was called the cloth
svala~a~a, when viewed as the thread was called the thread
sval.a~a~a. However, this emphasis on the arbitrariness of the 
process of naming a svala~·a,_w was carried by the Buddhist 
logicians to such an excess that, as we shall presently see, it 
created a crisis for their logical standpoint itself. Most of them, 
because of this excess, saw no harm in admitting the idealistb 
thesis that the very fact of the object appearing there over 
against the subject was a case of illusion. This idealistic thesis 
carried on its heels the doctrine of the intrinsic falsity of know
ledge and as such made serious epistemology and logic really 
impossible. \,Ve shall see how the Buddhist logicians proposed 
to overcome this difficulty. However, let us first have some idea 
of the idealistic position to which the Buddhist philosophers 
finally succumbed. 

The idealistic outlook was fully and finally vindicated hy two 
schools of later Buddhism knmvn as the Miidhyamika and the 
Yogii.cara. Both were offshoots of a broad theological movement 
which is commonly referred to as the Mahayi'ma. The exact 
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origin and development of the Mahayana are yet to be worked 
orrt by historians, though it is fairly certain that hy the begin
ning of the Christian era it had become quite pcmrerfnl. The 
name itself was a concoction. It meant 'the Great Vehicle', in
tended to ennoble its own fol1owers. By contrast, the older 
Bu&:lhists were called the followers of the Hinayana or 'the· 
Llffl•er Vehicle.' The theological basis of such an abuse was that 
the so-called Hinayii.nists cared for the salvation of the indivi
dual rather than of the collective humanitv, which the so-called 
Mal1r1yanist~ claimed to be their own ideal. The plain fact, how 
ever, was that the Mahayana represented a complete departure 
from the spirit of original Buddhism. Here is how Stcherbatsky1 1. 

describes the departure: 

\Vhen we see an atheistic, soul-denying philosophic teach
ing of a path to personal Final Deliv<:'rance, consisting in an 
absolute extinction of life and a simple worship of the memory 
of its human founder-when we see it superseded by a magni
ficent High Church with a Supreme God, surrounded by a 
numerous pantheon and a host of Saints, a religion highly 
devotional, highly ceremonious and clerical, ·with an ideal of 
Universal Salvation of all living creatures, a Salvation hy tl1e 
divine grace of the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas, a Salvation 
not in annihilation, but in eternal life, - we are fully justified in 
maintaining that the history of religions has scarcely wit
nessed such a break between the new and the old within the 
pale of what nevertheless continues to claim common desr:•~nt 
from the same religious founder. 

Two things were evidently required to claim continuity of the 
Mahayana with the original teachings of the Buddha: the 
fabrication of myths and the fabrication of scriptural texts. The 
Mahayi'mists did both. They denied that the :Mahayana was 'any
thing sa\'e the true doctrine of the Buddha, which, however, as 
too important and abstruse, was not made kno\\11 generally by 
the ~faster, a fact which accounts for its non-appearance in the 
Pali canon or at least for its comparath·e insignificance.' They 
spread the rumour that 'the Buddha hacl preached a higher 
truth to a select few and that this truth 1rns to be rei.:ealed afier 
a passage of fioe centuries after the nircii,.w, that is, the higher 
truth was to be propagated only when the believers had practised 
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the lower truth.' The reference to the five centuries after the 
nirva,:ta was quite pointed, because round about this time there 
came into being, somewhat mysteriously, a number of scriptural 
texts supporting the Mahayana position. ,vritten in hybrid 
Sanskrit these tests are called the Mahayiinii-siitras. The more 
important of these arc the Prafnii-piiramitii, Samadhira;a, Laitka
vatcira, Sadclluirma-putJ~larika, etc., which, though called siitras, 
were actually written in verse and running prose and not in the 
usual siitra-style of cryptic aphorisms. Though conta~ning much 
of philosophical discussions, these appear to us today to be on 
the whole more of a mass of superstitious theology, 
the main purpose of which was to make a cult of the 
Buddha, the supernatural, or virtually, God, who possessed 
karu1Jii (compassion) and bodhi (enlightenment); by the act 
of worship this compassion of the Buddha could be roused to 
bring about universal salvation. This was how the Buddha's own 
denial of God recoiled back on Buddhism and the Mahayana 
became in fact the vehicle for all sorts of superstitious dross. 

To soothe an uneasy conscience caused by attributing high 
scriptural authority to these late and concocted texts, the Maha
yanists started to believe in right earnest that the texts did not 
actually come into being abruptly; they were supposed to haw~ 
survived among some jungle-tribe called the Niigas and 
Nii.garjuna, the first great champion of the Mahayana, dissatis
fied with his own former affiliation to Sarvastivada, wandered 
as a pilgrim student from the Himalayas to the seas and in tl1e 
course of these sojourns he came across the records of the Ser
mon of Transcendental ,visdom (Prajiia-paramita), as preserved 
among the Nagas. 'To use modern language, we can say that 
Nii.giirjuna discovered the records of the Buddha's secret sermons 
called Pra;fiiipiiramiNi among an obscure tribe with serpent 
totem.'1~ Could it really be that Nii.gii.rjuna was the real author 
of the Prajiiiipiiramitii and the myth of his discovering it was 
onlv meant to conceal this fact? This much at least is certain 
that the philosophical position for which Nagarjuna himself 
evolved his characteristic dialectical defence was, in the Prajn~ 
piiramitii, 'neatly packed into a magic formula' and dogmatically 
presented on the authority of the Buddha. 
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Along with all sorts of theological superstitions, a strong meta
physical tendency showed itself in the Maluiyii11a-st1tras, which, 
in the manner of the idealistic s~eculations of the Upani~ads, 
wanted clearly to undermine the felt reality of the physicr.l 
world. The empirical reality, called the sa,iwrti satya, was real 
only from the point of view of our practical existence and had 
no ultimate reality or paranuirthika satya. From this world-leny
ing tendency of the Mahiiyiina-siitras, there £nally emerged two 
idealistic schools of philosophy, called the Madhyamika and the 
Yogacara, their respective philosophical doctrines being known 
as Sunya-vac:1.a and Vijiiana-vada. 

The leader of the Madhyamika school was Nagarjuna, wha 
belonged to the second half of the second century A.D., a con
temporary and friend of the Satavahana king Gotamiputra 
Yajiia Sri, and was for a long time the chief abbot of Nalanda. 
His Madhyiimika-kiirikl7, written in Sanskrit verse, was the 
basic work of this school. This was commented upon by Buddha. 
palita ( A.D. 5th century) in the Maclhyamikn-vrHi, by Bhava
viveka ( A.D. 5th century) in the Prajiiii-pradipa and by Candra
kirti ( c. A.D. 6th century) in the Prasa1111apa&i. Another out
standing representative of the Madhyamika view was Aryadeva, 
the successor of Nagarjuna at Nalandi"1. He was, 'according to 
Candrakirti's account preserved in Tibetan,. . . the son of the 
king of Sinhala and renouncing the world after being anointed 
the crown prince he came to South India and eventually became 
Nagarjuna's disciple.' Among his many philosophical works, the 
most impc•rtant was the Catu~1sataka. Santideva's Si~d
samuccaya and Bolll1icaryiivaliira, too, are among the outstand
ing Maclhyamika works; he belonged to A.D. 7th century. 

The first work of the Yogi"1cara school is attributed to a certain 
Maitreyani"1tha ( c. A.D. 4th century), about whose real hisotricity, 
however, there is some controversy. It is generally believed that 
he wrote many books ( now preserved in Chinese and Tibetan 
translations) among which the Madl,yanfa-vibhaiiga may speci
ally be mentioned. The most influcncial of the early represen
tatives of the Yogacara, however, were the two brothers, Asari.ga 
and Vasuhandhu, both of whom spent some years as abbots of 
Nftlandii. They lived in c. A.D. 450. The most important philo-
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sophical work of Asanga was the Yogiiciirabliiimi-siistra. Vasu
bandhu was the same as the author of the Ab11iclharmakosa, the' 
basic work of the Vaibha~ikas;. under the influence of his elder 
brother Asa:riga, he gave up his original Vaibhii\,ika affiliations 
and produced the Vii'iiaptimiitratii-siculhi, the philosophical 
classic of the Yogacaras. 

The central point of the Miidhyamika philosophy was · sub
stantially the same as that of the Upani~adic idealists, though it 
remains a matter of textual and historical research to determir.e 
how much the Madhyamikas actually drew upon the Upani~ads. 
It is fairly clear, however, that they were the links between the 
Upani~ads and the Advaita Vedfmta. It will, therefore, be wrong 
to dismiss as baseless the tradition that survived in the country 
accusing the Advaita Vedantists as being but disguised Buddhists. 
At the same time we find the Mahiiyfmists like Siintarn~ita 
frankly admitting that the defects of the Vedanta idealism were 
but slight. In the sense of defending practically the same phi
losophical position the Mah5.yiinists-particularly the Madhya
mikas-were as much of disguised Veclantists as the Advait~ 
Vedfmtists were disguised Mahayanists. This point was some
what obscured by Sarhkara's own condemnation of all the schools 
of Buddhism, inclusive of a summary rejection of the :\liidhya
mika view. But this only indicates a religious reaction rather 
than any real philosophical difference. Stcherhatsky makes the 
point quite clear: 

Samkara accuses them [i.e. the Madhyamikas] of disregards 
ing all logic and refuses to enter in a controversy with them. 
The position of Samkara is interesting because, at heart, he is 
in full agreement with the Miidhya~ikas, at least in the main 
lines, since hoth maintain the realitv of the One-without-a
sccond, and the mirage of the manifc)kl. But Sarnkara, as an 
ardent halPr of Buddhism, could never confess that. He 
therefore treats the ~liiclhvamika with great contempt. . . on 
the charge that the :Mridhyamika denies the possibility of 
cognizing the Absolute by !ocrical methods ( pramdrya). Vacas
pati !V[isra in the Blu1111nti'"'rightlv interprets this point as 
referring to the opinion of the :Maclhyamikas that logic is in
capable to solve the question about what existence or non
existence really arc. This opinion Samkara himself, as is well
known, shares. He does not accept the authority of logic as 
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a means of cognizing the Absolute, but he deems it a privil~ge 
of the Vedantin to fare without logic, since he has Revelation 
to fall back upon. From all his opponents he requires strict 
logical methods.13 

The world-denying philosophy of the !vladhyamikas \_Vas 
called Simya-viida, the doctrine of the void. Niigiirjuna's argu
ment for the denial of the world of experience was: tat tat 
priipya yat utpannam na ut7m1111am tat svabhiivata~,. It meant, 
whatever was produced depending upon this or that was not 
produced out of itself. That is, it did not exist at all. The original 
doctrine of pratitya samutpiida, according to which every real 
thing had a cause ( otherwise it was not a real thing), was 
twisted to mean that everything that had a cause was bound to 
be unreal. 'The Law of Dependent Origination' ( pratitya 
bhiiva), said Niigiirjuna, 14 'is equivalent to and proof of the 
intrinsic unreality of things. A thing which is found to come into 
existence in dependence upon an antecedent fact must forfeit 
its claim to intrinsic reality.' As Stcherhatsky explains, 'A 
dependent existence is no real existence, just as borrowed mcmey 
is no real wealth.'11i 

This understanding of the pratilya-samutpdda was a new 
weapon gifted by Nagarjuna to the armory of the idealists. In 
common with all the Indian idealists, Niigftrjuna preached that 
the empirical world was there because of our ignorance and 
that, with the dawn of pra;iiii or knowledge, it would no longer 
be there. What remained was sunya or the void. Some of thC' 
modern interpreters try to defend the Madhyamikas by claim
ing that the siinya is not to be understood as the hare void or 
the mathc_!llatical zero, hut as the technical term for the in
describable ultimate reality. Even admitting this to lw true, it 
is at best only a terminological innovation. The l 1pani~adi.: 
idealists denied the empirical world anti gave to the ultimak 
reality the name Bral111wn. The Madhyamikas, proceeding 011 

similar lines, called the ultimate reality the sii11ya. But thi~ 
siinya was with the l\l;1dhyarnikas just an esoteric or mystic,i.l 
concept and that made it somewhat impossible even to arguP
seriously against thdr position. If the ultimate reality was 
characterised as consciousness, as was done by the l1 pani~~ds 
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and the later Advaita Vedanta, then there could at least be the 
possibility of looking at it as a serious philosophical thesis and, 
therefore, of defending or refuting it logically. With mysticism, 
however, this was not possible. \Vhat argument, positive or 
otherwise, could one offer when it was declared that the ulti
mate reality was just mystical? 

Idealism is, in a sense, mystical. For, it was ultimately on the 
basis of some mystical experience that the unreality of the felt 
world may be claimed to have been realisd. But the specific 
feature of Siin!1a-viicla was to make philosophy all the more 
mystical by grafting on it all sorts of ideas borrowed from reli
gion and superstition. The siinya was identified with Niroo,:ia, 
with the Cosmical Body of the Buddha and what not. The result 
was the degradation of the simple atheism of original Buddhism 
-even of the so-called Hinayana-into the form of a fantastic 
th1:;ism and pantheism. This unique reality; says Stcherbatsky, 
'although declared to be uncharacterisable, has been variously 
characterised as the ... "Cosmical Body of the Lord", as 
Buddha's Dharmakaya. In this last attribution the unique 
essence of the universe becomes personified and worshipped 
under the names of Virocana, Amitabha, the goddess Tara an<l 
others, as a supreme God.'10 Naturally enough, serious philoso
phical interest ceases here. 

The other school of the Mahayana philosophy was called 
Yog;1cara. It characterised reality as vijiiiina rather than the 
indescribable siinya. Hence the doctrine was known as Vijfiiina
vada. The synonyms used for vijiiiina were citta or manas, i.e., 
the mind. But since a substantive theory of the mtnd-a mind 
over and above the states of consciousness-was really alien to 
Buddhism, the view amounted to the assertion that fleeting 
ideas or momentary states of consciousness alone were real. 
Acrorclingly, any self apart from these states of consciousness 
was denied and of course the most strenuous efforts were made 
to disprove the existrnce of the objective world. 

Here is how Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya explains the origin 
<Jf the philosophy: 

It is clear that originally Vijiiiina.-vacla is based on a 
number of Upani~adic passages containing the word jfiiina 
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and vii'fiiina referring to the iitman (self) or bral1man ( the 
Absolute) in their Veclantic interpretation. Atmau, bralunan, 
jfiiina and vii'iiiiua are identical in sense in this connection. 
There are passages which can easily be interpreted from the 
idealistic ( i.e. the Vijfiiina-viidin) point of view.'17 

In his article on the 'Evolution of Vijfiana-vada,' Bhattacharya 
quotes passages after passages from the texts of the Upanii;ads 
as well as of the Vijfiana-vadins to show the essential identity of 
the two. The name Yogiiciira is exJJlained by him as follows: 
'The word yogiiciira ( literally, a practitioner of the 11oga) origi
nally meant an ascetic, but gradually it was employed for an 
idealist of the school. . . Thus one who proceeds along with 
yoga is a Yogiiciira.'18 

But though the central conception of this philosophy was thus 
taken from the Upani~ads, tlie Buddl1ist Yogacfiras proposed to 
evolve sound logical arguments for it. We have already seen 
how all these arguments were sought to be rejected particularly 
by the Mimiirhsakas and the Nyiiya-Vaisesikas. We have also 
seen that the Indian idealists, beginning from the time of the 
Upani~ads, condemned and rejected all the normal sources of 
valid knowledge. It was obviously difficult, if not impossible, 
to build up any serious epistemology and logic on the basic 
assumption that the sources of valid knowledge are all false. 
Notwithstanding this, however, there dicl emerge a number of 
great Buddhist logicians devoting themselves seriously to tlw 
epistemological problems ancl yet accepting the Yogacfira point 
of view. Dignaga ( c. A.D. 500), e.g., wrote the first masterpiece 
of Buddhist logic called the Pranuirya-samuccaya and also 
another work called the Alamba,w-parik~ii to e:-..'Plain and defend 
the Yogii.61ra position. He was followecl by Dharmakirti 
( c. A.D. 650), the author of the N yiiyabinclu, H etubincltt, 
Pramii1_w-oq,rttika, etc., Si"mtarak~ita ( A.n. 8th cenh1ry), the 
author of Tattr,a-s01i1gralza, Kamalasila ( A.D. 8th century), the 
author of the Taff va-sa,ilgralza-paii,iikii, Dharmottara ( A.D. 9th 
cenh1ry), the author of the Nyayabindu-tikii, Arcata ( A.D. 9th 
century), the author of the H et11bi11clu-tikl1, Durvekamisra, the 
author of the commentaries on the Nyayabi11cl11-fihi and Hct11-
bind11-tikii, Jfianasri (A.D. 10th century), the author of the 
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K.~aryabhaiiga-siddhi. All these writers on epistemology and logic 
are regarded as belonging to the Yog_aciira school and there is 
no doubt that most of them defended this philosophy. How, 
then, could this be at all possible? How did they reconcile the 
idealism of the Yogacara wilh their serious preoccupation with 
epistemological and logical questions? 

The most serious difficulty for an idealistically inclined logi
cian was with recrard to the question of the object or art1w of 

0 . 
lu10wledge. To say that cognition alone existed was to claim 
that the only object of cognition was cognition itself. Reall:, 
speaking, this meant that there was no ob;ect as such. And a 
_science of knowledge without the object of knowledge did not 
make much sense. The Indian idealists in particular, because of 
their claim that the physical world was after all the product of 
ignorance, could not, with any measure of consistency, contri
bute seriously to the study of the laws of knowledge: for know
ledge ha<l for its object the physical world which, being ignor
ance-born, coul<l not obey any law and, as a result, the know• 
ledge of this ignorance-born world, too, could not obey any Ia,v, 
i.e., epistemology became impossible. This was why the Advaita 
Vedfmtists like Cau~apf1da and Samkara and the Madhyamikas 
like Nagfirjuna and Candrakirti did not-because they could not
contribute anything positive to epistemology and logic. But in 
spite of this incompatibility of idealism with logic, how did 
philosophers like Digniiga and Dharmakirti contribute to logic? 
Only by assuming that the artha or object of knowledge was 
'somehow' there and dosing their eyes as to 'how' it could be 
there. Thus in the Pramii,_w-viirttika, Dharmakirti said, 'How 
cognition, which is the sole existing re2lity, can appear in the 
form of the objects, even I di<l not know ... Just as people, 
under the magical spell, see the pieces of mud, etc., not in their 
own form but in certain other forms, so <loes cognition appear 
there n<?t in its m,11 form but in the form of objects.'10 Earlier 
he remarked, 'Closing, like elerihants, our eyes to the real situa
tion, we proceed like ordinary people to consider the nature 
of objects.'"0 

This was a frank admission that only on the view of the ordi
nary people, i.e., on the assumption of the independent existence 
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of the objects of knowledge, could one proceed with seriot1.5 
epistemology. For accepting a position like that, these logicians 
could fall back upon some school of Buddhism that maintained 

. the independent existence of the material world and, as a 
matter of fact, they effected some sort of compromise with the 
Sautriintikas, who upheld such a position. Thus, for example, 
they said that promo. was correct ( abliriinta) knowledge. It 
was difficult to maintain this from the strict Yog~1ciira point of 
view, because all knowledge, as knowledge of the extra-menta!, 
was bound to be bhriinta or incorrect. Therefore, Durveka had 
to admit that this definition of pramii1_10 was not offered from 
the Yogiiciira point of view but rather from that of the Sautran
tikas.21 To emphasise this he added that all their thesis cou!<l 
not be defended from the Yogiicara standpoint, e.g., the thesi~ 
that svalalcya,_w was the object of perception could not be so 
defended. As a matter of fact, for all serious epistemological 
purposes, these Buddhists had to assume the Sautrantika stand
point, their formal acceptance of Vii'iiiina-viida notwithstanding:. 
It is perhaps because of this that an adrnnc~l writer on 
Buddhist logic like Stchcrbatsky characterises the philosophical 
position of the logicians by the peculiar name, 'Sautriintika
Yogaciira.' This should be taken to mean that they were 
Yog;1ciiras in so far as their metaphysical views were concerned 
and Sautriintikas in so far as they were also serious logicians.22 

27. The Nyaya-Vaisesika 

Fno:--1 their earliest phases, the Nyaya and Vaise~ika systems 
were closely related and in course of time the two were ach1allv 
::,malgamat~cl. Hence the two are usually treated together uncl;!. 
the joint name Nyiiya-Vaise~ika. There are uncertainties as to 
why the systems came to acquire these names. According to a 
tradition of the Chinese Buddhists, the Vaise~ika was so-called 
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because it was supposed to be 'superior to' or 'distinct from' 
the other systems; Indian tradition, however, connected the 
name with vi.fo.~a or 'particularity,' a distinctive category recog. 
nised by the Vaise?ikas. Nyaya, again, was one of the older 
terms for Mimii.rhsa. It originally meant 'exegetic principle or 
maxim.' How it eventually came to stand for a new system of 
philosophy is not ciearly known. Kuppuswami Sastri suggest~ 
that syllogist;c reasoning formed the special theme of this 
philosophy and that nyiiya meant illustration or example 
( udiihararJa), conceived by this system as constih.1ting the most 
important of the five members of the syllogistic expression. In 
spite of all these conjectures, however, the names remain rather 
obscure. 

The source-books of these systems, viz., the Nyiiya-siitra and 
the Vaise~ka..siitra were attributed to Gotama (Gautama) and 
Kai:iada respectively. Nothing historical is known of either and 
the dates of the redaction of these siitras are conjectural. Jacobi 
thinks that the former could have been redacted between 
A.D. 200 aml 400 while the latter somewhat earlier. But unlike 
the Sii.rhkhya, Mimarhsa and Vedanta, the actual origin of these 
two philosophies need not be traced to any great antiquity, for 
there is no tradition like that. On the contrary, the distinctive 
features of these two systems were quite new in the Indian 
philosophical tradition and presumably both took shape some
time near 300 or 200 B.c. 

\Ve are left with no early commentary on the Vaise~ika-siitra, 
though it is sometimes conjectured that there was one called the 
Riivaryab¼ya. The earliest comprehensive exposition of this 
philosophy was in the Padiirtlia-clharma-sari1gralia by Prasasta
pada ( c. A.D. 5th century), which, though not actually a com
mentary on the sfttras, is often mentioned as the Prasastapc7da
b1u'i~ya. This was commented upon by Vyomasiva ( A.D. 8th 
century) in the Vyonun:ati, Sridhara ( A.D. 10th century) in the 
Kanclali and Udayana (A.D. 10th century) in the Kira1_u11xtlr. The 
commentary on the N yiiya-sfttra was by Vatsyi.iyana ( c. A.D. 4th 
cer,tury), and is therefore called the Viitsyrlyana-bhc"i$ya. This 
was severely criticised by the Digniiga. Against his attack, 
U <ldyotakara ( A.D. 7th century), wrote the N yiiya-viirttika in 
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defence of Vatsyf1yana. Vacaspati ]Vlisra ( A.D. 9th century), in 
his Nyiiya-viirttika-tiitparya-tikii, or simply the Tiltparya-tikii, 
continued the argument of Uddyotakara. The next great Nyiiya 
philosopher was Jayanta BhaHa (A.D. 9th century), who-we do 
not ln10w why-had to write this Nyiiyaman;ari in prison I Then 
came Udayana, who, apart from his Kirat;iiivali, commented upon 
the Tiitparyatikii in a work called the Tiitparya-parisuddhi. He 
wrote besides two major works, called the A.tmatattva-viveka 
( Bauddha-dhikkiira?) and Nyaya-kusumiin;ali, the latter dealing 
mainly with proofs of the existence of God. 

There were a large number of other works on the system but 
Udayamfwas by far the last great ei..-ponent of what is called the 
old or priicina phase of the Nyaya tradition. Its new or navya 
phase began about the 12th ~ntury with Gafigesa's Tattva
cintiimatJi. Among his most renowned followers were Viisudev:i 
Sarvabhauma, Raghunatha Siroma:r:ii, Gadadhara and Jagadisa. 
What was distinctive of the neo-Nyiiya was an almost exclusive 
emphasis on terminological precision and refinement of definitions. 
This led to a decline of interest in the positive philosophical tenets 
and to an exclusive preoccupation with the formal aspects of the 
thinking process, which is considered by some as the lapse of the 
Nyiiya into scholasticism. Hiriyanna, e.g., observes: 'Gadadhara 
has been described as the prince of Indian schoolmen. Roughly 
speaking he lived in the same time as Lord Bacon whose denun
ciation of scholasticism, as a modern writer observes, may be 
"most aptly illustrated by extracts from Gadiidhara's writings" '. 1 

Th.is is where the Nyaya-Vaise~ika, as a philosophy proper, 
culminated. As for its origin, we may seek some clue in tlw 
alternative names of the authors of the two Stitm works. Gotama 
was called Ak~apada. The name sounds odd; for as Garbe2 

suggests it means 'the eye-footed', i.e. with the eyes directed on 
the feet, and as such it could have been only a nickname. Per. 
haps, such a nickname was invented because of the mundane. 
i.e. thoroughly empirical, attitude that characterised his philoso
phy. That the name Ka:r:iada or 'atom-eater' could have had a 
similar implication has already been observed. All this is signi
ficant. For, though in the later times it was tenaciously claimed 
that the Nyaya-Vaise~ika was a Vedic philosophy and though 

IPI 11 
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our traditional scholars are never tired of tracing its origin to the 
Upani~ads and even to the Sarhhitas, the really distinctive pecu
liarities of this system appear to be quite new in the Indian phi
losophical tradition. We may begin with the atomistic hypo
thesis. There is no doubt that the Jainas, Vaibha~ikas, Sautran
tikas and even the Mimiirilsakas gave support to it. But it was 
not, even in their own eyes, so vital for their systems as it was 
for the Nyaya-Vaise-5ikas. Besides, there is nothing to indicate 
that historically, the admission of atomism in these systems was 
earlier than the Nyaya and the Vaise,'.iika siitras in which the 
hypothesis was already seriously posed and defended. Apart 
from atomism, certain other elements of the Nyiiyaf/aise,'.iilca 
appear to be equally new in Indian philosophy. These are the 
theory of the universals, the theory of syllogism and the tendency 
to classify everything in the un1verse under certain definite catp,. 
gories. Significantly, all these were already there in the Greek 
philosophical tradition and, thanks to the researches of Cornford, 
Thomson, Farrington and others, we are better informed about 
the social conditions of which these philosophical ideas were the 
outcome. In default of a corresponding investigation into the 
Indian social conditions, the easy hypothesis, to which Keith~ and 
others took resort, was that of the wholesale borrowings by the 
Indians from the Greeks. Apart from the possibility of inde
pendent parallel development of philosophical ideas in different 
countries under similar social conditions-a possibility which this 
liypothesis appears completely to overlook-the fact remains that 
even for an alien idea to take root in a new soil it is necessary 
for the soil to have been prepared in advance. That is, even 
admitting that Greek inRuence was at work behind the forma
tion of those Nyaya-Vaise~ika ideas, it is necessary to investigate 
into the Indian social conditions-which must have had some 
general resemhlance to those of Greece-under which alone these 
ideas could he seriously accepted and developed. Lastly, what 
is ignored by the upholders of the hypothesis of wholesale 
horrowing is that the Nyaya and the Vaise~ika siitras, in spite of 
including elements that remind us of Democritus, Plato and 
Aristotle, contained a lot more; besides, these three Greek 
thinkers did not after all represent the same philosophy and the 
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theories of the atoms, universals, syllogism and the categories 
.me not exactly the same in the Nyaya-Vaise~ika, i.e. are used a, 
elements of a new philosophy. 

Stchcrbatsky suggests that the Nyaya philosophy originated 
from the studies in the methodology of the public debate, which 
was widespread in the country from considerable antiquity. The 
faternal evidences of the Nyiiya--siltra make it impossible to doubt 
the truth contained in this. For it was, as a matter of fact, to a 
considerable extent a treatise on the technique of the public 
,debate. The second part of the first chapter and the whole of 
tl1e fifth chapter discussed the different techniques of public 
,debate called viida, jalpa and vita,;i~lii, and defined the various 
:types of quibbling or chala, sophisticated refutation or fiUi and 
the point of defeat or nigral1asthana. But this interest in th~ 
public debate cannot wholly account for the contents of the 
Nyaya and Vaise~ika sutras. These were actually quite hetero
•genous and may roughly be brought under three heads, viz.,. 
topics of public debate, elements of b·aditional faith and an 
-C'ssentially empirical epistemology and ontology. How and with 
what consistency all these were sought to be synthesized in the 
two st1fras is of course a different question. 

In the opening aphorism of the Nyiiya-stlfra it was claimed 
that knowledge of sixteen things led to liberation or ni/:isreyasa. 
That this concept of liberation was artificially brought in to 
-placate the traditional faith was quite obvious from the Jist of 
the sixteen things. Some of these, viz. viida, falpa, vitaTJ4.a, 
-chala, fa.ti and nigrahasthiina were just topics of public debate; 
~ome others like pramii,.w, samsaya, dr~tanta, sicuU1iinta, avayaoa 
.nnd hctviibhiisa belonged to epistemology or proto-epistemology; 
one was a broad category called prnmcya or the object of know
ledge. However, the objects of knowledge, as enumerated in a 
subsequent sCtfra presented a curious blend of ontological and 
ethical concepts, inclusive of apavarga or liberation, again. These 
ethical concepts were discussed at length in the first and second 
-parts of the fourth chapter, where the ,icw of liberation re
appeared, conceived as the cessation of sufferings. In the second 
aphorism, it was already said that suffering was clue to birth, 
birth due to action ( or, as Vatsyayana interpreted it, merits and 
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demerits caused by action), action due to defect, defect due to 
false knowledge or ignorance ( mithyii-jiiiina). Did Gotam:i. 
say all this just in order to win the ears of people under the 
strong influence of the Upani~adic and Buddhistic ideas? Similar 
might have been the reason for his defence of the Veda as a 
source of valid knowledge. It came in the general context of 
testimony as a source of valid knowledge; but the main point 
argued was that the Vedic injunctions, correctly followed, did 
vield results and that there was nothing JJrima facie wrong about 
these injunctions. Such declarations could hav~ earned the con
fidence even of the ritualists, though Gotama refused to go to 
the extent of supporting the claim of the Mimiimsakas that the 
Vedas were eternal. This claim was vigorously rejected by both 
the Nyaya and the Vaise~ika siitras. Along with all these, the 
Nyiiya-sutra went to the extent of supporting the traditional faith 
in the efficacy of the yogic practices. 

The same tendency to accommodate somehow or other the 
broad features of traditional faith was quite palpable also in the 
Vai.fo~k~sutra. It opened with a claim to explain dlwrma and, 
in the second siitra, dlwrma was defined as that from which 
resulted the prosperity in this world ( abl1yudaya) and liberation 
( ni~1sreyasa). In the third stitra was· declared the validity of 
the Veda as the source of dlwrma. The text even claimed tl1e 
authority of the Veda ( though without quoting any Vedic pass
.:ge) to justify purely ontological positions. Again, the first two 
parts of the sLxth chapter were entirely devoted to the discussion 
of dluzrma; however, the details of dlwmw, as the text under
ftood it, were just such commonplace practices of the age as 
feeding and offering gifts to the Brahmin,s, maintaining purity 
particularly in connection with eating, etc., etc. In the second 
part of the fifth book, the author returned again to touch upo".l 
the conception of liberation. But the artificial character of how 
all these features of the traditional faith were somehow or other 
jumbled up with the central doctrine of the system, viz., the six 
categories, was most glaringly evident in the fourth aphorism of 
the text, where it was declared that the philosophical knowledge 
of these categories, viz. substance, quality, action, universal, 
ultimate particularity and the relation of inherence led to Jibe-
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ration. No wonder that a popular couplet ridiculed the resolu
tion of explaining dlwrma culminating in a discussion of the six 
categories as like going to the sea having resolved to go to the 
Himalayas. 

Notwithstanding this medley of the assorted elements of tradi
tional faith, both the sfitras were basically serious about an 
essentially empirical epistemology and ontology for which there 
was no parallel in Indian philosophy before these works. But 
throughout the period of its real development, the Nyaya-Vai
se~ika philosophers remained true to both these aspects of the 
sfitras, vi~., the acceptance of the traditional faith and a seriou_; 
preoccupation with an empirical epistemology and ontology. 
However, the traditional faith thus artificially accepted having 
nothing to contribute to the philosopllical needs of our times, we 
may concentrate on the latter which, at any rate, contained the 
real philosophical contributions of the Nyuya-Vaise~ikas. 

-rhe system starts with the postulate that all knowledge by its 
very nature points to an object beyond it and independent of it.' 
In defence of this position the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas, beginning with 
Gotama, had to wage a relentless war against philosophical ideal
ism, and in doing this they found their natural allies in the 
Mimamsakas, who, as we have already seen, for reasons peculiar 
to themselves, were equally opposed to idealism. Moreover, 
since, as we have seen, the idealist's position amounted to the 
assertion that all knowledge-or at any rate, all empirical lu1ow
ledge-was inherently false, the Nyaya-Vaisc~ikas, along with 
the l\1i:mfunsakas, had to take a determined stand against this 
position. Already, the Nyaya-sfitra refuted the view that valid 
knowledge ( pramii) was an impossibility and upon the later 
exponents of the system devolved the task of building up a pos\
tive theory of validity and invalidity of knowledge. But they 
could not share the extreme alternative suggested by the Mimarh
sakas, according to ·whom all knowledge was intrinsically true 
( svata~1-7Jriimiil_111a-1:-<1da). The l\fimiimsakas argued that all 
knowledge, as knowledge, was tn..re; only some were rejected as 
false purely on practical considerations. In other words, only 
those clements of knowledge that failed to produce successful 
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activity were treated as false, though from the theoretical point 
of view they too were inherently true. As they put it: 

The object of cognition ... is that which a cognition reveal-; 
and a cognition is a cognition only as it reveals some object. 
This being so it follows that a cognition cannot fail to be 
valid or true £;om the nature of the case. For how can a cog
nition be a co!!nition and yet fail to cognize or reveal its 
object? And h~w can it reveal its object without being vali!l 
or true?... No doubt there a.re cases where a cognition is 
rejected as false, but this is because it fails to lead to certain 
expected results and not because it fails to reveal it~ object.4 

But this was virtually surrendering to the main claim of the 
idealists, whose thesis depended upon the elimination of the 
standpoint of practice from that of philosophical theory proper. 
Rejecting the Mimarilsa theory, therefore, the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas 
came out with their own theory of extrinsic validity and extrinsic 
invalidity ( parata~i priimiiT}ya and parata~i apriimiirpJa). Accord
ing to this, a knowledge by itself was neither true nor false; both 
its validity and invalidity depended upon and were determined 
by conditions different from those that produced the knowledge 
itself. Thus, a knowledge became valid not because of 
the conditions that produced the knowledge itself but because 
of some additional condition callee) 'excellence' or gur}Q. Simi
larly, another cognition could be invalid because of the additional 
conditions called defect or clo~a. How far these positions coul~ 
be maintained with regard to all forms of knowledge was of 
course a different question. ·with regard to the knowledg~ 
derived from verbal testimony the position was quite clear, 
because the validity of such a knowledge could be dependent 
upon the additional factor called the trustworthiness of the per-
500 imparting it and its invalidity upon the untrustworthiness 
of such a person. But the same was not so obviously true with 
regard to the perceptual and inferential knowledges, because any 
additional factor upon which was dependent the truth or falsity 
of such forms of knowledge could not be so easily pointed out. 
In spite of this difficulty, however, there is no douht that the 
Nyaya-Vaise~ikas developed a really revolutionary theory with 
regard to the question of the ascertainment, i.e. the criterion of 
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determining, the truth or falsity of a knowledge. How was one 
to know that a particular knowledge was true or false? %at 
was the test of truth? The Nyi.iya-Vaise~ikas answered that there 
was only one such test and that was practice. A knowledg~ 
could be known to be true or false only after putting it to the 
test of practical life. If in practice it led to a successful 
result, it was to be accepted as true. If, on the other hand, it 
failed to lead to such a practical success, it was to be discarded 
as false. Thus, e.g., the knowledge of water in a mirage was 
false because it could not lead one to quench the thirst; the 
knowledge of water in a pool, e.g., was tme because it could 
actually lead to the quenching of thirst. This was one of the 
most significant ideas developed in our philosophy and it closely 
resembled the modem scientific idea of practice being the crite
rion of truth. We quote Jayanta Bhatta's exposition of the 
Nyaya-Vaise~ika standpoint. 

At the time when a piece of cognition first impels you lo 
undertake an action, you are certainly not sure that this cogni
tion of yours is valid, e.g., the cognition of a blue object is 
not at the same time an assurance that this cognition is valid. 
Of course, subsequently you may become sure that a cognition 
that you earlier had is valid, but this assurance is not auto-· 
matic, and that, in tum, is because it depends upon pravriti
siimarthya. . . . Herc one might ask, 'What is the pravrfti
siimarthya on which, according to the Naiyayika, depends the 
assurance that a :r>iece of cognition is valid?' To this we reply, 
'the Bha~yakrira ( V,Hsyayana) himself says, ''prav-rtti stands for 
an effort and siimarthya for this effort turning fruitful." This 
means that he understands by pravrtti-siimarthya the cognition 
of fmit-in-the-form-of-an-effective-action.' But then it might 
be urged, 'How is this cognition of an effective action differ~nt 
from the original cognition ( whose validity is under dispute) r 
And if the former, too, l'l'(]Uires another cognition in order to 
assure you of its validity, you will he faced with an infinit~ 
regress.' To this we reply that this objection is incoherent, 
because it goes counter to the testimony of our everyday ex-
perience. For the cognition of an effective action stands in n:::i 
need of bein!2; tested. The cognition that impels you to under 
take an action cm1 <lo so without your being assured of its 
validity, while the cognition of an effective ac

0

tion, in as much 
3-$ its acquisition implies the folfilmPnt of the purpose con
cerned, does not require that its validity should he tested. 
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Hence, here there is no occasion for an infinite regress. Or 
we may say, the latter cognition stands in no need of test 
because there never arises a doubt concerning it. The cogni
tion that impels you to undertake an action often takes for its 
object something non-existent: e.g., you may_ have cognition of 
water in the presence of suns rays. TI1at 1s why people are 
doubtful of the validity of a cognition that impels you to 
undertake an action. But the cognition of an effective action 
in relation to water never takes place except in the presence 
of water. That is wl 1y people are never doubtful of the vali
dity of this type of cognition. H~n.ce, here there __ is no 
occasion for an enquiry into the validity of the cogrntion of 

. an effective action, for all enquiry presupposes doubt. Or we 
may say that the cognition of ai:i effective action is of_ such a 
peculiar nature that it automahcally assures you of its own 
validity. And to the question as to wherein lies this peculia
rity, our replv is as foliows: 'Various types of purpose can b~ 
served by water, e.g., you may clean yoursel~ with it, drink 
it, bathe in it, offer it to gods and manes ( p1tr), wash your 
clothes with it, relieve yourself of exhaustion or heat with its 
aid, etc., etc. But none of these purposes are found to be 
served for one who is impelled to undertake an action by false 
knowledge. It might be said that all these purposes are found 
to be served even in a dream. To this we reply that a waking 
man has a clear consciousness of the nature: I am now awake 
and am not in dream. And in the company of this type of 
consciousness the purposes in question are never served 
except in the presence of water.'0 

\Vith their fundamental postulate of the essentially objective 
and real existence of the world known, the Nyaya-Vaise~ika~ 
proceeded to develop a rational explanation of it. This led them 
lo their theory of the padiirtlws. A padiirtha litnally meant a 
namable or denotable thing or a thing which corresponded to 
a word. It was defined as a knowable or valid and cognizable 
thing. The scheme of the pad,,rthas thus represented an effort to 
~.rrive at a satisfactory classification of all knowable and 
namahle things. Kal).ada himself mentioned six pachirtlws or 
broad categories under which evervthing knmvn could he classi
fied. These were: ( 1) substance ( ~lrar;!/CI), ( 2) quality ( enr:ia), 
( 3) activity (karma), ( 4) universal ( sc7nu7nya), ( 5) ultimate 
particularity ( t:ise,rn) and ( 6) the relation of inherenc:e 
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(samaviiya). Later Nyaya-Vaise~ikas, however, added a seventh 
to this list and called it abhiiva or non-existence. 

Of these, the most important was substance or dravya. Subs
tances were conceived as nine in number, viz. ( 1) earth 
(prtlwi), (2) water (ap), (3) fire (tejas), (4) air (viiyu), 
(5) iikiisa, (6) time (kiila), (7) space (clik), (8) self (iitman), 
and ( 9) mind ( manas). The first five were called bhutas, 
j,e., substances having some specific quality that could be per
ceived by one or other of the external senses. These sensory 
qualities were odour, flavour, colour, touch and sound. It wa., 
further maintained that of these qualities the earth possessed 
the first four; water the second, third and fourth; fire the third 
and fourth; air the fourth only; iikiisa only the fifth. But the first 
four of these bhiitas differed from the fifth in an important 
respect. vVe may understand this better if we begin with the 
conception of iikiisa. It was arrived at by trying to solve the 
problem of sound. Sound is neither a substance nor an action. 
As such, it was a quality. But if it was a quality, it had to be 
the quality of some substance. This substance was iikt1sa. It was 
conceived as partless and all-pervasive. But the first four blit'itas, 
i.e. earth, etc., were conceived in two varieties, called eternal 
and non-eternal. By the eternal variety of earth, etc., ,vas meant 
their atoms while by the non-eternal variety the products oi 
these atoms. Thus in the Nyaya-Vaise,\iika view, all the atom~ 
were not homogeneous in quality: the earth atoms were qualita
tively different from the water atoms, etc., the water atoms from 
the earth atoms, etc., and so on. This is one of the important 
points on which the Nyiiya-Vaise~ika atomism differed-from the 
Jaina version of it. The Jainas conceived all the atoms as homo
geneous in quality-agreeing, in this respect, with Democritus. 

The argument put forward by the Nyii.ya-Vaise~ikas for the 
atomistic hypothesis was this: 'The minutest partide ,isible in 
the sun's rays coming through the small window-hole 
( trasarenu) is made up of parts, because it is a substance 
perceived Yisually, as is a jar. Again, the component part of the 
particle in question is also made up of parts, because it goes to 
compose a nwhat-sized substance, as cloes a kapiifa ( i.e. th:~ 
component part of the jar).' For all practical purposes, the 
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Nyaya-Vaise~ikas understood by the mahat size a perceptible 
size. There were, thus, two steps in the argument: ( 1) Every
thing that had a perceptible size is made of parts, as is a jar. 
The mote seen in the sun-beam has a perceptible size. There
fore, it is made of parts. But the same major premise could 
not be used to prove that the parts of the mote, too, have parts. 
For, in the Nyaya-Vaise~ika view, such motes were the smallest 
among the perceptible-sized things; therefore, their parts, which 
were still smaller, could not have perceptible or ma1wt size. So, 
to prove that the parts of such particles, too, were made of parts, 
· a second syllogism with a new major premise was posed. ( 2) 
The parts that go to compose a ma1zat-sized substance are them, 
selves made of parts, as are the component parts of a jar. The 
parts of the mote compose a ma1wt-sized substance, viz., tho 
mote itself. Therefore, these parts are themselves made of parts. 

But, lt was argued, this process of dividing a thing into 
smaller and still smaller parts had to terminate somewhere, i.e., 
had to have a rest ( i;isriima), beyond which there could not be 
any further division into still smaller parts. For, apart from th~ 
possibility of the infinite regress or anavast1ui, which all the 
Indian philosophers wanted scrupulously to avoid, the con
ception of the process of resolving into parts not terminating 
anywhere was committed to the absurdity of equating the mote 
with the mountain. For such a conception of infinite divisibility 
meant that both the mote and the mountain were made up of 
an infinite number of parts, and if so, the two were to be equal 
in size. To avoid this possibility, the process of division had to 
have som~ termination. The smallest parts thus arrived at, which 
were not further divisible into parts, were called the atoms. 

Concretely, the conception was as follows. The mote in the 
sunbeam, i.e., the smallest among the perceptible-sized particles, 
was called the trya1Juka, i.e., the triad. It was so called because 
it was conceived to be made of three parts, each of which was 
called a cfoyai_wka or dyad. The cfoym_wka was of course not 
perceptible. But being the component part of a perceptible 
object it had to be made of parts. The parts of a dvym_wka were 
conceived as hvo and each of these called a paramii1J,U or atom. 
But a cfoya1Juka itself was not perceptible; therefore its compo-
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nent parts, i.e., the paramiir:ius, were not conceived as made of 
parts. 

Somehow or other, the Ny(lya-Vaise~ikas understood the pro
duction of an effect only in terms of the combination of part;. 
Therefore, the paramiiTJ,us, which were not made of parts, could 
not be produced. Again, only things that were produced were 
conceived to have an end. But the paramii1J.t1S, which were not 
produced, did not have any end. In short, the atoms were 
eternal, i.e., both beginningless and endless. 

Let us now consider this Nyaya-Vaise~ika atomism in relation 
to its Greek parallel. In Greek philosophy, Democritus evolved 
the atomistic hypothesis to offer a rational solution of the pro. 
blems of his own times, particularly those that were created by 
his predecessors, viz. Pannenides and Heraclitus. Somewhat like 
our Upani~adic idealists, Pannenides made the one Immutable 
Being the only reality. Somewhat like our early Buddhists, again, 
Heraclitus made change or becoming the only reality. 'Th~ 
atoms, like the One of Parmenidcs, were uncreated and eternal, 
solid and uniform in substance, in themselves incapable of 
change; but, being iri perpetual motion in the void, they wove. 
by their various combinations and dissolutions, all the pageant 
of our changing world. Thus was provided an element of eternal 
rest to satisfy Pannenides and an element of eternal change to 
satisfy Heraclitus. A world of Being underlay the world of 
Becoming. But the achievement of this reconciliation required 
a bold revision of the logic of Pannenides in the light of experi
ence. The existence of void had to be admitted equally \vith 
the existence of matter. The experience of the fact of change 
compelled the assertion that what-is-not exists just as certainly 
as what-is.'6 It is not difficult to see the broad similarity of the 
situation "'ith which our Nyftya-Vaise~ikas, too, were confronted. 
On the one hand, there was the dpctrine of the eternal and 
immutable Braliman of the Upani~ads while, on th~ other, th•.} 
doctrine of the perpetual flux of the Buddhists. They could thus 
have arrived at the atomistic hypothesis as offering a way out. 
The atoms, being eternal and immutable, provided for the 
Being, their conjunctions and dissolutions for the Becoming. 
But some of the most significant features of Democritus were 
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not there in the Nyaya-Vaise~ika. The most serious of this was 
connected with the movement of the atoms. \-Vhat was the 
reascm for the atoms to take on the multiform combinations and 
produce the wealth of the organic and inorganic worlds? 

Democritus finds this in the nature of the atoms themselves, 
to which the vacuum affords room for their alternate conjunc
tions and disjunctions. The atoms, variously heavy, and afloat 
in empty space, impinge on each other. There arises thus a 
wider and wider expanding movement throughout the general 
mass; and, in consequence of this movement, there take place 
the various complexions, like-shaped atoms grouping them
selves with like-sha}1ed. These complexions, however, by very 
nature, always reso ve themselves again; and hence the transi
toriness of worldly things. But this explanation of the 
formation of the world ex11lains in effect nothing: it exhibits 
only the quite abstract idea of an infinite causal series, but 
no sufficient ground for all the phenomena of becoming and 
mutation. As such last ground there remained, therefore, only 
absolute predestination or necessity ( ananke), which, as in 
contrast to the final causes of Anaxagores, he is said to have 
named tyche, chancc.7 

It is true, as George Thomson8 points out, that this conception 
of arwnke had a mythological prehistory. In the system of Demo
critus, hO\vevcr, 'the idea of arumke has shaken off its mythical 
associations and become an abstract idea like the modern scienti
fic concept of natural law.' In any case, the atomism of Demo
critus led him to a deterministic view of the universe in which 
there was no place for God or the Creator and Destroyer. 
Hence was his 'polemic against the popular gods, the idea of 
whom Democritus derived from the fear occasioned by ahn0-
spheric and stellar phenomena, and an ever more openly declared 
atheism and naturalism constituted the prominent peculiarity 
of the later Atomistic school.'0 

The Nyf1ya-Vaise~ika atomism, however, developed in a some
what opposite direction. Kal).ii<la himself did not mention God, 
and in all presumption he was an atheist. But the later philo
sophers of the systPm not only believed in God but became 
even the foremost advocates of the proofs for His existence. 
'Why did atomism fell to this peculiar fate in our philosophy? 
It can perhaps be tracec.l to the technology in terms of which 
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the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas wanted to understand the process of pro
duction. As already observed, they conceived the production of 
;;.n effect only as the combination of parts. Their typical example 
was that of producing the jar by combining or joining its hvo 
parts called kapiilas-a technique of pottery which is no longer 
in practice in our country.10 Since the production of all effects 
was sought to be understood in terms of this technique, the pro
duction of the composite objects from the atoms, too, was con
ceived as essentially a matter of joining the atoms. And if it was 
a matter of joining, then there must be a joiner, as the potter is 
in the case of the jar. This was how God came into the system 
to fill up the gap of the atomistic hypothesis. 

In the atomic theory of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika system, it is 
assumed that the fiat of the omnipotent God, in conjunction 
with the inevitable vestiges of the works done by embodie:l 
souls (iivii~i), causes concretive activities of various kinds in 
various atoms; and as a result of such activities, they come 
into contact ,vith each other and composite products in the 
shape of dyads, triads, and so on, arise. Thus creation (sr*) 
takes place. . . The fiat of the omnipotent God, again, in the 
absence of any demand for creation on behalf of jivas, causes 
descretive activities of various kinds in atoms, ,vith the result 
that the contacts ( smilyogii~i) by which two atoms are held 
together in dyads are destroyed and all the composite pro
ducts, beginning from dyads, crumble to pieces.11 (This was 
the conception of pralaya or universal dissolution brought 
about by God-an essentially mythological idea which God 
carried on His heels.) 

The fatal weakness of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika "atomism was, 
therefore, its failure to conceive the atoms as either auto
dynamic or being moved by the natural laws. Democritus, as 
we have seen, could do away with God by taking resort to the 
conception of necessity or ananke in the sense of nahiral law. 
His followers went a step further and made the atoms auto
dynamic. Thus in Greek philosophy, atomism was finally forti
fied against theism and became stark atheism. Interestingly 
enough, on this question of motion and God the Jainas main
tained a position that was similar to that of the Greek atomists: 
for they were themselves atheists and yet upheld atomism. But 
this similarity must not be misunderstood. For, even though no 
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believers in God, the Jainas subscribed to the doctrine of karma 
as emphatically as did the Nyaya-Vai.se~ikas. So according to 
them also the merits and demerits accumulated by men had
though of course without being supervised by God-a bearing 
on the formation of the physical universe out of the atoms. This 
was obviously introducing mythology into atomism, which 
Democritus and his followers would never do. 

Over· and above their theism, the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas made 
another concession to the idealistic outlook by their acceptance 
of the Self ( iitman) as a substance separate from the physical 
ones. But their concept of the Self was not without kinship with 
the materialistic outlook. For, according to them the Soul was 
llot necessarily and essentially conscious but became so only 
when associated with the body. Even in conjunction with the 
body, the Soul was not always conscious. Thus, e.g., as against 
the Vedfmtists they maintained that during the state of dream
less sleep the Self endured without consciousness. Nevertheless 
the conception of the Self without the body remained a vital 
loophole in th.is philosophy through which all sorts of Vedantfo 
and near-Vedfmtic ideas Jike that of nwlqa or liberation could 
be easily smuggled in into this essentially empirical system. 

Ninth in the list of the substances was 11w1ws. Though 
commonly rendered as 'mind,' it was not exactly what we mean 
by the word. Manas was conceived of as the internal sense 
( anta~1 i11driya) and as serving a twofold function: First, it 
secured for the Self direct knowledge of the internal states like 
cognition, cle~re, aversion, pleasure, pain, etc. ( which were all 
conceived as qualities of the Self). Secondly, it also served as 
a vital link for securing knowledge of the external objects: the 
senses came in contact with the objects, the manas came in con
tact with the senses, the Self came in contact with the nwnas
and thus the Self could perceive the objects. In this connection 
it was argued that since the nwnas was atomic in size and hence 
could not come in contact with more than one sense at a time, 
we could not have more than one piece of sensuous cognition 
at a time. 

Apart from substance or draoya, the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas con
ceived of six other padii.rthas or categories, called quality or 
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gu'l)a, action or karma, universal or sanumya, ultimate particu
lnrity or vise$a, inherence or samaviiya and non-existence or 
abluiva. 

Gtt'l)<l or quality was recognised as a distinct category of reals. 
The qualities inhered in the substance and in that sense were 
dependent upon substance. Yet they were altogether distinct 
from the substance because they could by themselves be known' 
and were thus independent realities. A list of 24 gw.ws was 
given, viz., colour, taste, smell, touch, number, size, separate
ness, conjunction, disjunction, remoteness, proximity, heaviness, 
fluidity, viscosity, sound, cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, dis
like, volitiCln, merit, demerit, and tendency. Thus the list in
cluded material as well as mental qualities, the latter inhering 
in the substance called the Self. 

Karma or actions (motions), like the qualities, though con
ceived as inhering in the substance alone, were also undcrstoocl 
as independent realities. Five types of motion were enumerated, 
viz., motion acquired by things thrown upwards, motion acquired 
by things thrown downwards, conb·action, expansion and 
simple motion, i.e., movement from one place to another. 

The siimiinya or universal 'is equivalent to jiiti and is under
stood to stand for a generic feature which inheres in all the 
individuals constihlting a class and is eternal. The individual 
units of a class may come and go, but the generic attribute 
common to the whole class exists for ever. Humanity, or more 
literally manness, which is common to all mankind, is eternal 
and it existed before the origin of man and will continue to exist 
-even after the annihilation of all mankind.'•~ The conception 
was clearly reminiscent of Plato, but the Nyaya-Vaisesikas never 
went to the extent of viewing the particulars as hut shadows of 
the universal. 

Vi.fr.~a or ultimate particularity, on the other hand, was con
ceived as the dilfercntia of the impartite things, i.e., of things 
which could not be distinguished otherwise. Thus, e.g., two 
earth-atoms were identical in every respect; yet they were two. 
Therefore, each had its distinctive particularity. This was vise$a. 

SamaV<7ya or inherence was the relation conceived as obtain
ing between the members of the following five pairs: ( 1) subs-
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tance and quality, ( 2) substance and action, ( 3) · particular 
( vyakti) and universal (iiiti), ( 4) impartite substance ( nirava
yava dracya) and ultimate particularity ( cise.~a) and ( 5) parts 
and the whole ( or, as it was alternatively called, the material 
cause and the product). In order to better understand this con
_ cept of samar;iiya, it needs to be contrasted with that of sa1i1yoga. 
Samaviiya is a relation as is smi1yoga. But while samyoga obtains 
only between two independently existing substances, samavaya 
would cover all the remaining cases of relation. As a matter of 
fact, the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas posited samaoiiya precisely when 
they came to realise that some sort of relation must obtain 
between the members of the above-stated five pairs but that 
smi1yoga could not be such a relation. 

To the six categories already discussed, viz., substance, 
quality, action, universal, ultimate particularity and inherence, 
the later Nyaya-Vaise~ikas added a seventh, viz., abhiiva or 
negation. This was the result of carrying to its logical extreme 
the tendency to view everything as objectively real. 'If all know
ledge points to something outside it, so also should the know
ledge of negation do, and imply its existence apart from such 
knowledge. As in the positive sphere, here also knowledge must 
be different from the known. In other words, absence of an 
object is not the same as knowledge of its absence.' Thus, e.g., 
when I do not perceive a jar on the ground, the Nyii.ya-Vaise~ikas 
would like me to say that I perceive the non-existence or nega
tion of the jar there. They enumerated four varieties of such 
non-existence or negation. The first two of these concerned the 
relation of a material cause and its effect. A material cause prior 
to the production of the effect concerned is said to possess the 
'prior non-existence' ( priigablwva) of this effect. Thus, e.g., the 
threads, before the production of cloth, possess the prior non
existence of the cloth. On the other hand the material cause, 
posterior to the destruction of the effect concerned, is said to 
possess the 'posterior non-existence' ( pradlwmhsiibhiiva) of this 
effect. Thus, e.g., after a piece of cloth is torn into threads, these 
threads possess the posterior non-existence of the cloth. A third 
variety of non-existence is called 'mutual non-existence' 
( anyonyiibliiiva). Mutual non-existence of a thing exists in every-
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thing other than itself. Thus, e.g., the mulual non-existence of 
this piece of cloth exists in everything other than this piece of 
cloth. Perhaps a simpler expression for this 'mutual non-exist
ence' would be 'difference from' or 'separateness from.' As a 
matter of fact the Nyii.ya-Vaise~ikas themseln·s conceive(! 
separateness or prtlwl..-tva as one of the t\\'entyfour (Jualitics 
:::.ncl this could well serve the purpose of this 'mutual non
existence'. The fourth form of non-existence was callecl 
'absolute non-existence' ( atyantiibhiir,;a). This should cover all 
the remaining cases of non-existence which we can broad]~, 
classify under two heads, ,·iz. ( 1) temporary non-existence of 
something somewhere, e.g., thg absence of the jar on the floor 
just now, and ( 2) absolute non-existence of somethin~ some
where, e.g., the absence of colour in air. It is surely difficult to 
see how the first of these two could be called 'absolute non
existence·; but the Nyii.ya-Vaisc~ikas would insist that this to:, 
is a case of 'absolute non-existence' though it could be suspend
ed for the time being, e.g., whenever a jar is brought on a floor 
the absolute non-existence of this jar on this floor is suspen<lell. 
However, a minority of them would admit that this was reallv 
a fifth variety of n~n-ex.istence called 'temporary non-cxistenc~· 
( s<Imayikiibliiiva). 

"'e may now proceed to discuss the positive features of the 
Nyaya-Vaisc~ika epistemology and logic. As we have repeatedly 
pointed out, the Nyaya-Vai~esika philosophers were the first to 
take a really serious interest in the problems of what we call 
:knowledge in our everyday life. Thus they wanted to under
stand what was meant by valid knowledge of an object of our 
everyday experience, how many were the types of this know
ledge, what were the distinguishing marks of these variom 
types, and so on and so forth. Whoewr in Indian philosophy 
pointedly raised these questions ,vere after all inspired by th,, 
spirit of the Nyaya-Vaisc~ikas. Thus in the subsequent period 
we find certain M1maihsakas, Buddhists and Jainas seriously 
devoting themselves to these problems and it is these philoso
phers that we have been referring to as the Mimfui1si't logician~, 
Buddhist logicians and the Jaina logicians respectively. That 
these logicians diHered among themseh·es and "·ith the Ny~ya-

IPI 12 
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Vaiseliikas in many a point of details is not so important as the 
circumstance that they were all drawn to a serious study of 
empirical knowledge, which was persistently decried by the 
idealists as useless and false. The whole range of the problems 
of knowledge as discussed by these four schools of logicians 
cannot obviously be covered here. ,ve may have instead only 
some idea of how the Nyaya-Vaiseliikas looked at these. 

Consistent with its emphasis on the extra-mental reality of the 
world, the Nyaya-Vaiseliikas conceived knowledge as manifesta
tion of the objects. But such a manifestation was not necessarily 
valid. Thus, when one saw a snake in a rope, an object was no 
doubt manifested; still the knowl_edge was wrong. A J-.,1owledgc, 
therefore, could be valid (pramii) or non-valid ( apramii). 
What, then, were the distinguishing marks of valid knowledge 
or pramii? A prama was a certain ( asa,iuligdlw), faithft.l 
( yatlwrt1w) presentation ( anubhava) of the object. Four forms 
of knowledge failed to satisfy one or more of these marks ancl 
were hence considered non-valid or apramii. These were: ( 1) 
memory ( smrti), because the object of memory was not a pre
sentation; ( 2) doubt ( sarii.saya), because it had no certainty; 
( 3) e1Tor ( blirama or viparyyaya), because it was not faithful 
and ( 4) tarkn, by which was meant a hypothetical argument 
that did not yield any positive knowledge of an object. But what 
was technically called a non-valid knowledge in the Nyaya
Vaise~ika was not necessarily a false knowledge. Thus, e.g., 
memory was non-valid because it was not presentative; never
theless, it was uot necessarily false. To distinguish a true know
ledge from a positively false one, great stress was laid on the 
second of the above three marks, viz. faithfulness or yiithiirthya. 
Thus a knowledge was true when it corresponded to the natme 
of its object (tac/ ,:,at i tatprala:"iraka) and false when it did not so 
correspond ( tacfobliiiuavati tatprakciraka). But, then, how to 
lmow whether a piece of knowledge corresponded to the object 
or not? We arc already familiar ,vith the Nyaya-Vaise~ika reply: 
rnccess of our practical activities in relation to the object of 
ln10wledge ( pravrtli-sdmartliya) or the failure thereof ( prar,rtti
viscuiwiida) enabled us to find if the correspondence was there 
or not, i.e., whether the knowledge was true or false. 
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The means of pramii or valid knowledge was called prama,.w. 
Four such means were recognised in the Nyaya-Vaise\,ika system, 
viz. ( 1) perception ( pratyalcya), ( 2) inference ( a11umiina), ( 3) 
-comparison ( upamiina) and ( 4) verbal testimony ( sabda). In
cidentally, the Vaise~ikas originally admitted only the first two 
.and considered comparison and verbal testimony as coming 
,under inference. Corresponding to these four pramii,µIs, valid 
knowledge or pramii, too was considered to be of four types, viz., 
perceptual, inferential, etc. Upamana or comparison was that 
means of valid knowledge by which was known, with the help of 
an analogy, the relation between names and the objects denoted 
by the names. Thus, e.g., one was told that a gavaya or wild cow 
-was akin to cow; he went to the forest and came across an 
animal which was akin to cow; so he l"Tlew that this was a 
gaoaya, the thing denoted by the word 'gavaya'. Verbal testi
mony or sabda, as a source of valid l"Tlowledge, meant words 
of authoritative persons. This could be either empirical 
(laukika) or Vedic ( vaidika), but as against the Mimfunsakas, 
the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas never agreed that the latter was eternal. 
The Vedas were authoritative, because these were the words 
.of God. 

Perception was defined as knowledge produced by sensr,
-object contact and, as we have seen, in order to be a valirl 
knowledge (pramii) it was to be definite and true. Two modes 
-of perception ·were recognised, viz. ( 1) 11irvikalpaka or indeter
minate, ( 2) savikalpaka or determin~te. Nirr;ikalpaka or in
-determinate perception was the hare perception of a thing along 
with its generic and specific qualities but without any judg
ment about it as this or that thing. Sar;ikalpaka was the deter
minate perception of a thing along with the predicative judg
ment about it as this or that. It necessarily presupposed a 
11irnikalpaka or bare perception of the object without explicit 
recognition or characterisation. 

In the naoya or r.eo-Nyaya a new classification of perception 
into ordinary ( laukika) and exh·aordinary ( alaukika) was 
introduced. In the former, the sense came into contact with the 
ohject in the usual or normal way. In the extraordinary per
.ception, the sense-object contact was extraordinary. Thus, e.g., 
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when one perceived a co\\·, one at the same time perceived the 
universal ( siimii11ya or ;uli), viz., 'cowness' as inhering in the cow; 
this universal, again, became the medium through which all the 
individual cows, i.e., all the loci of the universal cowness, were 
also perceived. In other words, the sdrru111ya or universal estab
lished an extraordinary connection of the sense with all the 
cows and through this connection, all the cows were perceived. 

· TI1is form of the extraordinary perception was thus called 
siimiinya-lak.~a,Ja-pmlyak$a. The second form of the extra
ordinary perception was called ffiiina-lak$a1Ja-pratyak$a. In this, 
a previous knowledge was conceived as establishing an extra
ordinary connection of the sense with the object. The typical 

· example of this is 'the sandal-wood looks fragrant' where the 
past I-.,10wle<lge of the fragrance somehow or other established 
an extraordinary contact bet\\·een the visual organ and the object 
of olfactory perception proper. Our modem writers, therefore, 
compare this with what is called complication in modem psycho
logy. Among other things this mode of extraordinary perception 
was designed to explain the well-known cases of illusory per
ception, e.g., of the jungle snake in the rope before us: when 
the visual organ came in contact with the rope the previous 
knowledge of the general similarities of the rope and the snake 
got stirred up in one's mind and became the medium of esta
blisl1ing an exb'aordinary contact of the sense with the jungle 
snake, resulting in the perception thereof. The third form of 
extraordinary perception was called yogaja. It was supposed to 
be the perception of the past, present, hidden and infinitesimal 
objects-a perception that one could have by developing super
natural powers through yogic practices. This third form of 
perception was recognised even by the old Naiyayikas-as indeed 
by most of the philosophers excepting the Carvakas ancl the 
Mimarhsakas-but the other two were the innovations of neo

Nyaya. 
Whether such innovations of neo-Nyaya actually meant any 

logical improvement of the system is of course a different 
question. It is not necessary for us here to enter into the techni. 
calities of the logical difficulties sought to be solved by the 
recognition of the jiu7na-lak~m_ia and siimiinya-la'fc$a1Ja perception. 
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This much is clear, however, that the recognition 0£ the third 
form of the extraordinary perception, viz., the yogic one, meant 
only a revival of the age-old superstition. Of course the belief in 
yoga had always been there in the Nyii~1a-Vaise~ika. But that was 
a mark of the real weakness of this othcr\\"isc empirical philo
sophy. In re-emphasising this superstition and trying moreover 
to invent some logical status for it, nco-Nyf1ya really went against 
logic, at least against the essentially empirical approach to the 
problems of logic which was the real contribution of the · 
philosophy. 

Anumana or inference was understood as the process of ascer
taining, from the apprehension of some mark ( li1iga), something 
else, because of the universal concomitance ( vyifpli) between 
the hvo. Thus, e.g., because of the universal concomitance of 
smoke and fire, from our apprehension of smoke in the hill we 
could inferentially know fire in the hill. In this example, smoke 
was the mark or linga, also alternatively called l,etu or sadha11a. 
It was thus the equivalent of the middle term of Aristotle's 
syllogism. The fire in this example was called the siidliya, be
cause it was sought to be l."11own by the inference, and was the 
equivalent of the major term. The hill, here, was called the 
pa"/cya, as it was the subject under consideration of the inferen
tial process. It was thus the equivalent of the minor term. In 
Aristotelian logic, the argument would be put as follows: 

All cases of smoke are cases of fire-( Major Premise). 
The hill is a case of smoke-( Minor Premise). 
Therefore, the hill is a case of fire-( Conclusion). 

But the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas did not evolve this simple syllogistic 
form consisting of three propositions only. According to thew., 
this inference, as a conclusive proof, was to be stated in terms of 
the following five propositions: 

1 . The hill has fire. 
2. For it has smoke. 
3. \Vhatcvcr has smoke has fire, e.g., an oven. 
4. The hill has smoke such as is_ invariably accompanied 

by fire. 
5. Therefore, the hill has fire. 

These five numbers of the demonstrative syllogism were called 
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( 1) pratiiiiii, ( 2) hetu, ( 3) udiiharmJa, ( 4) ttpanaya and ( 5) 
nigamana respectively. The repetitions involved in this five
membered syllogism were obvious and it was left for Dignaga, 
the Buddhist logician, to revolutionise the form of the demon
strative inference by reducing the number of its members to· 
only two. 

From these five members Digna,ga retained only two, the 
general rule including the examples and the application in
cluding the conclusion. Indeed the main point in every 
syllogism, just as in every inference, is the fact of the neces
sary interrelation between two terms as it is expressed in the
major premise. The second point consists in the application 
of the general rule to a particular case. This is the real aim 
of an inference, i.e., the cognition of an object on the basis 
of the knowledge of its mark. \Vhen these two steps are
made, the aim of the syllogism is attained, other members are 
superfluous. It thus consists of a general rule and its applica
tion to an individual case.13 

Thus, Dignaga would put the same argument in the following 
form: 

\Vheresoever there is smoke there must be some fire, as in 
the kitchen, etc. And there is such a smoke on the hill. 

Obviously enough, the validity of this inferential process de
pended on°the validity of the vydpti or the invariable concomit
ance of the linga and the siidhya. Hence the Indian logiciam 
were much concerned with the question of establishing a valid 
vyiipli. In the beginning, it was perhaps thought by the Nyaya
Vaise~ikas that a frequent observation ( bhuyodarsana) of two 
things going together could justify a cyiipti between them. But 
it was soon realised that certain particular types of relations 
between the two things were necessary in order to justify ,l 

vyiipti between them. Tims, e.g., if B is an effect of A, B could 
be said to be a valid hetu for inferring A In other words, there 
was a valid relation of vyiipli between B and A Similarly, if B 
was the cause of A, B could be said to be a valid hetu for infer
ring A. In the Nyiiya-siitra, these two cases were called se~ai;at 
and 1n1rvacat respectively. But even the Nyiiya-s(Ura admitted 
one more type of relation that could justify a vyiiJJti. It was 
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called siimiinyatodr~(a. Thus, when a relation was found to 
obtain between A and B and a similar relation was found to 

_ obtain elsewhere in which C was a factor analogous to A, one 
could infer another factor D analogous to B. Obviously enough, 
unless the similarity of situation was clearly defined, i.e., the 
relation in question was precisely named, this could not act as 
a criterion for testing the validity of a proposed V!J<lpti. From 
this point of view, the Buddhist logicians were justiRed in 
accepting only the causal relation as the basis of a valid vyiipti. 
Of course, the Buddhists, too, admitted an additional type of 
relation called svablulva or t<'idlitmya to jusitfy a valid V!J<ipli. 

Thus, e.g., "\Vhatever is an oak is a tree' was a vyiipti based on 
this type of relation. Obviously, this type could be employed
and validly so-when the entire connotation of a word ( e.g., of 
the tree) was included in the connotation of another word ( e.g., 
of the oak) and we are arguing that whatever thing bore the latter 
name also bore the former. For all practical purposes of infer
ring one thing from another, however, this type of relation was 
of no use and as such the causal relation remained the sole use
ful criterion for justifying tlic r:yiipti. 

Tlie Nyaya-Vaise~ikas also discussed the problem of the 
fallacies ( hetviibluisa) of inference. Thus, e.g., if one argued 
on the basis of the vy<lpti that all knowable objects were fiery, 
the argument would be fallacious because '1.-nowable' was rela
ted indiscriminately to the fiery objects like the oven as well as 
the non-fiery objects like the lake. Such a fallacy was called 
savyabhiciira or a11aikii11tika. There were in all three t~T,cs of 
such fallacies, the example givl'n represented one of these typ~s. 
Ae:ain, if one argued that 'sound is eternal because it has a 
c,~~1se·, the argu~eul would involve the fallacy of r:iruddlia or 
contradictorv, becausl', on the Nvava-Vaisesika viPw ,vhatevcr 
was caused ·was bound to have a~ ~nd. A third kine! of fallacv 
was called satpratipak.Ja or the infcrcntiallv contradicted mill
die. Thus the inference 'sound is eternal b~cause it is audible' 
is validly contradicted by another inference like this: 'sound is 
non-eternal because it is producPcl'. Again, when the linga was 
as unpruved as the saclhya, the resulting fallacy was called 
sadhyasama or asuldha. E.g., 'sound is eternal because it is per-
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ceived visually'. Here, the grouncl on which sound was sought 
to be proved to be eternal was itself in neecl of a proof. There 
were in all three tn)es of asiddlw, one of which was representecl 
by the example given. Lastly, when one inference was contra
dicted not by another inference but by some other source of 
knowledge like perception, the fallacy involved was callec.l 
biicll,ita. E.g., 'fire is cold because it is produced'. This was 
false, because perception testified that fire was hot and not cold. 

28. Lokayata 

'THOUGHT and consciousness', says Engels, 'are products of the 
human brain.' The truth of this, as George Thomson comments, 
'is so plain that it might almost seem to be obvious; yet phil0-
sophers have piled tome upon tome in order to deny, distort or 
obscure it.' Thus a large section ·of the contemporary philoso
phers, 'while claiming to be specialists in the study of thought, 
continue their disputations without regard to what scientists 
ha\'(' learnt about the actual mechanism of the human brain.'1 

In Indian philosophy, as we have seen, the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas, 
with their serious preoccupation with the problems of episte
mology, argued that the material body was indispensable for 
consciousness. Yet they could not outgrow the age-old supersti
tion about the soul and its liberation. Knowledge, feeling anrl 
volition were conceived as states of an embodied soul and in 
liberation, the soul becoming disembodied, was devoid of con
~ciousness. It was but one step further to establish epistemology 
on a secure scientific basis and assert that it was plain nonsense 
to talk of a soul apart from the body and that the conception of 
liberation was at best a deception. This step was actually taken 
by our Lokayatas or the Carvakas, i.e. the ancient materialists. 

Here now [said Samkara] the Lokayatikas, who see the 
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Self in the body only, are of opinion that a Self separate from 
the body does not exist; assume that consciousness, although 
not observed in e,uth and other external elements-either singb 
or combined-may yet appear in them when transformed into 
the shape of a body, so that consciousness springs from them; 
and thus maintain that knowledge is analogous to intoxicating 
quality ( which arises when certain materials are mixed in 
certain proportions), and that man is only a body qualified by 
consciousness. There is thus, according to them, no Self sepa
rate from the body and capable of going to the heavenly world 
or obtaining release, through which consciousness is in the 
body; but the body alone is what is conscious, is the Self. For 
this assertion they allege the reason, 'On account of its exist-

. ence where a body is'. For wherever something exists if some 
other thing exists, and does not exist if that other thing; does 
not exist, we determine the fonner thing to be a quality of 
the latter; light and heat, e.g., we determine to be qualities of 
fire. And as life, movement, consciousness, remembrance and 
so on-which by the upholders of an independent Self arc 
considered qualities of that Self-arc observed only within 
bodies and not outside bodies, and as an abode of these qua
lities different from the body cannot be proved, it follows that 
they must he qualities of the body only. The Self, therefore, 
is not different from the body? 

The author of the Bmhma-siifra de5igned two aphorisms 
specially to represent and refute this philosophy. In the Bud
dhist Pitakas, we come across not only the name Lokiiyata but 
also distinct references to the view that identified the body with 
the Self. Along with the Sarilkhya and Yoga, the Artha.Mstrrz 
( c. 4th century n.c.) mentioned the Lok,'i.yata. The Maluibhiirata 
~md the earliest Jaina sources, too, mentioned this philosophy 
and even the Upani~ads were not silent about materialism. 
Judging from all these, we can easily see that the materialist 
tradition in India is very old-probably as old as Indian philo. 
sophy itself. Under these circumstances, we do not expect our 
ancient materialists to have gained a positive knowledge of 
the brain and understood consciousness as its function. Never. 
theless, extremely meagre though their scientific data were, th~ 
way in which they tried to e:-..-plain consciousness in terms of 
their o,vn observations was really remarkable. 'The Lokayati
kas', said Samkara, 'do not admit the existence of anythin"" but 

• b 
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the four elements.'3 By themselves the elements did not possess 
consciousness, still consciousness was viewed as emerging from 
tl).em. How could that be possible? Just as rice, argued the 
Lokiiyatikas, and the other ingredients of producing wine did 
not by themselves possess any intoxicating quality, yet, when 
combined in a particular way, these caused the intoxicating 
quality to emerge, so did the material elements constituting the 
material human body, though themselves without consciousness, 
caused consciousness to emerge when combined in a particular 
way to form the human body. It was surely one of the most signi
ficant things said by our ancients to establish the primacy of 
matter over the spirit. 

But what are the sources of our information of this materia
listic philosophy? Unfortunately, only the writings of those who 
sought to refute and ridicule it. In other words, the Lokayata, 
is preserved for us only in the form of the piin:apa~a, i.e. a<, 
represented by its opponents. Not that there never existed any 
actual treatise of this system. Tucci, Garbe and Dasgupta cite 
conclusive evidences to show that actual Lokayata texts were 
known in the ancient and early medieval times. But such texts 
are lost to us. As against this, Sukhlalji and Parikh have roused 
some hopes in the recent years with the claim to have discovered 
at long last an achial Lokiiyata text called the Tattvopaplarn
simha by a certain Jayariisi Bhatta, which, as edited by them, 
was published in 1940. But a critical examination of the actual 
contents of the text can only cause disappointment. The title 
literally means, 'The lion that throws overboard all categories'. 
It was so chosen because the main purpose of the work was tu 
show the impossibility of any valid knowledge (pramtI,_w) and 
hence the impossibility of any view of reality. In short, :t 
represented the standpoint of extreme scepticism according to 
which no category-either epistemological or ontological-,vas 
possible. Naturally enough, the view expounded by Jayarasi 
was called Tattropaplava-viida, i.e. the doctrine that threw ove!·
board all categories ( tattva). He never callell it the materialis
tic view for the very simple reason that it was not that, nor was 
his view referred to by any other text as the view of a materialist. 
As we shall presently see, the references to this view had inva-
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riably been references to the tattvopaplnva-viida. Therefore, in 
order to identify Jayari"1si's real philosophical affiliation, we may 
ask ourselves a simple question: Who, in Indian philosophy, are 
definitely known to have upheld such a position? As we have 
already seen, only the extreme idealists like the Si"mya-vadin:; 
and Advaita Vediintins did consistently argue that all the nor
mal sources of knowledge were invalid. That was why Niigiir
juna chose the title Pramii1.w-viclhvari1sa11a or 'Destruction of the 
sources of valid knowledge' for one of his works and Samkara 
argued that all pranui,_w-prameya-vyar:aliiira or use coficerning 
the sources of valid knowledge and objects of valid knowledge 
was based on ignorance or avidyii. It was left for the followers 
of Samkara like Srihaq;a and Citsukha to give a scholastic exp(1-

sition of the consequences of this standpoint. Srihar~a calleJ 
l1is philosophical work Kha1J<la11a~klw1_1(laklu1dya, literally, 'the 
sweetmeat of refutations', because he wanted to establish the 
Vediintic view by refuting all sources of valid knowledge and his 
follower Citsukha offered highly scholastic arguments in sup
port of such a position. 

,ve have already seen why Indian idealists from the age of 
the Upani~ads felt the necessity of denying validity to the normal 
sources of knowledge. But l1ow could all this have anything to 
do with the Lokiiyatikas, whom we are obliged to accept a, 
uncompromising materialists? In fact, the whole of the older 
and authentic Indian philosophical tradition is quite outspoken 
on this point. In other words, if Jayariisi Bhatta had any real 
philosophical affiliation, it was with the exh·cme idealists;4 and 
it was only by the Lokiiyatikas that this idealistic position, along 
with all its superstitious concomitants, was totally rejected in 
Indian philosophy in farnur of its consistent philosophical alter
native, viz. materialism. From this point of view, the Jaina 
writers like Vidyananda were full~· justified in bracketing the 
thrc>e philosophical positions, viz. of Sii11ya-viida, Tattr:opapln;a. 
viida and Brahma-r•iida. As a matter of fact, the editors of 
Jayariisi's work in their introduction, quote a passage from 
Vidyiinanda ,vhere this w,1s ~c;t_~zally done. They also quote 
many other refere~ce: to Jayar~s1 s_ views mainly from the Jain,1 
sources and the s1gmficant pomt 1s that in all these the view 
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was referred to as Tattvopaplava-viida and never as a material
istic doctrine. On the other hand, two positive tenets were per
sistently attributed to the Lokii_yatikas in the older and authentic 
Indian philosophical literature. These were: ( 1) the primacy of 
sense perception as the source of valid knowledge and ( 2) the 
ultimate reality being just the four well-known material elements. 
Jayarii.si, on the contrary, attempted to refute both these, the 
former explicitly and the latter implicitly. In fact if Jayarasi 
referred pointedly to any ontological view as being logically 
untenable, it was the doctrine of the four elements. As he said 
in the very beginning of his text, 'Even the categories like earth, 
etc., which are so well-known to the people, do not stand logical 
scrutiny; what to say of the other categories?' 

How, in the face of all these, does a scholar like Sukhlalji 
:c.~sociate his name with the thesis that the Tattr:opaplava-simha 
was written from the Lokii.yata point of view? The only substan
tial argument put forward is that Jayarf1si 'carries to its logical 
encl the sceptical tendency of the Carvii.ka school'. Thus the 
assumption is that a sceptical tendency was inherent in the 
Lokf1yata standpoint. But what is the ground for such an asser
tion? The editors of the text have presumably in mind th~ 
representation of the Lokayata view by its opponents, the mos! 
popular of which was the one by the Vediintist l\'liidhavftcary::i 
( A.D. 14th century) Mii.<lhava attributed to the Lokii.yatikas an 
;,rgument against the validity of inference: inference depends 
1•pon the validity of the Ujdpti or the universal relation between 
the sc7dhya and the liriga; hut the knowledge of such a universal 
relation is impossible; it could not be obtained from any source of 
valid knowledge-not from perception, because its scope is limited 
to the particular instances only; not from inference, because it is 
itself dependant upon a -i;ydpti. If this was really the position 
of the Lokayatikas, then there is of course some justifbttion in 
r,ssuming a sceptical tendency inherent in their outlook. But 
the question is, did the Lokayatikas really argue like this? The 
answer is presumably in the negative, in spite of the fact that 
the refutation of the Lokf1yata that we come across in various 
sources was to a large extent directed against their claim of the 
primacy of sense perception and their criticism of inference as 
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a source of valid knowledge. We shall presently see what thi.; 
criticism could have really meant. For the present, let us raise 
another question: Is substantially the same argument against 
the validity of VIJapti definitely expounded in Indian philosophy 
from the point of view of some other philosophical system? 
The answer is in the affirmative. For it was expounded by 
Srihar~a in his 'Sweetmeat of Refutation', i.e., from the standpoint 
of the Advaita Vedanta. This point is too easily overlooked by 
most of the modern writers on Indian philosophy, who, uncriti
cally attribute to the Lokayatikas the doctrine of a total rejecti0!1 
of the validity of inference. On the other hand, there are ;,_t 
least two distinct grounds to think that the Lokiiyatikas did not 
actually stand for such a total denial of inference. 

Dasgupta~ salvages for us a valuable piece of information 
concerning the real attitude of the Lokiiyatikas to the inferential 
process. Its special importance consists in the circumstance th,il 
here the Lokiiyata standpoint was explained by one who was 
llimself a Lokayatika. His name was. Purandara. Tucci0 quotes 
a text in which he was described as Ciirviika-Matc grant1wkartii, 
i.e., a writer with the Ca.rvi"tka views. Dasgupta substantiates the 
point and argues that he belonged to the 7th cenh1ry A.D. Hb 
attihlde to inference, as summed up by Dasgupta, was as follows: 
'Purandara. . . admits the usefulness of inference in determining 
the nah1re of all worldly things where perceptual ex-perience is 
available; but inference cannot be employed for establishing any 
dogma regarding the transcendental world, or life after death or 
the law of karma which cannot he available to ordinary percep
tual experience.' On the basis of the comments of the Jaina 
author Viidideva Suri, Dasgupta explains Purandara's point thus: 

The main reason for upholding such a distinction hctwcen 
the validity of inference in our practical life of ordinary expe
rience, and in ascertaining transcending truths beyond experi
ence, lies in this, that an incluc:tirn generalisation is made by 
observing a large numbe_r of cases of agreement in presenci1 
together with agreement m absence, antl no case of agreement 
in pr~~ence can be obs~n-etl in the transcendent sphere: for 
even 1E such spheres existed they could not be perceived by 
the senses. Thus, since in the supposed supra-sensuous trans
cendent world no case of a hetu agreeing with the presence of 
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its siidl1ya can be observed• no inductive generalisation or law 
of concomitance can be made relating to this sphere. 

This was certainly quite a sensible position and that this could 
have been the real position of the Lokayatikas was further hinted 
at by Jayanta BhaHa. Jayanta said that the more sophisticated 
ones among the Carvakas maintained that there were two types 
of inferences, one called t1tpa1111a-pra/iti and the other called 
11tpiidya-pratiti. The former meant inference about something 
the knowledge of which already existed and the latter meant 
inference about something the knowledge of which did not exist. 
The inference of God, etc., was an inference of the second type. 
\Vho, as J ayanta made the Carvakas exclaim, would deny the 
validity of the inference of the fire, etc.? But the reasoning mind 
could not agree to the inference concerning the Soul, God, th<! 
Next \Vorld, ctc.7 

This was substantially the position that Purandara defended. 
And if this was the position of the Lokayatikas, then the scepticr,l 
tendency so glibly attributed to them must have been unfounded. 
Referring to the above statement of Jayanta Bhatta, Hiriyanna 
comments, 'Thus it is commonly assumed by the critics that th'=' 
Carvf1kas denounced reasoning totally as a pramii1_w; but to judgtl 
from the reference to it in one Nyiiya treatise, they seem to have 
rejected only such reasoning as was ordinarily thought sufficient 
by others for establishing the existence of God, of a future life, 
etc. Such a discrimination in using reason alters the whole com
plexion of the Carvaka view. But this is only a stray hint we 
get about the truth. What we generally have is a caricature.' 8 

Unfortunately, however, most of the modern scholars, being 
themselves deeply out of sympathy with materialism as a philo
sophy, are satisfied with such caricatures and do not make any 
serious effort to reconstruct the lost tradition of ancient India~ 
materialism. Herc is an example. 

\Ve have just seen that Jayanta spoke of the 'more sophisti
cated one's ( among the Carvakas). His actual word for this is 
wsik{,·italar<1~1. Elsewhere0 he added to the name Ciirvaka an 
abusive epithet dhiirla, meaning 'the cunning'. Now on the basis 
of these sarcastic and abusive epithets used by J ayanta our 
modern scholars have conjured up two schools of Carvf1ka, on~ 
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called Dhiirta, the other Susik\,ita, and we are told that the first 
did not believe in the validity of inference while the second did. 
In spite of the wide popularity of this classification of the 
Carvakas, we do not come across any other basis for it in Indian 
philosophical literature. That Jayanta's own statements cannot 
really substantiate it is obvious from the circumstance that he 
uses the word suH/cyitatarcl~i and not simply susi/cyita. Besides, 
it was obviously a matter of literary style with Jayanta, as is 
evident from his similar use of sarcastic adjectives with regard 
to the other systems of philosophy. Thus, e.g., he uses the same 
word susi/cyita at one place for the Prf1bhakaras,10 at another 
place for the BhiHtas11 ; and nowhere is it taken to mean any 
separate school. \Vith the Carvakas, however, it is different 
because our modem scholars are basically out of sympathy with 
them. 

The same lack of seriousness characterises the usual attitude 
of the modern scholars to the ethical views of the Carvakas, 
which they are pleased to call hedonism pure and simple. For 
this is how the opponents of materialism are usually inclined to 
view the materialistic morals. 'By the word materialism,' says 
Engels, 'the philistine understands gluttony, drunkenness, lust of 
the eyes, lust of the flesh, arrogance, cupidity, avarice, miserliness, 
profit-hunting and stock-exchange swindling-in short all the 
filthy vices in whi,ch he himself indulges in private_'12 A some
what similar ethical outlook is usually attributed to the Lokfl
yatikas. But there are many evidences to show that this was not 
so. \Ve may quote here only one. It occurs in the .Sfmtiparva 
of the Maliiibhiirata. 

After the great Kumkseh·a war, when the Pa-nda b tl · , , va ro 1ers 
~vere re_turning triumphantly, ~housands of Brah-~ins gatherd 
m the _c,trgate to bestow blessmgs on Yuclhi~thira. Among them 
was_ Carvaka. He moved fo~\·a_r<l and addressed the king thus: 
:111S ~ssemhl7 of the Brahnu~s 1s cursing you for you have killed 
) our kms. \,\, hat have you gamed by destroying your own people 
and murtlerin(J' your own elders?' This otitl t f c· -k 

~ Jurs o ,arva ·a, 
abrupt as it was stunned the assemblecl Bi·al · l' 11 · tl · • 1mms. Ul 11s · nra 
felt mortallv wounded and wanted to cli'e B t ti tl · ·tl , • u 1en 1c o ier 
Brahmins regained their senses and told the king that this 
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C:m·:1ka was only a demon in disguise. And then they burnt 
him, the dissenting Cii.rvii.ka to ashes. 

Cirvii.ka being only a demon in disguise was of course the 
typical myth with which people were sought to be scared of the 
materialistic philosophy. But the point is that in this Mal1ii
bhiirata passage, the philosopher said nothing that could even 
remotely suggest any ethics of blind selfish pleasure. For the 
dark deeds of which Yudhi.\ithira was accused were that of killing 
the kins and mmdering the elders. In the Kuruk.\ietra war, it 
was just this that had happened. Kins had to be killed. The 
old moral values of the tribal society were being trampled upon 
r,nd destroyed. Cii.rvii..ka's protest against this was outspoken 
and courageous. But he was burnt to ashes and the moral stand
ards hacl to be revised and restated to suit the new situation. 
This was done in the Gitii. On the eve of the Kuruk.\,etra war, 
Arjuna felt depressed. He would not kill his kins and destroy 
the elders. He would not fight. So Kr.\ii:ia had to elevate his 
mind to the lofty metaphysical height where death did not 
matter. But before doing so, he had to dwell on the more matter
of-fact and mundane considerations. He argued, 'You will 
attain heaven if you are killed in this battle, and, if you win it, 
you will enjoy this earth.' This was quite outspoken. There 
was prospect of pleasure in either alternative-a real philosophy 
of pleasure. Could it, therefore, be that those who were accusing 
the Lokiiyatikas of a gross philosophy of pleasure were them
selves suhscribing to it, though surreptitiously? 

Discarding, therefore, the commonplace view that our mate
rialists were plain hedonists, we may concentrate on their serious 
contribution to Indian ethics. From the ethical and practical 
point of view the most significant contribution of our materialists 
appears to be their revolt against the doctrine of karma, which 
had in fact been-and is-the pivot of Indian reaction. 

It is indeed difficult to exaggerate the role played by the 
doctrine of karma both in and outside our philosophical circles. 
'All rise of metaphysical speculation on the part of the Indian 
systems of philosophy-and more particularly the nourishment 
and development of this speculation-has been due to a belief in 
the doctrine of karma and a desire to get rid of the transmigrat-
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i!Jg circle and thus attain transcendental release.'13 Even pro
nounced atheists like the Buddhists and the Jainas laid supremo 
stress on this doctrine: in fact, in their philosophy karma -became 
so important that it made God superfluous. Others that did not 
discard God did in no way minimise the role of karma: the 
divine dispensation, according to them, was not arbitrary but 
expressed itself through the karma-law. But this dochine ha,i 
been more than a mere matter for academic discussions. Mado 
to percolate for centuries among the masses through such 
methods of popularisation as the village recitals of the epics, 
mythologies apd various other types of popular works on reli• 
gion, it did acquire a living grip on the minds of our millions. 

The essence of the doctrine is of course simple. Every human 
action has its own inevitable result. A virtuous action results 
in something good, a vicious action in something bad. There
fore, whatever you enjoy or suffer now is the result of your own 
past actions and the way you are now acting is going to deter
mine your future. Such a doctrine had inevitably to lean on 
the conception of a transmigratory soul. For it has to explain 
why the virtuous man is frequently found to suffer a life of mise
rable existence and the vicious to prosper. Reinforced by 
the i_dea of rebirth and the Other World, the doctrine claims that 
the virtuous action, though it may not bring prosperity in thi, 
life, is sure to do so in some future life while the prosperity of 
a person who is now vicious must be the result of some gooJ 
actions of his past life, just as his present vices, though not 
punished right now, will surely make him miserable in some 
future life. One obvious implication of this doctrine, thereforp., 
is that our own past looms over us like a dark unalterable force. 
As Raclhakrishnan puts it, 'whatever happens to us in this life 
we have to submit in meek resignation, for it is the result of our 
past doings.'14 Its other implication is to offer some kind of 
justification for the observed diversity of human conditions. As 
Hiriyanna explains, 'its value as a hypothesis for rationally 
explaining the observed inequities of life is clear.'tu It is, thus, 
easy to understand why, beginning from the times of the Upani 
~ads, this karma-doctrine was harnessed to justify the caste 
system. 'Accordingly', said the Chiinclogya Upani~ad, 'those who 

IPI 13 
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are of pleasant conduct here, the prospect is indeed that they 
would attain a pleasant womb-either the womb of a Brahmin or 
the womb of a K~atriya or the womb of a Vaisya. But those who 
are of stinking conduct here, the prospect is indeed that they 
would enter a stinking womb-either the womb of a dog or the 
womb of a swine, or the womb of a Candii.la'.10 In the Gita. 
again, God Himself was made to declare that He created the 
four castes according to the same law of karma: 'the four-caste 
division has been created by Me according to the division of 
virtue and action (gurya-karma-v~bhagasa~i)". 11 

In the general context of this traditional understanding of tho 
law of karma, it is not of little significance to note that our 
materialists were by far the only philosophers to have vigorously 
rejected it. We have already seen how the scabliiiva-viida or 
the doctrine of natural causation was persistently attributed to 
them and the Jaina writer Gm;iaratna111 rightly saw in this the 
rlenial of the law of karma: anye puaariihu~i, mulata~i karmaivtl 
niisti, svabhava-siddhal). sarvo'pyayam jagat-prapaiica iti, i.e., 
according to some there is no such thing called karma at all; all 
the manifold world is to be explained by natural causes. Indeed, 
rejecting as they did the conception of a transmigrating Soul it 
was only logical for our materialists to have rejected the law of 
karma. 

One of the earliest Indian materialists was Ajita Kesakambali, 
possibly a contemporary of the Buddha. An early Buddhht 
source summed up his view thus: 

There is no such thing, 0 king, as alms or sacrifice or offer
ing. There is neither fruit nor result of good or evil deeds .... 
A human being is built up of the four elements. When he dies 
the earthly in him returns and relapse~ to the earth, the fluid 
tu the water, the heat to the fire, the wind to the air, an<l hi .. 
faculties pass into space. The four bearers, on the bier as a 
fifth, take his dead body away; till they reach the burnini:;
ground men utler forth eulogies, but there his hones are 
bleached, and his offerings end in ashes. It is a doetrine of 
fools, this talk of gifts. It is an empty lie, mere idle talk, 
when men say there is profit therein. Fools and wise alike, 
on the dissolution of the body, are cut oil, annihilated, and 
after death they are nat.111 
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Another materialist of roughly the same period was Payasi, 
described as a prince by both the early Buddhist and Jaina 
sources. The Buddhist dialogue Piiyiisi-suttanta and the Jaina 
work RiiyapaseT)ai;;a were devoted to the refutation of his views 
11J1d to the description of his eventual conversion to Buddhism 
and Jainism respectively. The former summed up his views 
thus: 'Neither is there any other world, nor are there beings re• 
born otherwise than from parents, nor is there fruit or result of 
deed well-done or ill-done.' The special interest of these Bud
dhist and Jaina works is that they preserve for us a series of 
arguments supposed to have been offered by Payasi in defcnca 
of this position. These give us some idea of how a philosopher 
of those early days, with understandably inadequate scientific 
data at his disposal, would have rejected the idea of the other 
world, rebirth and karma. We quote from the Piiyiisi-suttanta: 

I have had friends, companions, relatives, men of the same 
blood as myself, who have taken life, committed thefts, or 
fornication, have uttered lying, slamlerous, abusive, gossipy 
speech, have been covetous, of malign thoughts, of evil 
opinions. They anon have fallen ill of mortal suffering and 
disease. When I had understood that they would not recover 
from that illness, I have gone to them and said: 'AccordinO' 
to the views and opinion held, sirs, by certain wanderers and 
Brahmins, they who break the precepts of morality, when thd 
body breaks un after death, arc reborn into the \Vaste, the 
\Voeful \Vay, the Fallen Place, the Pit. Now vou, sirs, have 
broken those precepts. If what those reverend wanderers an<l 
Brahmins sav is true, this, sirs, will be your fate. If the,;l! 
things should befall yon, sirs, come to me and tell me, sayin~: 
''There is another world. there is rebirth not of parents, thern 
is fruit and result of deeds well-done and ill-done." 1'ou, sirs, 
are for me trnstworthy and reliable. and wlnt you say you 
have seen, will he even so, iust as if I mvself had seen it.' 
They hnve consented to do this, saying, 'Verv good,' hut they 
have neither come themselves, nor dispatched a messenger. 
Now this ... is evidence for me that there is neither another 
world, nor rehirth not hv human parents, nor fruit or result~ 
of deeds well done and ill. 

Similarly, went on Pf1yasi, he had friends and kinsmen who 
lived a perfectly virtuous life and were therefore, on the assum
ption of the karma-doctrine, supposed to be reborn 'into the 
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bright and happy world'; they agreed to report to Payasi if they 
were actually so reborn; but none after death made any sud• 
report which, for Piiyasi, was another proof that there was no 
other world, rebirth or karma. 

Pi.i.yiisi's next argument had a refreshing sarcasm about it. It 
urged upon the supporters of the kunna..doctrine to put into 
practice the precepts they professed: 

I see wanderers and Brahmins of moral and virtuous disposi~ 
tions, fond of life, averse from dying, fond of happiness, shrin~! 
ing from sorrow. Then I think: •If these good wanderers and 
Brahmins ,vere to know this-"\Vhen once we are dead w~ 
shall be better olf"-then these gcod men. would take poison, 
or stab themselves, or put an encl to themselves by hanging,. 
or throw themselve.s from precipices. And it is because they 
do not know that, once dead. they will he better off, that they 
arc fond of life, averse from dying, fond of happiness, disinclinL 
eel for sorrow.' This is for me evidence that there is no other 
world, no beings reborn otherwise than of parents, no fruit 
and no result of deeds well and ill-done. 

Evidently, our ancient materialists were fond of sarcasm on 
the same or similar lines. For they easily remind us of the 
verses attributed to the Ciirviikas in the Sarva-darfana-sari1gra1ia: 

If the srciddha produces gratification to beings who are dead, 
Then here, too, in the ca,e of travellers when they start, it is 

needless to give provisions for the journey. 
If beings in heaven are gratified by our offering the sriiddha 

hB~ . 
Then why not give the food down below to tk;:;~ who arc 

stan?ing on the housetop? 

Verses like this were in circulation from a considerable past. 
In the Ttlinu'iyaTJa, a certain Jahf11i tried to persuade Rama to 
give up the foolish ideas concerning the karma-doctrine witn 
similar verses: 

And the food by one partaken, can it nourish other men? 
Food bestowed upon a Brahmin, can it serve our Fathers the~ 
Crafty priests have forged these maxims, and with selfuh 

objects say, 
'Make thy gifts and do thy penance, leave thy worldly wealt~,, 

and pray I 
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. But let us return to Pa.yasi. In the Dialogue under discussion 
,he offered four more arguments which, notwithstanding the 
-c-rude methods of punishment then prevalent, cannot but impress 
us with their insistence on experimental verification. 

Take the case of men who having taken a felon red-hande<l 
bring him up, saying: 'This felon, my lord, was caught in the 
act. Inflict on him what penalty you wish.' And I should say: 
'Well then, my masters, throw this man alive into a jar; clos'J 
the mouth of it and cover it over with wet leather, put over 
that a thick cement of moist clay, put it onto a furnace and 
kindle a fire.' They, saying 'Very good', would obey mi, 
and. . . kindle a fire. When we knew tint the man was dead, 
we should take down the jar, unbind nnd open the mouth, and 
<1uickly observe it, with the ide:i: 'Perhaps we may see hi'> 
soul coming out r ,ve don't see the soul of him coming out! 
This is for me evidence that there neither is another world, 
nor rebirth 0ther than by parentage, nor fruit or result of deeds 
well or ill-done. 

Similar experiments were proposed by the prince for a felon 
caught in the act and was therefore going to be e-xecuted: 

And I say: 'Well then, my masters, take this man and weic.:!;h 
him alive, then strangle him with a bowstring and weigh him 
again.' And they do so. ,vhile he lives, he is more buov·mt, 
supple, wieldy. When he is dead, he is weightier, stiffer, 
unwieldier. This is evidence for me that there is neither 
anotl1cr world, nor rebirth other than by human parentage, 
nor fruit nor result of deeds well-done or ill-done. 

Again: 

Take the case of the men taking a felon red-handed and 
bringing him un saying: 'My lord, this felon was caught in the 
act. Inflict on him what penalty you wi~h.' And I say: 'Well, 
my masters, kill this man hv stripping off cuticle and skin an<l 
flesh and sinews .incl hones and •marrow.' Thev do so. Awl 
when he is half de·1d, I ~av: 'Lay him on his l1ack. and per
haps we may sec the soul of him pas~ out.' And thev do so, 
but we see the passing of no soul. Then I say: '\Vell then 
lay him bent over . .. on his side ... on the other· side ... stan~i 
hirn up ... 5tand him on his head ... smite him wit11 your 
hand ... with clod~ ... on this side ... on that side ... all over; 
perhaos we mav see the so11l of him p;iss out.' And thev d,1 
so, h11t we sec the passing of no soul. He 111.s sight and there 
are forms, but the organ does not perceive them; he has hear-
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ing and there are sounds, but the organ does not perceive 
them; he has smell and there are odours, but the organ d0ta 
not perceive them, he has a tongue and there are tastes, but 
the organ does not perceive them; he has a body and thero 
are tangibles, but the organ does not perceive them. This is 
for me evidence that there is neither another world, nor 
rebirth other t11an of parents, nor fruit or result of deeds 
well or ill-done. 
All these give u~ some idea of how our ancient materialisti 

argued their case. A modern materialist would not of course 
take resort to such crude demonstrations in support of hi!'I 
thesis. He has an immeasurably vast stock of scienfitic data to 
substantiate his materialistic outlook, i.e., his materialism ha:1 
become immeasurably ricl1er by the accumulation of knowledgo 
from the progress of science. What is still of decisive signifi
cance about our early materialists is that they-in their own way 
and in spite of inadequate scientific data-succeeded in defend
ing those elemental truths which were sought to be obscured by 
the increasing prestige of spiritualism and idealism. 

\Vinternitz once observed that 'it proved fatal for the deve
lopment of Indian philosophy that the Upanipds should havo 
been pronounced to be revelations.'~0 This is true particularly 
in the sense that it meant a divine sanction for the world-denying 
idealistic outlook, and as such this became the most serions 
obstacle to the development of the scientific spirit in Indian 
philosophy. No less fatal, however, had been the loss of our 
materialistic texts. This has deprived us of a proper idea of 
our heritage of scientific thinking and has in cons!.'quence givea 
idealism and spiritualism exaggerated importance in Indian 
philosophy. 

It is, therefore, important for us today to recover the relics of 
the Lokayata and, on the basis of a careful examination of these, 
to reconstruct the half-forgotten and half-distorted history of 
Indian materialism. From what is said aliove, however, it follows 
that there is an obvious risk in undertaking this task with a 
pronounced bias against materialism as such. For whatever that 
survives of the Lokiiyata survives in the form of the piirvapak~a 
-i.e., for being ridiculed and rejected. Under this circumstance, 
any preconceived bias against materialism may easily mislead 
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one to take the caricature of the Lokayata at its face value. A5 
a matter of fact, this has actually happened in the case of most 
of the modem writers on Indian philosophy, notwithstanding 
the great wealth of their textual scholarship. 

Fortunately, with the growing strength of the popular move
ment in the country, we are witnessing today a growing prestige 
of the materialistic philosophy itself. This is no accident, at 
least not so from the point of view of the Indian tradition. F,1r 
in Indian philosophy Lokayata meant not merely the materialis
tic philosophy but also-and distinctly enough-the philosophy 
of the people. Loke~u ayata(1, lokc"iyata: it was called Lokayata 
because it was prevalent among the people. Therefore, however 
much one may inflate the academic myth concerning Indian 
spiritualism and Indian idealism, the Indian people remain the 
inheritors and the custodians of Indian materialism. It is also 
for them to enrich it with the' ever-growing wealth of scientiffo 
knowledge. \Ve have thus to reassert tJ1e elemental truth of 
our ancient materialism, though of course on an immeasurably 
higher level. 
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resist the ravages of time and the accidents of history 
( p. 24-5). 'The dominant character of the Indian mind 
which has coloured all its culture and moulded all its 
thoughts is the spiritual tendency. Spiritual experience is 
the foundation of India's rich cultural history. It is mysti
cisrr., not in the sense of involving the exercise of any 
mysterious power, but only as insisting on a discipline L•f 
human nature, leading to a realisation of the spiritual' 
(p. 41). 
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of the Nyiiya-Vaise~ika Literature. 21. 

8. WHAT IS DARSANA? 

1 Dasgupta, S. N. A History of Indian Philosophy. i. 68 n. 
2 Tarkalamkara, Chandrakanta. Fellou;ship Lectures. i, 67. 
3 Jacobi, H. in Indian Antiquary. xlvii, 102ff. 
4 Misra, U. Conception of Matter According to Nyiiya

Vaisesika. Allahabad, 1936. 2. Cf. Radhakrishnan, S. Indian 
Philo;ophy. i, 44: 'Darsana is a worc.l which is conveniently 
vague, as it stands for a dialectical defence of extreme 
monism as well as the intuitional truth on ,vhich it is basec.l. 
Philosophically, darsana is putting the intuition to proof 
and propagating it logically. . . A darsana is a spiritual 
perception, a whole view revealed to the soul se!l;;e. Th;s 
soul sight, which is possible only when and where philoso
phy is lived, is the distinguishing mark of a true philoso
pher.' But what is snul sight and soul sense, apart of cour;c 
from being litrrary fireworks? 

5 Tarkalamkara, Chandrakanta. op. cit. i, 65-6. 
6 Hiriyanna, M. 011tli11es of Indian Philosophy 18-9. A simibr 

understanding leads Bash.1m to render the traditional Indian 
word -~ar_ldar.fona ( the six dnrsanns) as 'the Six Systems of 
Salvation'. Basham A. L. The \Vnnder that u;ns India. Cal
cutt,,, 1963 ed. 323: '11,e six schools were actually of differ
ing origin and purpose, but all were brought into tho scheme 
bv being treatPd as equally valid ways of salvation.' F"r 
a· more sophisticated. prese~tation of practically the same 
understanding of Indian plulosophv as a whole, see Potter 
K. H. Presuppositions of India's Philosophies, Prentice-Hali 
Inc. 1963. 

9. THE ORTHODOX CLASSIFICATION 

1 Panini. iv. 4. 60. 
2 Sas.tri, K. A Primer of Indian Logic. Intro. vii. 
3 Manusmrti. ii, 11. 
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10. TIIE VEDA 

1 Macdonell, A. A. A HistonJ of Sanskrit Literature. London, 
1905. 41. 

2 Wintemitz, M. A HistortJ of Indian Literature. vol i. Cal
cutta, 1929. 310. But the question of Vedic chronology is 
very complex and still largely controversial. In his intro
duction to R. C. Dutt's Bengali translation of the ~gveda 
( reprinted Calcutta, 196.'3), S. K. Chatterjee adduces strong 
philological grounds for a much later date of the ~f!,veda. 

3 Chanda, R. P. in the Memoirs of the Archmological Survey 
of India xxxi, 3-5, was the first to suggest the hypothesis that 
the }:lgvedic references to the destruction of the puras and 
diirgas in the land of the seven rivers were presumably re
ferences to the destruction of the cities and citadels of the 
Indus Valley. The hypothesis of the Indus cities being des
troyed by the invading Aryans was hinted at, though not 
without his characteristic caution, by Childe, V. G. New 
Light on Most Ancient East. London, 1934. 223. However, 
on the basis of his own archreological excavations of 1940, 
Wheeler boldly asserted that for tlu~ final destmction 0£ 
the Indus cities and citadels, 'On circumstantial eviclrncc, · 
Indra stands riccused'. See \Vheeler, M. in Ancient India, 
iii, 82ff. For a comprehensive survey of the archreologic·il 
and literary evidences in support of this hypothesis, see 
Pi!!!!ott, S. Prel1isforic India. London, 1950. 214-89. 

4 Siiiikhyayana Crl1ya Siitra iv. 7.47; Vtisi~ta Dharma Siistra 
xviii, 12; l\fanusmrti iv, 89. 

5 That the basic theme of the ~gvcda is but the simple ex
pression of everyday desires should be overwhelmingly ob
vious to any of its unbiased reader. \1/hat prevents one to 
see it clearly, however, is the age-old myth about this primi
tive and semi-primitive poetry. Accordingly, in my Lokayata, 
545ff, I felt obliged to quote a large number of ]}gvedic 
passages to show what is rather obvious. It is no use re
peating all these over again. But we can quate here H. P. 
Sastri, a traditional scholar of great eminence, who helps 
us much to emancipate ourselves from the hoary myth about 
the ~gveda. The following is a rough English rendering of 
one of his charmingly simple Bengali essays: 

TI1e very name Veda evokes in every Indian an emotion 
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of overwhehning awe: One is a rare-born who reads the 
Veda and om: who understands it as a veritable incarna
tion of Siva or Vigm. l'urity of body and mind is the 
precondition of Vedic study, which brings the power of 
achieving the impossible with the help of the spells. 
Visiimitra utters the spell, and lo, after a draught of twelve 
long years there comes rain in torrents. I utter a spell 
here and my enemy in Delhi is annihilated. With Vedic 
spells, the barren becomes a mother, the sick cured, the 
poor prosperous and the dying man back to life. When 
you are in need of any proof, just claim that it is declared 
by the Veda and none will dare to contradict you. Such 
indeed are the ideas of the ignorant: the VeJa is a mira
cle and a miracle-maker; it is inscrutable, unreadable, un
understandable, unapproachable. Without the grace :1£ 
the goddess of learning and the accumulated merit nf 
the pious acts of the previous births, none can l1ave an 
access to the Veda. 

But what exactly is the Veda? It is nothing but an 
anthology of some poems, songs, etc., composed by vari
ous gitted poets in different times, under diverse condi
tions and with various purposes. While b-ying to explain 
this we hope that it would kindly be skipped over by 
those that have high things to say about Sanskrit as a 
mere matter of profession and therefore who, without 
ever bothering to read the Veda only know that it is 
composed by the God Brahma. Actually speaking, this 
literature is son:iewhat like Palgrave's Golden Treasury of 
S011gs and Lynes, an anthology of songs and poems of 
many a gifted poets. . . . An anthology of songs is of 
course merely so; but how could the Vccla l:eing es
sentially so, acquire such a stupendous influence on 
religion? \Vhat explains this veneration for the Veda 
over hundreds of years? 

The great antiquity of the Veda is about the main 
reason for this. Of all the books in the world, the Veda 
is surC'ly the ?ldest . . . . Moreover, for purposes of 
knowing anythmg about the age in which it was compo
sed, we have only the Veda to depend upon .... Let us 
imagine a sitrnit10n wl~ere after a lapse of about 3000 
years all the books written hv the Englishmen become 
extinct, leaving only the Goltlen Trcas1m1 to survive. 
Under such circumstances, the Golden Treas11rr1, too, is 
likely to acquire a similar importance. It alo;1e would 
then tell us about the thoughts, poetic capabilities and 
the social customs of the Englishmen. 
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The historian and the archreologist will of course con
centrate on the great antiquity and historical value of the 
Veda. From the poet's point of view, however, there is 
no other poetry in the world that can be compared to 
the Veda. The Veda is not an epic of the Homerian type; 
yet each poem ( stikta) of the Veda is an epic in its own 
way. It was then only the childhood of mankind and 
there could be nothing to compare to the tremendous 
power man has acqmred on the external world today. 

Under these circumstances, everything-fire, air, cloud, 
thunder, lightning, storm-appeared to be veritable gods. 
It needs a great deal of development of abstract thinking 
to arrive at the c-onception of the presiding deities; men 
in their childhood were yet to develop it. They saw 
everything with the child's eyes, pictured everything wit.h 
brightest hues. Their eyes were the eyes of the poets. 
At ~he same time. the knowledge, the labour and the 
mastery over the internal world which the composition of 
Homer's colossal poem presupposes were not possessed by 
them. They could just express the depths of their hearts, 
their awe and fear, their apprehension, hope and aspira
tion. And how did they express all these? There w,1s 
nothing clever, nothing thoughtful, nothing laboured 
about their expressions. \Vhenever they felt any fear or 
awe it soon occupied the whole of their inner being. Antl 
they immediately expressed it in words. The words 
like the feelings, were simple, clear and noble. There 
was no burden of the rhetoric, no anxiety to conceal 
anything or to discriminate between good and bad taste, 
nn calculated cleverness for purposes of anpealing to 
others. Their expressions had the same nobility as their 
feelings. . .. Whatever they looked at appeared to them 
to he colossal. wonderful and novel. A hillock would 
have thrilled them a hundred times more than the great 
Himalayas thrill us today. Lest it upsets the social 
norm, we refme sometimes to pxpress what we feel; these 
poets exnre~secl the same fcelin_gs in a highly magnined 
yet simple language. Thev were poets, because thev were 
full of !hat sense of wonder which is the universal cha
racteri~tic of the poet's heart. Yet. compared to them, 
our poet~ trday are dry men of affairs. 

Nevertheless, the Vcdn i~ reqarclPcl ahove all as n rc>li
gious w1,rk ... How was it that for thousands of years it 
was worshinned by millions of people? How could ,ome 
poem~ and songs eventually ac(Juire this scriptural status? 
It will be a fully to suggest that people were just fools to 
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have imagined this. Really speaking, the process is mdi-' 
cative of some important psychological buth. Those who 
composed these songs believed that they could do it be
cause of some divine aid. Their fellowmen, too, be
lieved that the composers worked wider divine in~l)iration. 
Let us suppose that you are a poet wlille I am not and 
the two of us stay together. With your strong imagina
tion you see everything as full of beauty; being not a poet 
I see the earth just as it is, the sky merely as the sky. 
Here lies the diHerence between the two of us. We know 
this to be :i diHerence resulting from our different mental 
make-up. But people then were not aware of this. They 
could only note that when the poet sang he e,qJcrienced 
a peculiar inner unrest which was not normally folt by 
him. How was th.is unrest to be accounted for? Accu
stomed as he was to see gods everywhere, the poet saw 
in this, too, the working of god. So lie said, 'God has 
worked me up like this". And the others wondered: Since 
he can do what we cannot, lie must have been aided by 
god. . .. In the course of time, the names of the poets 
who actually composed these songs were forgotten and 
the deities imagined to have helped the poets came to be 
known as the real authors of the Veda. This le<l Mii.dhav
aciirya to claim that a ffi (Vedic poet) was one who saw 
the ma11tra, the root ff meaning 'to see'. It was because 
of this, again, that Bhavabhiiti was somewhat annoyed 
with Kalidiisa's use of the word mantrakrt ( 'the maker 
of mantra'); instead of mantrakrfiim, he said, the word 
should rather be mantradrsiim; the r#s never made the 
mantras, they merely saw th~m. : .. Eventually, with the 
final supremacy of monotheism m the Brahmacica1 reli
gion, tl1e a·1thorship of the Veda was attributed to the 
Supreme G1•d. God being eternal, the Veda, too, was con
sidered eternal. Being the work of God, the Veda can 
contain no error; it is all-buth, all-holy, all-illumination. 
Thus it was that a collection of songs acquired the scrip
hiral stah1s .... 

In the Vedic age people were very simple and straight
forward· 1t is extremelv difficult for us to enter their men
tal worid. We should be able to understand the Veda 
much better if we can project ourselves in ima. 
gination into thP Vedic world. \Ve should then have 
some real idea of the activities and the politics of thosP 
days and sliould understand a lot of what the poets hacl 
to say. But it is not easy to enter that world. For tl1is 
purpose, it is necessary to know a great deal about the 
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ancient world and about the mental make-up of the an
cient peoples. It is not enough to k-now only about India; 
it is :.lso necessary to lrnow the history of the ancient 
warld wherever the Aryans appeared. (Harapasiid Raca
r.iivali in Bengali. Calcutta, 1960. ii, 389-97. Quoted by 
Suniti Kumar Chatterjee in his introduction to R. C. 
Dutta's Bengali translation of the ]J.gveda. Reprinted, 
Calcutta, 1963). 

6 Nyiiya-kusumiiiijali. Auto-commentary. v. 3. 
1 IJ,gveda x. 81. 3---Scetiisvatara Upani$ad iii. 3. 
8 Tarkalamkara Chandrakanta. Fcllows11ip Lectures. i. 66-7. 
9 Childe, V.G. What Happened in Hist.ory, 167. 

11. MAGIC AND RELIGION 

l Thomson, G. Religion. London, 1950. 5-9. 
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1949. 48-51. 
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Upm1i.~acls. Harvard Oriental Series, 1925. 260. 
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Litemlttrc. i, 208n. 

,'3 Clu111clogya Upani.~acl. iv. 1.1.-iv. 2.5. 
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St-etiisrafara t'pani.~rul. i. 1. 
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siinyam tadeoa brahma miiyi11a~1. Others to have sarcasti
cally referred to the close similarity between the Advaita 
Vedanta and Mahayana Buddhism are Parthasarathi Misra 
(Siistradipikii, Nir. ed. 111) and Jayanta Bhana (Nyayamaii
fari. Chow. ed. ii, 96). Vijfianabhik~u, in his introduction to 
the S<"irilkhya-praoacana-Muisya quoted from the Padma. 
puriirya the phrase pracchanna Bauddha ('disguised Buddh
ists') describing the Advaita Vedantists. Among the modem 
scholars who have elaborately discussed the question of the 
ideological affinity between the Advaita Vecl.'i.ntists and the 
Mahayana Buddhists n.re V. Bhattacharya ( in Indian His
torical Quarterly, x, 1-11 ), H. Jacobi ( in Journal of Ameri
can Oriental Society. xxxiii, 31H), L. de la Valle Poussin ( in 
]o,muzl Royal Asiatic SocicflJ. 1910, 128ff. ), T. Stcherbatsky 
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gupta (A History of fodian Philosopl,y. i, 4231f). Cf. also S. 
Mukherjee in the Nava-Ndlanclii Mahciciliiim Research Pub
lications. i, 10.'51f. 

16. Tl-IE MlMA.l\'1SA 

1 Sastri, N. in Indian Antiquary. I, 172. 
2 Jha, G. Piirva-Mimii1iisii in Its Sources. 14. 
3 lb. 17f. Cf. Keith, A. B. Kamw-Minu'iriisii. IO. 
4 Keith, A. B. Karma Mimiimsii. 11. The writings of ~arhk. 

and Kumarila, too, give us the inevitable impression that,:~ 
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a thinker or logician,Kumiirila must have been immensely 
superior to Sarilkara; even if any philosophical debate be
tween the two could actually take place, Samkara had not 
even a remote chance of defeating Kumarila. Samkara's 
real merit was a lucid literary style and he must hcve 
borrowed from Kumarila those arguments that suited his 
purpose. 

5 Max-Muller, F. Collected Works. London, 1903. xix, 210-
12; Muir, J. Original Sanskrit Texts. 5 vols. London, 1873. 
iii, 95; Sarkar, K. Mimiirhsii Rules of Interp,-etation. Cal
cutta, 1909. 508. 

6 Bhiiffadipikii. Mysore e_d. iii. 5.3. Though palpably absurd, 
the story invented by Ananclagiri in his Smiikaravi;aya, viz. 
that Samkara met Kumarila when the latter was immolating 
himself as punishment for the sin of having discarded lsvara 
(god) out of his zeal for the doctrines of J aimini, is not 
without signi.6cance with regard to the atheism of genuine 
Mimarilsft. 

7 Radhakrishnan, S. Indian Philosophy. ii, 427. 
8 For Prabhiikara's views, see Jha, G. The Priibluikara School 

of Purva Mimiimsii. Allahabad, 1911. 85-8 and Keith, A. B. 
Karma Mimtiri1sa. 62ff. Much more interesting, however, are 
the arguments of Kumii.rila. See Slokar;ii1ttika, Sambancli.
k~epa parii.ihra-vii.da, verses 4Iff. In his English transla
tion of the Slokavarttika ( Calcutta, 1907), 355ff, Jha quotes 
a number of important passages from the commentaries of 
Sucarita Misra and Parthasarathi Misra on the Slokaviirttika. 

9 Sahara on the Mimiimsii-sutra. i. 1. 5. 
10 For Kumarila's arguments against the possible existence of 

God, see Slokawrtika, Sambandak~epa-parihiira-viida, -verses 
41-116. For the standard exposition of the anti-theistic 
arguments of the Priibhiikara school, the modem scholars 
generally depend upon Siilikaniitha's Prakararyapaiijikii. See 
Jha, G. Piirva-Mimiims,I in its Sn11rces. 44-7 and Keith, A. 
B. Karma Mimii1i1sii, 63 f. 

11 Sahara on the Mimiimsii-sutra, ix .1. 6-10. 
12 Sastri, N. in Indian AntiquanJ. I, 241. 
13 Sribhi4tJa on the Brahma-sut-ra, iii. 2.39-40. 
14 Hiriyanna, M. Outlines of lrulian Philosophy. 300. 
15 Vi;,naptimiitratii.siddh1. verse I. Tr. Bagchi, S. S. in the Naoo

Niilanda Mahiii;ihiira Research Publications. i, 369. 
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16 Slokm:iirttika, Niralambana-vada. verses 1-3, 12-3. 
17 For Sahara's refutation of idealism, see his commentary on 

the Mimiimsii-sutra. i.1.5. Kumarila's anti-idealistic argu
ments are to be found in the sections known as Niralambana
vada and Sunya-vada of the Slokaviirttika. For the refuta
tion of idealism by the Prabhakara school, see Jha, G. Piiroa
Mimiirhsa in its Sources, 56ff. 

18 Slokar;arttika. Pratya~a-sutra. verses 28-32. Cf. Niralam
bana-viida. verses 94-5. 

19 Stcherbatsky, T. The Conception of Buddhist Nirviirya. 19. 

17. THE VED,i\NTA 

1 Keith, A. B. in Encyclopredia of Religion and Ethics. x, 572. 
2 lb. 
3 Gaden, A. S. in Encr1clop.edia of Religion and Ethics. ix, 

373-4. 
4 Grierson, G A. in Encyclopmdia of Religion arul Ethics. 

viii, 233. 
5 lb. viii, 234. 
6 Mackichan, D. in Encylopredia of Religion and Ethics. xii, 

581. 
7 lb. 

18. UPANI$ADIC IDEALISM 

l Deusseu, P. The Philosophy of the Upan~ads. 39. 
2 Brhadiirat)yaka Upan4ad. ii. 4.5 .. Henceforth the names of 

the Upanil,ads are given in abbreviations. Translations of 
the Upaniimdic passages are mostly from Hume, R. E. The 
Thirteen Principal Upanifads. 

3 Ch. Up. vii. 7 .1. 
4 Br. Up. ii.4.5. 
5 lb. ii.4.6. 
6 Ib.ii.4.12. 
7 Ch. Up. vii.1.2. 
8 Cf. Br. Up. ii.4.10; iv.1.2; iv.5.11. 
9 Cr. Up. vii. 24-5. 

10 Deussen, P. The Philosophy of the Upan~ds. 74-5. 
11 Br. Up. iii.9.26; iv.2.4. 
12 Jb. ii.4.14. 
13 Ch. Up. viii.3.2. 
14 Br. Up. iv.3.7. 
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15 lb. iv.3.8-10. 
16 lb. iv.3.14. 
17 lb. iv.3.20. 
18 lb. iv.3.19. 
19 lb. iv .3.21-2. 
20 lb. iv.3.31-2. 
21 lb. iv.4.2-6. 
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19. SOURCES OF IDEALISM 

1 Br. Up._i.4.11. 
2 Ch. Up. v.10.8. 
3 Y iifiiavalkya Sinrti. iii. 191. 
4 Baudhiiyana Dharma Sutra. i.5.101. 
5 Manusmrti. x.834. 
6 lb. x.115. 
7 lb. x.116-7. 
8 Kane, P. V. History of the Dlwrmasiistras. vol. ii. Poona, 

1941. 100. 
9 Macdonell, A. A. Vedic Mythology, Strassburg, 1897. 116. 

IO Nig1umtu ii .1 and iii. 9. 
11 Vlastos, G. Quoted by Farrington, B. in Philosophy for the 

Future. New York, 1949. 4. 
12 Farrington, B. in Philosophy for the Future. 5. 
13 Farrington, B. Greek Science. i, 105-6. 
14 See, e.g., Deussen, P. The Philosophy of the Upani~ads. 17ff. 
15 Br. Up. ii. I. 
16 Kat~. Up. iv. 
17 Farrington, B. Greek Science. i, 142. 
18 Thomson, G . .iEschylus and Athens. London, 1946. 368. 
19 Ka~. Up. iv .20. 
20 Ch. Up. v.3; Br. Up. vi.2; Ka~. Up. i. 
21 Keith, A. B. Religion and Philcsophy of the Vedas and 

Upani~ads. 495. 

20. ADVAITA VEDANTA 

I Siirirak,1,,blii4ya on the Brahma-sutra. ii. I. 11. Tr. Thibaut. 
2 lb. Adhyasabha~ya. 
3 Dasgupta, S. N. A History of Indian Philosophy, i, 423 & 

429. 
4 Mii1]4-ukya K.iirikii iv .3.5. 
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5 Lenin, V. I. Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, Moscow, 
1947. 141. 

6 Slokaviirtika. Niralambana-vada. verses 6-10 . 

.2).. IDEALISM VERSUS MATERIALISM 

l Marx, K. and Engels, F. Selected ·works. 2 vols. Moscow, 
1962. ii, 369. 

2 Thomson, G. Studies in Ancient Greek Society. ii, 323. 
3 Ch. Up. viii. 7-15. 
4 Satapatha Briilzma1J,a. ii .4. 2. 5. 
5 Maitri Up. vii.9.10. 
6 Vi,rou Pur<11J,U. iii.18.14-26. 
1 Katha Up. i.20; ii.6. 
8 Sv. Up. i. 2. However, apart from such stray references to 

the materialisHc outlook recorded in the Upaniimdic litera
ture, the important question remains whether the view 
attributed in the Chiindogya Upan~ad to a certain Uddiilaka 
An.mi is to be taken as a materialistic one. Ruben, follow
ing Jacobi, argues in favour of this possibility. See Ruben, 
W. Ud.diilaka and Yc1;rwvalkya : Materialism and Idealism in 
India11 Studies.: Past & Present. iii, 345-5!. 

9 Sv. Up. i.2. 
10 Bucldhacarita. ix. 52. 
11 Sarva-darsana~smi1grahll. Ch. 1. 
12 Iliriyanna, M. Outlines of India11 Pl,ilosophy. 10,'J..5. 
13 lb. HM. 
14 Sarw-darsa11a-smilgral,a. Ch. I. 
15 On Gita. xvi. 8. 
16 Sc1riraka-blui.y,Ja on Bralmw-sutra ii. 2 . .'5. Tr. Thibaut. 
17 Engels, F. Dialectics of Nature. Moscow, 195 t 2A2. Cf. 

Bacon, F. Nvrnm Organum. i.3. 
18 Gau~lapada on tlw S<I1hkhya Kdrikii. verse 2.7. 

22. THE SAMKHYA SYSTEM 

I See Garbe, R. AnirnddJw's Commentary on tlte Origin,1l 
Parts of Vedtintin Mahiideva's Commentary on the Sii1hkhya
siitras. Calcutta,. 1892. Intro. xxi. 

2 Garbe, R. in Encypl.opredia of Religion and Ethics. id, 189; 
Sastri, H. P. Baud.aha Dharma (Bengali) 37. 
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3 Garbe, R. Samkl1ya Pravacana B1ui~Ja, Harvard Oriental 
Series, 1895. Pref. xi. 

4 Dasgupta, S. N. A I-Iiston1 of Indian Philosophy. i, 218. 
5 Garbe, R. Siimkhya Pravacana Blii4ya. Pref. xii. 
6 Stcherbatsky, T. Buddhist Logic. i, 47-8. 
7 Garbe, R. in EnctjclOpc!!dia of Religion and Ethics. xi, 190. 
8 Siiri1khya Kiirikii. verse 8. 
9 Seal, B. N. Positive Sciences of tl1e Ancient Hindus. Vara-

nasi, 1958. 2. 
10 lb. 1-56. 
11 Farrington, B. Greek Science. i, 36. 
12 Stcherbatsl-y, T. Bu.ldltist Logic. i, 18. 
13 lb. 
14 Garbe, R. in Encyclopredia of Religion and Ethics. xi, 191. 
15 Carakasari1hitii, Sarirasthiina. 
16 Sangha vi, Sukhlalji. Adl1yiitma..vicara1J.a (Hindi). 15-6. 
17 Dasgupta, S. N. A Hisfon1 of Indian Pliil-osophy. i, 214. 
18 Brahma-siitra ii .1.12. 
19 Katha Upani~ad iii. 11. 
20 lb. vi.8. 
21 Scetiisvatara Upanfyacl iv. 10. In my Lokiiyata, 4250:, I have 

quoted many more passages like these to show that as a 
matter of fact the Siimkhya formed the pt.""irvapa~a for the 
Upani~adic idealists. 

2.2 Siiriraka-blui.?'Ja on the Bra1mw-sutra ii. 2. 7. Tr. Thibaut. 

~3. THE YOGA 

l Garbe, R in EncyclopcEdia of Religion and Ethics. xii, 
831-2. 

2 Chanda, R. P. in Memoirs of the Arch:£.ological Survey of 
lrulia. xii, 25; Marshall, J. Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Cim
lizatiOn, 3 vols. London, 1931. i, 53-4. 

3 Dasgupta, S. N. A History of Indian Philosophy. i, 228-9. 
4 Sanghavi, Sukhlalji. Darsana Aur Cintaruz (Hindi). i, 

2.51-2. 
5 Gough, A. E. Philosophy of the Upllnishads. London, 1882. 

18; Garbe, R. in EncyclopcEdia of Religion and Ethics. xii. 
83.'3; etc. 

6 Garbe, R. op . .cit. xii, 832-3. · 
7 Dharmottara's commentary on the Nyiiyabindu. i .11. 
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24. THE BUDDHA AND EARLY BUDDHISM 

l Chattopadhyaya, D. Lokiiyata. Chapter 7. References to the 
Buddhist texts quoted here are to be found in thjs earlier 
work. 

2 Engels, F. The Origin of the Family, etc. Moscow, 1952. 
163. Ch. ix in particular gives us all the basic clues to the 
understanding of early Buddhism. 

3 Marx, K. and Engels, F. On Religion. Moscow, 1957. 42. 
4 Quoted by Thomson, G. in Studies in Ancient Greek Society. 

ii, 93. 
5 Engels, F. The Origin of the Family, etc. 163. 
6 Hiriyanna, M. Outlines of Indian Philosophy. 139. 
1 lb. 141. 
8 Marx, K and Engels, F. Selected Works, ii, 65-6. 
9 Quoted by Hiriyanna, M. op. cit. 142. 

25. JAINIS'f.J 

1 Jacobi, H. in Sacred Books of the East. xiv, Intro. xxviii 
2 lb. Intro. xxxiii. 
3 Jacobi, H. in E11cr1clopwclia of Religion and Ethics. vii, 

468-9. 

26. LATER SCHOOLS OF BUDDHISM 

1 Rhys-Davids, T. W. Diawgues of the Bw:ulha, vol. iv. Lon
don, 1921. 121. 

2 Sacred Books of the East. xiii, 84. 
3 Malalasekera, G. P. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names. 2 vols. 

London, 1937-8. i. 9634. 
4 2,500 Years of Buddhism. New Delhi, 1956. 188. 
5 lb. 116. 
6 Siiriraka-b1'1ii~Ja on the Brahma-siitra ii. 2 .18. 
7 See History of Phiwsopliy: Eastem and W estem. ed. Radha

krishnan, S. 2 vols. London, 1952. vol. i. 
6 Stcherbatsky, T. The Central Conception of Budilhism, 22. 
9 The following points occur in Dhannakirti's defence of 

momentariness offered in the Hetubi11du. The text, restored 
in Sanskrit from its now available Tibetan translation, is 
appended to the Hetubindu-fikii, Gae:l-ward·s Oriental Se
ries. For the general defence of momentariness, see p. 56 
( line 16) to p. 63 ( line 14). For the special points raised 
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here, see p. 56, lines 16-24; p. 57, lines 3-9; p. 58, line 26 
to p. 59, line 7 and p. 61, lines 6-9. The most outstandine1 
work in English on the Buddhist theory of rnomentarines~ 
is Mooketjee, S. The Buddhist Philosophy of Universal 
Flux. Calcutta, 1935. 

10 Sankrityayana, Rahula. Darsana-digdarsana (Hindi). 762. 
11 Stcherbatsky, T. The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana. 3.'3. 
12 ]J.gyan-Drug Mchog-GuyiY. Sikkim, 1962. 26. cf. 'The Laiika-

vatiira and a Mahamegh(Utltra put into the mouth of the 
Buddha words like the following: 'Four centuries after my 
nirvii,:ia this Ananda will be the bl1ilcyi, called Naga; he 
will teach the Great Vehicle'. ERE. viii. 335. 

13 Stcherbatsky, T. op. cit. 38. 
14 Vigrahavyiivartani, verse xxii. Tr. S. Mookerjee. 
15 Stcherbatsky, T. op. cit. 41 
16 lb. 47. 
17 Bhattacharya, V. in History of Phiwsophy, Eastern and 

Western, i, 180. 
18 lb. 
19 Pramiil'J,ll-viirttika, Ch. iii, verses 353-55. 
20 lb. Ch. iii, verse 220. 
21 Durveka's sub-commentary on Dharmakirti's Nyiiyabindu. 

K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna. 44. 
22 It may be mentioned here that rather than evolving any 

'coherence' theory of b·uth-as was <lone, e.g., by Bosanquet, 
in order to make room for logic within the general frame
work of the idealistic outlook-the Buddhist logicians like 
Dharmakirti accepted the 'correspondence' theory of tmth. 
'Correspondence of knowledge with reality is regarded a~ 
the test and warrant of its validity and this correspondence 
is attested when knowledge leads to the actual attainment 
of the object by creating a volitional urge for the object 
presented. So the purpose of knowledge is served when 
it reveals an objective reality in its tme character; and the 
actual attainment of the object, which takes place by rea
son of a chain of psychical facts, beginning with the desire 
and volitional urge and ending in actual physical endea
vour, is only a bye-product' ( Mookerjee, S. The Buddhist 
Philosophy of Universal Flux. 273). It is not difficult to 
see why such an understanding of the nature of truth should 
fail to be consistent with the Vijfiiina-vacla standpoint, ac
cording to which knowledge is essentially object-less ( niro. 
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lambana). As a matter of fact, this inconsistency was 
keenly felt by the later commentators on the Buddhist logi
cal texts. Here is h significant example: 

Dignaga defined perception as a cognition 'which is free 
from conceptual construction' ( pratt1a/cyam kalpaniipoq}ziim). 
With a view to excluding errors from the category of per
ception, Dharmakirti added to the definition the further 
clause abliriinta (non-erroneous). Vinitadeva, by way of 
justifying this addition, argued that it could meet the posi
tion of the Yogaciiras, too. But Dhannottara came out 
sharply against such a claim and Dharmottara's commenta
tor argued that there was no question of reconciling this 
definition of perception with the Yogaciira standpoint, be
cause the definition was offered from the Sautrantika point 
of view. Here is how Mookcrjee sums up the controversy: 
'He (Virutadeva) interpreted abhriinta as meaning "not 
lacking correspondence with reality" ( avisariwiidaka). But 
this alone would be wide enough to include inference as the 
latter too does not lack this correspondence. So the other 
clause "free from ideal constructions" is added for the exclu
sion of inference, which is invariably attended with ideal 
elements. "Abl,rii11ta should not be construed", says Vinita
deva, "as. meaning a cognition which is contrary to and so 
erroneous in respect of the object. This interpretation of 
the word abhriinta would make the definition absolutelv 
futile as all knowledge, let alone perception, is erroneou's 
with regard to its ohject according to the Yogacaras and ae
cordingly this definition has been so worded as to meet their 
position also." This interpretation of Vinitacleva has been 
strongly animadverted upon by Dharmottara. Dharn10ttara 
observes that this interpretation of the word abhriinta as 
"not lacking correspondence with reality" is itself futile, as 
from the contPxt which treats of true and authentic know
ledge and of perception as a sub-species of the same, we 
have it that perception must not be incongruent with fact, 
because authentic knowledge connotes this very congmence 
and not anything else. So Vinitadeva's interpretation wodd 
make the definition tautologous, as the definition in rela
tion to the context would read as follows: "The cognition 
~hich is not incongment and is free from ideation ( kalpaiut) 
1s nut incongruent." But this reiteration of "not incongru
ent" does not answer any purpose. So the word abhriinta 
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should be taken to mean that which is not contrary to the 
real object presented in it. But what about the position of 
the idealist? The definition so interpreted will not meet 
their purpose. The auth0r of the sub-commentary assures 
us that there is absolutely no difficulty as the definition has 
been propounded frum the Sautriintika's position and not 
from the idealistic standpoint, though the former is not the 
orthodox position of the master ( acarya) : etac ca lalcyaJJa• 
dvayam ityiidinii . . . vinil<ulevavyiik11yil . . . d1~ta. tena 
tv'evam vyiikhyiitam: "abhriintam iti yad dsamvadi r,a 
bhavati, evam satya anumiinastJii'ptj etal la/cyar:iam priipnoti'ti 
kalpaniipD<_l11agraha-ryarii tanivruyart1wm - yady evmn 
vyakhiiyate, iilamvane yan na bhriintam tad a1Jhriintam ity 
ttcyamiine sarvam pratyalcyam jiiiiam ,1lambane bhriin
tam iti 11a kasyacit pratyalcyatvmh stJiit. tathii 
cii'ha. 'sarvam <"ilambane bhrantam muktvd tathagnta;-Mnam' 
iti yogiiciiramate, tad apy atrii'caryena sari1grhitam" iti. tad 
ayuktam ... 11anu'ktam yogac.iiramatam asariigrhitam syiid 
iti. ucyate. bahyanayena sautriintika matiinusiire,:iii' ciZryena 
lalcyanarii krtam ity ado~aJ:,. Nyayabindu-tikii-tippani (Bib. 
Bud.). 18-9.' Mookerjee, S. op. cit. 277-8. 

27. THE NYAYA-VAISESIKA 

1 Hiriyanna, M. Outlines of Indum Philosophy. 228. 
2 Carbe, H. in Encyclopredia of Religion allll Ethics. ix, 422. 

Phanibhusana, in his Nyiiya-dnrsa_JUL (Bengali) i, 2n, quotes 
a number of medieval philosophical texts in which the name 
occurs as caranilksa, etc., which indicate that the real mean
ing of the na~e ~ight have been 'one with eyes on feet'. 

3 Keith, A. B. Indian Logic and Atomism. Oxford, 1921. 18f. 
4 Mitra, S. K. Studies in Philosophy and Religion. Calcutta., 

1956. 157. 
5 Nyiiyaman;ari ( Banaras Sanskrit Series). i. 158-9. 
6 Farrington, B. Greek Science. i, 60-1. 
7 Schwegler, A. Handbook of the Historl_J of Philosophy. Lon

don, 1867. 26. 
8 Thomson, G. Studies in Ancient Greek Society. ii, 311. 
9 Schwegler, A. op. cit. 26. Schwegler's own bias for Hege

lian idealism is of course obvious. 
10 Among the metal workers the technique persists in various 

places of the country. For its persistence among the potters, 
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see Pemberton, R. Report on Bootan. Calcutta, 1962 ed. 76. 
11 Sastri, K. A Primer of lndian Logic. 61. 
12 lb. 18-9. 
13 Stcherbatsky, T. Buddhist Logic. i. Z79 . 

.28. LOKAYATA 

l Thomson, G. Studies in Ancient Greek Society. ii, 302. 
2 Siiriraka-hhii.y,Ja on the Brahma-siitra. iii. 3. 53. Tr. Thibaut. 
3 lb. iii.3.54. 
4 K. K. Dixit, ( Indinn Studies: Past & Present. iv, 98H) rightly 

insists that for the purpose of detennining the real ideolo
gical affiliation of Jayarasi Bhatta tl1e following internal evi
dences of tlle Tattvopaplava-si1itha must be taken note of. 
For in tlie text itself, Jayariisi uses the phrase tattvopaplava 
twice from which we can judge the essence of liis tattw
paplava-vada. The first occurrence is where Jayariisi is say
ing to an adversary that if the latter adopts a particular 
pqsition there arises tl1e contingency of everything being 
unreal and from it follows tattvopaplava: . . . sarvasya 
mitliyatoom iipadyate tata~i tattvopapkzva~ syiit ( p. 9). 
The second occurrence is where he is in effect saying to the 
same adversary ( though in another connection) that if our 
knowledge of existence is no guarantee of actual existence 
and if our knowledge of absence no guarantee of actual 
absence we would be plunged in uncertainty about every
thing whatsoever and that would mean tattvopapalva: ... 
yadi ca bhiivan;nanam hhiivavi1avastham na karoti tadll sarva
hhave~ aniisvasaprasafiga~. tatprasaktau . abhiioosyrlpy 
anavasthiti~1, tad anavasthitatt ca tattvopaplavii~i ( p. 14). So 
according to Jayariisi the doctrine of tattwpaplava should at 
least mean the doctrine that everything is unreal and that 
we have no certain knowledge about anything ,vhatsoeYer.' 
These evidences are clear and d!'cisive and it rl'mains for 
us to raise a 1,imple question: who in Indian philosophy 
wanted to prove that evcl)thing was unreal and that know
ledge was an impossibility? There is only one answer to 
this question: none but the t'xtremc idealists like the Ma
dhyamika Buddhists and the Advaita Vedantists rnaintainAd 
both these views. If, therefore, Jayari"isi l1ad any philoso
phical affiliation, it was only with the extreme idealists. As 
a matter of fact. the Jaina logici.m Vidyanandin showed a 
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clear understanding of this philosophical affiliation of Jaya
rasi Bhana; he bracketed the positions of the Tattvopaplava
vf1dins, Sunyaviidins and Brahmaviiclins and said: sarvatlui 
siinyavadinastattvopaplavavadino bralmuwiidino vii jllgra
clupalablidluirthakryayiiri1 ki1n na vddliakapratyaya~i ( Quot
ed by the editors in the Intro. of the Tattvopaplava-siriilw). 

This means that according to Vidyanandin there were 
three schools in Indian philosophy-namely, those of the 
Sunyaviidins, Tattvopaplavaviidins and Brahmav~dins •
which maintained that there was some form of experience 
which negated the normal waking experience. "\Ve have 
already seen ( p. 62) why the Indian idealists argued i:i 
favour of its possibility: such an experience could be the 
conclusive ground for providing the unreality of the worl<l. 
If, ris Jayariisi himself said, a major implication of his 
tattvopaplnuaviida was the unreality of the world, it could 
only be logical for the Tattvopaplavavadins to have argued 
in favour of such an experience. Therefore, Vidyanandin's 
comment could not have been drawn from his own imagi
nation and it conclusively proves the idealistic affiliation of 
Jayaras Bha~a. 

Therefore, it is quite amazing to note that even a respon
sible scholar like A. L. Basham makes the following state
ment: 'Besides numerous quotations attributed to material
ists in :eligious and philosophical works one materialist p11i
losoph1cal text has sunived. This is the Tattr;opapwva
sirid,a' (The Wonder Tluit \Vas Indio. 297). On the con
trary the fact is that the text opens with Jayarasi's rejection 
of the materialistic thesis that everything is made up of four 
physical elements and its editors themselves never went to 
the ridiculous extent of claiming it to be a materialist pM
losophical text. Their contention rather is that the text re
presents the view of one branch of the Carvaka school which 
deviated from the 'orthodox' materialism of the Carvakas and 
d,~veloped the taltvopapwva-viida. As against such a claim, 
again, we may mPntion another interesting internal evidence 
of the text itself. Towards its end, Javarasi claims to have 
expnsccl certain deep-rooted aberrations of the intellect 
\\-hich even Brhaspati ( . ..-uragum) failed to expose. Now, 
it is impossible to deny the fact that according to the Indian 
philosophical tradition Brhaspati is somehow or other con
ceived to be the founder of the Carvaka philosophy. It is 
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equally impossible ·to deny that according to the Indian phi
losophical tradition, no real representative of a system 
would ever dream of boasting intellectual superiority to the 
founder of the system itself. Jayarasi, who claims to be 
intellectually superior to Brhaspati, could thus hardly be a 
follower of Brhaspati himself, i.e. could hardly be the lead
er of any imaginary offshoot of the Carvaka or Bi.i.rhaspatya 
system. It is moreover necessary to remember that Jaya
rasi claims as his final achievement the annihilation of the 
vanity of the pii§aTJ,cf,in's (p. 125). Now, whatever might 
have been the exact meaning of we word J>ii~aTJ,(lin, it could 
by no stretch of imagination have excluded the Lokayatikas 
or Carviikas. 

5 Dasgupta, S. N. A HistonJ of Indian Philosophy. iii, 536£. 
6 Tucci, G. in the Proceedings of the Indian Philosophical 

Congress, 1925. 36. 
1 Nyiiyam.an;ari. i.113. 
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16 Ch<Inclogya Upa11i~ad. v. 10. 7. 
17 Gitii. iv.13. 
18 Tarka-ralwsya-di71ikil on ~ac,l-darsana-samuccaya, verse 50. 
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don, 1899. 73. 
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Abhidlwnna-kosa, by Vasubandhu, a basic work of the Sarviisti
vadi Buddhists [26]. 

Abhidhamm0rpitaka, the third and chronologically last of the 
Buddhist Pitakas, supposed to be dealing exclusively with 
metaphysical problems [24]. 

Abhidhanna-samaya..pradipa, by Sanghahhadra or one of hi~ 
disciples, a work of the Sarvastivadi Buddhists written strictly 
from the Vaibb~ika point of view [26]. 

A11hidharma-cibhii¢, a commentary on Kiityftyaniputra's Jful-
11llprasthiina, supposed to have been composed in the Fourth 
Buddhist Council held under the patronage of King Kar;ii~ka 
(c. 2nd cl'ntury A.n.) [26]. 

Al"intya-bhed;tbheda-viida. doctrine of indescribahle dualism
cum-nondualism-the pl1ilosophica.l doctrine of the Caitanya 
school of Vedanta, known as Bengal Vais1:i:wism [17]. 

A.dvaita-bral1ma-siddl1i, h~- Sadiinamla Yati. a manna.I 011 

Advaita Vcdii.ta[7]. 
Aclvaita Vedanta, a school of Vediinta champio1wd bv the fa. 

mous Sari1knra ,.,;ewing pure consciousness as the oniy reality 

[20]. 
Ajita Kdakamhali. a materialist rnntcmporary of the Buddha 

[28]. 
Akalanka, a Jaina philosopher of c\ A.n. 750. who gave the first 

final shape to the basic Jaina positions in logic [25]. 
Ak~apada, altemative name of Gotama, the supposl'<l founder 

of the Nyaya system [27] . 
. i\.lambana-parik$ii, by Dignaga, a treatise in defence of the 

Yoga.earn idealism [26]. 
Aniruddha, a commentator on the Siimkhya~\11tra belonging to 

the ]5th cenh1ry A.D. [22]. · 

lPl-15 
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A11ga, a c:Iass oF the sacred literature of the Jainas [:?.5] . 
. -\nnam Bh,,na, a 17th century Nyi"1ya-Vaisc~ika philosopher 

famous for his manual Tarkasmi1gralw~1 [.3]. 
.\padeva. a 17th century Mimiirhsi"t philosopher [16]. 
\rai:iyaka. a class of literature belonging to the Vecla discussing 

mainly magical and proto-philosophical questions [13]. 
Arcata. a Buddhist logician of c. 9th CC'llhll"~· A.n., who com 

mentccl on Dharmakirti's Hct11-bi11d11 [26]. 
A.rtlw.Mstra, an e,\rlv b·eatisl~ on socio-polit~· attributed t·1 

Kautilva r2s7 . 
. \ryadL'va, c . . ·\.D. :320. a prominent exponent of \liiclhyamik-1 

Buddhism [26]. 
_'.\ryas1-ira. c. --1th century .\.D., the author of the Mtaka-miilri 

[26] . 
. \sanga. c. A.n. -1."iO. an early s~•stematiser of Yogi"1ci"1ra Buddh

ism [26] . 
. \suri. supposl'd to be an ancient Sarhkh~-a teacher [:2:2]. 
:\svagho~a, c. 2.ncl c.-enh1ry A.D.; a Buddhist poet, dramatist and 

philosopher [2.-t). 
A.t1wrvavctht, om' or thP earliest of the four c.-ompilations of the 

Vl•dic literature. containing mainly magical charms [10]. 
.\t 111a-ta/fva-rivcka, a comparatively c>arlic>r work of l' dayana: 

a Nvi"1_rn-Vais,,~ika text particularly in refutation of the 
H11clclhist view of the Self [7]. 

n.-1dari"1y.u:ia. tltc supposed author of tl1c• 13ral111w-s(itra [17]. 
Baudhi"tyana, c. 300 B.C., an early author on law [3]. 
nlwgavadgitii, usually referred to simply as the Gfft7. a verse-

treatise on philosophy and religion forming part of the Malui-
1Jl1t1rafa and enjoying the widest popularit~- in tlw orthodo'I: 
circles [28]. 

Hhiimafi, by Vacaspati Misra, a commentarv on Samkara's 
commentary on tllf' Bral,ma-s11fm [:2:2]. · 

Hhaskara. the· ,•,ulicst known theistic com1m·ntator on the• 
Brahma-.<;-11/ra. who lived hetween Smi1k,1ra and Ham,-muja [171. 

BluU/a-clipikd. a !vlimfunsa tc'l:t hy 1':lta1:ic)adeva [16]. 
Rl1,1tta i\fonari1sa. the school of l\1i111;11i1s,1 founrlPcl hv K11mii.ril.1 

flhatta [ lfll. 
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Bhiivaviveka, c . . '5th century A.o., an exponent of the .Miidhya
mika Buddhism [26]. 

Bhediiblzeda-rxida, dualism-cum-nondualism-the pl1ilosophical 
doch"ine of Bhaskara [17]. 

13odhicaryiivatt1ra, by Sii.nticleva, a religious poem popularising 
Mahayana Buddhism [26]. 

Brahmm:ias, a class of Vedic literature discussing ahm·e all the 
Vedic rituals [13]. 

J3rahma-siitra, or the Vedii11ta-siitra, the first systematic 
presentation of the philosophy of the Upani~ads and atb·ibu
ted to Badaraym:ia [17]. 

Brliaa, Prabhiikara's higgcr commentar~· on Sahara's commen
tary on the lifimii1i1st1-st1tra [16]. 

Buddha, the founder of Buddhism who died in 483 n.c. [24]. 
Hrul.dlwcarita, a poetical biography of the Buddha hy Asva

gho~a [24]. 
Bmldhapf1lita, c. 5th century A.D., an l"xponent of ~l;1clhyamib 

Buddhism. 
• 

Caitanya, horn in A.D. 1485, founder of a religious mm·enwnt 
usually referred to as Bengal Vai~i:iavisrn [ 17]. 

Candrakirti, c. 6th century A.D., a Miidhyarnika pliilosoplicr 
best J.mown as the commentator of Niigiirjuna [26]. 

Caraka, c. 2nd ccnhu-y A.D., the supposed compiler of the me
dical treatise called the Caraka-smi1hitii [22]. 

C,h·viika. also !mown as Lokiivata, tl1P naml's for materialism 
as also for the materialist phllosopher [28]. 

Ca/11~i-sataka. h~- .\r~·acknt, an important l(·\t 1111 \l;1clhrnmika 

Buddhism [26]. 
Citsukha, c. A.D. 1:220, an Advaita \'ecliinlist famous for his 

destructin· eritic-ism of empirical ontolo!;:· and c>pistemolog~· 
[20]. 

Dhar111akirti. 1·. 7th el'ntury .\.D .. the grcatt•st Buddhist logicia11 
after Digniiga [261. 

Dliarmottarn, 1·. A.D. 8-!7. commentator of Oham1akirti [261. 
Dit(amharn. a S<'C't of Jainism [2.51. 
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Dignaga, c. A.D. 500, the founder of the Buddhist school of 
logic [26]. 

Dipasiklui, by Salikanatha, a tPxt on Priibhakara ~vlima1i1s:t 
[16]. 

Durveka, a Buddhist logician who commented upon Dhar
mottara and Arcata [26]. 

Dvaitadvaita-vada, dualism-eum-nondualism-the philosophical 
doctrine of the Nimbarka school of Vedanta [17]. 

Dvaita-vada, dualism-the philosophical docbine of the Ma
dhva school of Vedanta [17}. 

Gadadhara, c. 17th century A.n., an e:qJOnent of nco-Nyiiya 
[27]. 

Gangesa, c. 13th century .-\..D., the founder of neo-Nyaya [27]. 
Gam;lapiida, c. A.O. 800, supposed to have been the teacher's 

teacher of Sarilkara [17, 20]. 
Gitii, see Blwgavadgitii. 
Gotama, see ~ap1i.da. 
Gm:iaratna, c. 15th century Aj>., a Jaina author best known for 

his commentary, called the Tar'fcr1-rahaS1.Ja-diptka, on Haribha
dra's compendium of Indian philosophy called thP Sad
dorsana-samuccaya [ 3]. 

Haribhadra. c. 8th century \,D., a prolific Jaina writt'r, he~i: 
known for his compendium of Indian philosophy callPcl tlw 
Sac,l-darsana-samuccaya [25]. 

Hemacandra. A.O. 1088-1172, a versatile Jai.na author who also 
wrote on philosophy and logic [2.5]. 

Hetu-hindu, a work on Buddhist logic hy Dharmakirti [26]. 
Hetu-bindu-tikii, Arcata's commentary on the Het.u-binclu [26]. 
1-li'nayana, The Lower Path', abusive name invented by th•~ 

Mahiiyi'ina Buddhists to describP their predecessors [26]. 

Jagaclisa, c. A.O. 1700, an exponent of neo-Nyiiya [27]. 
Jaimini, the supposed author of the Mimiirh.sii-sutra [16]. 
Jainism, a monastic religion with its own philosophical views 

[25]. 
Jataka, stories of the 'pre,.,ious births' of the Bndrlha [24]. 
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Jayanta Bhatta, c. 9th century A.D., a great exponent of the 
Nyaya-Vaise~ika, the author of Nyaya-manjar'i. [27]. 

Jayarflsi Bhatta, c. 8th century A.D., an extreme sceptic often 
misrepresented as a materialist [28]. 

Jiiannprastl1iina, by Katyayaniputra., on which the Maha-
i;ilJhii~a of the Vaibh~ika Buddhists was a commentary [26]. 

Jfirmasri, a Buddhist logician of c. 98.'3 A.D. [26]. 

Kamalasila, c. A.D. 750, a Buddhist logician who commented 
upon Siintarak~ita's Tattva-samgraha [26]. 

Km:iiida, supposed author of the Vaise~ka-siltra [2, 27]. 
Kapila, the supposed founder of the Sarilkhya system [22]. 
K:1tyiiyaniputra, perhaps earlier than the 2nd century A.D., the 

author of the Jiiiinaprasthiina [26]. 
Kauµlya, c. 4th century n.c.. the supposed author of the 

Arthasiistra. 
Khm:i9adeva. a Mimi"uns;i philosopher of the 17th century A.D. 

[16]. 
Khm_1~lmw-kha1.1(la-khiidya. by Srihar~a, a work on the Advaita 

Vedanta presenting for the first time a detailed criticism of the 
categorks of empirical epistemology and ontology on behalf 
of this school [17, 20, 28]. 

Kirm:,iiuali, by Udayana, a commentary on Prasastapli.da's work 
on the Vaise~ika philosophy [27]. 

Kulliika fihatta. a late medieval commentator on the Marn,.. 

smrti. 
Kum;l!'ila. c. 6th ccntmy A.D., thf" founder of the Bhii.Ha school 

of thP !\foniimsfl [16]. 

L<w/wi PrabhfLkara·s shorter commentarv on Sahara's com-
b , • 

mPntary on thP f-.li111iiri1sii~s-t1tra [HI]. 

I.,alita-r.:istara, a biography of the Buddha inspired hy the 
Mahii.yfma ideas [24]. 

Lmikiivatiirn-sfitra. one of thl' most important Mahayii.na-siitra~ 
[26]. 

l .ok;·1yata. SC'<' C:in·f1ka. 
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;\ladhava, an .-\dvaita Vedii.ntist of the 14th century A.D., best 
known for his compendium of Indian philosophy called the 
Sarva-darsana~~mi,gralw [9, 28]. 

Madhusiidana Sarasvati, c. A.D. 1500, an Adrnita Vedi"mtist. 
J\fadhva, c. 13th century A.D., founder of the dualistic school 

of Vedanta [17]. 
::\Iiidhyamika, a Mahayana Budclhistie school of philosoph~· 

founded by Nagarjuna viewing reality as 'the void' [26]. 
i\liidhyamika-kt'irikii, Nagarjuna's basic text of the :'vli'i.clhyamib 

philosophy [26]. 
-:\Ial1ablu1rata, one of the two great epics of India, which as

sumed its present form sometimes between 400 n.c. ancl A.n. 

400. 
~Iahasii.ri1ghikas, the first to be expelled from the orthodox 

Buddhist ehmeh, who founded their own sect of Buddhism 
[26]. 

M ahiiv-iblui.~ii, same as the Abhidlu11·11w-viblui.~ll [ 26]. 
;\Iahavira, a Jaina prophet and an cider contemporary of the

Buddha [:15]. 
J\Iahr1yfma, The Great Path', a name assumed by a later sect of 

the Buddhists to ennoble their own stand as comparc>d to that 
of their predecessors, whom thev called the Hinavanists, 'the 
follo\\'ers of the LowPr Path' [:26]. · 

Maluit/<tlla-siitras, certain theologico-philosophieal texts claimed 
to he scriptural by the Mahayana Buddhist~ [2.6]. 

\faitreyanf1tha, c. A.n. 400, the founder of the Yogacf1ra school 
of the Buddhist philosophy [26]. 

\Ial).~lana :\1isra, c. 9th century A.D., an important e~-ponent of 
the Bhi"ina \limi.i.Jhsii [16]. 

?ll<i1_1(Uikya-kt1rikt1, by Gauc)apada, the earliest availnhlc work 
on tlw Advaita Vedanta [17, 20]. 

\fanu. the supposed author of the lifo11t1-smrti, the most autho
ritatih' work on Indian la,v, which probably took its present 
form hefore A.D. :200. 

\fa.yii-vii.da, illusionism-thc philosophical doctrine of the 
Advaita Vedanta [20]. 

:'llilinda-1x1111,a, one of tlw c•,uli<'sl non-c,monical Pali work, 
on R11dclhism (24]. 
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Mimfni1s~1, one of the orthodox systems of Indian philosophy 
based mainly on the ritual parts of the Veda [16]. 

Mi111ii1i1sii-st"if ra, the source-book of the ~fimii1i1sii [16]. 

Niigiirjuna, c . . ·\.D. :WO, the founder of the \Liclhyamika school 
of the Buddhist philosophy [26]. 

Nimbarka, c. 12th centurv A.D., one of the theistic commenta
tors on the Brahma-s11trt~ [ 17]. 

Navya-Nyiiya, or neo-Nyiiya, the latest phase of the Nviisa 
philosophy initiated by Gangefa [27]. 

Niglw1_1(u, the earliest glossary of the Vedic ,vord.s. 
Nyiiya, one of the major systems of Indian philosophy interest

ed mainly in the questions of epistemology and logic [27] • 
·!',l1j<IIJO-bind11, bv DharmaJ..-irti. a work on Bucldl1ist logic [26]. 
?'l1Jii1Ja-bind11-tikii', bv Dharmottara. a comnwntary on the 

N1Jiiya-bindu f 26]. 
Nyiiya-kmulali, hy Sridhara, a commenlar:v on Prasastapiida's 

work on the \'aisesika system [:27]. 
Nyiiya-ka,_iikii, h:, Vii.caspati \Iisra, a \1imi"ui1sii text, !win~ a 

comnwntan· on ~land.ma ;\lisra's '\'idlii-r..:ivcka. [:27]. 
Ny,1ya-k11s11111>hiiali, 1;,.: Udavana, a Nyiiya-Vaise~ika text mainly 

devoted to the proofs for the existence of Goel [27]. 
Ny,,ya-man;ari, by Ja~·.rnta Bhatta. an important "·ork on the 

Ny."1ya-Vaisc~ika svstem [27]. 
'l\'ydya-s1t1m. the s1;u,-cl'-hook of thP 1\'\':1\'a sntem attrih11tf'd to 

Gotama or Ak~api"nla (27]. , · . 
Nyaya-Vaiseliika, the joint name assumed hy the Ny."1ya and the 

Vaise~ika phi]!lsophil's when the two ,n•rc cn·ntuall:· amalga
mated [:27]. 

Nyaya-1.Ji.Htika. 
mcntari1•s on 
[27]. 

bv Udclvotakara, the earliest of the extant eom
v:·1tsvi'1v:ma·s comnwnta1Y on the N1JiilJ"-s1tfm .. ~' . . . 

Ny,iy_<'.•i:arttika-liitparya-JJ!trifocldf1i, h:· lldayana. a :\"yiiya-
\mse~ika tPxt, being a crnrnncntar:' on th1· Xyiiya-i:,7rttika

' f<~tpa,·,!a-(ikii [:27]. 
Alllll/0-IJ(•rtt,·1._ k- 1 \'" · '["' -..- • ., ,.' -~ _: "-<1-tctlparya-/1 ·a, .l)" acaspal1 _,· 1sra. a _,ya:',\-

\ •~isc~ika text. !wing a comrn<·nlar:· on thP N11,111a-i:iirt/ika [:27]. 
P()(lartha-d/ . ' l p , _ · · . w, nw.,1•,11ii[!,r<1fw. iy rasastapada. tll(' ,·arlwsl 1•,ta11t 
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systematic exposition of the Vaise~ika philosophy and i~ ohen 
referred to as the Prasastapiida-bllii~Ja _[27]. 

Padmapii.da, c. A.D. 820, a famous post-Sarilkara Advaita Ve-
dantist [17]. 

Paii.casikl1a, refe1Ted to as an early Sfuhkhya teacher [22]. 
P~ini, the great grammarian, earlier than 300 B.c. 
Parsva, a J aina prophet before Mahavira [2.5]. 
Parthsarathi Misra, c. 16th century A.D., an important exponent 

of the Bhatta Mimfuhsft [16]. 
Pataii.jali, the supposed author of the Yoga-siitra [23]. 
Piiyii.si, a materialist, probably a little later than the Buddha 

[28]. 
Pitakas, the earliest compilations of the Buddhist canonical lite

rature [24]. 
Prabhacandra, c. 9th century A.D., a Jaina logician [2.5]. 
Prabhakara, c. 7th century A.D., the founder of the Prabhakara 

school of the Mimii.rilsii. [16]. 
Prabhakara Mimfuhsii, the school of Mimarhsa founded by 

Prabhakara [16]. 
Prajfiiiparamitii-sfitra, a Mahayana-sutra [26]. 
Pratfiii-pradipa, by Bhavaviveka, a work on Madhyamika 

Buddhism [26]. 
Prakarm_w-paiicikii, by Salikanatha, tJ1r most important expo

sition of Prabhakara's views [16]. 
Pramii1_w-samuccaya, hy Dignaga, the basic text on Buddhist 

logic [26]. 
l'ramtina-viirttika. by Dbarmakirti, his most outstanding work 

[26]. 
Prasamw-padil, by Candrakirti, the best known commentary on 

the Miiclhyamika-kiirika [26]. 
Prasastapada, c. 5th century A.D., the author of the Padiit-tlw. 

dlwnrw..smi1graha [27]. 
Pnrandara, c. A.D. 700, a Lokayata philosopher. 
Ptirva-Mimfui1sii. same as Mimarilsa. 
p,-,rvas. a cbs~ of early sacred literature of the Jainas [25]. 

Haghunatha Siromm).i, c. 16th century A.O., the most famous 
commentator on Gafigesa [27]. 
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Rajasckhara Siiri, c. A.D. 1340, a Jaina author. 
Riimiiyana, one of the two great epics of India, composed in 

the 3rd century n.c. and received it~ present form in the 2nd 
c:cntury A.I>. 

Hiimiinuja, c. 11th ccnh1ry A.D., the most important of the 
theistic commentators on the Bralmw-siifra [17]. 

Riiva7J.a-bliii~Ja, referred to as an early Vaise~ika work [27]. 
~gceda, the earliest and most important compilation of tlie 

Vedic literah1re [10]. 
~;11vimalii, by Siilikanatha. a commentary on Prabhiikara's Brhati 

[16]. 

sahara, r. A.D. --100, the author of the earliest extant commen
tary on the Mi11u11i1sii-siitra [16]. 

r:.,1lmra-bl1ii~a, Sahara's commentar~· on the Mimamsa-sutra 
[16]. 

Sadiinamla Yati, c. 18th eentury A.D .. the author of the Advaita
hrahma-sidcll ii [7]. 

5a{_l-chirsa11<1-sam11ccaya. hy Harihharlrn. a compendium of 
Indian philosophy [9]. 

SlUldlwrma-pm_1(larika. a Mahf1y:ma-s11lra [26]. 
Siilikanfttha, c. 7th-8th ccntn~• .\.n .. th!' most famous l'OJ'nmPnta-

tor of Prabhiikarn [16]. 
Sa11u1dhira;a. a ~fahiiyiina-s11tra [26]. 
Samautahl1adra. an t•arly Jaina philornpher [:25]. 
St1111{11W<hi. one of thc- fom early compilations of the VPclic litera

tnn· containing hymns meant to he sung durin~ thc- per
f ormanc-e of thc- ritual [10]. 

S;imkara. c. A.D. 7&'>-820. tll(' most im~,nrtant flgme among the 
:\ch·aita Vc-dantists [17. 20]. 

SariikhYa. one of tlw mrlil'st systems of Imlian philosophv [22]. 
S<11;1kh!ta-kt7rika, h~- Ts,·;uakr~na. tlw r';1rliest extant w~rk 011 

Sii.1i1khva [22]. 
Sii1i1khya~pravm:<11w-bht1.~ya. by Vijniin,1 Rhik~u. a commcntarv 

on thr Sc1mk11ya-.\1ifra [22]. ' 
Sa1i1kl,ya-s1ifra. a latl• medieval work on the Sii1ilkltya [22]. 
Sii1nkltya-ta/fr;a .. kau111mli. by Vf,c-aspati Mi~ra. '.l mmme:1tarv 011 

I 1 I(' St11hklrya-ktfrikti [22]. 
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Saiighabhaclra, a Vaibha~ika Buddhist who came after Vasu
bandhu [26]. 

Saiijaya Belatthiputta, an agnostic contemporary of the Buddha 
[25]. 

Siintaralq;ita, c. 8th century ,,.n., the author of the Tatti:a-sa1i1-

gralw, a work on Buddhist logic [26]. 
Siintideva, c. 7th century A.D., a populariser of \fahayfrna 

Buddhism [26]. 
Siiriraka-bl1ii~ya, the name of Sari1kara's commentary on the 

Bralmw-sfitra [17, 20]. 
Sarna-dar.fo11a-sa,;1gralw, by Miidhava. tlie most popular com

penclium of Inclian philosophy. 

Sarviisti-vf1cla, the doctrine of a Bmldhi~t philosophical school 
according to which everything exists always [26]. 

Sautriintika, a school of Buddhist philosophers [26]. 
Siiyai_ia, c. 14th century A.D., the mosl well-known commentator 

on the early Vedic literature. 

Siddhascna, an early Jaina philosopher [2.5]. 
Sik.~ci-samuccaya, by Santideva, a religious poem popularising 

:'.\Iahf1yf111a Buddhism [26]. 

Slokariirttika, by Kumarila, his most important philosophical 
work [16]. 

Spl111t<1rtl1<1..(lbhidlwr111akofo-i;yt1kliyii, hy Yasomitra, a cnmrncn
tary on the A.bl1idharma-kosa [26]. 

Sri-/Jluisya, H;uniinuja's commentary on the Rrah11w-sfllrn [17]. 

Sri<lhara. c. A.D. 991, a Nyaya-Vaise~ib philosoplwr who com
nwnted upon Prasastapada [27J. 

Sriharsa, c. A.D. 1150, a representative of the Advaita Vcdfmta, 
famom for his Kha1J<_lana-klW1J<_la-kh,,dya [17, 28]. 

Srikai:itha, a theistic commentator of the Rral111w-siitra [17]. 
Sthavira-vadins, the older orthodox followers of the Buddhist 

c·lmrch [26]. 

',imya-viida, the philos1;phical doctrine of tl1c \Udhyamib 
Buddhists viewin~ reality as 'the mid' [26]. 

Suresvara. c. 9th century A.n., a f.tmnus post-';a,iikara Ach·aita 
Vl'clfrntist [17]. 
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S11tta-pitaka, one of the three early compilations (pitakas) of 
the Buddhist canonical literahll"C [24]. 

Svetiimhara, a sect of Jainism [25]. 

'Pm1tm-viirttilw, by Kumiirila, a :\fonfnhsa work [16]. 
Tarkn-ra1iasya-dipikt7, by Gul)aratna, a commentary on Sa1_l-

darsa1w-sam11ccaya. 
Tarka-sa1i1gralw, by Annaii1 Bhatta, a popular manual of the 

Nyaya-VaisC'!:>ika [3]. 
Tattviirtluidhigama-siitra, by UmiisviHi, the earlier s~·stematic 

exposition of the Jaina philosophy [25]. 
Tattca-ci11tii111at.1i, by Gafigesa, the basic text of neo-Nyciya [27]. 
Tattr:a~vmi1graha, by Santarak~ita, a treatise on Buddhist logic. 

Tattw-sati1gralw-paii,iikl1, by Kamalasila, a commentary on the 
Tatfva-st11i1grn1ia [26]. 

Tattr;a .. r;ailllrndi, by Viicaspati Misra, a .L'<>mmcntary on V~•i1sa's 
commentnrv on the Yoga-slitra [2.'3]. 

Tattropaplav;,si1iilw, by Jayariisi Bhatta, a work on cxtrenw 
scepticism wrongly attributed to the materialists [28]. 

Thera-Yftdins, the Pali word for the Sthavira-\"Cttlins [26]. 
Tupfikll, by Kum(trila, a ~1imiirhsCt work [16]. 

Uclayana, c. 10th century A.D., the last great repn·scntatin• of 
the older phasP of the Ny,lya-Vaise~ika [:27]. 

Uddyotakara, c. 6th-7th century A.D.. the- commentator 011 

V:1tsyiiyana's commentary on the Nyaya-srlfra [27]. 

Upani~ad. a class of the Vedic literature representing its latest 
phase [13]. 

Vmiis,·ati, c. 1st century A.n., the carlist s~·stt>rnatiser of tlw 
Jaina philosophy [25]. 

l'ttara-~fimi"uilsa, ur Vedanta, an orthodox s:'·stem of Indian phi
losophy based on the llpani~ads [16]. 

V:1caspati :\Jisra. c. 9th century .·\.D .• author of ,·er~- importaut 
commentaries on \\·orks belonging to various svstems, nanwh-
Sihhkhya. Yoga. :'.\iyi1ya. :"-,Jimibi1s,1 and Advaita- \'t>cliinta. · 

\'aihhii~ika. :i ~ehoul of Buddhist philosoplwrs [:26]. 
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Vaisesika, one of the major systems of Indian philosophy inte
rested mainly in the questions of empirical ontology [27]. 

Vai.se~ka-siitra, the source-book of the Vaise~ika system attri
buted to Km)ii.da [27]. 

Vallabha, c. 15th century A.D., a theistic commentator of the 
Brahm~atra [17]. 

Vasudeva Sii.rvabhauma, c. 15th-16th century A.D., the first to 
introduce nco-Nyaya in Bengal [27]. 

Vasubandhu, c. 5th century A.D., originally a Vaibh~ika 
Buddhi~t though later converted to Yogacara Buddhism [26]. 

V:1tsyayana, c. 4th century A.D., the author of the earliest extant 
<-'Ommentary on the Nyilya-siifra [27]. 

· ViitsyiiyaM-blul.~ya, Viitsyayana's commentary on the Nyaya
siitra [27]. 

Veda, a vast body of literature-the earliest in the Indo-Euro
pcan languages-and considered to he most sacred hy the 
orthodox Hindus [10]. 

Vedanta, same as Uttara-Mimiirilsa [17]. 
Vediinta-siitra, the same as the Bra1nna-sutra [17]. 

Viblif~tl, the smne as the Abl1idharma-vibhii~ [26]. 

Vidl;i .. t:iveklr, hy Maq<;lana Misra, a work on Rhatta Mimiiri1si 
[16]. 

Vidy,lnamla. a Jaina logician [25]. 

Vijfiiina Bhiksu, c. 16th century A.D., a theist philosopher claim
ing affiliation to the Siunkhya [22]. 

Vijfi.iina-vfida, subjective idealism-the philosophical doctrine of 
Yogacara school of the Buddhists [26]. 

Viifiaptimatratii.-siddlii, by Vasubandhu, a philosophical defence 
of Vijnana-\'ada [:!6]. 

Vi,wya-pi(aka, 011e of the three early compilations ( Pitakas) of 
the Buddhist canonical litnaturc dealing with the questions 
of monastic discipline [24]. 

Visi~tadvaita-vada, qualified absolutism, the philosophical view 
of the Hamii.nuja school of Vedanta [17]. 

Vrttikara, an early commentator on the Mi1111iri1S<i-siitra quoted 
lw ~a hara [161. 
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Yoga, certain ancient practices supposed to be conducive to 
supernatural powers, though also taken to be the name of a 
major system of Indian philosophy [23]. 

Yogaciira, a Mahayana Buddhistic school of philosophy founded 
by Maitreyanatha and Asafiga vfowing ideas as the only reality 
[26]. . 

Yogiiciira-bhtimi-s<tstra. by Asai1ga. a basic text of the Yogiicttra 
Buddhism [26]. 

Yoga-sutra, the basic work on Yoga attributed to Patafijali [23]. 
Yajfiavalkya, an important philosopher of the Upani~ads [18]. 
Yiiffi.atxillcr1a-smrti, a work on Indian law probahly belonging to 

A.D. 100-300. 
Ya;un;cda, one of the four early compilations of the Vedic 

literature having its main theme the Vedic rituals [10]. 
Yasomitra, the author of a commentary on Vasubandhu's Abl11-

dJU1rma-kosa [26]. 
Yasovijaya, a Jaina logician [25]. 



C lossary a11d !lldex 

,1bluioa (non-existence): 
types of 176£ 

Abhidlwrma (Buddhist) 141 
Abhicllwrma-kosa 143f, 154 
Abhidharma-pitaka 123, 143 
Abhidl1arma-samaya-pradiJJa 

143 
Abhi,llwrma-viblllI~<i 14.'3, 147 
abhriinta ( h·ue) 159 
abhuta ( non-heing) 96 
abl1yudaya ( material pros-

perity) 164 
aciirya (teacher) 22 
acetana-'kiira,:ia-vdda ( doc-

trine of unconscious first 
cause) lll, 115 

aci11tya-bl1cchibl1ed(l-viicla 
( doctrine of indescribable 
duality-cum-nonduality) 
73 

adharma ( medium of rest) 
135 

Adhvaryu ( a Vedic priest) 36 
a,lhyiitma-viida ( spiritualism) 

10:J 
'-ditva ( a Vedic deity) 8 
~1clrsta ( stock of merit & dc

;11~ri t) 54f 
adrsta-vcidll ( supcrnatural-

{;1~) 103 
11{/i;aita (non-dual) 69 
:\cfoai ta-brali 11w-sidd hi :26 
. \rlvaita-siddhi 24 
Ad\·aita Vedi"mta 18, :24f, 28£. 

52. 78. 9.'3ff, 103. 108, 116f, 
147 . 

and !,1m~•a-\·f1da 48. l 55f 
and Mahi"1vana iclealism 59. 

96, 154 . 

historv and literature of 68f 
opposed to Mimamsi.i. & 

Sfui1kll\"a 9:3 
on knowledge vs. action 93 
conceiH'S knowledge as 

non-rational 9-H 
ignor.mce the basis of all 

knowledge and action 
94.f, 187 

intrinsic in\'aliditv of know
ledge 95, 1,58 · 

evidence of dream and 
illusion 95 

ajdta-vtida 96 
rejects causality 96f 
doctri Ill' of nuiyii 97 
theory of illusion 98 
degre('S of unreality and 

ignorance 98 
Yiew of Sii.1i1khva lllf 

aga11t11ka-rajas ( adventitious 
defilement) 14::. 

Agni (a Vedic deity) 57 
alw1i1kdra (ego-sense) l lOf, 

113 

al~i1i1s,I ( 1~011-injury) 1:37 
A,tar<'ya Ara1_111aka --1:1 

Brii11111mw 43 
Upani~·ad 43f 

a;cua-er,rla ( 'doctrine of no 
hirth': world m·n•r eamc 

into being) 96f 
ajiifi (not-horn) ~)6 
Ajita Kesakamliali HH 
ajiva-kc,ya (non-soul) I:3.'5 
Akalanka 7. 1:11 
ltkct.fo ( skv: emph· space) 

llO. 11:1. J:1.'5. 1-t.'5. J6q 
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a-khyati ( illusion as non
apprehension of the dis

tinction between two im
pedect cognitions) 66 

Ak~apac.la 161 
.Alambana-parilcya 157 
ala ukika (extraordinary) 179 
iilaya-vijiiana ( storehouse-

consciousness) 142 
.Allah U pani$ad 42 
Al var ( sect of South Indian 

Vai~l)avas) 70 
Amitabha (Buddha) 156 
muidi ( eternal; without be

ginning) 113 
m1aikiintika ( fallacy of irre-

gular middle) 18.3 
arianke ( Gr., necessity) 172 
Anathapil)<)ika 138 
aniitma-vada ( doctrine of de-

nial soul-as-substance) 1.24 
Anaxagoras 47, 172 
11,iekiinta-V(UUI ( non-ahsolut-

ism) 132£ 
Angas 131 
Animdclha 108 
anirvacaniyatii-khyiiti ( illu-

sion as apprehension of in
describably unreal) 65, 98 

rmit,1a1<I-viida ( doctrine of 
universal impennanf'nce) 
124 

Annarh Bhatta 8 
r111rta-do~a · ( defect of con

taining error) 26 
r111taf1 indriya ( internal sense) 

174 
a111tbliava (presentation) 178 
nnumiina (inference) l 79ff 
an1tT1U'iniisrit.a ( inferential 

ground) 61 
11nvilcyiki ( logic; philosophy) 

28 
nnyathii,.khyiiti ( illusion as 

apprehension of onf' real in 
another) OOff 
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' a11yonyiibhiiva (mutual non-
existence) 176 

ap (water) 169 
Apadeva 53 
apavarga (liberation) 163 
apradlulna (secondary) 105 
a11ramii. (non-valid) 178 
aprat~ari1kJ_1yii-nirodJ,a. ( ces-

sation without knowledge) 
145 

apiirw ( unseen force gene
rated by ritual) 57 

(Jrambha-viicla ( doctrine of 
effect heing a new emer-
gence) 97 

,\rru:iyaka 41, 43ft 
Arcata 157 
.-\ri~tanemi ( a J aina prophet) 

131 
Aristotle 47, 162 

on myth-making 9 
slavery 98ff 
syllogism compared to 

Nyaya-Vaisc(lika 181 
:\rjuna 192 
11rtlw (object) 113, 158 
arthakriyiikiiri-sat ( real as 

pcrformin_g its function) 
1--tS 

,1rtlw-parilcya1.uLfrita ( ontolo-
gical wound) 61 

:\rtl1nfris/ra 28, 30, 18.5 
drrta (Aryan) 33 
\ryadeva 153 
r1r11asatya ( noble tmth) 114 
\ryasiira 123 
asa riuligdha (certain) 178 
<isana ( sitting poshue) 120 
·\sanga 153f 
asatl;kii.rya-vada ( -iirambha

viida) 
,mrt-kliyiiti ( illusion as appre

hension of non-heing as 
being) 65 

asiddha ( fallacy of unproved 
middle) 18.1 
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Asoka 138, 142 
iisrava (defilement) 136, 144f 
,istika ( orthodox) 30 
asti_kiiya ( simultaneously oc

cupying different places) 
135 

Asuras ( clamons) 91, lOlf 
-~sui;i 106 
Asvagho~a 102, l:?..sf 
Atlwrvavedfl 32, 36, 43, 77, 85 

magical charms in 39 
atheism: -Ka1_1,1da 4 

Mimamsa 2.4 
original Buddhism l 2.5f, 

156 
Sfunkhya 107f 

,u,,w-khyiiti ( illusion as the 
apprehension of the sub
jective as objective) 6.5 

iii 11w11 ( self; soul) 28f, 35, 
157 
and vrahman in l1pani~ads 

46, 74ff 
Nyiiya-Vaise~ika them·y of 
· 169, 174 

_:S,f matatfr,<wiveka .26, 161 
Atomism :3, 8, 3:3, 169 

Greek parallel 171f 
.Jaina l,35f, 17:Jf 
Nyiiya-Vai.se~ika 162., 169ff 

atyrmtiibhiii:a ( absolute non-
existence) 177 

Ault1kya-clarsana 4 
aw11aoa (constituent) 163 
m;fr/yii (ignorance) 69, 7R 

97f, 145f 
basis of all krn,wleclge and 

action 94£ 
grades of 99 
in early Buddhism 128 

arijiwpti ( subtle matter rt'
sulting from karma) 145 

avat~,ra ( divine incarnation) 
7,3 

!PI 16 
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avyakta ( unmanifest) Im.if, 
113 

iiyata,.as ( 5 sense-orgallS and 
mind) 12.8 

Bacon, F. 2., 161 
Badarftv,ma 68 
badhita ( fallacy of not1-inf~·r

entially contradicted nml-
dle) ·184 ... 

Bi"tdhva ( an earl\' thinker) ➔, 
Biili:-1ki ( an early" thinker) 47 
/;am/ha (binding) 136 
Banerjee, A. C.' -\Iahiis;ui1-

,ghikas foreshadowing Yog,-t• 
ciira 142 

Bfll"haspat~·a ( -Lokayata) . 
Harua, B. l\J.-phil:isophies of 

the lfpani~ads 46ff 
Haudhiivana 87 
Errkele)· 58. 64 
Uwkti ( derntion) 71 fl 
J3l1ii111ati 108 
Bhandarkar, H. G.-l1pani-

~ads bdng compilations -13 

lihi:-1skara 70 
l:ht7$1/CI ( commenta1·~-) -1 
Bhattacharvava, \'. -ml'.tll· 

ing of YogiiC:1rn l.'57_ 
-l1pani~aclic origm 

Yogiicara 156f 
of 

BU1tta l\Em,iri1sii 52. lY l 
or~· tlwory of illusion 66f 

hlwrn ( wifl to lw horn ) 129 
Bhitvm-h-eka J.5:3 
bhcdMJhcdfl-rr1rla ( llodrirll 

cf dualin·-cu111-11!md1wlit,·) 
70 

Ummw ( prror) 178 
U1rr111ta (false) J.5~J 
bh11mli (infinite) 77 
IJ1111la (being, element. 

tt•r) 76f. 96. I~N 
hh(i_11odar.fo11a ( lrequl'nl 

servations) 182 

IJ)at

lll>-
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Bimbisiirn ( King of ~Iaga-
dha) 125 

Black-ra;uruec/a 39£, 4:3 
bodhi (enlightenment) 152 
BodliicaryiivaWra 153 
Bodhisattvas ( future Bud-

dhas) 151 
hralu11a-kiirw_1,1-cada ( doc-

b·ine of the bral111w11 being 
the first 1.:ause) 11.5 

/Jralwum ( Upanh:,aclic term 
for reality) 46, 48, 55, 69f, 
74ff, 9.3, 108, 115f, 1.5.5, 
157, 171 

Brahman (a Vedic priest) 36 
Briilima,_w literatmc 32, :36, 

-1Cff, 51, 92 
attitude of Vecliinta and 

Mimiirilsii to 49 
list of principal texts 43 
'savage materialism' of 41 
ya;na as magic 40f, 57£ 

Brali11w,s1itm 68ff, 93, 107f, 
11-U, 143 
and yoga 119 
refutes Lokiiyata 185 

urnh11U1-LY1da ( doctrine of 
1Jral111um): 

vs. pracl/u]na-t-iid .. , 11.5 
and tafft;opaplava-vdila 187 

Brlwddm,_,yaka UpaniJad 4,3f, 
45, 47f, 75ff, 8!, S6f, 89ff 

Brhaspati ( a Vedic deitv: 
s11pposecl to be founder of 
Lokiiyata) 102 

Brhati .51 f 
B;,ddha, Buddhism, Buddh-

ists :3f, 14, 18, 20, 22£, 24. 
30f, 48, 64, 7.5, 100, 108. 
I.31, 122.ff, 13:3f, 163, 177. 
18.3, 19:3 ~ . 

against lfpani~ads 126, 12<) 
and Heraelitus 130 
as religion 126f 
and rising state powers 12-1f 
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Councils 140ff 
denial of God 125f 
denial of soul 124, 129f 
dviida.fo-nidiina 12.3, 128f 
early form of 122.ff 
Four Noble Truths 12.3f. 

128 . 

general background of. the 
later schools l,38f 

literature of earlv Buddh-
ism 122.f -

later schools of 138fi 
i:irrii,_w 12:3, 127 
patronage of monarchs and 

merchants 1.38 
pratitya~w111wtp<7da 1:2:3, 

128f 
sa,hglw 127 
rejection of metaphysics 

126 
universal impermanence 

124 130f 
B ucullw~arita 12-'3, 126 
Buddhapalita 153 
lnul..lhi (intelligence) llOf, 

113 

Caitanya 7lf 
caitasika ( mental moclifica

tion) 14.5 
Ca,:u;lala ( a very low caste) 

82, 86, 194 
Candrakirti 15:3, 158 
Caraka, CaraklJ..smiihitii-ver-

sion of Siiri1khya 106f, 113f 
Ciirvftka ( -Lokayata) 
Catuhfotaka 15.3 
causality: rejection of in Ad

vaita ·vedfmta 96 
theories of ~)6f 

reta11a-kiira1_w-vii<l..1 ( doctrine 
of consciousness as the fir~t 
cause) 11.'5 

cl'ta11/i-dlwt11 ( element as 
consciousness) 11,3 
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cha/a ( dialectical quibbling) 
163 

Chii11dogya Upani~ad 43£, 4.5, 
75ff, 80, 91, 101, 193 

Childe V. G., -on magic.: an<l 
Vedic.: rituals 18, 33 

cit ta ( nund, consciousness) 
120, 145, 156 

Citsukha, 69, 95, 187 
citta-vipray11kta ( certain 

types of relations) 145 
citta-i:rH i ( mental modifica

tion) 120 
citt1z-r;rtti-11irodlw ( controllell 

cessation of mental modi-
fications) 120 

Cornford, F. ~L 162 
Councils (Buddhist) 141.ff 

Dasgupta, S N. 
on darsana 28 
elate of Brnhma-siitra 68 
date of Patafi.jali 116 
Gau~lapiitla and Buddhism 

96 
Hvarahsna's Siirhkhva 107 

Isvar;1hsna's Sariikhya 107 
Lokii.vat;1 view of inference 

189£ 
lost Lokiivata text 186 
Si"unklwa 'in Carnka ll.3f 
yoga ::ind Yoga-siitrn 118£ 

darsana, meaning of 27ff 
Democritus 89, 162 

atomisrn, compared to th:1t 
of Nviiva-Vaisesika 17lff 

Deussen, P:· -centr~l philoso
phy of llpani~atls 46. 71 
glorifies idealism 78 

cleva (deity) 34, 101 
dhiira~i..ii (attention) 1:20 
dlwrma (Bucldhist) 141 

( medimn for movement) 
1,35 

(element) 144; and gu,:icts 
of Sf1mkhya 146 

243 

(religion) 164 
Dharmakiiya ( cosmical b(J(h 

of the Buddha) 1.55 
Dharm,1kirti 32, 122, 157f 
Dharmuttara 157 
dhiit11 (element) 113f 
clh11rta ( cunning) 190 
,lhyri1ut (meditation) 120 
Digambara 13lf 
Dignaga 2.3, 122, 157f, 160, 

182 
dik (space) 160 
Dio~enes Apollonius 47 
Dip11.~ikh-1 52 
do~a ( ddec.:t) 166 
d}'(/r;ya (substance) 168f, 17-1 
dream, as c•vidence for ideal-

ism 5'.➔f 
l\fimfui1si;i and Nyf1ya-

Vaiscsika theorv of 6:3f 
clrastii ( ~ecr, Vedic poet) 32 
drftdnta ( typical example) 

54, 62, 16:3 
Durvekamisra 157 
dvadas1111iil<11w ( chain of 12 

causes) 123, 1:28 
dcaitdclvaita-viida ( dualism-

eum-nonclualism) 71 f 
cfo11ito-wid11 (dualism) 72 
dui/a ( 'twieo-horn'; highc, 

caste) 87 
, I Vl/01_111 k(I ( clyt'd) 170 

Eleaties -17 
Eng<'k F. 

on brain and consciousness 
184 

idealism and materialism 
Hil 

freedom and necl"ssit\' 105 
Heraclitus and change 130 

Epicureans 7.'3 

Farrington, B., on myth and 
philosophy 91f 
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Feuerbach, L., on practice 
and idealism 100 

Four Noble Truths 123f, 128 

Gadiidharn 161 
Giindhi"1ra 142 
Gangesa 161 
Garbe, H.., on atheism of 

Kaniida -I 
<lat~ of Isvaraksrna 106 
God in Yoga frs 
lost Loki"1yata text 186 
meaning of Ak~apada 161 
primitive prehistmy of 

yoga 121 
1,11ru,w1 in s.-1111khya 112 
Siiri1khya being pre-Buddha 

106 
Sciri1khya-sr1/ra and origin,11 

Si"uilkhva 107 
t'ijni"mabhik~u·s Sftrilkhya 

107 
GCtrga ( an early thinker) 46, 

8::1 
Gauc_lapiida 6'9 

a::;-,inst logic:: 158 
a;rita-t'ticla 96 
attributes svabluiua-nidrt 

to S:11ilkhva 10.'5f 
comments · on s,,,i1khlf(,-

kiirik:i 107 
dreams and illusions 9Sf 
relation to Buddhism 96 

Gautam,1 ( an llpanisadic-
seeker) 91 · 

;!,ha/a (pot) 2 
Gilli, on l'aste and karma 194 

on philosopl1\' of pleasure 
HJ2 

theism of 18, 69 
Goel 17, 49, 69ff, 107, 117, 

12.6. 161 
and atomism 172£ 
Buddha's denial of 12'5 
justifies castes in Git:i 194 
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in Mahayana Buddhism 
15lf, 156 

in Yoga system 118 
Mimiirilsii rejection of 52ft 
J\iyf1ya-Vaise~ika proofs fer 

53f 
Gopatlw Briihmana 43 
Gotama 160f · · 
Gotami:putra Yajna Sri: 153 
gut rn (clan) 4,51 
Gough, A. E., on primitive 

prehist01 y of yoga 121 
gw_w ( constituent of primeval 

matter) 109£ 
and dharma of Sarvftstiviida 

146 
gw:w (excellence) 166 
g111_ia (quality) 168, 175 
g111_w-knrma-vibhiigasa~1 ( ac-

cording to the division oJ 
virtue and action) 194 

GuQaratna 15, 19-1 
l,aituka (logician) 13 

Haribhadra 15, 30, 132 
Hathayoga 119 
Hemacanclra 7, 132 
Heraclitus 88, 130, 171 
l.-ct11 (prob.ms) 18lf 
I Jct ul1i11d11 157 
II ct ul:irulu-tik..1 157 
hett'cibli:isa · (fallacy) 163, 

18-3ff 
Hi:nayfma Buddhism 146, 1S6 
Hirivanna, M. -law of karma 

Hi.'3 
Lokayata view of inference 

100 
materialistic implic-ations nf 

svabhava-vada 102f, 106 
meaning of lokiiyata 10,'3 
neo-Nyava 161 
relation , of M1m;1rnsa Ix 

Nvf1va-Vaiscsika .58 
speci,i.litv o( Indian philo 
sophv 15f, 29 
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Ilomer 32 
Hotr ( a Vedic priest) 36 
Jlume, H. E. 44 

Idealism 
· -and death 83 

an<l illusionism 5~J 
and intrinsic falsity of 
:knowledge 60, 95, 15--Jf 

and mysticism 155f 
and the standpoint of prac

tice 98ff 
as the philosophy of gods 
101 

development among Jat,!r 
Budd.hists 140 

evidence of drcamll'ss sleep 
79£ 

evidence of dreams and il
lusions 59f. 79f 

of Advaita Vecliinta 93ff 
of B<•rkeley and Yogac;1ra 
5Sf 

of Upani~acls 74ff 
refutation of 581f 
sources of 85ff 
of Mahavrma Bmldhist 

155ff . 
Upani~aJs. Advaita VPd~n
ta and Mahiiviina -ts .. 58. 
154 , 

versus rnatc•rialism l O I ff. 
184£ 

theories of illmion 6.'5f 
<knial of eausalit, and 
change 96fF 

illnsion.' -as evidence for 
idealism 59ff. 64f 
tl1eories of 65ff 

Indra ( a Vedic- dcitv) 3.5. 5f1. 
91, 101 - -

indri11a (sense) 1 J 3, 14,5 
indri11artlur ( ohject of smsc) 

145 
I nclns V::tllev Civilization :l.1 
Ha Upani.Jad 43f 

IPI-17 

Isvarakr:ma 106f 
itilu1sa-jiurii1_ut ( legend and 

ancient lore) 77 
I-Tsing 1.18 

Jacobi, H., -:mimism i11 },ii:"!
isrn 136 
date of Brahma-sritra 6S 
date of Piirfra 131 
elate of Patafijali 117 
on saptablwrigi,wya I ~I 

Jagadisa 161 
Jaimini 51 f, ,56 
J aim.ill iya-117xmi.~·a, l

l.m1hmana 43 
Jaina, Jainism 3, 7. 14f, 24, 

:mf. 1Jlff, 148, 162, 177, 
185, 193 
and yoga l HJ 
a11ckii11ta-v,1da 132f 
atornism l.'3.5f, lTlf 
doctrine of souls and IH)'l-

souls 13.5 
<'thic-s 137 
liistorv ancl litcralurc nf 
131( 

karma and matter J:3.5f 
saptahl1mi[:!i11aya I 3.'3f 
soul l.'36 
sydcl-u<7d✓1 l :l.'3f 

Jaivali -t7 
;alpa ( argument for Yicton·: 

successful atlvocac-y) 1 f>-"1 · 
Janaka 45, 84, 9-2 · 
fanasruti 4lf 
}<itaka 12.'3, 12.5. 127 
Jiitakamdlii 12.'3 
i<lii ( hirth) 128 
iiiti ( futile respondence) 16.'3 
iii ti (universal) l 75f, J 80 
f ayanta Bhatta 8 30 161 
· Lokayata ~;i0w· of 'inforcnC'C' 

190 
practice. the eriterion of 
tmth 190£ 

sarcastic ex-pression.~ 190f 
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Jayarii.si Bhatta 186ff 
letavana 138 
Jha, G., -on date of Sc1barn

blu1~ya 51 
relation betwen Prabhakar,1 
and Kumftrila 52 

;;,u, (victor) 31 
Jinadatta Suri (a Jaina wri

ter) :30 
;;va ( individual soul) 70ff, 

17:3 
;na1w (knowledge), nut ra

tional-according to Sam
kara 9-1 
opposed to action, accord-
ing to Sainkara 92, ~m 

same as salvation 71, 
Vijnfmavf1da view of 156f 
intrinsic.div invalid 94ff 

;na,w-kl11)~la, ( knowledge-
hranch of Veda) 45 

jiiuna-lak.~ar.w-pratyak.~a ( ex
traordinary perception of 
an ohjcct through the me
dium of its previous know
ledge) 180f 

Jiu11wpmsth{ina 14.3, 147 
] nfmasri 1,57 
jiir111c1ulriya (sense-organ) 

110 
]ogPmlranath :\'Im .. -on inter

pretation of synthesis 25 

kdla (time) 169, 13.'5 
Kamalasila 157 
Kanftlla 28, 160f 

an atheist 4. 171 
rrwaning of thP name 3 

K.wufoli ( l\'1f<7!fakl111dali) 160 
Kaniska 1-t:2 
Kant. 78 
kapiila ( component part of a 

jar) 169. 173 
Kapila lOfl 
kr7mwna-.forira ( suhtle hodv) 

1.17. 
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ki7rikii (verse-treatise) 3 
karma (action) 88, 93 

opposed to knowledge 92, 
99 

karma (motion) 168, 178 
karma-law 2, 7, 54, 103, 135f, 

174 
importance in Indian philo
sophy Hl3 

refuted by materialists 192£I 
kam1c11driy<1 ( motor organ) 

110 
kamw-kii,_u_/a ( ritual-branch 

of Veda) 45, 94 
karw.ui (compassion) 152. 
ka.~·r7ya (passion) 136 
Kashmir 14:?. 
Kf1si 127 
Katha Upm,4acl 43, 102, 11,5 
Katvfiyanipiitra 143, 147 
Kmi.~ziaki Ara1_1yaka 43 

Brt"il1ma11a 4:3 
U]Ja114a~l 43f, 45, 89£ 

Kautilya 30 
kai;i ( V cdic poet) 3:2 
1:eith, A. B., on Greek influ

ence in Nyi"1ya-Vaise!;iika 
atomism 16:?. 
historicity of Upani~adic 

philosophers 48 
magical power of ya;na 40 
objects to K~atriya-theory 

of Upani~acls m 
primitive prehistory of 

IJU{!Cl 121 
~ainkara and Kumi"uila 52 

Ke11a ['pani.~ad 43£ 
K~(ll_wbhariga-siddlii 158 
Khandacleva 52 
Klzar~;1a,w-kha1_1c_la-kl1iidya 187 
Kimncii;ali 160f 
Kosaia l:?.4f 
l.:ratu (action) 88 
Krsna 192 
k.~a,iika (momentary) 150 
K11lluka BhaHa 13 
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Kumarila 7, 24, 54 
anti-theistic arguments 53f 
date and works 51 
on idealistic theory of e1~,-

pirical trnth 100 
refutes idealism 60{£ 
rejects yoga 63, 12:2 , 
relation to Prabhii.kara and 

Samkara 5:2 
Kuruk~ctra war 191£ 

Laghvi 5lf 
Lalitavistara 123 
Lankiivatiira 15:2 
Ja11kika ( empirical, ordinary) 

179 
Laws (Plato) 11, 89 
Lenin, V. 1.,-on idealism vs. 

standpoint of practice 100 
li1iga ( mark; middle term) 

18lf, 188 
/o<1os (Gr) 88 
L;brnta 31, 84, 184ff 

a<1,iinst mokya 16, 29 
a~ainst sup~rstition 6, 1:2 
against Vedic authority 14, 

196 
Ajita K<'sa½amb~tli 194 
and svab7wva-rada 10:3[ 
and Tattvopaplarasi1i1lw 

186f 
ethical view of 191£ 
imaginary schools of 190£ 
Jayanta Bhana on_ 190f 
known onl~- as p11rrapak~·a 

186f 
lost texts on 186f 
meaninrt of 103, Hl9 ,.., . , , 
mentioned in 1~11 wsdstm 
:30. 185 

Pih:iisi 195ff 
011 · consciousness 18.5 
philosophy _of clc\'ils 101 f 
revolts agamst kanna-doe-

trine 192/I 
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Saii1kara on 184ft 
view of inference 188ft 

lokottam Buddha ( Buddha 
the supernatural) 141 

1ff1clhaviki'll")'a: Lokii.yata re
jection of inference 188 
svabhi'1va-vi'1da 102£ 

Madhusuclana Sarasvati 24, 
103 

Maclhrn 71£ 
on sii11ya-viicla & miiya-vada 
48 

~li'tclhvamika 20, 60, 150 
against logic 154, 158, 187 
and m\"sticism 156 
and U1Jani1mds and Acl\"aita 
Vedanta 48, 154f 

defence of sam1a-vtida 155 
l1istorv and 1iteraturc of 
153( 

Mddhyamika-kiirikii 153 
.'1iidl1yamika-Vrtti 153 
.'1adhyii11ta-i;iblwiiga 153 
l'\fa,e;adha 1:2-H 
Magic, and 1\Hmari1sii under

standing of yaiiia 56 
and religion 18, ,36ff, 57 
and Vedic literature 3Sff 

1'/alu1blu1rafa: mentions Ln.. 
k,h·ata 18.5 
on· ethic·al ,·ie,,· of CaiT[1ka 
HHf 

Sarhkhrn in l06f 
st'a blui i:.a-vlidn 102f 

,U al1iibl1ii$1JO 117 
ma7u1-b!1iifa ( gross element) 

llOf, 113 ' 
l'\[ahadeva ( a eomrncntator of 

Sa1nkhya) 108 
!\lah;,srunghikas 141£ 
maTu1smi1giti ( great congre~ 

gation) 141 
malwt ( evolute of primeval 

matter) 10.3, 110 



uwlwl-sizc ( pcrceptihlc siz.:) 
169£ 

mahii vc1kyas ( great sayi11gs) 
74 

Mahc1wstu 123 
Maliiiciblu1sii 143 
Mahi"l\'ira !HJ, 131£, 13-! 
!'.lahi"tyi"ma Buddhism 15, 18, 

•N ·)4 58 60 78 14lf 146f 
inH.;c;1ce' 0;1 .~dvailu Vc

<li"inta 96 
philosophical olfsh0tJts ,Jf 

1531f 
rise of 150ff 

.\laluiyd11a-siilras 15:2£ 
Jvlahidiisa Aitarcya ( an carh-

tliinkcr) 46£ 
l\laitreyaniitha 15.'3 
Maitri Upa11i§ad 4:Jf, 10:2 
Mallas ( a tribe) 1 :2-! 
\lalliniitha 30 
mmws ( mind; consciousness): 

Nyaya-Vaise~ika theory of 
169, 174 

Si"ui1khya theory of llOf, 113 
Yogiiciira vk,v of 156 

~Ianclana Misra 52 
M,11,~lukPya Kau11thar.1,·ya 

( an early tl1inkcr J -l, 
M,1nd11ya-kfirikii mi 
Mii~11/1,k1p Upa11i.~11cl 43f. 60 
mantra ( melrieal portion of 

Veda) 32, 49 
Ma~11_1 -aga_inst labour activi

lll'S for lugher castes 87. U:2 
against rationalitv 12.f · 
and Sari1khya 106 
0 11 or! hodoxy 30 

111iirga (path'.. 6'3 _ 
Marx, K., - mrngmary sub

stance of the tribe' 127 
Indian social conditions If 
on religion l 26f 

Materialism ( src also I ,ok:1-
yata) · 
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and swbh,,r:.a-viicla 10211 
mentioned in ancient texts 

lOlf, 185f 
cs. idealism 101ft 

11atter - and c:011sdous11c:,;; 
18-!lf 
Jaina theory of 13.5f 1 

SiiriJ.k\~ya theory of 10!:lff 
~lax ~lullcr, F., on aim of 

Indian philosophy 2~i 
mtiyii (ignorance) .55, mi, 78. 

115 
:\dvaita cloctrinl' of 97f 
early sens1i in JJgr;etla 88 

llllllfill (illusion-maker) 115 
11uiya-1:.t1da ( doctrine of illu-

sion) 48, 68lf, 97f 
~lcdhMithi 13. 87 
Menander ( Milinda) 1~3 
M ili,ufo-panlw 123 
111111i.ii1i1sd ( application of rea

son) l 3 
Mimiiri1sii ,7 16ff, 24. 51£f, 81, 

108, ]47f. 157, 160, 16~. 
]77, 179 
arthavi"1da .'50 
atheism of 17, .5:2 
attitude to Veda 49f 
called Yajii.avidvii 18 
historv and literature of SI f 
inclifferene<' to moksa 16f. 
29 . 

on Vedic deities 17. 0r. 
Rii.manuja's criticism ,1f "i6f 
rejection of idealism 17. 
,58ff, 98 

rejection of I1o~ra I 7, r~1 
rc>lation to N,·ava-VasPsika 
57f , . . 

Samkara·s opposition tn 98 
theory of a1n1rva 57 
thcorv of illusion 66f 
theon' of tmth ffi, I R.5f 
two ;chools of 52 
nnclerstands 11ajfi.o as ma~i,· 
57 
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Mi11u11i1sd-siitra 51 
Misra, U ., on meaning of 

darsana 28 
mithyd-i'iitina ( false know-

ledge; ignorance) 164 
Mitra (a Vedic deity) 35 
momentariness 148ff 
Miiui-avidyii ( basic ignor-

ance) 99 
.'1111.u,laka Upun~ad 43 
mokJa (liberation), 16, 26fF, 

174 

Ni1ga ( a tribe) 152 
·:-,m~arjuna 152ff, 

defence of siilll(G-vll(UI I ;j;'jf 
rejects logic 158, 187 

:--.liilandf1 140, 142, 153 
1u111UZ-riipa (·name-and-form') 

in Upani~ads 129 
psychophysical organisation 
in Earlv Buddhism 128£ 

:'J,-11ni ( a J:tina prophet) 131 
:\':1rada ( an llpani~aclic sf'Pk

cr) 76f, 85 
nastika (heterodox) 30 
1wvya-·r,.'r1r7ya ( nco-Nv:1\'a) 

161 · .. 

on ordinary & cxtraordi
narv perceptions 179f 

11aya ( jllll~ment) 133 
11igralwstlu111a ( point nf clc--

feat in clchate '\ 163 
:\1iglw11tu 88 
11il1.fre1ir1sa ( lilwration) 1 G:1f 
nikii1111 (school) 14~ 
1\Jimharka ,Of 
nirr7lam1mna-riida ( doctrine 

of ohjPctkssness: idealism\ 
fi:'3 

nirar.;rryae11 drm;,11a ( impartit,· 
_suhstance) 176 

riir~dl,,i ( controlled c,•,,a 
hon) 120 

,lin'Gt:za ( salvat· ) 1 "" I 0'7f lHlf 14 ion _.,. -· . 
· R. l!'i8 

::!49 

11irvikalpaka (indeterminate) 
179 

niyama (discipline) 120 
~yaya 8, 14, 23, 25, 31, 108, 

124, 129, 154ff 
-:V yiiyabindu 157 
N11<111abi11du-[ikii, 157 
N!/<l!/akusumiiiiiali 161 
:Vydyaman;ari 161 
Nyiiya-sfitra 23, 160 

on liberation 163 
on syllogism 182 
on Vedic authority 1-1 
on yoga lHJ .. 
refutes intrinsic invalidity 
of knowledge 165 

Stcherbatsl-·y's theory of 
the origin of 22, 163 

technique of debate 163 
:-..:viiva-Vaise~ika 8, 16, 18, 24, 

-~6f, 33f, 61, 67, 81, 136, 147, 
157, l.59ff 
ancl primiti\·c beliefs 8 
iiraml11w-t:iida 97 
atomism 16~. 169ff 
catcgoriC's 168ff 
clash with Buddhism 2.3 
dream 63f 
epistemologv and logic 

177ff 
Pxhinsic validity and extrin 
sic im·aliditv of kml\'.:
lcdgc 166f 

fallaeies 18.'1f 
illusion 66ff 
lih'ratun· am\ hisotn- nf 

1:=59ff 
practice, the criterion of 

lrnth 167f 
proofs for tlw l'xistcncc of 
God 53f 

rcfutation of idealism 58f, 
98. 16.'5 

rPlalion with M1mfunsa 
57f, 165 

~0111 and consciornmf'ss 184 
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syllogism, compared with 
Aristotelian and Buddhist 
181£ 

theory of Greek influence 
on 162f 

yoga 119 
Nyaya-varttika 23, 160 
N yiiya-v<Irttika-tiit pa rya-

tika 23, 161 

pabbajjii ( 'to go out' -Bud
dhist ordination) 127 

padtirtha (category) 168ff, 
174 

Padiirtlw-dliar111a-sa1i1gralw 
160 

Padmapada 69 
pa"/cya ( minor term) 181 
paiica-bheda ( fivefold dual-

ity) 72 
Paiicavi,;,fa Brdhmana 43 
Paficasikha 106 · 
Pandavas 191 
Panini 117 

on orthodoxv 30 
pdramiirlhika ~saltii ( ultimate 

reality) 99, 153 
1ull"amiit111an ( Supreme Soul) 

72 
pa rat a r,-a priimii 1_1 ya-tY"ida 

( thPOIT of extrinsic invali
dity) i66 

paratar1-1m11_1ya-r:Ma ( theory 
of extrinsic validity) 166 

Parikh, TI. C., on Tattropa-
plarasi,i,l,a 186 

paril_1iima (change) 135 
Parmcnicles 47, 78, 96, 171 
para11u1n11 ('atom) 170f 
pariniima-011da ( cloctrinc of 

re;tl transformation of cansc 
into effect) 97, 109, lln 

Pii.rsva (a Taina prophet) 181 
Piirthasarathi \lisra ,52 
JJ(lfrt (doth) 2 
P"tatm ( hirll) 3-1 
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Patafijali 117, 119, 121 
Paulkasa ( a low caste) 82 
Piiyasi: rejection of karma 

and rebirth 19.5ff 
Piiyiisi-st1tta11ta 195ff 
Phanibhusana \Im.: rejects 

'interpretation of synthesis' 
26f 

pitaka ( basket; collection of 
early Buddhist literature) 
122, 142.f 

Pitu ( a Vedic deity) 34f 
Plato 47, 162 

idealism, the philosophy of 
gods 100 

mvth lOf, 78 
slavery 90 
wisdom r.:s. art 89 

Prabhflcandra 132 
praba11dlws ( South Indian de

votional songs) 70 
Prabhiikara, -anti-theistic 

arguments of 53£ 
<late an<l works of 51 
refutation of idealism Glf 
relation to Kumarila ,5:2 

Prabhakara Mimiirhsa 5:2, 66, 
Prt11Jhiikara ?lli11u11hw"i 52, 66, 

191 
/Jl'lkina (old) 161 
pnule.fo (place) l-'35 
pradl1ii11a ( -prakrti) 
pradlu111a-kii ra ,_w- r.:<td a 

( doctrine of primeval mat
ter heing first cause) 114 

pradlu111a 111alla ( chief wrest
ler; main opponent) 112£ 

prt1dlu111a-i;c1da ( doctrine of 
primeval matter) 114 

pmtll1r.:a1i1st1bluha ( posterior 
non-Pxistcnce) 176 

pr<"i"alJluiva ( prior non-cx1s-
t;1ce) 17fl 

Pr,*1pati 17. ,5.'5. 7.5. l 01 
pra;ii.a (wisdom) 88, 145, 15~ 
Pm;nr1pr1rn111illi ]52 
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Praiiiiipradipci 153 
prakiiraka (mode) 71 
Prakararyapan;ila} 52 
prakrti ( primeval matter) 

104, 109ff, 120,146 
pralaya ( universal dissolu

tion) 53, 173 
pra11ul ( valid knowledge) 

159, 165, 1781f ' 
pra11uI1_w. ( source of valid 

knowledge) 159 16:3 178lf 
186 ' ' ' ' 

pra11uI1_w-pra111eya-r:ya1x1luim 
( practices relating to sour
ces and objects of valiJ 
knowledge) 187 

Pn111u11_wsa1111u:caya 2:3, l,'57 
pra111ii1_uisrila ( epistemologi-

cal) 61 
Pra111111_wuiirllika 23, l.57f 
Pra 11ui 1_w-ric/11 re; 1i1sa 1w 187 
1m1111cya ( object of Ya lid 

knowledge) 16:3 
prc111w.*1-talldka-s11wra1_w ( in

complete reeollection) 66 
prt11_u1_1Jt711w ( breath eontrol) 

120 
Prasa1111a11c1Ll1i l.'53 
Prasasta1 >,1da 160 
Prascnajit ( King of Kosa la) 

12.5 
Pra.foa ( '1wuiijacl --!.'3f 
Prafosta J)(tda-hl,d,~!JO l 61l 
Prastlu111ahhccla 26 
Pratanlana ( an earh- thi11kl'r) 

n 
pniliblur1ika sallri ( ill11sory 

P:xistcncc) ~)8 
11ralijiid ( tl;esis) 182 
pratikiila-tarka ( reason ad-

n-rsc to snipturc) 1:3 
prali.1·a1i1kl11111-11irotllw ( cessa

tion \\'ith J..:nmdcd\!l') 1--1.5 
pmtyc7fu7m ( \\"ilhdra~,·al) 120 
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pratitya-sa11wtpcida ( depend
ent origination) 123, 12Sf, 
155 

pratyakya ( percqJLion) 179 
pratyak~·a-sakt i-

pari~am1srifa 
(based on analysis of per
ception) 62 

praurtti-sdmarthya ( practic;1l 
success) 167£ 

pmr;1tti-t:isa1imitla ( practical 
failure) 178 

prtlwkatr;a (separateness) 177 
piulgala (matter) J:35 
P11rd1_w ( mythological litcra

rnture) -philosophically 
authoritath·c for Vedanta 7 

puru~a (soul) 10.'5, l l:2ff, 120 
1-16 

P11rva :\lim;11i1sii 
(-:\l1m:11i1sii) 

pfirr;apak.~-a ( position of the 
opponent) :2lf, 11:3 

l'firrns 1,1:2 
JJll/"r(/U// ( PL'l"l'L'in·cl (';IIISL' as 

ground for infcrrinr; 1111per
cei,·cd effect) IS:2 

l'11randarn, -,·il'\\' of infrr
encc JSHf 

Pythagoras -fi 

]bdliakrislinan. S. 
dissatisfied wilh :\lima1i1s:1 

17 
on La,y of Karma l~n 
011 :\Hm:11i1s:1 atl11 ism .5:2 

Haghun,itha Siromani 161 
1 ahasya 111 ( secret J..:1;0\\·· 

k•dgL·) 41 
Haiha ( an UpanisaLlic philo-

sopher) -llf. -!7 
n:·1jagrha 1-H 
mjas ( L'1wrg\'-potP11tial) 108 
H:1jaSL'khara S11ri :30 · 
Hama Hl6 



Ramiinuja theistic unc.lcr
standing of ya;iiii 56f 
Visistodvaita-vada 70f 

Hiimaya1Ja, -Jabali in 196 
Rava1:w-blu1~1a 160 
Riiyapasei_wijja 195 
Hepublic (Plato) 11 
]:l.gveda 32Jf, 36, ,18, 43, -W, 

49, 77, 85, 87f 
[Jj11vi11wl11 52 
rk (Vedic stan:1..a) 3:?. 
n,pa ( senses, etc.) 145 
riipa-skandha ( physical or~a-

nisation) 130 

Sahara 51, ,57, GO 
anti-theistic aq~uments 53 
on Vcdk deities 56 

r;dbara-!Jlnl~·ya 51 
salula ( verbal tcstimonv) 179 
saci ( wise.lorn; action) 88 
Sad.ananda Yati 26 
S1uldharmfl..JJU1_ujarika 1.52 
siidl,ana (-linga) 181 
sc1cll1tJa ( major tenn: probart-

dtim) 62, 181, 188 
.w1df111asama ( fallaev , ,f un-

proved micldk•) 18:1 
.<;itdi ( with lll'~inning) l J:1 
Sadvi?n.fo Ur,1h111a11a 4:> 
~-aliopnlnml1lw-nir1ci11w ( the 

rule that the expcri<-11cc of 
ohjPct is the 1·,1wricncP of 
expericnl'P itsl'lf: r'.\'W' est 
perci7,i) 64 

saiva ( worshippn of Si\'a) 
2.1, G9f, 118 

',:1kta ( follom•r or frmal•.• 
1lcitv) 1 IR 

fokti (force} 7:!. 
sakvas ( Bucldha's tril,I') 124f 
S;ilikanfttha 52 
.\'llmiidfii ( ahsorpl ion: concen

tration) 120 
Samficl11ir,1;a 152 
Siimantahhaclrn 132 
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sama11vaya-vyt1k/1yii ( interpre
tation of synthesis) 2.5£f 

siimiinya (universal) 168, 
175, 180 

siimiinya-lalcy01_1~pratya~a 
( extraordinary perception 
of all the members of a class 
through the perception of 
the class-essence as inher
ing in one member) 180f 

.wlmiinyatoclr~ta ( similarity of 
relation as ground nf infer
ence) 183 

scmwviiya ( inhcrcncc) 55, 
169, 175£ 

Sclmarcda 32, 36, 38£, 43, 48, 
51, 77, 85 

Samaoidluilla Brc11mw,_w 39. 
siima11ikiibl1c1va ( temporary 

, non-existence) 177 
smi1glw ( Buddhist order of 

monks) 12.2, 1:27 
smhglwta (aggregation) 129 
Sarhl1ita ( Vedic compilation) 

32, 36, 41, 43, 49, 16:2 
sa1i1in!i (consciousness) 130 
<;arnkara :29, 69£, 185 

against logic 14, 94, 158 
llllirvaCllllirJalii-kliycili 9Sf 
attributl's sral1luiva-t·tid{1 to 

Sfunkliva 1031I 
1·ites at1thoritv of Manu 1-1 
degrees of rnirca lity 98£ 
doctrine of 11u1y<1 ( addya) 

94, mf 
drPams and illusions 95 
i1.,1"J.10rance, the basis of all 

knowleclge ancl action 94£ 
knowledge opposf'd to 

action inf, 9l-Jf 
misrepresents Sarvf1stivada 
143 

on pmpirical trnth 99f 
llll Lok,1vata 184ff 
Oil Sll~1./ ,;, j 79f 
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on svabluiva-vada 102fl 
opposition to Mimamsii. 
and Srunkhya 93 

rejects causality and 
change 96f 

rejects pmdluina of Sfun
khya 115 

relation with Madhvamika 
Buddhists 154 , 

i;iva11a-i:iida 97 
works of 69 

Sarhkhya 5, 31, 73, 107ff, 160 
artiflciallv connected with 

IJO{!,a 118ff 
and Sarvi"lstivada 146£ 
and svabhiiva-viida 103[ 
causalitv 97 108f 
evolution 1io1F 

g111,ia 109ff 
literahlfc and cxpmwnls of 
106f 

matter 109if 
mentioned in Artlwliistra 
malwt 10.'3 
30 

71mkrti (pradlu11w) 104, 109H 
7mr11.~a 105ff 
~arhkara's opposition to 9:1, 
lOt l 14ff 

viewed as main rival hy 
Vedanta 112 

viewed as materialism hy 
VPdanta lllf 

Sd1i1kl1ya~kt:1rikt:'i 106ff 
comparatively later \'l'rsion 
of S[11i1khva in 107 

Samklu111-pra.vaca1w.Nu1.~11n 
26 . . 

Sii1i1kliya-sftlra 106ff 
deviates from original 
Sii.Jilkhva 107 

S:nhkhya-Yoga 24 
San1k~epa-s,1riraka 25 
san,saya ( dou ht) 16.'3, l 78 

2-i3 

smiiskaras ( tra(:es of past ex
perience; disposition) 64, 

12B, 130 
s111i1skrta ( combined toge-

ther) 144 
smi1t,11w (flux) 130 
s<11i1vrti sat ya ( truth from the 

practical point of view) 
10-0, 153 

smi1yog11 ( contact) 5,5, 173, 
176 

Sanaka ( an early Sfunkhya 
philosopher) 1()6 

. Sanancla ( an early Srunkhya 
philosopher) 106 

sa11iita11a ( dcmal) 107 
Sanatkumi'tra ( an Upani~adic 

philosophl'r) 48, 76f, &5, 
!J,'j 

Siir)c.lilrn ( an early thinkc~r) 
47 . 

Sanghahhadra 14:3 
San~hn\'i. Sukhlal;i, 

(:araka's \'C'rsion of S,un
khva 114 

Tatieopoplm:asi!iilw and 
Lok:1,·ata 186H 

1/0t!JI j 10 
Sar'ijarn Jklatthiputla (an 

an dent agnostic) I~I 
Sankritvayana, Halm la: 

011 rno1111•utari11f'SS 149 
tlworY of Gn•ck influt>nce 4 

e;,1nticl1•,·a 1.5.'3 
sa111a!Jl111ngi1111ya ( sevcnfolcl 

("@ditional judgment) 
l:1:2ff 

,.;,i,-;raka. llll'.ll1il11! of :is 
<:.,1rimka-l1l1r1sya 69 
S:triraka.mimi"ui1s,l :-i.s 
Sarr:a-dar.fona-sa1i1gralia :10, 

19fi 
Sal"IJ/I-IIIIIIO-.w11i1gra1w 3.S 
Sarvajniitma r-.1uni :?..5 
Sarv:i.,th·ftdins 

and latPr Sfni1khva 146 



254 

and Sautrantikas 147ff 
doctrine of 75 elements 1--H 
history of the development 
of 142 

literature of 143 
meaning of 143f 

Sastitantra 106 
Sasi:ri, H. P., on S,imkhya 

being pre-Buddha 107_ 
Sastri, K., on meaning of 

Nyi"1ya 160 
original atheism of 
Vaisesika 4 

Purai:iic cosmology and 
atomism 8 

Satapatha Brii!t11w1_w --i:3, 48, 
101 

satkiirya-viida ( doctrine of 
pre-existence of effect in 

cause) 97, 109 
satpratipakya ( fallacy of in-

ferentially contradicted 
middle) 183 

sattva (intelligence-potential) 
llOf, 120 

Satvakama Jiih:-ila ( an early 
thinker) 47 

satya.sya sat yam ( truth of 
truths) 90 

Santriintika 20, 162, 154 
against Vaibhi"t~ikas 147 
meaning of 148 
momentariness 148ff 
rf'al standpoint of Buddhist 
logicians 159 

.1·adka[paka (determinate) 
179 

sar:yabl,iciim ( -anaikantika) 
18:3 

Sava1Ja (Vedic comnwntator) 
34 

St'al, B. '.\J., on Si"nhkhya 
theorv of en,lntion 110 
scientific implicalions of 

Sfni1khya 11 J 
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se~avat ( perceived effect as 
ground for inferring unper

ceived cause) 18:2 
siddhiinta (conclusion) 2lf, 

163 
Siddhasena ( a J aina philoso-

pher) 13:2 
SikJiisamuccaya 153 
Sinhala 153 
Siva ( a deity) 3, 2.3, 69£, 73 
skmullw (factor) 130 
slokaviirflika 24, 51 
smrt i (memory) li8 
smrti ( law code) 1:2 
sophic (Gr.) 88 
Sophist (Plato) 101 
Spli11/lirthii-abl1idlwrmako.fo-

r;yiikhyri 143 
Sravasti 138 
Sriblu'i~ya 70 
Sridhara 160 
Srihar~a 7, 69, 95, 187, 189 
Srikantha 70, 73 
sr~ti (creation) 5,3 
sr11ti (revealed; Veda) 12, 32, 

!J! 
Stcherbatsh, T. 

Brahmanical reform of 
Sii1i1khya 108 

departure of :\Iahflviina 
from original athcis1;1 (Jf 

Bud<lhism 151 
l':-.71lains sri m1a-n1cla l.'55 
"WWs and dlwrmas 146 
iinportancc of S<11iikh!jtl 

theory of matter 111 
Miiclhyamika and Sa1i1kara 
154 ,. 

on mystical meaning of 
/il/111/(1 156 

on the stanclpoin t of B11d
clhist logicians 159 
orie1in and rc•finenwnt of 

~~a,·a 22, 1 (i.1 
pP1:iocl of sii/m-works 4f 



GLOSSARY AND INDEX 

Samkara's 'sectarian ani-
mositv' for Buddhists 96 

W1tsipi:itriyas 142 
Sthaviravi.i.dins 141£ 
sthiila (gross) 72 
.,"11ddhucfvaita-;;iida ( doctrine 

of pure non-duality) 73 
Sukra ( teacher of Asuras) 

102 
stik$111a (subtle) 72 
s11kta (Vedic hymn) 32 
st111ya ( 'the void') 48, 155ff 
Sunya-vada ( see also ~Ht-

clhvamika) 
and Advaita Vedi"mta 48, 

l,55f 
and taftcopapla1x1-ciida 

187 
defence hy Nagiirjuna 155 

Suravira Sakal ya ( an carlv 
thinker) 47 · 

Surcsvara 69 
susik~ita ( sophistiC'atcd) 191 
s11sik)·itatarii~i ( the more so-

phisticated ones) 190 
su,mpt i ( dreamless sleep) 

Wff 
s11f ra ( mnemonic aphorism) 

3 
Sutta-pi/aka 12.'3, U2 
sw1Jlu7m ( idC'ntitv) 183 
svabhiiw-r.:cida ( doctrine nf 

natural causation) 
references to & malcrialis

lic implications of 102.ff 
attributed to Sa1i1khva 103£ 

sr.:-alak~a,_w ( momenhu:v; self-
defined) 1481f -

5Wta~1-priimci1_111a-LY7da ( then: 
rv of intrinsic valitlit,· of 

knowledge') 67. J65f 
Sr.:c.fr.ara-111i111ii1i1w1 5:3 
Svetfnnbara l:3lf 
svetii.frotam F1){[11iyid .nr, 

102f, 11 .'5 

s1Jiicl~,:iich1 ( doctrine of 'may
. be') 132.ff 

sytit ('maybe'; somehow) 133 

tadabhiicavati tatprakiirakc. 
( not corresponding to ob
ject) 178 

tiicliitma (identity) 183 
tacfoati tatprakiiraka ( corres

ponding to object) 178 
Tailtiriya Ar<IIJ!Jaka -13 

BriiTwwna 43 
. U1w11i.~acl -13f 
Takakusu 107 
ta mas ( intertia) 110£ 
T<7i_u_1yamaliii Brcil111w1_w 43 
tannuitra (subtle matter) 110 
Tantra 119 
Tantrar:iirttika 51 
tapas (austerity) 137 
Ti"ll"ii ( a goddess) 156 
tarkti (hvpothetical argument 

vieldirig no posith·c result) 
i78 

k I k C -on dar-Tar ·a am ·ara, ., 
.fona ,28 . 
mtl"I"prclation of s\·11thcs1, 
25 

Tiilp"rya-p!11!fodcll1i 2:J, 161 
Tii1parya-/1ka 161 
ra11raci11f<llll(/l_li 161 
Tattr-iirtlu1clhiga111as11tra 132 
Tatti:a-sa1i1graha 157 
Tatfi:a-sa1iigraha-paii.iik,1 157 
Taffllopaplar'asimllll. claimed 

to be a Loht\·ata text 186£ 
represents in fact extreme 
idealism 187£ 

tall ropaplarn-tYida ( doctrine 
of thrmdng nn•rhoard all 
philosophical ,·i(•,,·s) 1S6ff 

tc;as (fire) 16!J 
Thales (i 



theism, in Gita 18 
Nyaya-Vaise~ika 18 
sects of 69£ 

TI1eravaclins 141£ 
Thibaut, G., -on floating phi

losophies in Upani;.ads 46. 
·18 

Thomson, G., -on Plato's no
ble falsehood llf 
prehistory of a11a11ke 172. 
distortion of the relation of 

consciousness :mu hmin 
184 

fikii (sub-commentary) 3 
Tirthari1kara (Jaina saint) 

131£ 
trasprenu ( h·iad) 169 
Tripi[akas 122 
tr:mii ( thirst; desire) 128 
tn1aryuka (triad) 170 
Tucci, G., on lost Lokiiyata 

tc,t 186 
Puramlara, a Loki1yntika 
189 

tlilii ar,idlf(I ( sccondmv ignor-
ance) 99 · 

T11p/ikd 51 
/11ri11a ('fourth slate') 8:3f 
T,·a~fr ( a Vcclic cldtv: crafts-

111:111) 88 . 

11dalwrm_w ( - dr,~(dnta) 18~ 
1/(hisina ( imliffcrent) 105 
Prlayana 2..'3, 2.6, 28, 160f 

sC'eks Vedic authoritv for 
atomism 3.'3f · 

l'clclnlaka ( an Upani~adic
philosophcr) 47 

llclclvotakara 8, ~'3, 160f 
l 1cld1tr ( a Vedic priest) :16. 

,'38 
11liika (owl) 3f 
llm;1svf1ti 132 
upiidii11a ( element; attach-

ment) 128 
11parmi11a (comparison) I 79 
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lipani~ad 18, 4lff, 85, 107£, 
125f, 132, 140, 146£, 155, 
157, 162, 164, 171, 187, 198 
and materialism 102f, 18,'5 
and rihial 44ff 
attitude of Vedanta and 

Mimfuils[t to 49 
Buddhist reaction against 
129 

elate 43f 
foreshadowing 

156f 
Yogiicii.ra 

idealism in 59f, 62, 74ff 
late spurious texts 42. 
list of principal texts 43 
meaning of 4lf 
on castes 86 
presupposes and opposed to 
Siimkhva 106, 115f 

that of the Asuras 101 
theory of K;;atriya ori~in of 
89f 

upasampacui. ('to arrive at'
Buddhist ordination) 127 

11tp1x1dya-pratiti ( yet to he 
knom1) HlO 

Ill /HJnlUl-pratil i ( a 1 r (' a cl y 
known) 190 

l'ttara Mimi'trhsa (-Ved.-mt'.I) 
31, 49 

v:,caspati r,.,nsra 7, 2:3, 69, 105, 
107. 161 

r,ii<la · ( argument for truth) 
163 

Vf1dideva Suri ( a Jaina phih 
sopher) 189 

Vaibhrisikas 20. 15-!, 16~ 
mPan.ing of 143 
vs Sa11trantikas 147 

rnufiilm;rafika (hypocrite) 13 
Vaisiili 141 
Vaiscsika 3f, 8, 31, lOR. J.59 

literahtre of lflOf , 
meaning of 159f 



GLOSSARY AND lNDk:.X 

Vuiscsika-siitra 28, 160 
categories 164 
date 4 
cllwrnw 164 
Vedic authority 11 
yoga 119 

Vaisnava 70lf 
Vaj1i~ ( a tribe) 124( 
Vallabha 71£ 
Vallee-Poussin, L <le la, --on 

primitive prehistory of yoga 
121 

t)llliisa (genealogy) 4S 
Vari1sa Brahmana 48 
uamiismma dluirma ( rules of 

caste-division) 2, 13 
tliirftika ( somewhat critical 

exposition) 3 
VannJa ( a Vedic deity) 8, 3.5 
Va~ubandhu 59, 143, 153f 
Vii.sudeva S:1rvahha11ma 161 
Vii.tsyiiyana 2.3, 160f, 163 · 
Viitsy{i11a1w-hhii.~ya 160 
Viitsiputriyas 1-12 
Yii.yu ( a Vedic deitv\ S 00. 

57, 72 . . ' 
1:ayu (air) 169 
Vella 30lf, 32ff, -.HJ. 77 8·1 8~ 

95, 164 • -. C • > 

Manu on 12f 
table of litcraturP -1.1 
r·s. agriC'Hltme 87 

,·ccfana (sensation) 128 
V~diinta 7, 15, 18, 20, 2..'5f 31 •35, 49, 107, 140. 160 . . 

against rationalitv \Jf 
lllcaning of 41 
sects of 20, 70ff 

~edanta Desika .'3.1 
"dfinta-sfttra ( -Brahm.1-
sutra) 68 

''P.<la-vr, odhi-tarka
vyavaTu,ri-ryaf:, ( thos,· who 
Ilse arg11111cnls agninst Sl'rip 
lures) 1.'3 

\'e<lic <leilit:s 34f 
Mimi:-ui.rn·1 view of 57i 

Vi/Jlriisii 143, 147 
r;·ibliiiti ( supernatural power 

rcsultin~ from yoga) 121 
Vidudahha ( king of Kosah) 

i:?.S 
Vi<lyi"mandiu 7, 187, 13:2 
viluira (monastery) 22, ~40 
t.•i;nana ( min_?: COTISC'lGUS-

ness) 128, 1:,6£ 
Vijflfma Bhik~u 
. inlcrpretation of Hruh,,w-

~·11tra 73 
· ,l, s)·ntl,e~is intcrprPla tum 

26 
1111 Pataii.jali 119 
theistic t\dst to s:11i1kliy;i 
l07f 

t:i;1u11wglw11a ( mas., of cu11-
seiousness) 76 

\'ijii.ii.na-,·:ala ( SPC Yog:1ciira) 
J .SGJf 

V ;;,iapl i-11uit ra/11-sid1llii J .'j4 
l'ikarmastlw ( transµ;n·ssor of 

l'aste discipline) (,'3 

\'inava ( Buddhist cod<' of 
eo1Hluct) 141 

\'inalfapitaka 12:2. 1:27, le 
Vir11.1i1a-t1iblui,s·,i I 4~ 
Vindhya,·:isin ( an carlv cxpll-

,wnt of S:unkhya) I 07 

i-ipllr!JUlfll (error) l 7S . 
\'iroeana ( a n·prPs<·11tahn' of 

the Asnras) lO!f 
\'iroc-ana ( Bmlclha ,, orship

pt•d as) 1.'56 
1oirnddlw ( fall.HT of < (illtr,1-

clicton· middk) P,~ 
,·i.fr.Ja ( ultimate parlil'ul.1rity ', 

160, }6,.q, ]75f 

r:i.1,i,Sh1dr:aita-Pc1da ( doctrine 
of°<]ualified 11011-dualitv) 5.'l 
70f 



visriima (rest) 170 
Vi~l)u ( a deity) 70, 72 
\1i.r1.111-1mriirya 102 
vita,_u_lcI ( destructi\'e argu-

ment) 163 
vitl, i (series) 130 
vivurta-viida ( doctrine of il

lusory modification of cause 
into effect) 97, 116 

Voc;lhu ( an early exponent of 
Siirilkhya) 106 

qd.dl1i ( increasing; produ-
cing) 87, 92 

Yrttik~1ra 51, 60£ 
176 

t'ttakt i ( particular; individual) 
v·11c1pti ( universal relation l;e

. tween middle and major 
term) 6:2, 182f, 188 

vyavalu7rika sattii ( real only 
from the standpoint of prac
tice) 99 

Vyomuvali 160 
Vyomasiva 160 
\\'assilief 107 
White-Ya;urvcda 39, 43 
"'internitz, \1. 

C"Onsequcnce of Upani~ads 
being pronounced as reve
lations 198 

date of Veda .'3.'3 
magical melodies of Siima
veda 39 

magical charms of Atlwrrn-
r:eda 39 

111ulrcclu1-n1da ( accidental-
. ism) 102 

Yairm:eda 3],, 36, 39f, 49f. 77. 
R.'5 

w1i11s ( prose spells) 40 
w1;na (V('dic ritual): 
· ('SS('ntiallv magic 18, 16. 57 

K('ith on magical pow0r of 
40 

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY 

and Upani~ads 44ff 
and ;\'1imii.1nsf1 49£ 
Smilkara opposed to the 

standpoint of 93 
viewed as magic in Brii.h

mmJas 50 
Yajii.avidy~i ('knowledge of 

ritual', a name of 11imfun
sft) 18 

Y;ijii.arnlkya ( a lawgiver) 87 
Yajii.avalkya ( an Upani~adic 

philosopher) 47f, 75, 92, 95 
Yiii'ii.avalkya-smrti 87 
yama (restraint) 1:20 
Yasomitra 143 
Yasovijaya 132 
tJcUlu7rtlw (faithful) 178 
Yoga 31, 137, 139, 164, 185 

accepted by most systems 
] HJf 

and the meaning of Yogii.
cara 157 

comopents of 120 
connection with Sii.ri1khva 

not intrinsic 118f · 
definition in r nga.s11tra 120 
Digniiga and Dharmak1rti 
on 122 

God losclv insPrtecl into 118 
history i1ml Jiteratur~ of 
117( 

in support of idealism G2f, 
83f 

in the Indus period 118 
mcntionl'd in Artlwsiislra as 
a philosophv 30 

Pataii.jali's wrsion of 119f 
primitive prehistory of 7, 

12.0ff 
rejection hv :\Iimi"unsii and 

materialism 63 
'sheer fancy' accorcling to 

K umi"trila 6.'3. 122 



GLOSSARY AND INDEX 

Yogi"tci"tra 20, 142, 150, 156ff 
historv and literature of 
153( 

idealism compared to th.it 
of Berkelev 58£ 

meaning o( 157 
origin of 156£ 
real incompatibilit\• with 
logic 1.58£ · 

Yogiiciirab11iimi-siislra 154 
• 

11oga;a--pratyak$a ( extraor<li
. nary perception through 

yoga) 180£ 
11ogiingas ( components of 
· 11oga) 119£ 
Yoga-Slifl'll 117, 120 
Yuan Chwang 140 
Yudhi~~hira 191 

Zeno 96 
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